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W552-41 DOE is performing environmental restoration activities at the Hanford Site. The ongoing
cleanup efforts at this site will continue. DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913, dated December 13, 2013,
stated that DOE has deferred a decision on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited
exceptions, as described in the Settlement Agreement with the State of Washington
Department of Ecology) for disposal at Hanford at leaist until WTP is operational.

W552-42 See response to W552-5.

W552-43 The action alternatives evaluated in the GTCC EIS did not include interim storage of GTCC
LLRW and GTCC-like wastes until a geologic repository, in granite or otherwise, for spent
nuclear fuel and high-level radioactive waste becomes available because such interim storage
is outside the scope of the GTCC EIS. The purpose of the GTCC EIS is to evaluate the range
of reasonable alternatives for the safe and secure disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like
wastes.

The use of HOSS and other approaches for long-term storage of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike
wastes are outside the scope of this EIS because they do not meet the purpose and need for
agency action. Consistent with Congressional direction in Section 631 of the Energy Policy
Act of 2005 (P.L. 109-58), DOE plans to complete an EIS and a ROD for a permanent disposal
facility for this waste, not for long-term storage options. The GTCC BIS evaluates the range of
reasonable disposal alternatives and, as also required under NEPA, a No Action Alternative.
Under the No Action Alternative, current practices for storing GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like
wastes would continue in accordance with current requirements.

DOE did not evaluate developing a geologic repository, such as in the granite shield,
exclusively for disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes because DOE determined that
such an alternative is not reasonable due to the time and cost associated with siting a deep
geologic repository and the relatively small volume of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes
identified in the GTCC EIS. DOE believes that the results presented in this ETS for the WIPP
geologic repository alternative are indicative of the high degree of waste isolation that would
be provided by disposal in a geologic repository. DOE has included analysis of generic
commercial facilities in the event that a facility could become available in the future. In that
case, before making a decision to use a commercial facility, DOE would conduct further NEPA
reviews, as appropriate.
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W552-44 The primary radiological transportation risk to the public for any alternative is from the low
level of radiation emanating from the transport vehicle. As discussed in Section 5.3.9.1, the
collective population risk is a measure of the total risk posed to society as a whole. A
comparison of the collective population risk provides a meaningful evaluation of the relative
risks between disposal locations, as provided in Tables 2.7 5 and 2.7 6. The magnitude of the
collective population risk is primarily determined by the number of routes, the length of each
route, the number of shipments along each route, the external dose rate of each shipment, and
the population density along a given route. The primary differences between alternatives from
the standpoint of transportation are the lengths of the routes as determined by the location of
the disposal sites (destination of the shipments). Thus, higher collective population risks are
associated with alternatives that require transportation over longer distances. All alternatives
involve routes that have similar characteristics, with no significant differences for comparison
among alternatives, requiring transportation through a range of rural and urban areas. In
addition, the routes used in the analysis are considered representative routes (as discussed in
Appendix C, Section C.9.4.l.1, because the actual routes used would be determined in the
future. For each disposal site, the routes most affected would be the interstate highways that are
in closest proximity to the site.

W552-45 The BIS evaluated the transportation impacts from the shipments that would be required to
dispose of all of the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes at the various disposal sites. The EIS
addressed the collective population risks during routine conditions and accidents, the
radiological risks to the highest exposed individuals during routine conditions, and the
consequences to individuals and populations as a result of transportation accidents, including
those that could release radioactive or hazardous chemical materials. About 12,600 shipments
would be required to transport all of the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes to the Hanford
Site for disposal. This would result in about 50 million km (30 million mi) of highway travel,
with no significant addition to the cumulative risks (no expected LCFs and one fatality directly
related to an accident might occur for GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like waste transport) (see
Section 6.2.9.1).
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W552-47 DOE has considered cumulative impacts at the Hanford Site in this GTCC EIS. The disposal
of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like waste at the Hanford Site could result in environmental
impacts that may warrant mitigation for Tc-99 and 1-129 through limiting receipt of these
waste streams (see Table 6.2.4.2 and Figure 6.2.4.1 in this EIS).

DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with the State of Washington Department of Ecology) for disposal at
Hanford at least until WTP is operational.

A preferred alternative is not required to be included in a Draft EIS. The Council on
Environmental Quality regulations in 40 CFR 1502.14(e) specify that the section on
alternatives in an EIS shall identify the agency's preferred alternative or alternatives, if one or
more exists, in the Draft EIS and identify such alternative(s) in the Final EIS unless another
law prohibits the expression of such a preference; that is, a preferred alternative shall be
identified in the Draft EIS if one exists. If no preferred alternative has been identified at the
Draft EIS stage, a preferred alternative need not be included. By the time the Final EIS is filed,
40 CFR 1502.14(e) presumes the existence of a preferred alternative and requires its
identification in the Final EIS unless another law prohibits the expression of such a preference.

DOE did not have a preferred alternative at the time of issuance of the Draft EIS because of the
complex nature of the proposed action and the potential implications for disposal of GTCC
LLRW and GTCC-like wastes. To seek public input on how to identify a preferred alternative
for inclusion in the Final EIS, the Draft EIS presented considerations for developing a
preferred alternative in the Summary (in Section S.6) and in Section 2.9. As required by
40 CFR 1502.14(e), the Final EIS contains a preferred alternative for the disposal of GTCC
LLRW and GTCC-like wastes (see Section 2.10). In developing the preferred alternative, DOE
took into consideration public comments on the Draft EIS, public EIS scoping comments, and
other factors identified in Sections S.6 and 2.9 of the EIS.

The publication by the EPA of a NOA of the Final EIS in the Federal Register initiated a 30-

day public availability or "waiting" period. While the availability period is not a formal public
comment period, the public can comment on the Final EIS, including the preferred alternative,
prior to final agency action. Comments received will be addressed by DOE in a ROD. As
required by the Energy Policy Act of 2005, DOE must submit a Report to Congress that
includes the alternatives considered in the EIS and await Congressional action before making a
final decision regarding which alternative(s) to implement. The Report to Congress will be
made available to the public on the GTCC EIS website (http://www.gtcceis.anl.gov/)

Pob,
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W552-50 In accordance with Council on Environmental Quality NEPA implementing regulations,
Federal agencies are required to address the environmental impacts of the proposed action and
the range of reasonable alternatives, to identify any adverse environmental effects which
cannot he avoided, the relationship between short-term uses of man's environment and
maintenance and enhancement of long-term productivity, and any irreversible or irretrievable
commitments of resources. The proposed action and altemnatives evaluated in this GTCC EtS
are specifically focused on determining a suitable location for siting a safe, secure disposal
facility or facilities for the disposal of GTCC and GTCC-Iike waste. DOE has identified
relevant laws that may have a bearing on the evaluations contained in the GTCC EIS (see
Chapter 13, Applicable Laws, Regulations, and Other Requirements). In addition, Federal
agencies are also required, and DOE has addressed, potential impacts of reasonably foreseeable
actions, whether they be potentially adverse or beneficial. Accordingly, readers are referred to
the cumulative impacts discussion found in Section 5.3.12 of the Evaluation Elements
Common to Altemnatives 3, 4, and 5 Chapter, and Section 6.4.2 of the Hanford Chapter.CD
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Heart of America Northwest, Commenter ID No. W552 (cont'd) W552-52 DOE is performing environmental restoration activities at the Hanford Site. The ongoing
cleanup efforts will continue.
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Higher Ground Farm. Comm enter ID No. W354

From: gt cccimseb mas t estwsingov
Sent: Thursday. June 23. 2011 1:49 PM
To: gtcceiswebmester@ani~gov
Subject: Receipt: Greater-Than.Ciass-C Low-Level Rnd onctivo Waste EiS Comment GTCC5035i4

Thank you for yourc€omment, WatterlKiselhom.

The comment truckng number that has been assigned to your comment is 6TCC503S4. Pl'ease refer to the comment

tracking number in atl correspandence reinting to this comment.

Comment Date: June 23, 2011 01:48:43PM CDT

'Groatear-Than-Ctats.C LowLevee Radioactive Waste EflS Draft Comment: GTCC10354

First Name: Waiter'
Last Name: Itoecikorn
Organlzation: Higher Ground Faree
Address: 4121 Speiegdate.Hurster,$ Rd.
City: Sprlngdain
State: WA
Zip: 93173
Country: USA
Email: selrlottor nf shoo,€om
Privacy Preference: Don't withhold name or nddress from public record

Comment: Submitted:
The USDOC's environmental impact statement (EtS) on the proposal tO ate lianford at n national radioactive waste
dump for the eatremely radioactive GTCCv~astes admits that putting the waste In landfill trenches at Hanford would
resuit in nanual radiation doaes of 48 mlilirem pery'enr to the people who will be drinking thu groundwater - which flows
utraight to tho Columbia.

T[hat's a radiation level which would cause fatni canrera in a pproximotety I to 2.5% of the Native American children living W354-1

In the area under yakewa, Umatilia and Nao Ferce Treaty Rlghts.

Those cancer risks and radiation doses do NOT include the dotes from the adjacent landfill. Nor dues it inc-lnde the niak
from tha adjacent state operated UNLIruED, leaking soil trenches of ihe commercial radioactive matte dump at Hanford.

We can't cleanup Hanferd and protect our Columbia River whilo more waste guts dumped at Hanford - Piease put I
Cleanup Firstt

t.First rule when you're Insa hole and can't get out: Stop Diggingi Hanford can not he cieaned up if USOOE adda nay W54-

more weante to be boried in landfills or bsoreholes - the mattes in existing soil trenches and ditches and from tanit leaks
need to ho removed.

W354-1 DOE has considered cumulative impacts at the Hanford Site in this GTCC EIS. The disposal of
GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like waste at the Hanford Site could result in environmental impacts
that may warrant mitigation for Tc-99 and 1-129 through limiting receipt of these waste
streams (see Table 6.2.4.2 and Figure 6.2.4.1 in this EIS).

DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a deeision
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with the State of Washington Department of Ecology) for disposal at
Hanford at least until WTP is operational.

Disposition of the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes will be handled in a manner that is
protective of human health and the environment and in compliance with applicable
requirements and regulations. Dosesto workers and the public will be minimized to the extent
practical. The methodology used to estimate the radiological human health impacts in the EIS
is based on standard practicea that are subject to revision as our understanding of the effects of
radiation on humans evolves. The same methodology is used in the evaluation of all
altemnatives; thus, any modification of this methodology (e.g. taking an even more conservative
approach for assessment of the area children) would not affect the comparisons among
alternatives and the identification of the preferred altemnative.

W354-2 DOE is performsing environmental restoration activities at the Hanford Site. The ongoing
cleanup efforts will continue.

W354-3 DOE agrees that use of a geologic repository would be a protective and safe method for the
disposal of the entire inventory of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes. The GTCC EIS
evaluation for the WIPP geologic repository alternative supports this statement. However, the
degree of waste isolation provided by a geologic repository may not be necessary for all of the
GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes evaluated in the GTCC EIS. The GTCC EIS evaluation
indicates that certain wastes (e.g., those containing short-lived radionuclides such as
Cs-137 irradiators) could be safely disposed of in properly designed land disposal facilities at
sites with suitable characteristics, such as low precipitation rates, high soil distribution
coefficients, and sufficient depths to groundwater. Based on the GTCC EIS evaluation, land
disposal facilities located in arid climates (e.g., NNSS and WIPP Vicinity) would isolate
radionuclides for a sufficient period of time to allow for significant radioactive decay to occur.

While 10 CFR Part 61 identifies one NRC-approved method for GTCC LLRW disposal
(disposal in a geologic repository), these regulations also indicate that other disposal methoda
could be approved. The GTCC EIS evaluates three land disposal methods (i.e., enhanced near-
surface trench, intermediate-depth borehole, and above-grade vault). The GTCC EIS
evaluation indicates that land disposal methods employed at sites with suitable characteristics
would be viable and safe alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW.

2. Eatremely radioactive wastes belong in deep underground repositories, noli in andligtt, bareholueor vauits. W5-W354-3



Higher Ground Farm, Commenter ID No. W354 (cant'd)

3. Perhaps tse most important point: US•OOE needs to consider hr the fIS how to avoid matking more of these highly [W354-4radioactive wastes,

4. USOOE has to ditriose and consider the total (cuesutative) impacts of both of USOOE's separate propossas to use
Hanford as a national radioactive waste dump, and all teis risks f'rom trucking wastes to Hanfford, inoone environmenata
Impact statement for the public to revinew and comment on the fall picture. The 0I"CC EIS needs to diacote that USOOf W354•5
in also proposing to add 3 millio n cubic feet of radioactive and chemical wastes to be diopased at Hanford. in addition to
the GT1CC wastes.

Questions about submittlng comments over the Web? Contact us at: tccenem• rrsn• a or call the Gtreater-
Than-Clas-C Low-tLevel Radioactive Waste 515 Webmaster et (630) 252-5705,

W354-4 Stopping the generation of nuclear waste is outside the scope of the GTCC EIS, the scope of
which is to evaluate disposal alternatives to enable the selection of a safe alternative or
alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes. The GTCC EIS evaluates
the range of reasonable alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes in
compliance with the requirements specified in NEPA, the Low-Level Radioactive Waste
Policy Amendments Act (P.L. 99-240), and Section 631 of the Energy Policy Act of 2005
(P.L. 109-58). The GTCC EIS evaluates the potential environmental impacts of the proposed
disposal alternatives for GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes. Based on the evaluation, DOE
has determined that there are safe and secure alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and
GTCC-like wastes. The GTCC EIS provides information that supports this determination, and,
as discussed in Section 1.1, Purpose and Need for Agency Action, DOE is responsible for the
disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes.

W354-5 The GTCC EIS evaluates the transportation impacts from the shipments that would be required
to dispose of the entire inventory of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes at the Hanford Site
and all the other sites being evaluated.

The GTCC EIS evaluates collective population risks during routine conditions and accidents,
radiological risks to the highest exposed individuals during routine conditions, and
consequences to individuals and populations as a result of transportation accidents, including
the release of radioactive or hazardous chemical materials. For the truck option, it is estimated
that about 12,600 shipments resulting in about 50 million km (30 million mi) of travel would
be required. This transport of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes would not result in any
LCFs, although one fatality directly related to an accident might occur (see Section 6.2.9.1).

In addition, Chapter 6 of the TC&WM EIS also has evaluated cumulative impacts addressing
disposal of potential future wastes (including GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like waste) at the
Hanford site.



HOME, Commenter ID No. T45

35

2 HR. WADDER: Good evening. Wy name is

3 Jonathan aadder, ]I-A-l-D-E-fl, and I'm representing an

4 organization, 501-C3 N4onprofit, called "501E," R-O-M-E•

5 "Healing Ourselves and Mother Earth." Wge alad watch

6 out for nuclear issues in the region, end we will be

7 submitting detailed comments later.

5 2 lust have a few general cosmlents, at this

5 time, that I want to put forward, for the record. You

50 knowI, we recognize that there is a need to deal with

15 Greater-than-Class C waste. Certainly, like, doesn't

12 need to deal with spent nuclear fuel. We already have

19 it. We have to figure out something to do with it.

14 However, we do feel like the process is a bit

15 premature at this time. As baa atready been mentioned,

16 the Blue Ribbon Commission has not issued their report

17 to Congress. And, obviously, that document will have a

19 lot to do~ with policy that follows it, and so we think

l9 we're a little premature on that.

20 Also, all of these sites do have policy

21 implications because, as was already mentioned, you've

22 got DOS-controlled sites versus places coming item

23 ommercial sources. So that's an -- that's an issue as

24 well.

25 I gu~ess if we were to have to select an

T45-1 The scope of this EIS is adequate to inform decision-making for the disposal of GTCC LLRW
and GTCC-like waste. Sufficient information is available to support the current decision-
making process to identity (an) appropriate site(s) and method(s) to dispose of the limited
amount of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like waste identified in the ELS.

DOE believes that this EIS process is not premature and is in compliance with NEPA. On the
basis of an assumed starting date of 2019 for disposal operations, more than half (about
6,700 m3 [240,000 ft] of the total OTCC LLRW and GTCC-like waste inventory of 12,000 m3

[420,000 ft3]) is projected to be available for disposal between 2019 and 2030. An additional
2,000 m3 (71,000 if3) would become available for disposal between 2031 and 2035. This
information is presented in Figure 3.4.2-1. DOE believes this EIS is timely, especially given
the length of time necessary to develop a GTCC waste disposal facility.

The Blue Ribbon Commission (BRC) on America's Nuclear Future, in its final report to DOE
on January 26, 2012, provided recommendations, which included the development of one or
more permanent deep geologic facilities for the safe disposal of spent nuclear fuel and high-
level radioactive waste and the development of one or more consolidated interim storage
facilities as part of an integrated, comprehensive plan for managing the back end of the nuclear
fuel cycle. In its Strategy for the Management and Disposal of Spent Nuclear Fuel and High
Level Radioactive Waste (DOE 2013), developed in response to the BRC Report, the
Administration agreed "that the development of geologic disposal capacity is currently the
most cost-effective way of permanently disposing of used nuclear fuel and high-level
radioactive waste while minimizing the burden on future generations" and proposed to "engage
in a consent-based siting process and begin to conduct preliminary site investigations for a
geologic repository." The Administration's goal is to have a repository constructed and its
operations started by 2048. The Administration will work with Congress using the strategy as
an actionable framework for building a national program for the management and disposal of
the nation's used nuclear fuel and high-level radioactive waste (DOE 2013).

T45-2 The LLRWPAA (P.L. 99-240) assigns DOE responsibility for the disposal of GTCC LLRW
generated by NRC and Agreement State licensees. The LLRWPAA (P.L. 99-240) specifies that
GTCC LLRW, designated a federal responsibility under section 3(b)(1)(D) that results from
activities licensed by the N-RC, is to be disposed of in an NRC-licensed facility that has been
determined to be adequate to protect public health and safety. However, unless specifically
provided by law, the NRC does not have authority to license and regulate facilities operated by
or on behalf of DOE. Further, the LLRWPAA does not limit DOE to using only non-DOE
facilities or sites for GTCC LLRW disposal. Accordingly, if DOE selects a facility operated by
or on behalf of DOE for disposal of GTCC LLRW for which it is responsible under section
3(b)(1)(D), clarification from Congress would be needed to determine NRC's role in licensing
such a facility and related issues. In addition clarification from Congress may be needed on
NRC's role if DOE selects a commercial GTCC LLR•W disposal facility licensed by an
Agreement State rather than by NRC.

T45-3 The No Action Alternative is evaluated in Chapter 3 of the EIS, and under this alternative,
current practices for storing GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes would continue. These
practices are described in Sections 3.2 (GTCC LLRW) and 3.3 (GTCC-like wastes) in the
Final EIS. It was necessary to make a number of simplifying assumptions to address the long-
term impacts of this alternative, and these are described in Section 3.5. As part of this
assessment, it was assumed that these wastes would remain in long-term storage indefinitely,
including wastes from the West Valley Site as discussed in Section 3.5.3, and that no
maintenance of either the storage facility or waste packages would occur aiter 100 years. These
results indicate that very high radiation doses and cancer risks could occur under this
alternative in the long term.

T45-1

T45-21

T45-3"
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1

2

3

4

5

6

7

3
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12

.13

14

15

16

17

13

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

alternative, we would have to select the wo-Action

Albernative. fie feel that -- we feel, as many others

have stated, that the Department of Energy needs to

either reevaluate or actually conduct a proper

environ~mental review of reinforced on-site storage for

a number of reasons.

This facility, an mentioned, could serve a

dual purpose, of course. It could handle spent nuclear

feel, which we need to deal with which, as a reminder,

it is also in jeopardy now because it's very

dangerously stored at many radioactive -- excose ma --

at many nuclear sites across the country, packed very

densely. So we do need to find a batter way to do the

on-5ito storage, period.

And the reenforced what they call "50SS" is

one good way to do that. It certainly could handle the

Groater-then-Cleass C waste at the same time. And, also,

these facilities would be tWRC sitea, licensed sites.

So you wouldn't have the same kind of agency

machinations that we've talked about already here,

conflicts between the two.

Security in really one of the things that

seems to be driving this process a little bit, that the

sealed sources, which has been mentioned earlier, are a

terroria• risk. Well, again, this kind of facility can

T45-3
(Cent.

T45-4

The No Action Alternative is evaluated in sufficient detail in the EIS as required by NEPA.
Comparatively high potential radiation doses and cancer risks could occur should this
alternative be selected. While a more detailed analysis could reduce the uncertainties
associated with estimating these doses and risks, the conclusion of comparatively high impacts
would not change for this alternative.

The No Action Alternative is evaluated in the EIS to provide a baseline for comparison with
the action alternatives. This evaluation confirmed the risks posed by these wastes and the need
to develop appropriate disposal capability. The potential radiation doses for the No Action
Alternative covered a time period of 10,000 years in a manner comparable to that done for the
action alternatives. Relatively high impacts could occur shortly after the 100-year institutional
control period under this alternative.

T45-4 The use of HOSS and other approaches for long-term storage of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like
wastes are outside the scope of this EIS because they do not meet the purpose and need for
agency action. Consistent with Congressional direction in Section 631 of the Energy Policy
Act of 2005 (P.L. 109-58), DOE plans to complete an EIS and a ROD for a permanent disposal
facility for this waste, not for long-term storage options. The GTCC EtS evaluates the range of
reasonable disposal alternatives and, as also required under NEPA, a No Action Alternative.
Under the No Action Alternative, current practices for storing GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike
wastes would continue in accordance with current requirements.
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1 be secured as well, and so it could handle all of

2 those, all of those aspects of nuclear waste for the

3 short term, which is what we need.

4 Ne certainly need an intermediate term

5 solution to the problem that we have now, and the

6" reinforced on-site storage will boy us certainly 200

7 years, maybe a couple hundred• years, to work on that.

8 HOWE, also, does not -- also supports dealing with

5 waste as close to the source of generation, as close to

10 the location of generation and to minimize

11 transportation.. And, again, this does this.

12 so we strongly encourage the Department of

T45-4
(Cent.)

T45-5

T45-6.

T45-5 DOE is responsible under the Low-Level Radioactive Waste Policy Amendments Act
(P.L. 99-240) for the disposal of GTCC LLRW. The purpose of the EIS is to evaluate
alternatives for the safe and secure disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes.
Continued storage of GTCC LLRW at the generating facilities was evaluated as part of the No
Action alternative. Transportation of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes from generating
facilities to a GTCC LLRW disposal facility is a required component of the disposal process
that would be identified for tihe GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes because the disposal
site(s) or location(s) would not be the same as the generator sites for reasons provided in the
EIS. DOE believes that the transportation of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes to a more
centralized disposal facility would result in lower •overall human health risks compared to
managing the wastes at multiple locations and can be conducted in a safe manner based on
compliance with comprehensive regulatory requirements and past experiences.

T45-6 DOE initiated consultation and communication with the 14 participating American Indian
tribes that have cultural or historical ties to the DOE sites analyzed in the EIS. These
interactions are summarized in Sectionl1.8 of the EIS, and they included several meetings,
workshops, and the development of tribal narratives that were included in the EIS. In addition
to including tribal narratives related to the four sites in the EIS, DOE inquired about tribal
interests with regard to the WIPP/WIPP Vicinity and SRS. No tribes came forward in response
to the inquiries regarding these two locations. It was not necessary to consult with American
Indian tribes with regard to the generic regional locations, since the specific locations of the
potential disposal facilities (and the affected tribes) were not known.

In terms of DOE tribal consultation with the Western Shoshone in 1991, the DOE/NNSA
Nevada Site Office initiated an American Indian program based on an extensive literature
review previously conducted to identify tribal groups with cultural affiliation to the NNSS.
Since the inception of this program, NNSA has maintained government-to-government
relations by working with each tribal government or designated representatives as a means of
addressing areas of interest and providing project updates accordingly.

DOE would continue to consult with the site-affiliated American Indian tribes, as appropriate,
during implementation of the selected alternative.

13 Energy to pursue environmental analysis of this

24 alternative which eortainly could be pert of, in some

I5 tway, the No-Action Alternative.

14

17

A couple of specifics .1 want to mention. The
Oraft NIS document, anvironmental Impact $tatement,

18 'does acknowledge, or at least it recognizes the
14 ezistence of the Trreaty of mubhy valley between the

20 Western Shoshoni Nation end the United states

21 Governent. And in that treaty, it outlines the land

22 base of the Western Shoshoni people, which has actually

22 gotten suppot in international law.

24 And the Draft N7S does not acknowledge or

25 does not discuss how it's going to deal with the



HOME, Commenter ID No. T45 (cont'd) T45-7 In 2006, NNSA prepared an environmental assessment and determined that radioactively
contaminated soils are not present within the Vicinity of the proposed DIVINE STRAIKE
detonation, DOE 2006 Large-Scale, Open-Air Explosive Detonation, DIVINE STRAKE, at the
Nevada Test Site.

T45-8 The NNSS SWEIS under Section 5.1.6.2.1.2 presents data on groundwater monitoring.
Groundwater monitoring at the Area 5 RWMvC indicates that no contamination of groundwater
resources has occurred as a result of waste management activities. Annual modeling concludes
that no groundwater pathway exists for this disposal facility. Given the depth to groundwater at
the waste disposal facilities and the stringent operating controls and monitoring programs,
LLW and MLLW disposal operations are not expected to adversely affect groundwater
resources.

36

concerns raised by the Western Shoshoni Nation and that

land base being need to dispose oi radioactive waste,

which it has historically opposed. And I think that

that was also mentioned earlier.: So that should be

addressed more in detail 'in the document, and including

negotiations with the Western Shoshoni on that issue.

Another point, snother point that's also been

raised Ia the transportation issues, specifically with

the Watfonal -- the Nevada Nuclear Security Site.

Also, the section which discussed potential

contamination from disturbing the soil in constructing

the site didn't -- there wasn't -- I dIdn't see very

much data on the radioactive inventory of the soil. I

think there should be. At least that should be

discussed. That should be in the document so that

people know whether it's there or not.

A number of years ago, there was supposed to

be a large esplosion test called "Divine Strake" in

that test site. Thera was much more detailed analysis

there, and I think there should be -• that analysis

should be included in the WIS as well.

Also, I'd like to correct something in the

document. It does not acknowledge that groundwater is

a potential contamination pathway from the Nevada Test

Site, the NNSA slite, NNSS. It's mostly a concern on

T45-6'
(Cent.

T45-7•

T45-5
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T45-9 Stopping the generation of nuclear waste is outside the scope of the GTCC EIS, the scope of
which is to evaluate disposal alternatives to enable the selection of a safe alternative or
alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes. The GTCC EIS evaluates
the range of reasonable alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes in
compliance with the requirements specified in NEPA, the Low-Level Radioactive Waste
Policy Amendments Act (P.L. 99-240), and Section 631 of the Energy Policy Act of 2005
(PbL. 109-58). The GTCC EIS evaluates the potential environmental impacts of the proposed
disposal alternatives for GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes. Based on the evaluation, DOE
has determined that there are safe and secure alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and
GTCC-like wastes. The GTCC EIS provides information that supports this determination, and,
as discussed in Section 1.1, Purpose and Need for Agency Action, DOE is responsible for the
disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes.

1 the west side from the underground testing period, and

2 it may not be a direct concerned site.

3 aut in the mite characterization aection of

4 the Environme0ntal Impact Statement, it does not

5 acknowledge that as a potential Oontamination pathway,

6 and it ehould aoknowledge it. This is s public

7 document. So it's an opportunity for people to see

S what's going on in the mite and what kind of analysis

9 is there. So we definitely recommend that that be elso

50 included.

(Cont.)

T45-9

13 That concludes our comments now.,

12 appreciate the time taken for this. Se also support
15 'that de shouldn't be creating more of what we don't

.14 know what to do with,

Thank you sery much.



Honor our Pueblo Existence (HOPE), Commenter ID No. T87 T87-1 The site-specific environmental factors identified by commenters such as seismic issues wereevaluated in the EIS as appropriate. The results of the evaluation were taken into consideration
• in identifying the preferred alternative presented in the Final EIS.

DOE is performing environmental restoration activities at LANL. The ongoing cleanup efforts
~will continue.

Capital Reporting Company
DOE acknowledges that many of the adjacent lands surrounding the LALNL site are sacred to

I the Pueblo people.

3

4

a Ha•. aBOw•t Marian Naranjo is our next spealker

1 and I think Beata Taoske will follow you.

H$. NARAN3O: Thank you.

S y name is M~arian Naranjo. I am the founder

10 and director of Honor our Pueblo Existence or Hopa.

HI Our orgenization is a comm~unity-based

22 organization located at Khspo. O'Wingato, or Santa Clara

13 Pueblo.

14 One of our missions is to address

•15 environmental issues of concern because of our

IS relationship to our ancestral homelands within the

17 Pajarfto Plateau or the Heemus M~ountains, a place that

Is has sustained our life ways since time imaemorial, the

19 place where nOB, NNSA, LANL now claims landlordahip.

20 Because of time restraints :for this hearing

It end for the record, I would like to state the HOPE will

22 be sending in depth written comements, These enasente I T87-1

866,488.DEP0
www.CapibalRepor tingContpany.com



Honor our Pueblo Existence (HOPE), Commenter ID No. T87 (cont'd)
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a

3

4

5

9

10

12

23

14

16

17

18

29

20

22

22

will oppose GTCC waste being transported to a place

that baa seismic issues, a place that the landlords

have not made a decision on what to do with its current

nuclear waste problem, and a place that is sacred to

Pueblo people.

I believe this act would further desecrate our

sustainable life ways both environmentally and "

spiritually. Before the government agencies and for-

profit corporate entities continue the nuclear power

cycle, it would be wise to go back to the drawing

boards and establish a complete plan that would include

a safe, forever disposal of the weate that has been

created and really think and consider and invest in

alternative energy for the future.

This shell game of moving nuclear waste,

whether it is ABC or rTCC, from place to place has been

a practice in this country since day one of the nuclear

age, and it's old school. It's time actually to be

frank. This situation, as United States citizen, is

quite embarrassing. If you have no place for it, then

why make ft?

If a state chooses nuclear power, then that

866.488.DI3O
www.CapitalRepor tingCompany.com

T87-1

(Cent.)

T87-2,

T87-3"

IT87-4

T87-2 Even though it is beyond the scope of this GTCC EIS, the comment is noted. This GTCC EIS
addresses the potential environmental impacts associated with the proposed development,
operation, and long-term management of a disposal facility or facilities for GTCC low-level
radioactive waste (LLRW) and DOE GTCC-like waste.

T87-3 Stopping the generation of nuclear waste is outside the scope of the GTCC EIS, the scope of
which is to evaluate disposal alternatives to enable the selection of a safe alternative or
alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes. The GTCC EIS evaluates
the range of reasonahle alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes in
compliance with the requirements specified in NEPA, the Low-Level Radioactive Waste
Policy Amendments Act (P.L. 99-240), and Section 631 of the Energy Policy Act of 2005
(P.L. 109-58). The GTCC EJS evaluates the potential environmental impacts of the proposed
disposal alternatives for GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes. Based on the evaluation, DOE
has determined that there are safe and secure alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and
GTCC-Iike wastes. The GTCC EIS provides information that supports this determination, and,
as discussed in Section 1.1, purpose and Need for Agency Action, DOE is responsible for the
disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes.

T87-4 DOE is responsible under the Low-Level Radioactive Waste Policy Amendments Act
(P.L. 99-240) for the disposal of GTCC LLRW. The purpose of the EIS is to evaluate
alternatives for the safe and secure disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes.
Continued storage of GTCC LLRW at the generating facilities was evaluated as part of the No
Action alternative. Transportation of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes from generating
facilities to a GTCC LLRW disposal facility is a required component of the disposal process
that would be identified for the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes because the disposal
site(s) or location(s) would not be the same as the generator sites for reasons provided in the
EIS. DOE believes that the transportation of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes to a more
centralized disposal facility would result in lower overall human health risks compared to
managing the wastes at multiple locations and can be conducted in a safe manner based on
compliance with comprehensive regulatory requirements and past experiences.



Honor our Pueblo Existence (HOPE). Commenter ID No. T87 (cont'd)
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!state should deal with this whole cycle, which includes

2 the waste. We have no nuclear power plants here in New

S M1exico. So why is this now our problesi?

T87-41
(Cont.)



INL Site Environmental Management. Commenter ID No. L3

!I I'CAII-O06

INLSite EnironmentlManagement ol

citItZiC¢ AOVS$oRY *OAD

C* Arnold Edelinan. 515 Docunienl Manager
W•h Preache Office of Envimrenneina Maiepml

U.S. Depfleof Iner•
Meitur .Joeverleaf Butdtra. EM-43

HebB•v 10 IndeOO dnc Avenue. SW
Sm Camnen Wairington DC, 30513

R.D. Pdaew Sa1bjaeo esern Drafl Invirnomei Impact Statement (518) toe die tiapeeat of

BE1 Rers Oreare Than Clas C (0rCC) Low.LevWl Radioactive Wast mi 01CC Uk., Weste

Tie Shaneod
Fred Sb fle Mv. Edelnmn:

Brve•e Pla find att.chd Use Idao National L~boato E, lnovrmenial Manpner Cithrr~s

(SIS) tor~ f ifaea of ,reater Than Clas C (0CrcC) .ow.tLeveI RaIoacIve Wast mi

Lina OTCC LPfts Waste.
Deerte Fae,

U.S. EPi% Rok 10 We aprulae Itre oppeltauhy to pmnvidc commenil

Arido, e fO~O l~t Re•d•

IIO¢PO, DOE-ID
StUMS• loathe O•

Slat ofId7ho



IiNL Site Environmental Management. Commenter ID No. L3 (cont'd) L3-1 DOE is performing environmental restoration activities at INL. The ongoing cleanup effortswill continue.

L3-2

Comments on the Draft Envirosnmental Impact Statement (EIS)
for the Disposal of Greate Than Class C (GTCC) Low-Leel

(D 5O -37S-D). in cosnaoitlo with th release of• thi drtilS, the DOE als•o hat co.dtsccd public
ttwteiags in Idaho Fails. IID, as welt as opening a 120-da public contet potod.

The Envlrormsmntai Managcment (E•M) Sire-Speosllc Advisory Board Ia ldaho. locally knows as the Idh
Naioa Lab0oraor She EM Citizens Advisory Boatt (CAD) has bean bixefed an: this draB illS, aind a
CAB attee ateo th publi, meeting held in Idaho Falls, 10. The CAB had alo provided co~mrdsss
on ths EIlS as lra of the seeping procana in 200"7 (R~ecomndt #132),

The purpose ofthis rsconnwdstion lto poovitl th CA's comet on this drat 615-

The CAB aorta fllat no prefcrred alteriative ha bees Idenified is thi draf ilS bul doe ltsni• th
INL nsa potential site the th disposa oft'hese waste fe'ns

the INL hat a long hiatosy of laoi ena In the atrseta of orloctlve waste generte by flOE
si its predecssragenisa In geea, the citen of Idaho h~ew aupoe th INL role is managng
the agnc's wast. In 1988, due to the ansott and tposof wane being lmqtr tntato th llL front
oatade th state. end th lack of tag•r dlapoal strasagen for aetne of these waste, then Ooero
Cei And, as linltrted a moaoru on DOE waste stiasn into th state This moratrum rsltasatly
resulted in a Selenes Alrmeern between the DOE mid the .Sens of'Iah (1993) Thds arsnentl set
forth conditions snider whlds radIoactlve waste at the lIlL woul he managed. It also de~fined a
ftneot uride whdch apers nula I'lel could he recoived and managed at the llL TltoSrtllmsseo
Agreemnt has nee •idenife OTCC Low-Level RadioatIve Wast and OTCC Like Waste to he

The action by Ooerm Andrs recelved wid-pra publks sapport at tir hate. It hs also beers
supported by all assps govemers. It aloceiou to heppre by th pubic

Reospons, Cesestors.and L~nxrldty MAt (C RC•.d)rcordsofdeclslerr The mrret plans c fer
conslotsgth E IM mission s tal L by the end of20IS. Coraplenlon of th EM misio s'tly at tIlL has
keen dentfied by DOE as having th potenial fo rsnlflcnse •en sav

potetil disposl locatio for th GTCC Low-Leve Radioativ Wast ad OTCC Lik Wase
In osneluson. the l•L ]EM CAB is oppesed to ece ldealon of the IN. so p1otential dispora loato

of Idah•o,
* Bae t ie sprec of • th •LMCB, tectzeso heSaeof kndonsupetsc

asatin

The disposal methods and sites evaluated in the EIS represent the range of reasonable
alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes. This range is consistent
with NEPA implementing regulations in Parts 1500-1 508 of Title 40 of the Code of Federal
Regulations (40 CFR Parts 1500--1508). tn this GJTCC ELS, DOE analyzed a range of disposal
methods (i.e., geologic repository, near-surface trench, intermediate-depth borehole, and
above-grade vault) and federally owned sites (i.e., Hanford Site, 1NL, LANL, NNSS, SRS, and
the WIPP Vicinity, for which two reference locations - one within and one outside the WIPP
Land Withdrawal Boundary - were considered). DOE has determined that it was reasonable to
analyze these six sites because they currently have operating radioactive waste disposal
facilities, except for the WtPP Vicinity, which is near an operating geologic repository.

Final siting of a disposal facility for GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes would involve
further NEPA review as needed and be in accordance with applicable laws and regulations and
would involve local stakeholder involvement and consent.

L3-1

L3-2

tEWLttMtttOAltON al4a irsteSS,5Oll
Postal



International Source Suppliers and Producers Association (ISSPA),
Comnmenter ID No. L100

L100-1 Comment noted. The alternatives presented in the GTCC EIS address the disposal of sealed
sources.

l7 June 2011

Dr. Inos Tilay. Assistant 5e letay forE virtlom~ental Mngmn
U.S. Daer ment of Energy
100O Independence Ave. SW
Washigtn.• DC. 20O585

Dear D~r. Tstay:

Th. Internetonal ,Source Suppliems an Produc'ers Acsodetlon (ISSPA) is an assoltton€ that Is

end suptply of sealed rad~oactive sources andjor equipment Shot contai sealed radioactve icurces

as an Integral component of the racdation processn or tretment system. devtce, pupe or

I5SPA atroogly sulpports the need forea GTCC walste repository in the USA. As en Ie 1a par of l

safety hifrstructura of the US, mainy sealed sources that erae utilized In besneildal applkcatons hi
the esedtcl and Industrial setr meet die greeter te dass C disposl criter~a. If• thrsn
availale hetwste repositos for these sources at the end of their weful Ife, complet tha

mannufacture these sources may elec to net suprport these vital activities.

if rso actio Is talen to dress• the disposal challenge asodeted with OTCC Wat. dhua sele

souces wal i~kely Isa stored at generator sites creating en Increased secuilty rdsk

As pert of Its Code of tGnd Pratie CS5PA mnember commit to safely manage the crade to gre

life ccte of t+he sealed sources. On•e hey aspect of this ti •assurng the1 finaldups1 of th sorc A
GTCC reostory' is neesr to eur the cos ,€stiuesfe snngmno wae souces

We would he happ" to discuss In more deta~l or prov¢d addtional Inonto If nedd

...ncerely, "

LIO00-1



ISSUE, Commenter ID No. TI15 TlI5-1 DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with the State of Washington Department of Ecology) for disposal at
Hanford at least until WTP is operational.

Capital Reporting Company 67

HR. flRGUSOW: V've got three minutes to discuss

the next 30.000 years or more, 50 I'll maks it quick.

I was hoping to spemak when there was more people in

the room, but thanks for ever~ybody coming Out 0n this

beautiful evening to sit in a windowless room.

HOW many would come out to help me block a train

track or a railroad? Get them up there tindicating),

I mean, that's what -- so obviously nobody said,'oh

yeah, ship it to nlanford. So nobody wants it, and if

the 005 is not going to listen to the pUblic here,

we're going to bear witness to an in~uatic-e, and

we're going tO get out there and stop these,

shipments, nonviolently, peacefully, and with love in

Our hearts. mo can I see those hands again? you can

make a little t~ally.

So shUt them down, abut the plants down. Stop'

creatingj the w~aste. Keep it 00 sits. No action as

far as the £15 is concerned. Take no action. Rio

transporting those wastes. ltets end nuclear power.

tat's stop doing any sort of fission whastsoever€.

We've got alternatives, clean, renewal energy. The

roadblocks are political. Take that message back to

Wdashington, D.C. That's what everybody says around

866488.DIIO
www.Cap ttalRep or tingConmpay.com

TI115-1

TI 15-2 Stopping the generation of nuclear waste is outside the scope of the GTCC EIS, the scope ofwhich is to evaluate disposal alternatives to enable the selection of a safe alternative or
alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes. The GTCC EIS evaluates
the range of reasonable alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes in
compliance with the requirements specified in NEPA, the Low-Level Radioactive Waste
Policy Amendments Act (P.L. 99-240), and Section 631 of the Energy Policy Act of 2005
(P.L. 109-5 8). The GTCC EIS evaluates the potential environmental impacts of the proposed
disposal alternatives for GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes. Based on the evaluation, DOE
has determined that there are safe and secure alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and
GTCC-Iike wastes. The GTCC EIS provides information that supports this determination, and,
as discussed in Section 1.1, Purpose and Need for Agency Action, DOE is responsible for the
disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes.

TI115-3 DOE is responsible under the Low-Level Radioactive Waste Policy Amendments Act
(P.L. 99-240) for the disposal of GTCC LLRW. The purpose of the EIS is to evaluate
alternatives for the safe and secure disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes.
Continued storage of GTCC LLRW at the generating facilities was evaluated as part of the No
Action alternative. Transportation of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes from generating
facilities to a GTCC LLRW disposal facility is a required component of the disposal process
that would be identified for the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes because the disposal
site(s) or location(s) would not be the same as the generator sites for reasons provided in the
EIS. DOE believes that the transportation of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes to a more
centralized disposal facility would result in lower overall human health risks compared to
managing the wastes at multiple locations and can be conducted in a safe manner based on
compliance with comprehensive regulatory requirements and past experiences.

TI 115-4 The No Action Alternative is evaluated in Chapter 3 of the EIS, and under these alternative,
current practices for storing GTCC LLRW and GITCC-Iike wastes would continue. These
practices are described in Sections 3.2 (GTCC LLRW) and 3.3 (GTCC-like wastes) in the
Final EIS. It was necessary to make a number of simplify'ing assumptions to address the long-
term impacts of this alternative, and these are described in Section 3.5. As part of this
assessment, it was assumed that these wastes would remain in long-term storage indefinitely,
including wastes from the West Valley Site as discussed in Section 3.5.3, and that no
maintenance of either the storage facility or waste packages would occur after 100 years. These
results indicate that very high radiation doses and cancer risks could occur under this
alternative in the long term.

The No Action Alternative is evaluated in sufficient detail in the EIS as required by NEPA.
Comparatively high potential radiation doses and cancer risks could occur should this
alternative be selected. While a more detailed analysis could reduce the uncertainties
associated with estimating these doses and risks, the conclusion of comparatively high impacts
would not change for this alternative.

The No Action Alternative is evaluated in the EIS to provide a baseline for comparison with
the action alternatives. This evaluation confirmed the risks posed by these wastes and the need
to develop appropriate disposal capability. The potential radiation doses for the No Action
Alternative covered a time period of 10,000 years in a manner comparable to that done for the
action alternatives. Relatively high impacts could occur shortly after the 100-year institutional
control period under this alternative.

T15-2

T1 15-4



ISSUE, Commenter ID No. Tl15 (cont'd)
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1 hoer, not Just no.

"2 5 also represent a newly formed student group at

3 Portland State called, 15SUE, the tnternarionsl

4 Students Supporting 0niversal Equality. Check US OUt

5 at oxgzyns.org. Thasts O-P.-G-S-Y-U-S.O-R-G, and

thta•* open to, you know, anybody in the cotemnity.

7 SO thanks for nosing out, and have a good evening.



League of Women Voters, South Carolina, Commenter ID No. Ti TI-i The disposal methods and sites evaluated in the EIS represent the range of reasonable
alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes. This range is consistent
with NEPA implementing regulations in Parts 1500-1508 of Title 40 of the Code of Federal
Regulations (40 CFR Parts 1500-1508). In this GTCC EIS, DOE analyzed a range of disposal
methods (i.e., geologic repository, near-surface trench, intermediate-depth borehole, and
above-grade vault) and federally owned sites (i.e., Hanford Site, ThNL, LANL, NNSS, SRS, and
the WIPP Vicinity, for which twO reference locations - one within and one outside the WIiPP
Land Withdrawal Boundary - were considered). DOE has determined that it was reasonable to
analyze these six sites because they currently have operating radioactive waste disposal
facilities, except for the WIPP Vicinity, which is near an operating geologic repository.

DOE is performing environmental restoration activities at the Hanford Site, INL, LANL,
NNSS, and SRS. The ongoing cleanup efforts at these sites will continue.

Final siting of a disposal facility for GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes would involve
further NEPA review as needed and be in accordance with applicable laws and regulations and
would involve local stakeholder involvement and consent.
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145. SUIZAiNkg 911OD55 Thank you vary much, Holmes

and Hr. tdelman, whoever picked this location gets an

A-plus. It is the mOSt beautiful public meeting I've

been to. It'a a nice place to even valk around. I so

Suzanne rhodes. S os here .today representiog the"

LeagUe of Women Voters in South Carolina. The League

has a long history of leadership and citizen action and

education on nuclear lsnues in South Carolina.

Currently we are concerned regarding proposats to bring

even core of the nation's a reoter-than-class C waste to

Savannah River. The 59 tesa already has extensive

health and safety responsibilities for much of the

nation's legacy cories end there are no exit strategies

really. The site is large but the soil could allow

rapid conramination and moVement of groundwater in

Ti-I



League of Women Voters, South Carolina, Commenter ID No. Ti (cont'd)

1 evant of accidents, and that was obviously recognired

2 in ETS. Mlorn than 30 years ago South Carolinians stoed

3 almost alone in urging federal attention for the

4 permanent management of defense waste accumulated at

5 Savannah River Site and elsewhere. actually several of

6 the governments got together and tried to apply some

7 leverage in connection with another project. The

8 League was part of the concerned community in South

9 Carolina and today the league arrongly opposes

10 proposals that suggest we become a stOrage site for

11 .even note defense waste as well as corsercial nuclear

12 waste which so far we prettywell kept off the SRS

12 site, we wish to credit the managers of the site as

14 they have made important progresses fron the legacy

Go15 waste at 59S and also the slovement of plutonium and

IS other weapons materials from other nations to the 595

17 for safekeeping. we did not oppose that by any means

19 and it has serious challenges. The League applauds the

19 ingenious strategy that was taken to expedite waste

20 nanagement by taking advantageo f funds from the

21 Anerican Recovery and Relnvestment net, the stimulus

21 monies. usin@-those monies 595 trained local workers,

23 some previously unemployed, tO repack the transesuric

24 waste among other activities. Mach of this ThU waste

25 has been or will he shipped to the only permanent

26 nuclear waste geologic storage site in the world. I



League of Women Voters. South Carolina. Conmmenter ID No. Ti (cont'd) T1-2 Same response as for TiI-

1 hope I haven't picked may words too carefully but U.S.
2 really does have the only permanent site, and that of

3 co~urse is New lMemico in Carlsbad. well, that's great but many

4 other TRHUwastes are at 555 and they're not ship-able

5 and will remain there indefinitely. The League

S definitely supports proper osnagement of existing waste

7 ' for en-site storage at 555. We anticipate that those

8 greater-than-class C waste already at SR5 will remain

9 there in a safe manner end that's reasonable. We thlnk

.0 it's reasonable. Set we think transporting core waste

.1 to S55 is neither fair nor reasonable and I'm realty

12 glad that Wr. Edelnan nentiesad the Nuclear Waste

3a £olicy Act limitation. But I think a combination of a

4• no-action alternative and a~en sort of 5ess

i5 consideration should be considered for these

S6 greater-than-class C waste. Hothing in the act is

i7 sacred, we've already broken several of the pieces for

L8 very good reasons and this would be another one that

9 deserves some serious vonsideratlen. flecause although

0 net part of the original plan the current practice of

1 default nuclear waste storage at eai~ttlng defense and

2 commercial sItes has been our goal for the Noat part.

3 Professionalm at these sites are knowledgeable and

4 respectful of their responsibilities. Transporting

5 waste generates mote wastes. IZt creates citizen

S concern and it's expensive. Unless there is a site

TI-3 The use of HOSS and other approaches for long-term storage of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike
wastes are outside the scope of this EIS because they do not meet the purpose and need for
agency action. Consistent with Congressional direction in Section 631 of the Energy Policy
Act of 2005 (P.L. 109-5 8), DOE plans to complete an EIS and a ROD for a permanent disposal
facility for this waste, not for long-term storage options. The GTCC EIS evaluates the range of
reasonable disposal alternatives and, as also required under NEPA, a No Action Alternative.
Under the No Action Alternative, current practices for storing GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like
wastes would continue in accordance with current requirements.

The No Action Alternative is evaluated in Chapter 3 of the EIS, and under this alternative,
current practices for storing GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes would continue. These
practices are described in Sections 3.2 (GTCC LLRW) and 3.3 (OTCC-like wastes) in the
Final EIS. It was necessary to make a number of simplifying assumptions to address the long-
term impacts of this alternative, and these are described in Section 3.5. As part of this
assessment, it was assumed that these wastes would remain in long-term storage indefinitely,
including wastes from the West Valley Site as discussed in Section 3.5.3, and that no
maintenance of either the storage facility or waste packages would occur after 100 years. These
results indicate that very high radiation doses and cancer risks could occur under this
alternative in the long term.

The No Action Alternative is evaluated in sufficient detail in the EIS as required by NEPA.
Comparatively high potential radiation doses and cancer risks could occur should this
alternative be selected. While a more detailed analysis could reduce the uncertainties
associated with estimating these doses and risks, the conclusion of comparatively high impacts
would not change for this alternative.

The No Action Alternative is evaluated in the EIS to provide a baseline for comparison with
the action alternatives. This evaluation confirmed the risks posed by these wastes and the need
to develop appropriate disposal capability. The potential radiation doses for the No Action
Alternative covered a time period of 10,000 years in a manner comparable to that done for the
action alternatives. Relatively high impacts could occur shortly after the 100-year institutional
control period under this alternative.

TI T-2
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League of Women Voters. South Carolina, Commenter ID No. Ti (cont'd)

1 apoclf Ia safoty issue all mucSlea: waste should remain

2 where they are until we have a permanent plan and £t's

3 been demenetrated and South Carr.Iina should cutely not

4 receive any more ef the nation' s nuclear waste. Thank

5 you very much.



Legions of Living Light, Commenter ID No. L294

DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT for the
DISPOSAL OF GREATER THAN-CLASS C (GTCC) LOW-LEVEL

RADIOACTIVE WASTE AND GTCC-L1KEWASTE
(DOE/EIS-0375-D)

U.S. Department of Energy

wPrITTEN COMMENT FORM
Mwin be retched oo or before Jine 37. 20)1

Mr. ___Mrs. M_,-_ _ /__Mr. & Mrs. ___Dr. __

Title: Iilc.Ac _

L294-1 DOE recognizes that some of the waste considered contains radionuclides that pose potential
human health risks for extended periods of time and that modeling potential releases of these
radionuclides from the conceptual disposal sites far into the future approximates what might
actually occur. In performing these evaluations, a number of engineering measures were
included in the conceptual facility designs to minimize the likelihood of contaminant migration
from the disposal units. No facility design can guarantee that radionuclide migration from the
facility would not occur over and beyond a 1 0,000-year time period. Sufficient detail was
included in the proposed conceptual land disposal facility designs for use in the EIS analyses,
consistent with the current stage of this process. Some of the waste form and site characteristic
input values may change in the future and could result in higher impacts (such as from
increased precipitation at some sites due to climate change), while others could result in lower
impacts (due to decreased precipitation).

DOE b~elieves that 500 years is not an unrealistic time period for the longevity of the types of
engineering harriers assumed in the analyses. DOE believes the approach and the assumptions
used in the EIS are reasonable for performing the comparative analysis of alternatives required
by NEPA. For example, the assumption of a 20% natural background infiltration rate after
500 years was based on a study at SRS (Phifer et al. 2007) that indicated that after
10,000 years, the closure cap at the F-area would still shed about 80% of the cumulative

precipitation falling on it, with an effectiveness that would be greater before 10,000 years, then
decrease very slowly after 10,000 years. The approach used in the EIS is more conservative
than indicated by this study. DOE believes that the assumptions made to support the long-term
modeling calculations for the groundwater pathway are reasonable and enable a comparative
evaluation of the impacts between alternatives. The results of the evaluation presented in the
EIS are sufficient to inform the selection of sites and methods for disposal. Follow-on project-
specific and site-specific NEPA reviews would be conducted as needed.
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Legions of Living Light. Commenter ID No. L294 (cont'd) L294-2 The EIS considered the range of reasonable alternatives for disposal of the inventory of GTCC
LLRW and GTCC-like wastes identified for inclusion in these analyses. Treatment options,

such as trying to "neutralize" the elements, was considered to be outside the scope of the EIS

because the purpose of the EIS is to show the disposal alternatives of GTCC versus treatment

of GTCC.

DOE recognizes that modeling potential releases of radionuclides from the conceptual disposal

sites far into the future approximates what might actually occur. Sufficient detail was included
in these designs for use in the EIS analyses, consistent with the current stage of this process.

Some of the input values may change in the future and could result in higher impacts (such as

from increased precipitation at some sites due to climate change), while others could result in
lower impacts (due to decreased precipitation).
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Loretto Community. Commenter ID No. E76

Pie, Mary H.

From: penny m•ule pmlcybenusaronnto
Sent: Monday. june 27. 20"11 12:,35 PM
Tot gtccelo~ant{gov
CeCnretonts Ben ft tLjan• Senator Jeff flnsne Mitt C"ome Udst Mlle

SSubject: DOE GTCC EIS

DOB GTCC 315
Cveritaf 3M, 31..43
Ioot0 Iedpter Avmx•€ SW

Wulo• ton. 1)8205*5

Pleeseoretbeeeameit flee the orro Ceraseatt of Sitn ased r 'spbe tti Ilave beat awkeeswaetea lee. laSS

(WIP) fle o lemtosNametu • tabL•lt.).ora•tr .few .d .lore i" . .... r• rE76-2s

E76-1 Disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes at WIPP or the WIPP Vicinity site is
included in the range of reasonable alternatives and is evaluated in this ELS. DOE
acknowledges that only defense-generated TRU waste is currently authorized for disposal at
the WIPP geologic repository under the WIPP LWA as amended (P.L. 102-579 as amended by
P.L. 104-201) and that legislation would be required to allow disposal of waste other than TRU
waste generated by atomic energy defense activities at WIPP and/or for siting a new facility
within the land withdrawal area. It would also be necessary to revise the Agreement for
Consultation and Cooperation between Department of Energy and the State of New Mexico for
the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant, the WIPP compliance certification with EPA, and the WIPP
Hazardous Waste Facility Permit. In addition, site-specific NEPA reviews would be conducted
as needed, including fu~rther characterization of the waste (e.g., radionuclide inventory and heat
loads) as well as the proposed packaging for disposal.

However, NEPA does not limit an EIS to proposing and evaluating alternatives that are
currently authorized. Furthermore, the Agreement for Consultation and Cooperation between
Department of Energy and the State of New Mexico for the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant
recognizes that the mission of WIPP may change and provides provisions to modify, the
agreement. For example, the Agreement states: "The parties to this Agreement recognize that
future developments including changes to applicable laws (e.g., Public Law [P.L.] 96-164) may
make it desirable or necessary for one or both parties to seek to modify this Agreement. Either
party to this Agreement may request a review of the terms and conditions."

DOE acknowledges the TRU waste disposal limitations for WIPP specified in the WIPP LWA
as amended (P.L. 102-579 as amended by P.L. 104-20 1) and in the Agreement for Consultation
and Cooperation between Department of Energy and the State of New Mexico for the Waste
Isolation Pilot Plant. Information on these limitations is provided in this EIS (see Section 4.1.1)
and was considered in developing the preferred alternative. Based on the GTCC EIS
evaluation, disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes at WIPP would result in minimal
environmental impacts for all resource areas evaluated, including human health and
transportation. Both the annual dose and the latent cancer fatality (LCF) risk would be zero
because there would be no releases to the accessible environment and therefore no radiation
doses and LCFs during the first 10,000 years following closure of the WIPP repository. DOE
recognizes that the use of WIPP for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and 61CC-like wastes
would require legislative changes and site-specific NEPA reviews would be conducted as
needed, including further characterization of the waste (e.g., radionuclide inventory and heat
loads), as well as the proposed packaging for disposal.

E76-2 The WIPP has been certified by the EPA as an acceptable facility for the disposal of defense-
generated TRU waste. The physical and chemical characteristics of the GTCC LLRW and
GTCC-like wastes proposed for disposal in the WIPP repository are comparable to the TRU
wastes currently being disposed of in the repository.

Dissolution has occurred outside of the WIPP Land Withdrawal Boundary, as shown by karst
features in the Nash Draw area. The EPA has noted that it is possible that dissolution occurred
at the WIPP site sometime in the distant past (i.e., millions of years ago for strata-bound
features) but was associated with a geologic setting other than that currently present at WIPP.
However, dissolution in the underlying geology is not an ongoing process at the WIPP site.
The EPA, as part of its compliance certification process, concurred with the modeling
performed by DOE (which assumed that there was no karst within the WIPP site boundary)
and indicated that this was consistent with existing borehole data and other geologic
information.
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Loretto Community, Commenter ID No. E76 (cont'd)

:ting, 33 penilt raised their lenids to show eppe~stino to GTCC ceoliot co \,VIPP. Given tho numober of
industryed lovemtrl nlielo vur|• t~nia•, lhst isa •tohutosli puresage of itt poblia• It s notsthu noeoon frte the public living
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WIPP is located in a salt formation, and moisture (brine) is naturally present. The brine makesup about 1% of the rock volume. The brine comes in two forms: interstitial and included.
Interstitial brine is trapped between crystal facies (between fracture boundaries at the
microscopic scale). Included brine is inside small cavities called inclusions trapped within the
crystals themselves. Samples of brine collected from locations just inches apart from one
another show different chemical and isotopic compositions, indicating that the brine did not
move more than a few inches from where it was trapped when an ancient tidal flat dried up
250 million years ago. This indicates the extremely slow movement of water in this salt
formation. In addition, the current design for operating WIPP involves sealing the shafts to
ensure that no fresh water can enter and affect the disposed-of wastes.

WIPP is surrounded by various natural resources - including potash, oil, and natural gas - as
identified in Section 4.2.2.2 of this EIS. Resource considerations were included in the site
selection process for WIPP and are documented, in the Final Environmental Impact Statement,
(Waste Isolation Pilot Plant, in Section 7.3.7). Disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like
wastes at WIPP would not invalidate the WIPP site selection decision

E76-3 DOE is responsible under the Low-Level Radioactive Waste Policy Amendments Act
(P.L. 99-240) for the disposal of GTCC LLRW. The purpose of the EtS is to evaluate
altemnatives for the safe and secure disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes.
Continued storage of GTCC LLRW at the generating facilities was evaluated as part of the No
Action alternative. Transportation of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes from generating
facilities to a GTCC LLRW disposal facility is a required component of the disposal process
that would be identified for the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes because the disposal
site(s) or location(s) would not be the same as the generator sites for reasons provided in the
EIS. DOE believes that the transportation of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes to a more
centralized disposal facility would result in lower overall human health risks compared to
managing the wastes at multiple locations and can be conducted in a safe manner based on
compliance with comprehensive regulatory requirements and past experiences.

The EIS evaluates the transportation impacts from the shipments that would be required to
dispose of all of the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes at each of the reference locations
evaluated. The EIS addresses the collective population risks during routine conditions and
accidents, the radiological risks to the highest exposed individuals during routine conditions,
and the consequences to individuals and populations as a result of transportation accidents,
including those that could release radioactive or hazardous chemical contaminants. The EIS
also evaluated the impact of intentional destructive acts that could occur during waste
handling, transportation, and disposal (see Section 2.7.4.3 of the EIS). The potential risk of
such destructive acts is estimated to be low. DOE sites considered in the EIS are secure, and
the packaging for the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes would be robust. Because GTCC
LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes are not readily dispersible, the potential physical impacts from
an intentional destructive act (e.g., an explosive blast) would be no greater than those from the
release of any radioactivity from a severe accident during waste handling, transportation, and
disposal.

DOE's requirements for transportation of radioactive waste are developed and continually
revised to ensure maximum protection of public health and the environment, thereby
minimizing the risk of a traffic accident. DOE has established a comprehensive emergency
management program that provides detailed, hazard specific planning and preparedness
measures to minimize the health impacts of accidents involving loss of control over radioactive
material or toxic chemicals. DOE's transportation emergency preparedness program was
established to ensure that DOE and its contractors, state, tribal, and local emergency
responders are prepared to respond promptly, effciently, and effectively to accidents involving
DOE shipments of radioactive materials. Should an accident occur that involves a release of
radioactive material to the environment, it would be promptly remediated in accordance with
these procedures. These measures would help DOE to minimize and mitigate any impacts on
the environment.
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Loretto Community, Comm enter ID No. E76 (cont'd)

The production of nudest energy presents alt the smoni hazards to workers and the eneiraowen g~tha oth praecagnuclear e~aponso For this reason the Loretto Camommunty in 1tO79 nade w=orking to end the production of both nud~est
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cc: President Obania
Senator Tom Udalt

SSenator Jeff S~ngaroan
Congressman Ben Ray Lulan

E76-4 Detailed exploration and sampling of the subsurface area surrounding the WIPP repository
prior to and subsequent to construction, in conjunction with detailed modeling, provide
evidence that WIPP will continue to 'work' for many generations. Dissolution has occurred
outside of the WTPP Land Withdrawal Boundary, as shown by karst features in the Nash Draw
area. The EPA has noted that it is possible that dissolution occurred at the WIPP site sometime
in the distant past (i.e., millions of years ago for strata-bound features) but was associated with
a geologic setting other than that currently present at WIPP.

However, dissolution in the underlying geology is not an ongoing process at the WIIPP site.
The EPA, as part of its compliance certification process, concurred with the modeling
performed by DOE (which assumed that there was no karst within the WIPP site boundary)
and indicated that this was consistent with existing borehole data and other geologic
information.

Transportation of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-1ike wastes from generating facilities to a GTCC
LLRW disposal facility is a required component of the disposal process that would be
identified for the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes because the disposal site(s) or
location(s) would not be the same as the generator sites for reasons provided in the EIS. DOE
believes that the transportation of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes to a more centralized
disposal facility would result in lower overall human health risks compared to managing the
wastes at multiple locations and can be conducted in a safe manner based on compliance with
comprehensive regulatory requirements and past experiences.

Comments on the Draft GTCC EIS could be made by letter, e-mail, or in person at the public
meetings held near the potential disposal sites. Any person fearing reprisal based on their
opinions could have requested that their name be withheld from identification when submitting
comments by letter or e-mail.

E76-5 The disposal methods and sites evaluated in the EIS represent the range of reasonable
alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes. This range is consistent
with NEPA implementing regulations in Parts 1500-1508 of Title 40 of the Code of Federal
Regulations (40 CFR Parts 1500-1508)• In this GTCC EIS, DOE analyzed a range of disposal
methods (i.e., geologic repository, near-surface trench, intermediate-depth borehole, and
above-grade vault) and federally owned sites (i.e., Hanford Site, 1NL, LANL, NNSS, SRS, and
the WIPP Vicinity, for which two reference locations - one within and one outside the WIPP
Land Withdrawal Boundary - were considered). DOE has determined that it was reasonable to
analyze these six sites because they currently have operating radioactive waste disposal
facilities, except for the WIPP Vicinity, which is near an operating geologic repository.
Final siting of a disposal facility for GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes would involve
further NEPA review as needed and be in accordance with applicable laws and regulations and
would involve local stakeholder involvement and consent.

E76-6 Site-specific environmental factors, such as seismic or other natural features, as identified by
commenters for all of the DOE sites, were taken into account and evaluated in the EIS as
appropriate. The results of the evaluation were taken into consideration in identifying the
preferred alternative presented in the Final EIS.

E76-7 DOE is performing environmental restoration activities at the LANL. The ongoing cleanup
efforts will continue.

Site-specific environmental factors, including wildfires, were taken into account and evaluated
in the EIS as appropriate. The results of the evaluation were taken into consideration in
identifying the preferred alternative presented in the Final EIS.



Loretto Communi ty, Commenter ID No. E76 (cont'd) E76-8 All relevant potential exposure pathways were considered in the analyses presented in the EIS.These analyses addressed a range of reasonable scenarios and estimated the potential impacts
on all environmental resources, including environmental justice, consistent with NEPA
requirements. Environmental justice impacts to residents of New Mexico were addressed in
Sections 4.2.7, 8.2.7, and 11.2.7 in the EIS.

E76-9 DOE is responsible under the Low-Level Radioactive Waste Policy Amendments Act
(P.L. 99-240) for the disposal of GTCC LLRW. The purpose of the EIS is to evaluate
alternatives for the safe and secure disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes.
Continued storage of GTCC LLRW at the generating facilities was evaluated as part of the No
Action alternative. Transportation of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes from generating
facilities to a GTCC LLRW disposal facility is a required component of the disposal process
that would be identified for the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes because the disposal
site(s) or location(s) would not be the same as the generator sites for reasons provided in the
EIS. DOE believes that the transportation of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes to a more
centralized disposal facility would result in lower overall human health risks compared to
managing the wastes at multiple locations and can be conducted in a safe manner based on
compliance with comprehensive regulatory requirements and past experiences.

E76-10 The use of HOSS and other approaches for long-term storage of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike
wastes are outside the scope of this EIS because they do not meet the purpose and need for
agency action. Consistent with Congressional direction in Section 631 of the Energy Policy
Act of 2005 (P.L. 109-5 8), DOE plans to complete an EIS and a ROD for a permanent disposal
facility for this waste, not for long-term storage options. The GTCC EIS evaluates the range of
reasonable disposal alternatives and, as also required under NEPA, a No Action Alternative.
Under the No Action Alternative, current practices for storing GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like
wastes would continue in accordance with current requirements.

E76-1 1 Stopping the generation of nuclear waste, ensuring the safety of nuclear power plants, and
promoting altemnative energy sources are outside the scope of the GTCC EIS, the scope of
which is to evaluate disposal alternatives to enable the selection of a safe alternative or
alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes. The GTCC EIS evaluates
the range of reasonable alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and G3TCC-like wastes in
compliance with the requirements specified in NEPA, the Low-Level Radioactive Waste
Policy Amendments Act (P.L. 99-240), and Section 631 of the Energy Policy Act of 2005
(P.L. 109-58). The GTCC EIS evaluates the potential environmental impacts of the proposed
disposal alternatives for GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes. Based on the evaluation, DOE
has determined that there are safe and secure alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and
GTCC-Iike wastes. The GTCC EIS provides information that supports this determination, and,
as discussed in Section 1.1, Purpose and Need for Agency Action, DOE is responsible for the
disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes.
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MP.. B3POSW: Is Oonnie here?

T100-1 Disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes at WIPP or the WIPP Vicinity site is
included in the range of reasonable alternatives and is evaluated in this EIS. DOE
acknowledges that only defense-generated TRU waste is currently authorized for disposal at
the WIPP geologic repository under the WIPP LWA as amended (P.L. 102-579 as amended by
P.L. 104-201) and that legislation would be required to allow disposal of waste other than TRU
waste generated by atomic energy defense activities at WJPP and/or for siting a new facility
within the lanid withdrawal area. It would also be necessary to revise the Agreement for
Consultation and Cooperation between Department of Energy and the State of New Mexico for
the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant, the WIPP compliance certification with EPA, and the WIPP
Hazardous Waste Facility Permit. In addition, site-specific NEPA reviews would be conducted
as needed, including further characterization of the waste (e.g., radionuclide inventory and heat
loads) as well as the proposed packaging for disposal.

However, NEPA does not limit an EIS to proposing and evaluating alternatives that are
currently authorized. Furthermore, the Agreement for Consultation and Cooperation between
Department of Energy and the State of New Mexico for the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant
recognizes that the mission of WIPP may change and provides provisions to modify the
agreement. For example, the Agreement states: "The parties to this Agreement recognize that
future developments including changes to applicable laws (e.g., Public Law [P.L.] 96-164) may
make it desirable or necessary for one or both parties to seek to modify this Agreement. Either
party to this Agreement may request a review of the terms and conditions."

DOE acknowledges the TRU waste disposal limitations for WIPP specified in the WIPP LWA
as amended (P.L. 102-579 as amended by P.L. 104-201) and in the Agreement for Consultation
and Cooperation between Department of Energy and the State of New Mexico for the Waste
Isolation Pilot Plant. Information on these limitations is provided in this EIS (see Section 4.1.1)
and was considered in developing the preferred alternative. Based on the GTCC EIS
evaluation, disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes at WIPP would result in minimal
environmental impacts for all resource areas evaluated, including human health and
transportation. Both the annual dose and the latent cancer fatality (LCF) risk would be zero
because there would be no releases to the accessible environment and therefore no radiation
doses and LCFs during the first 10,000 years following closure of the WtPP repository. DOE
recognizes that the use of WIPP for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes
would require legislative changes and site-specific NIEPA reviews would he conducted as
needed, including further characterization of the waste (e.g., radionuclide inventory and heat
loads), as well as the proposed packaging for disposal.

Okay. There were two sign-up sheets. So

8okay. We'll make sure your name is on the other sheet

9 to receive printed materials. Okay.•

10 Penelope McMullen, and then Teresa Schreck is

ii after Penelope.

12 MS. McMULLEN: I'm Penelope McMullen with the

53. Loretto community, and my comments will be brief

14 because I will be submitting longer written, extensive

IS colmments.

16 The State of New Mexico agreed~ to allow the

17 opening of MIPp for weapons related waste on the

Is condition that waste from commercial power plants would

19 never be allowed in the waste isolation pilot plant.

20 Allowing greater-than-Class-c waste in WIPP would open

22 the door for commercial waste, end the promise DOE made

22 will be broken.
866.A88.DEPO

• wUw.Cap[ItaRepor tingCompany.com

TI100-I
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I The State of New Mexico and New Mexico

Scitisens would never again trust federal government

2 promises and will resist any future agreements with the

4 Department of Energy. And if DOE breaks its promise,

$then the State of New Mexico would no longer be bound

Sby its agreement to accept any waste at WIPP.

7 The Loretto community's position is that DOE

a should develop a new environmental impact statement

9 that includes hardened on-site storage which is safer

te then trucking the waste through our neighborhoods end

ii safer than putting the waste in WIPP, which is not

12 really as safe as DOE would like us to believe.

13 The salt beds in WIPO are not dry, end wet

14 salt corrodes containers and harsh conditions would

IS eventually cause radioactive leeks into the Pecos

16 Piver.

17 Also, most GTCC waste is from nuclear power

is plants, and it is time to retire those plants and put

19 government subsidy into renewable energy sources.

30 Applause,)

2! 1MS. McMULLEN: Which some European nations are

32 now doing precisely because the waste is too big a
866.488.DEPO

www.CapitsaIleportingCompany.eonm

TI100-1
(Cont.)

TI0o-2

TI00-3

T100-2 The use of HOSS and other approaches for long-term storage of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike
wastes are outside the scope of this EIS because they do not meet the purpose and need for
agency action. Consistent with Congressional direction in Section 631 of the Energy Policy
Act of 2005 (P.L. 109-58), DOE plans to complete an EIS and a ROD for a permanent disposal
facility for this waste, not for long-term storage options. The GTCC EIS evaluates the range of
reasonable disposal altemnatives and, as also required under NEPA, a No Action Alternative.
Under the No Action Alternative, current practices for storing GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like
wastes would continue in accordance with current requirements.

T100-3 The WIPP has been certified by the EPA as an acceptable facility for the disposal of defense-
generated TRU waste. The physical and chemical characteristics of the GTCC LLRW and
GTCC-like wastes proposed for disposal in the WIPP repository are comparable to the TRU
wastes currently being disposed of in the repository.

Dissolution has occurred outside of the WIPP Land Withdrawal Boundary, as shown by karst
features in the Nash Draw area. The EPA has noted that it is possible that dissolution occurred
at the WIPP site sometime in the distant past (i.e., millions of years ago for strata-bound
features) but was associated with a geologic setting other than that currently present at WIPP.
However, dissolution in the underlying geology is not an ongoing process at the WIPP site.
The EPA, as part of its compliance certification process, concurred with the modeling
performed by DOE (which assumed that there was no karst within the WIPP site boundary)
and indicated that this was consistent with existing borehole data and other geologic
information.

WIPP is located in a salt formation, and moisture (brine) is naturally present. The brine makes
up about 1% of the rock volume. The brine comes in two forms: interstitial and included.
Interstitial brine is trapped between crystal facies (between fracture boundaries at the
microscopic scale). Included brine is inside small cavities called inclusions trapped within the
crystals themselves. Samples of brine collected from locations just inches apart from one
another show different chemical and isotopic compositions, indicating that the brine did not
move more than a few inches from where it was trapped when an ancient tidal flat dried up
250 million years ago. This indicates the extremely slow movement of water in this salt
formation. In addition, the current design for operating WIPP involves sealing the shafts to
ensure that no fresh water can enter and affect the disposed-of wastes.

T100-4 Stopping the generation of nuclear waste and promoting alternative energy sources are outside
the scope of the GTCC EIS, the scope of which is to evaluate disposal alternatives to enable
the selection of a safe alternative or alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-
like wastes. The GTCC EIS evaluates the range of reasonable alternatives for the disposal of
GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes in compliance with the requirements specified in NEPA,
the Low-Level Radioactive Waste Policy Amendments Act (P.L. 99-240), and Section 631 of
the Energy Policy Act of 2005 (P.L. 109-58). The GTCC EIS evaluates the potential
environmental impacts of the proposed disposal alternatives for GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like
wastes. Based on the evaluation, DOE has determined that there are safe and secure
alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes. The GTCC EIS provides
information that supports this determination, and, as discussed in Section 1.1, Purpose and
Need for Agency Action, DOE is responsible for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like
wastes.

[T100-4
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2 problem. It'a time we wake up.

2 Thank you.

7'
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14f. JANWA¥: Good evening. I'm Pale Janway. I'm

mayor of the city of Carlbaed. Thank you for the

opportunity to offer your views on this extremely

important matter.

The federal government is responsible to find a

disposal facility for GTCC waste, a type of low-level

waste generated through medical isotope production,

environmental clean-up, doep space cxploration; and other

programs.

Given our current national, financial crisis,

USing an existing facility' rather than construcing and

operating a new one is• cloealy the smartest move. I urge

you to consider llItP as the preferred alternative for

disposal of Greator-Than-Claes-C waste.,

GT'CC waste is similar to what's already at wrt'P.

tiIPP provides a ready-to-go solution for most of the wsP•s

being discussed, which emaits low levels of radiation

comparable to what is now being disposed of at IfPP

Greater-Thon-Cliss-C waste can sarely be disposed

of at WIfPP using procedures that have been in place' for

the laat 12 years. IfIPP has a proven record of the

disposal options being considered. WII'P already has an

established record of safe operations. WIf P has a

transportation system In place responsible for more than

11 million loaded miles without a serious accident or

T28-1 Based on the GTCC EIS evaluation and WIPP's operating record, DOE believes that the WIPP
repository would be a safe location for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes,
some of which include long-lived radionuelides. DOE recognizes that the use of WIPP for the
disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes would require modification to existing law.
In addition, it would be necessary to revise the Agreement for Consultation and Cooperation
between Department of Energy and the State of New Mexico for the Waste Isolation Pilot
Plant, the WIPP compliance certification with EPA, and the WIPP Hazardous Waste Facility
Permit.

The State of New Mexico has indicated a willingness to accept GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike
wastes for disposal at WIPP. Twenty-eight New Mexico State Senators signed a proclamation
made in the Fiftieth Legislature, First Session, 2011, stating: "Be it resolved that we, the
undersigned, support the opportunity for other potential missions in southeast New Mexico to
adequately address the disposal of defense high-level waste, commercial high-level waste,
Greater Than Class C LLRW and surplus plutonium waste, as well as the interim storage of
spent nuclear fuel." In response to the Draft GTCC EIS, Secretary David Martin, Secretary of
the New Mexico Environment Department, sent a letter to DOE on June 27, 2011, stating that
"the Department encourages DOE to support the WIPP or WIPP Vicinity proposed locations as
the preferred alternatives addressed in the Draft EIS. The geologic repository is the favored
alternative being more effective for the enduring time frames for this waste type." In addition,
the Governor of New Mexico, in a letter to DOE Secretary Steven Chu on September I, 2011I,
stated that the State of New Mexico encourages DOE to support the proposed location of WIPP
as the preferred alternative for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes.

"1"28-1
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1 release of radioactive material. - 1P also has a

2 highly-skilled workforca in place tO safely dispose of

3 GTCC waste.

4 Having a supportiva cossunity is also important,

5 and membei~e of the Carlsbad community and resicdents of

6 southeastern Hog tiexice are very much in favor of using (Cont

t WIPL"S unique repository to better assist the nation.

S Itas the safest option for the nation.

9 The other options being considered by the DOE do

10 'not isolate GTCC waste to the same degree. HU'PPs depth,

11 nearly half a mile underground, and its geologic stability

12 make it an ideal option for disposal of Such waste.

13 Remote isolation of salt is a permanent way to

14 reduce risk to human health end the environment. Thank

15 you.
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1 Our nest speaker is Bob Forrest.

2 hiR. FOB•EST: 2esh, thank you very much. My name

3 is nob rorrest. P'vc been the mayor of Carlsbad for the

4 'last 16 years and a City Counoilor for five years,

5 involved for 25 years, but lived in Carlsbad for the last

6 65 years. Probably the best part of Carlsbad is to see

7 people coma out like tonight and talk from their heart.

8 he try give them brief notes to read off of. They just

S get away from it and Just speak from the heart. It's just

10 unbeliovable, ocr success. t kind of wish sometimes I

11 would have written a hook to see how this happened, and

22 we've been doio0 it for 30 years. This is why we've been

13 .holding over 200 hearings, and the first ones were pretty

14 tough up in Santa Fe.

15 Everybody likes a success story, and when we

16 started with WIPP, I guess in 1975, '75, probably. 35

13 percent of the people approved of the project, and today

18 it's close to 95 percent, end that just doesn't happen.

19 when you look at Carlsbad and when you look at WIPP and•

20 ,the success story, then you look at Yucca Mountain end see

21 all the failures, and you say, "Nhat happened?'

22 Well, it was one thing. It's called the

21 conmmunity, and they never had that comm~unity support, that

24 we have here in Cerlabad, and it's stronger all the time.

25 And people ask me all the time, they may, "What 00e thing
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1 makes WISPP successfol2"

2 And I just have to say, 'It's these salt beds out

3 there. They're 250 million years old.'

4 I'm a salesman. To be a good salesman, you've

5." got to have a product to sell. A1nd when you're selling

S projects like this, safety is the nasher one issue. And

7 if you can sell it to the public and convince then, you're

S going to get a lot of support, and that's what~s

9 happened.

10 I can remember being in Santa re in 1990 when the

1i halls were packed with people in Sw eeney Hfall, Had five

12 hearings going en at one time. And I come hone and I told

13 my wife, "These people are going to lay down in front of

"14 the trucks." I maid, "We'll never get WIE'P open."

15 We overcame that. I can remember all the signs•

16 in Santa re that set another business against HIPL'.

17 They're all gone today. I can remember standing in Santa

10 ye and almost looking up ked seeing Los Alamom and seeing

19 these trucks of transurenic waste sitting on asphalt

20 pads. And today they're down near 2,100 feet

21 underground. I remember when Rocky rlats was on fire, -

22 literally on fire 10 miles from downtown Denver, Today

23 it's a wild refuge. Toe couldn't ask for a cleaner area.

24 -. I remember when Cecil Andru*s, the governor of

25 Idaho closed the border, said, "Ho more waste."
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1 All that waste is now et W•P Snd then you see

2the RH permit, that happened seven years after it took 30

3 years to get wIP'L open. He had the hearing officer. We

4 had our hearings, and I never will forget what the hearing

S officer said. He said, "The one thing that imp~resses me

t ost about Carlsbad is the knowledga of the citizens of

9 the wotkfarce."

8And you got a dose of HOrbart tonight. Ho

0 corrects everybody. Having people like that in our

10 cosmunity, we probably have more ?haD per capita other

11 than Los Alemos. We've gOt someoOf the highest capital

12 income. It's just changed the lifestyle of Carlsbad. Hut

13~ still, it's a safe project. We got the R9 permit passed,

14 and now this is the next step, and I think the

"015 Greater-Than-Class-C waste will fit the WIPH sitn• He'll

16 treat it like we have the rest of it. We'll dot all the

11 l's, cross all the T's, and we take this very serious.

18The Japan accident, what 'happened over' there, yow

19 know, I thought there'd be en uproar, maybe a little

20 backlash in Carlsbad, "See, I told you what would happen.".

21 Rut today, we look at that, and we look at their

22 mistakes and whet happened, and the two things that co~ma

23 OUt. of that accident are, you better watch where you put

24 it. If it's close to earthquakes or tsunamis, well, hell,

25 you COUldn't get further from it than southeastern New
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Mexico.

And infrared ia going to be part of our future.

When I first became sayer in '86,sBen Johnson, the mOSt

powerful senator in Congress, thu senate came to Carlsbad,

and he was at Yucca Mountainside. And he looked at nest

Texas, and he looked at Yucca Mountain, and ho looked at

|Hanford. lie came to rhoctPP aite and he sag that, and ho

said, "This is the place to put it."

14e got Governor Carruthers down hero. This wan'

'86 or '87, and he went back to Washington, Pate lDeaenlci,'

and Senator Binganan had a stroke, got backc to Carlsbad

and sasid, "Hey, let'a take it one atop at a time. Lot's

get WISP open, then we can go for the 61e."

S And I think the third step is this

Greater-Than-C15Ss~C, but to me, to put this waste in Los

Alanos when we're trying to clean Los Alamos up doesn't

make much sense. West to (ISPP- you know, it baa to ha

out of the questiona. We have the infrastructure. We

have the knowledge, we have the expertise and the

workforce, and we have everything going for us- right here

in Carlsbad, so rI think it'a a no-brainer. Bet I do

appreciate you having the hearing and giving wc a chance

to show you Carlsbad and see what we're doing. But thank

you very much for coming.

T35-I Based on the GTCC EIS evaluation and WTPP's operating record, DOE believes that the WtPPrepository would be a safe location for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes,
some of which include long-lived radionuclides. DOE recognizes that the use of WIPP for the
disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes would require modification to existing law.
In addition, it would be necessary to revise the Agreement for Consultation and Cooperation
between Department of Energy and the State of New Mexico for the Waste Isolation Pilot
Plant, the WIPP compliance certification with EPA, and the WIPP Hazardous Waste Facility
Permit.

The State of New Mexico has indicated a willingness to accept GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like
wastes for disposal at WIPP. Twenty-eight New Mexico State Senators signed a proclamation
made in the Fiftieth Legislature, First Session, 2011, stating: "Be it resolved that we, the
undersigned, support the opportunity for other potential missions in southeast New Mexico to
adequately address the disposal of defense high-level waste, commercial high-level waste,
Greater Than Class C LLRW and surplus plutonium waste, as well as the interim storage of
spent nuclear fuel." In response to the Draft GTCC EIS, Secretary David Martin, Secretary of
the New Mexico Environment Department, sent a letter to DOE on June 27, 2011, stating that
"the Department encourages DOE to support the WIPP or WIPP Vicinity proposed locations as
the preferred alternatives addressed in the Draft EIS. The geologic repository is the favored
alternative being more effective for the enduring time fr'ames for this waste type." In addition,
the Governor of New Mexico, in a letter to DOE Secretary Steven Chu on September 1,2011,
stated that the State of New Mexico encourages DOE to support the proposed location of WtPP
as the preferred alternative for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes.

T35-I
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MR. BROW•N Thanks very each.

!Next speaker. I forgot my reading glasses at

home. So if you can you spell your name, for ths court

reporter. Thanks.

MR. ZABARTE: I didn't write legibly.

•Good evening. My name is Ian Zabarte. That's
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1 I-A-N. Last name is Sabarte, S as in sebra, ~-A-B, as

2 in boy, -A--R-T-E.

.3 iVm the Vice president of the Native

4' Community Action Council, which is composed of Western

5 Shoshoni and Southern Patute. It's a nonprofit. The

6 'address for the Native Commnunity Action Council is Post

7 office Box 140, Baker, Nevada

S 89311.

9 I also have comments on behalf of the.

10 Traditional Government of the Western Shoahoni, the

11 government of Newe Sogobia under Chief Raymond Yawell.

12 For those Of you who think that the Western Shoshone

13 National Council is a legitimate government, it is not,

"14 I was formally tho Secrotary of State. I have a new

15 government. Chief Yowell is' the chief of that

14 government sad was formerly the chief of Ihe Western

17 Shoshoni National Council.

13 Now, for those of you who like to talk on

19 behalf of the Western Shoshoni, just atop it. That

20 includes the Department of Energy. .Jest stop it. It's•

21 not helpful.

22 First, the Native Community Action Council

23 would like a point of con tact with the Department of

•24 Energy sufficiently high enough that we can have some

25 meaningful communication. Meeting with the Secretary

T47-1 DOE initiated consultation and communication with the 14 participating American Indian
tribes that have cultural or historical ties to the DOE sites analyzed in the EIS. These
interactions are summarized in Section 1.8 of the EIS, and they included several meetings,
workshops, and the development of tribal narratives that were included in the EIS. In addition
to including tribal narratives related to the four sites in the EIS, DOE inquired about tribal
interests with regard to the WIPP/WIPP Vicinity and SRS. No tribes came forward in response
to the inquiries regarding these two locations. It was not necessary to consult with American
Indian tribes with regard to the generic regional locations, since the specific locations of the
potential disposal facilities (and the affected tribes) were not known.

In 1991I, the DOE/NNSA Nevada Site Office initiated an American Indian program based on
an extensive literature review previously conducted to identify' tribal groups with cultural
affiliation to the NNSS. Since the inception of this program, NNSA has maintained
govemnment-to-govemnment relations by working with each tribal government or designated
representatives as a means of addressing areas of interest and providing project updates
accordingly.

DOE would continue to consult with the site-affiliated American Indian tribes, as appropriate,
during implementation of the selected altemnative.

T47-2 The responsible officer within the Department of Energy when dealing with Tribal
Govemnments is the Secretary of Energy. U.S. Department of Energy, 1 000 Independence
Avenue, SW Washington, DC 20585

T"47-1,

T47-2+
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of Energy is preferable. We would like to know who the

responsible officer of the United States Government is

in dealing with Native Am~ericans.

B~ecause we contacted tht headquarter's office

for the point of contact there, and it just goes

aroond, whether it's the web page or the telephone.

You call, end it doesn't go anywhere. That is the

problem we've had. And Action Council seeks greater

involvement and participation in DOE waste management

act•ivties.

Now, these ceements that I'm sterting ere on

behalf of the Wfestern Shoshoni Traditional Government.

If there is a so-called representation of Western

Shoshoni National Council, then they should come and

speak. Uniortunataly, their so-called chief has

accepted money for the payment of land, and that's not

the government rhat I'm a part of and most of the

traditional people that I represent are a part of.

The tribal IRA, federally recognized under

Title 25 of the United States Code are U.S.

government protectors. They do not speak on

behalf of the legitimate government of the Newe

Sogobia. No Newe -- no non-Nawe is able to speak on

behalf of the government of Newe Sogobia. That moans

no non-Shoahoni. The government of Newe Soqobia

T47-2

IT47-3

T47-3 The No Action Alternative is evaluated in Chapter 3 of the EIS, and under this alternative,
current practice for storing GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes would continue. These
practices are described in Sections 3.2 (GTCC LLRW) and 3.3 (GTCC-Iike wastes) in the
Final EIS. It was necessary to make a number of simplify'ing assumptions to address the long-
term impacts of this alternative, and these are described in Section 3.5. As part of this
assessment, it was assumed that these wastes would remain in long-term storage indefinitely,
including wastes from the West Valley Site as discussed in Section 3.5.3, and that no
maintenance of either the storage facility or waste packages would occur after 100 years. These
results indicate that very high radiation doses and cancer risks could occur under this
alternative in the long term.

The No Action Alternative is evaluated in sufficient detail in the EIS as required by NEPA.
Comparatively high potential radiation doses and cancer risks could occur should this
alternative be selected. While a more detailed analysis could reduce the uncertainties
associated with estimating these doses and risks, the conclusion of comparatively high impacts
would not change for this alternative.

The No Action Alternative is evaluated in the EIS to provide a baseline for comparison with
the action alternatives. This evaluation confirmed the risks posed by these wastes and the need
to develop appropriate disposal capability. The potential radiation doses for the No Action
Alternative covered a time period of 10,000 years in a manner comparable to that done for the
action alternatives. Relatively high impacts could occur shortly after the 100-year institutional
control period under this alternative.

Prior to making a final decision on disposal of GTCC waste, consultations with affected tribal
governments will take place.
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1 proposes no action, the tio-Action Alternative.

2 The U.S. does not own Newe Sogobia, which

3 includes the Nevada Test Site, niollis Aiir Force bombing

4 gunnery raids, so-called Nye County, tihite Pine,

S Lincoln, Humboldt, and a few other counties. About T47-3'
- ~ (Cent.)

8 40,000 square miles to the west, including parts of

7 California, Idaho, and Southern Utah. I use those

8 state names for reference purposes and not tc6 suggest

9 or imply that they are includod into the boundaries or

10 jurisdiction of Newe.Sogobia.

11 .For those of you who need more history, you

12 •can look at the federal •ttatute cerating the territory

23 of Nevada.^ The Nevada Organizing Act in 1861 states

I4 that no portion of Indian country will he included in

15 the boundaries and jurisdiction of any state or

16 territory, blab, blah, hlah. So long as auch shell not

17 -- as long as there's a treaty, hlch, blab, blab.

18 We' 11 submit this in writing.

19 kid fot those of you who need to see what

20 this means and how or what affect this federal statute

21 has, you should look at the 1883 Nevada Supreme Court

22 case, "State vs. NoKinney." That is controlling here,

23 Folks, and it plays out the issue.

24 There is the Treaty of Ruby Valley. What

23 happened was in 1964, when Nevada became a state, the• T47-4
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1 Nevada State Act required that the citizens of Nevade

2 forever disclaim all rights, title to the

3 unappropriated public lands. Unfortunately, the treaty

4 lands were not surveyed under the N~evada Organizing

S Act, as they should have been.•

6 The DOE -- this is cur NEPA contention now

7 That was the legal contention to this LIS process. Now T47-4

I have a NEPA contention. The DOE continues~to use the (Cost.

9 consolidated group of tribes as e tool to undermine the

10 traditional Newe people. The process Was developed by

Ii ODr. Richard Stoffel (phonietic) who continues to

• 12 "orchestrate the systematic dismantlesment of the living

13 •cuitore ef the Newe. This is a focused process designed

14" to systematically destroy the ethnic NesternoShoshcai.

19 The current involvement process for Native

1$ Americans is for the benefit of the United States and

17 profit of the nuclear industry -- all of those

18 industries, whether they be medical or cosiarcial, the

±9 process is a violation of the U.N. Convention on

se0 prevention and punishieant of the crime of'genocide and

21 the U.S. Act, the Proxmare Act,

22 As far as nuclear technology, I view nuclear

23 technology and in discussions with my Traditional

24 Elders, we view the technology, whether it's coal dr

25 oil or nuclear, the problem is the largfe-scale
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1 deployment of these technology, we cennot see whet is

2 going to happen. We have global warming. hWe have

•3 iukushima. We have Chernobyl. We hav~e three --

4 UNIDENTZI'1ED SPEAWKER Two-mile Tsland?

5 NR. ABARTE: Place back in Pennsylvania.

6 Meah. Two-Wile Island.

7 Anyay, you know, that -- Two-Nile Island was

S three days -- or excuse me. That was three months, e

•onwly refueled ractor. It had six hours or so with no

10 coolant and lost 30 percent of the core. Fekushima had

11. six to ten days with no coolant •nd a four-year-running

12 thertmally hot reactor. Apples and oranges as far as

13 "accidents go, hut these are serious events. We cannot

14 foresee what is going to happen with these types of

15 technology.

16 So when I look at these, they exist. Nuclear

17 exists. Coal, oil, these things eare cheap. They need

I8 to he viewed as transition technologies until •ie can

19 get to the safe and sustainable technologies. They are

20 not safe and sustainable, and we need to get thorn

25 before it's too late. We'll have to use them. The

22 'sustainable techeologies are solar and wind.

23 Those are the end of my cosasnts. We're

24 looking for a point of contact. Wemre going to T47-5

25 prosecute our -- we'ra going to prosecute these iessues
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with the United States. (Cont.)
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tMr. Arnold M. Edelmnu
ETS toccument Mtanager
U.S. Department of Energy
07CC ES8
CaonerleftBuilding,E M-43
1000 Indepeedened Ave., SWV.
Washington, D.C. 20585

Rift NRDC Couamesrts on the Draft Environmaental Impact Statement for the Dispoesalof
Grearer-Than-Class-C (GT~cC Low-Level Rtadioartive Waste and 0Tcc-LiIke Waste
(DOEt/EIS-03TS-D)

Des Mr. Edelnian:

In 2007 the Natural Resourcesa Defense Council (NqRDC) wrcote rhe Department of Energy (DOE*)
to withdraw its Notice of Intent Prepare an Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) tor the Dispossl
of G ieat .- Tha n-C2lass-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste. 72 Fecd. R~eg. 40135, July 23, 2007. We
staled that the Notice of Intent (NOt) failed to com•ply with tihe sequhiesneota of the National
Environmental Policy Act (NlEPAl, 42 U.S.C, § 4321,* et seq. and failed to provide any
comprebenrsible description of the waste inventory to be managed, tite regulatory strecnrotor be in
place fisr the management and dispsalm proscaa,% the criteria for site serectionor methods of
disposal, sarI the range of alternatives being con.sidered. After we suggested withdra•wing the NOt,
we urged th~e agency to promptly w¢ork on issuing an Advanced noties of Intenst to Prepares a
Programmatic Environmental Impact Stateente (PEIS).

Unforttunstely, DOE has, in signil iatst mceastre, ignored the comments we tiled in 2007 and issued
at DraI'r Essvirotmentata Impact Statemetac for the Disposal uf Greater-Than-Class-C Low-L~evel
Rsdios'clive Waste and 0CCr~-Like Waste (Draft (1TCC DEIS, DOEi/EIS-0375-D) that is legally
and technically deficient. As with the original NOt noticee, the (1TCC DEIS fails to comply with
the requirettacol of the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA), 42 U.S.C. 4321, et seq. and
specifically fails to provide the necessary bardt looke atite p•otential enviroatnettal impacts of the
(too limitedl) alternatives considered. As we suggested in 2007, after wiqthdrawal of this Draft
GTCC EIS and in order to be in compliance wlitt NEPA, the agency should promptly w~ork to igssue
an Adlvstced Notice of blaent to Prepamre a Programmatic Envirottetenal Impact Statement (PEIS).

W556-l The scope of this EIS is adequate to inform decision-making for the disposal of GTCC LLRW
and GTCC-Iike waste. Sufficient information is available to support the current decision-
making process to identify' (an) appropriate site(s) and method(s) to dispose of the limited
amount of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like waste identified in the EIS.

DOE believes that this EIS process is not premature and is in compliance with NEPA. On the
basis of an assumed starting date of 2019 for disposal operations, more than half (about
6,700 m3 [240,000 if3] of the total GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like waste inventory of 12,000 m5

[420,000 if5]) is projected to be available for disposal between 2019 and 2030. An additional
2,000 ma (71,000 if3) would become available for disposal between 2031 and 2035. This
information is presented in Figure 3.4.2-1. DOE believes this EIS is timely, especially given
the length of time necessary to develop a GTCC waste disposal facility.

DOE developed this EIS to support a decision on selecting a disposal facility or facilities for
GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like waste, to address legislative requirements, to address national
security concerns (especially for sealed sources), and to protect public health and safety. The
purpose and need for the proposed action, as discussed above, is stated in the EIS (Section 1.1).
The scope of the EIS is focused on addressing the need for developing a disposal capability for
the identified inventory of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes. DOE plans a tiered decision-
making process, in which DOE would conduct further site-specific NEPA reviews before
implementing an alternative ultimately selected on the basis of this EIS.

DOE explained in the WM PEIS (DOE, 1997, Final Waste Management Programmatic
Environmental Impact Statement for Managing Treatment, Storage, and Disposal of
Radioactive and Hazardous Waste, DOE/EIS-0200-F, Office of Environmental Management,
Washington, D.C.) that additional analyses would be prepared to implement DOE's
programmatic decisions. The GTCC EIS analyzes the potential environmental impacts
associated with the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike (DOE) wastes. Since the WM
PEIS relates only to DOE waste, the inclusion of commercial waste in the WM PEtS is
premature until the GTCC EIS is finalized and a ROD is issued. Depending on the outcome of
this ROD, DOE will evaluate whethaer additional programmatic or site-specific NEPA reviews
or updates to previous decisions are needed, as appropriate. Any additional NEPA reviews or
considerations will be conducted with full opportunity for public input, consistent with Council
on Environmental Quality and DOE NEPA requirements.

W556-



Natural Resources Defense Council (NRDC), Commenter ID No. W556 (cont'd) W556-2 DOE does not agree that a programmatic ELS as described in this comment must be prepared
before this EIS is completed. DOE tailored the scope of this EIS to ensure the analyses will
adequately inform the decisions at issue, including the selection of sites and technologies for
the disposal of GTCC and GTCC- like waste. This EIS presents the environmental information
needed to adequately inform decision makers regarding many of the questions and points
raised in this comment; other questions and points raised remain outside of the scope of this
document. DOE plans a tiered decision making process in which DOE would conduct further
site-specific NEPA reviews before implementing an altemnative ultimately selected on the basis
of this EIS.

M',r. Arnotd t~dCI,055
De/apronat of Energy
/eass 27, 201

Co

For decades, it has been an accepted premise, that Greater-Tlraa-Class-C Low-Lreve Redisartive
W.aste (GTCC LLW) is not suitable for neas-eurtsce disposal. See 10 C.F.R. § (a)(2)(iv). In May of
2005, DOE brosehed the nast~er of CiTOC L1W disposal with an Advanced Notice of hntent to
Prepare an EIS for the Disposal of GTCC 11W. In its Jul~y 2007 NOI, DOE proposed a number of
disposal sites that were limited solely to DOE sites, selection of which were not based upon a set of
objec~tive antd protective environmennal criteria. DOE aso proposed so crc te a nec•eonstruct of
waste classification, defense-derived "OTCC-lika waste," and to c.onstoset and operate either a
new tiaclity•, or, in the, altersastive, multiple facilities at these pee-selected DOE sites to dispose of
both} comsmingled CITCC LLW sont OTCC-lihe xv'ste. And now in the Draf GTCC EIS, DOE has
purportedly analysed a "no-aetion" alternative ,and four disposal altensatives:

(1) deep geologic disposal, (2) intcneedlate-eteptla borehole disposal, (3) enhaneel
nrar-surface trench disposal, and (4) above-geade vsult disposal. Tite latter three
tsethodaseae hereinafte~r rtefereed to as the herehole, trench, sod vault disposal
nmethods, as apprOpriate. The effectiveness of these disposal metheds is evalestesd
st an existing repository etnd at various GYOC land dispossi locattons.

Draft GTCC lIS at 1-4.

As etrplained below, DO 'a esasninsation of the presented alternastiws Is both truncated and
seriously detficient. DOE should rever'se course• end cobnnrence wor~k onea PFllS, with the express
undeassanding that sigoitiesnt additional NEIPA. w'ork will need to he done (iLe., sin lar ticecet
EIS's for specific alto decisions) after all list parties have itad an oppOrtunity to weighlo non theo
wider progranaroatic deetatons.

NRDC Statesunet of Interest

NPCDC is a national nota-profit nmembership environties a organization "with offices in
Wlshingt or, DC,, New York City, San Fran isco, Chicago, Los Ange.les sand Beijing. NItDC hat
an ntionwidel toetberhip of over ooaraillionseonmbined maesbera and activists. NRDC's activities
include maintaining and enhancing enviromnznetstl quality end raonitorhsg lfederal agency actions
to ensure that fe'deralI statutes enacted so protect hutnan health and the envirotunesot are- folly assd
properly implemented. Since its inception in 1970, NRDC has sought to improve the
,.,vromnssintsl, health, and safety conditions at the nuclear fascilities operated hyDOE rund the civil
nuclear facilities licensed by the NRC end their predecessor agencies.

DOE Should Prepare a PI•tS To l5eanlngtgully Examine the Range of Alternatives.

In respoase to our request for a PEIlS, she Draft GTCC EIlS sat.est tat those ecranrents were
coonsidered to be outside the scope of the EIlS. The Department noted:.

This. IlS has beexn acopsd to provide adequate environratotal information to
support the decisiott-naking p rocess• so identify an appropriate site(s) and
technology(s) to dispose of a limited araoutsaof OTCC LLRW and GTCC-likoe

w556-
(cant)

Sw556-2
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Mr. Arenold Edeisaa
Depsrtmest s ltneegy

Sags• 2

waste, If appropriate, DOE, would conduct farther NIIPA review, tiered from this

BIS, before implementing decisions."

D~rafl0GfCCEiIS at A-. 2

Thant response is inadequate and dails to describe matters that h~ave been raised in surpport ofa PEIS,

Jet alone providing ea aoaned basis ior DOE's failure is draft the requested PEIS. Morcover; what
kind of BIS is required also is certainly not osrtsidc the scope of an EIS.

AS the Dcpartmaen't is well aware, NEPA requires nan impact statement ona all "proposaip for
legislation and other major Federal action" that significantly atffect the cravironurct. 42 U.S.C.§
4332(C). In fact, Council an Environraaentai Quality regulations explicitly include, the adoption of
progrsans as one category of"?cderal action" requiring an BuS. 40 C.ILR. § 1502.4(h). Moreover,
agencies have an obligation under NEPA to evaluate not only programs involving the siting and
conatruction of new facilities, hot also "federal or federally assisted research, development, or
demonstration programss far new technologies which, if applied, could significantly affect the
quality of the human environment.' 41) C.F.R. § 1502.4 (emphasis added). With thepotealiul range
of disposal configuration and sititng issues that could arise in this matter- deep borehole injection.
vaults, ropesitories, murltiple vs. single disposal sites, and thle difficulty o f developing defensible
and rational Ilils.cyclo cost estinrate;- airiogrmumntic IllS is prec¢isey the svqairod evaisalion of
the goveraenact's full proposal far anabitious• plans that could involve multiple sites, diverse waste
streams, and new techntologies. Indeed, the single (and currently) only path that would inot
¢incessarily require significant statutory alteat'aion is disposcal of GTCC and O'fCC like ,aste
pursuant to the Nuclear Waste• Policy Act. 42 U.S.C. § 10101 Ct seq., andl that optien to net even
addressed inl this Drast,

As we,' noted s•everl yesexs ago on this matter, DOEf must initiate a broad, comprehensi~ve arod
techsnieally searching review of thea environmental impacts of the entire range of icaucs presented
by this as yet speculative set of related actions fer both• commercial anid defense radioactive waste.
This saalysia must include- a lull range of rearonablM alterastivos for achieving the government's
purpose and need for action, thereby ensutring thatithe agency embarks on a legally complianrt path
toward fulfilling its NEPA obligations. In 20107 we stated that 1)011 most address i0t say initial
PEIS on these matters a limlt and clear necoonting of the waste inventory ofGT1CC LLW and
G1cc-like waste. This is seemingly the ono ares whore DOlE actually responded to cuir commrents.
Whiti there needs to he sabstantial improvemenat with respect to information on the waste that .is to
ho generated from reactor decommissioning, the specificity with respect ta seated sourcaes nd
activated• metals is art imaprovessrcttt overpaxst DOE• docmesrrsts.

Moving beyond maemer of waste inventory, DOE nmust analyze lire fell range of disposal and
storage options. And with the range of disposal options presetoed, DOE must clearly aaceont for
thre envirossnensal strurdards and the aseosiated life-cycle costs that wilt be neces•sary sad
implernented for each potential disposal or storage method. And it is here that DOE is (1) ignoring
the alternative of substantially improved hutndenrd ne~ite storage end artificially trarrealing the list
of potenttial alarmativee; sad (2) presenting a legally deficitnt analysis of tle range ot'sltemattvts
and tisa requisite "bard look'" at their respective impacts (discussed later in these comments).

W556-2

(Cont.)

W556-3

W556-3 The BIS considered the range of reasonable alternatives for disposal of the inventory of GTCC
LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes identified for inclusion in these analyses. The Secretary of
Energy determined that a permanent repository for high-level waste and spent nuclear fuel at
Yucca Mountain, Nevada, is not a workable option and will not be developed. Therefore, DOE
concluded that co-disposal at a Yucca Mountain repository is not a reasonable alternative and
has eliminated it from evaluation in this EIS, as described in Section 2.6 of the EIS. DOE did
not evaluate developing a geologic repository exclusively for disposal of GTCC LLRW and
GTCC-like wastes because DOE determined that such an alternative is not reasonable due to
the time and cost associated with siting a deep geologic repository and the relatively small
volume of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes identified in the GTCC EIS. DOE believes
that the results presented in this EIS for the WIPP geologic repository alternative are indicative
of the high degree of waste isolation that would be provided by disposal in a geologic
repository. DOE has included analysis of generic commercial facilities in the event that a
facility could become available in the future. In that case, before making a decision to use a
commercial facility, DOE would conduct further NEPA reviews, as appropriate.

As part of this EIS process, DOE solicited technical capability statements from commercial
vendors that might be interested in constructing and operating a GTCC waste disposal facility.
Although several commercial vendors expressed interest, no vendors provided specific
information on disposal locations and methods that could have been analyzed in the EIS.
Hence, this option was analyzed generically. The analysis provided in this EIS could be used to
support a decision for disposing of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like waste in one or more
commercial facilities, if such facilities are identified in the future. Site-specific NEPA reviews
would be conducted as needed.

Long-term storage and a retrievable "disposal" option were considered to be outside the scope
of the EIS because neither would provide a permanent disposal solution. Regarding the use of
mined cavities, DOE does not believe it is reasonable to dispose of GTCC LLRW and GTCC
like waste in a new mined cavity (other than the existing WIPP facility) because of the
potential cost and time it would take to develop such an alternative in comparison to the
relatively small amount of waste. With regard to existing mines, no specific mine has been
identified as having the proper characteristics for disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like
wastes.



Natural Resources Defense Council (NRDC). Commenter ID No. W556 (cant'd) W556-4 The EIS considered the range of reasonable alternatives for disposal of the inventory of GTCC
LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes identified for inclusion in these analyses. An analysis of

borehole and trench disposal methods is provided in Chapter 5 and Appendix D.

Mr. Armold reclines
Deparimont ef Esrpy
Joue 27, 2011
I'sged

More specifically, as was sug~gested in rho 2007 seeping document, the Draft GTCC EIS considers
fihat DOll geologic repositodies are not the only ressansblo alternativos for dispose Te Dratt
includes two "Waste Isolation Pilot Plant Vicinity" sites, and four "generic regeionr conutaercial
disposal sitcet." Yet the Draft does nor ittalude anly of the eight comasercial LLW disposal sites as
reasonable alternatives. As tihe DOE1 is well aware, disposal of LLW hi occurered at a number of
site around the cOutttry (exameples include lBarweln, SC; Ener'gy Solutions, Clive, tO'; Mdasey
Flata, KY), In addition, Waste Control Specialists, Andrews, TX may receive LLW in; the future,
And GTCC waste will be generated by commaercial nuclear reactors end other sites around the W5~
country over the treat saoveral decades. Yet none of those specific locatiotns are ,onsidered (Cont.)
reasonable altesnaotivas for disposal;

Further, the Draft OTCC EIS fails toanalyze whether sny of the commercial LLW disposal sites
(ctive sod/orl tl~) could ho used f'or the inventtory that may not require geologic disposal. And

the docunrest even fails to conside~r whether at least onec of'tire many conramcreil genrration sard
storage sites could ho us'ed for the technologies that may not require geologic dispossl. That no
one. has volunteered to host such a facility does not mene that a generic analysis should not take
place. Ultimately, the "generic" sites included in tireD Drt GTCC £15 are momc appropriately
analy"zed irs a PEilS.

Thre Alternatives Fall blEPA's Ilard Look Test

I'EPA directs that DOE take a "hard look"'at lire environrrtntsl impacts of its pinot.ored progrern
and comapare them to alternative means of fulfilling the saest purpose and need or agency action
that may avoid or mitigate environmenmtal harms or risks posedt by the Proposed Pro rni. "What
constitutes a 'hard look' cann~ot he outlilned wit role i-lik~e precision, lint it at least trse.ompsa~s a
thorough investigation into else envimrrunertsl impacts of ao agency's action sod a candid
acknowledge~ment of the risks that those im~aceentsanil." Nst't Aaitoron Soc. V. Deto ieNv,
422 lc,3d 174, 1115 (4"' Cir. 2005))

The, Draft OT"CC EIS fals.~ NEPA's linrd look test, most cleauly on tire issue of"reasenasly W5

fomec hie" imaparts. As one exeorplo, Alternative 5, diaposal of OTOC in a new vault facility, ir'
discussed ins s coot few paragraphs. Sec Draft (ST'CC 1118, Vol. t, 2.5, at psgd 2-it. Appendiss D
goes on to describe the conceptual dosigri of euch a vault. Id. at Vol 2, App. D, 3.3 at pages 1)-8 to
I)-12. Tflere is ao discussion of DOll's Iong history of failures, leak~s, and cracks with rardioselivo

'waste vaults in tire nuclear weapons complex cand how, this lime, such probleras will be avoided.
SeAttachnertr I, the Nuclear Riegulatory Commission's "Second Request for Additional
hIonbrnatton eon tth 2(519 Pcrforrrarqac Assas~nenrt for the Salttatone Disposal Facility at the

i45?•A he lesr is itsve~lci-sttat|shrd rorisior. NtttA elrarerorizee cevirerrsrrttapetal tir~s'oalty te inelnee ear
eatiy aete~ootl cikor.-et•, or • physical. testeate~, ,sdiaeg.heal and Irletagiestl rithets, tart atra ecalheleg hhittrc,
c.rlttmsa, eenomaesio ciaade tifst elOes.4 c.t.it. § tasas. 5ttNEPA rorisiresas ageayta coarideret"•trttis ittiectetfect
caulsed by an action eatd my ]tadtret effects ttrst a rcsaaa~ty, fresoeebte. titttic tllaf di•ratoacteofcts roared try
iliiccl~m aad oa~urra g at flee ossrm•aoritrd pthaer• and |idrect ettisetts culerd byttia cehea, uta lster •iattaner atrrr
renraved ta dleicrhe, bat atitt resasettby ftrerre¢bta .4 C.Fk. I 1555.5
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Mr. AntodtIdelssn
Deposes!• of aargy
June 27, 2011

Swavarsh giver Site," Doelket No. P'RO10734. The same paucity of analysis is evidenit wijth respect
to the jssus of boreasols aend trenches

3

Ul~timately, the Draft GTCC OtIS suggests repeatedly that a signitleett near-ter'm issue and the
printay driver for action is the protection and disposal of cossuerisit sealed soatreee, which
comprise less than one percent of the activity and voluste of GTCC waste. But the Draft fails to
dlemonstrate that cnrrent (or, one might hope, improved) storage methods are inadequate. And
fiarther, DUE provides no analysis that haurdened onsite storage is not sufficient for the relevatts
wastes for the uestsevrersldecades, a titsa preriod that allow tbr the President's lthte Ribbon
Couttrai~on ott America's Nuclear Fututre to eottc~lstd its work and even the O.S. Congress to
respond aecordingly. Instead, the Draft (1TCC EIS presents a deficient analyaia of disposal options
and improperly a~ssunmes that proposed ltartnetive methods (borehele~s, trenches, vaults) will ha*
approved by NRC. The Draft (3TCC OtIS states: "NRC regulations at 10 CFR 61.55 (a)(2)(iv)
require that CITCC LLRW must he disposed of in a geologic repository uttless altemative methods
o fdlspossl aee proposed to thte NRC andsapproved by the Cotnalstalon." Draft OTCC 13lS at 1-20,
Especially in light of DOE's hilstory" o f leskitsg, erseked'vaults and improperly designed trenches,
the agency tails to prearet int'omsetion or evidence to atupport atn asststsption of restorrable
alternatives approved by thb NRC. Int short, an adeqluate Draft (TCC OtIS would analyze ltheo
sassumption that sotote or all of the (3TCC waste would net be approved for the sitemative methods
and he structured a ondittgly.

If you hsave quesuions, please do tsot hesitate to contact me at (202) 2811-6865. Thank you ftrr
considering our views on these important mattero.

Sincerely,

Ia!___, _______
Ocofthcy H. Fettus
Senior proecet Attonmay
Natural R #'urees Deftha Council
1152 1 S'~ Street, NW
Suite :00
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 289-6686

(Cont.)

w556-

W556-5 The use of HOSS and other approaches for long-term storage of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like
wastes are outside the scope of this EIS because they do not meet the purpose and need for
agency action. Consistent with Congressional direction in Section 631 of the Energy Policy
Act of 2005 (P.L. 109-58), DOE plans to complete an EIS and a ROD for a permanent disposal
facility for this waste, not for long-term storage options. The GTCC EIS evaluates the range of
reasonable disposal alternatives and, as also required under NEPA, a No Action Altemnative.
Under the No Action Alternative, current practices for storing GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike
wastes would continue in accordance with current requirements.

DOE agrees that use of a geologic repository would be a protective and safe method for the
disposal of the entire inventory of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes. The GTCC EtIS
evaluation for the WIPP geologic repository alternative supports this statement. However, the
degree of waste isolation provided by a geologic repository may not be necessary for all of the
GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes evaluated in the GTCC EIS. The GTCC EIS evaluation
indicates that certain wastes (e.g., those containing short-lived radionuclides such as
Cs-137 irradiators) could be safely disposed of in properly designed land disposal facilities at
sites with suitable characteristics, such as low precipitation rates, high soil distribution
coefficients, and sufficient depths to groundwater. Based on the GTCC EIS evaluation, land
disposal facilities located in arid climates (e.g., NNSS and WIPP Vicinity) would isolate
radionuclides for a sufficient period of time to allow for significant radioactive decay to occur.

While 10 CFR Part 61 identifies one NRC-approved method for GTCC LLRW disposal
(disposal in a geologic repository), these regulations also indicate that other disposal methods
could be approved. The GTCC EIS evaluates three land disposal methods (i.e., enhanced near-
surface trench, intermediate-depth borehole, and above-grade vault). The GTCC EtIS
evaluation indicates that land disposal methods employed at sites with suitable characteristics
would be viable and safe alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW.

U3
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From: ytcceiawebmealer~eentov
Sent= Monday, June 27, 2011 tOS• ri
To: •maLgtcceinarchivex 9tceinwetnnastc@antgow gtcceie@antlgov

Subject: Ore er-Than•-Claes*C Low-Level Radioactive WantO tIS Comment GT'CCI0S5S
Attachments: NRDCGTCCcomment271une~llFN.AL~LtGTCClO$S58docx

Thnee• yoe for yeor comment, Geofiley Fettun.

The comment tracking n~tmber that hay been aeelgened to your comment is GTCCS0558, Please refer to the comment

tracking numbeerlIn all correapondtence relating to this comment.

Comment Dal~e: june 27, 2011 0S:06071M CDT

Greater-Than-CdasSC L~ow-Leeel ltedlactiveoWaete EI5 Deal Comment: GTCC105SIS .

Piret flme: Geoffrey
Middle Initial: K
Lest Naeme: Velttu
O0rganlzatlon: Netural lie.snurcee Defence Council
Addree: 1152 15th St. NW
Addmee 2: Suite 300
city: Washtngton
State: DIC
21p: 20005
Couhtry: USA •
Email:hetuv•ol•r
Privacy Preference: Donet withhold name or address from public record

Attacbmaet: NROCGTCCeom~enlv2 7J aetIlFlNAt•.delcncv

Comment Submitted:
See attached file

Quentons about submittlng comteenata over the Web? Contact us at:,etgeswebg te5lgrgnji or cellthe Greeter*
ThenKCless-C Lonw-Levei Itadloactive Woate EIS Webmaster at (GS0} 252•-5703.
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December 15, 2010

Mr. Thomas Gutmann, Director
Waste Despostilon P~rograms Dleson
U.S. Department of Energy
Savannah River OperetioosiOllce
P.O. BocA •
Athen, SC 25802

SUBJECT: SECOND ;REQUEST FOR ADOITIONAI. INFORMATION ON THE 21109
PEfRFORr•NCE ASSESSMENT FOR ThdE SALTOTONE DISPOSAL FACiLiTY
AT THE SAVANNAH RIVE•R SITE, DOCKET NUMBER PR~D0734

Dear M . Outmann:

Thu U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) stall Is currently revlewng 1h0 °2009
Performsca•a Asessmsnt for the Saltstone Disposal Facility ,at thre Savannah River Sl'te° (PA)'
dated Ociober2009t, and ga essdclted deco olnall p. This rovlevls baing csndrrtedIn,
accordarice with Set~on 31 186(b) of the Ron d W, Reagan National Dirwnse Autherizaliert Act
for Fiscal Year 200ii, whih 11 rquires NRC to monitor disposal act~ons taken by the U.S. "
Dsparenwrt of Ener'gy (DOE) for the purpose 01 as sesing nompliancs with the performance
objectves set out in 10 CFR Part S1, Subpart C. The PA is an update to the Performance
Assessnment performted in support o1 the 'Drait Seclion 3116 Determatnation. Salt Weat•e
Disposal, S'as.n nat River Site," dated February 26, 2005...

We have• enclosed a second Request for Addiliurral ht~ortsam.turr (RAt), RAI-2009-02, lstrioh Is a
list of comments frart *hch~the NRC staff needs responses fromn DOE before he NRC con
complete Its review. The first RAt, RAI-2005-0l, was s•ubreiltl to DOE on Marob 31, 2010, and
DOE pro•vided a response to that RAt on July 22, 2010. T[he vta a Initial assessment of the
•adequacy 01 tha responses 10 that RAt Was discussed at a pubie telecenfrernee between NRC
ankd DOE en September 2, 2010.

As was expressed In the Septeirber'2. 20'10, p'abito tleeconferenc=e, the estlf rei wd II•
responses to RAl-2t009lO0| and, though several of the resposesos adequately addressed NRC
laltf comments, a number of them eithe did not providte enough infonnatiort, or did not fully

address all tim NRC comments, From the review of t~he information provided by DOE thus for.
the staff cannost yet delermins whether or not the Saltthtne disposal actions will comply with the
pemfomranco bjectives in Pert 6t. The stall is par'ticuienly interested in the expected
degradation case, crb thsebae ceas." It eppears that the base cove may n~t aul£ticenlyretlect.
relevant known conditions, may not adequaeley accotrnt for uncertaInty and variability, and rmay
not be supported by an adequate technical basis. Several of the NRC comments in the
enclosure explore this issua further.
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T. Gutrnmon 2
To meet the current schedule for NRC to corn atm its revy of the 2009 PA by Jane 15, 2011.
we re • requeeting your response to thne RAt by March 15, 2011, in order to provde~i NRC
adequate time to review yeur response end decument out findings. It is Ifapdenlt that DOE
p rovido• a comprehercive response to the enclosed PAt to avoid another round of ques 'eoss
from the NR(C, Ichl could substantialty, dalay the scheduled completi~on of our reviewJ. Please

etus know If you b•tielle mere lirri Is needed to respond tao any of te encl'osed comments,
alter you have had a chance to reviewv them. iI may ba worthwhile to spend a lttte more time
now to provide a comprulehesire response; which could result tn a short delay In corn elig our
review. In order to prevent a much tongetr delay that could' result from NRC asking another
round of questions. To fac~tialepreparztion of yourreapoenseto theaRA, the NRC stalfl euld
be happy to ins et w'ith your stall and your contractors to clarify the RAt, or disease proposed
responses, as soon as you have had a chance to review the enclosed RAt conmments.

In accordance with 10 CI'I 2.300 of the NRCs =Rulea of Practcialfor Domest,•c Uen rig
Prc~eer ope and Issuance o1 Ord rs," a copy ol thIn letter" ciii he available electronisally for
public Inspection In the NRC Public Document Room n orefrom the Pubt y• Avoitable Records
compoenet of NRC's Agen y'Ada foecherenta Access and Management Sytem (ADAMS
Accesssion Number NtL100520097). ADAMS is accessilbe from the NRC Web tefoat

If you have any questions. plesee contact Nishka Devaser. Project Manager In the IDivston of
Waste Management and Efnvironmental Proetection, by email a't N'tshla.Devn serivers •ov, en by
phone at (301) 4I 5-51g6.

Sincerely,

IRA!

Dovi L. Sheen, Actin~g Deputy DIre tar
Cnvrenmenlal Psolectten
and Performance A.sesemont Directorate

Division of Waste Menegement
end Enviro~nental Pro. elss

Ccot.. of Federal and Stlte Matertas
and Environmental Meeng enent.Progrmrra

Enclosure: R~t " • '
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T. Gulmirnn2

To meet the current schedule for NRC to coriplete its review of the 2009 PA by June 15. 2011.
we are requesting your response to the RAt by March 15, 2011, in order to provide NRC
adequate time to review your response and document our findings. it is Important that DOE
provide a ceorprehensive response to the enclosed PAl to avoid another round of questleons
from the NRC, which could substeatiatty delay the scheduled compltidon of our review. Please
tet us know if you befleve more time is needed to respond to any of the enclosed comments.
after you have had a chance to review them. It may be worthwhile to spend a little more ilac
now to provide a comprehensive response, which could result in short detay in completing our
review, irs order to prewent a mush turper •leiay that could result from NRC asking soother
round of questions. ,To faniroiato preporatilon of jtoUr reupensu~to the RAt, the NRC istifwesrld
be happy to meot with your staff and your contrectore to clarify the RAt, or discuss proposed
responses, ah aeon as you have had a chance to review the encaosed RAt comments.

tn accordance with 10 CFll 2.3901 of the•NtC's "Rules of Practice for Domestic Li'cens~ng
Proceedings and tenuanico of Orders," a copy of this tetterwuvll be= ivel~able electronically for
public Inspecton in the NJRC Public Documnent Room or from the Pubtioly Availabl Records
component of NRC's Agencyvvide Documents Access and Management Sysatens(ADAMS ...
Accession Number ML100820097). ADAMS Is uccessible from the NRC Web site at
htto'Jlwv,.vnro~evhnoln~af'crrmiademahm.htx

If you have any questloas, please contactfllshia Devaser, Project Manager ln th~e Divsion of
Waat• Manegement end En, lronmentat Protection, by email at N• .innvvrnr o or by
phanee1(,301) 41S5-5i6:,, " &"" " i . .

o Sincerely, .

David L Skeen, Acting Deputy Director
Environmental Proteiction

and Performance Assessmtent Directorate
Division of Waste Management

andl Environmental Protection
Office of Federal and Stale Materials,
and Environmountal Manogement Pr'ogrems

Enclosure: RAt .

" •MLIO34oo05,I

INM Never AWatrer- Mceny GSuber DSkeen
Smith Ccine
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RAI-2009.02
Second Request forAddltional intiormetfon for the 2009 Performance Assessment for the

Sultatono Disposal Facility at the Savannah River Site

December 2010

Structure of Comments

The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) staffs review comments are separated into
topical areas to tiacilltala the U.S. Department of Energ~re (DOEs) responses (SRR-CWOA-
2010-011033). Documents published by DOE are referenced by number. Section or table
references provided without an usescistert document life or reference roler to sections or tableS
In the document PertbrmsnceAssessmoef forihe Se(lsfono D~pceal Faeffify of tile Savannah
RIrerSiie~ SRS-C WDA-200ti-OOOf r (SRR-CWDA.2009.00017). 005 responses to the first
Request for Additisaul information (RAt), RAI-2009-01 (NRC, 201 Ob). can be found In ihe
Coermonf Response Matrix forNRC RAts on lAo Salfsfone~DIsposafFeci1ifyPodonnsnce

Assessmerrf, SRR.C WDA-2010-0003X (SRR-CWDA-2010-00033) sad are referred to in thts
document as DOE RAt response.

All comments have been combined in this document the same noming and numbering syclear
Is used as was provided In tha lirsi RAt. Comrnentsi from RAI-2009-01 maintain their original
name and number ead where aewcomrnents are introduced in a section. the nast-sequentivi
number is used, Table 2-below tisla oil the cemmonta with-a 'Status of Comment designation
assigned for simpler navigation. Staius of Comment designations are defined In Table 1
below. The format far the follow-up comments, which are continued comments from RAI-200E-'
01, Is to provide the original comment and Identification, a dIscussIon of the Inadequacy of the
DOE response, end a path fenvard. New Information requeste have the same formet us hi the
first RAt pacitege. Clarifying comments from RAI.2009-01 that roceired adequate responses
em net repeated in this document, lire Clarifying Comments section of this document consIsts
only of new comments end these frem RAi-200tl.01 that require oddifonal ctnrificotion.

Individual communts may have melilpie items for which NRC is seeking additional lntorrnallen.
Extra care should be talrmi to ensure that alt Items ere addressed In ho responses to ensure
thai further aditiutonol information is ndt needed. If Items ore not eddressed, the NRC will be
unable to complete Its technIcal evaluation report, or vvill net be ebb to reach coaduslons en the
DOE enslyals.

The path forward provided for each &mmerrt Is one recommended oppreach to resolution: the
NRC staff understands that there may be more than one method for adequately addressing the
teotmicel Issues ruined in the comments. Appropriate responses to sews comments may
depend .on the eature of the resolution of other comments. it will be Iroporlant for DOE to
ensure Internal concistensy of the responses, eapeclatty If any changes are made to analyses
supporting the performance assessment (PA). .

Enclosure

so

0
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Duing prviu onele monitoring viit end meetings with DOE. sit staf stated that ongoin
reearch wee being parformed in a number of rease, It any flee docmenent have been
publshed by DOE or Its contractors in the areas isted below, plsma provide thee dotennt
to the NRC.

• Seltatone verabllltytestin end prdc quality assurance

* Rsdchcton and sorpt(ion of Tc In the saltatone wastefor
* Vault craldng end transport throgh cracs

* En•we cap peifonanos
* Reijt of studies performed with the cons sample removed fromn vault 4
* Current inventory of elI rsdionudidea In Vault 4

S

DOC
LFRG
MOP
NDAA
PA
SCOIIEC
SDF
SPF
,~SR
TSR

Futrze Disposal CellLow-Leval Waste Dispoesa Facaty Federa Review Grop
Member of the Public
Sect. 3l1IS. National Defense Authortatio Act Fiscal Yeer 2008
Performance Amasesnunt
SothCarln Depatmnent of Healt and Envlonmantel Coto

Salttone Production Facility
Savannah River Site
Technisal Evaluation Report
Waste Determinaio

PfomneAsssment Methods (PA)
Invenoty (N)
Infltration end Erosion Contro (IEC)
Saltetone Performance (SP)
Vault Perfonnence (VP)
Fer-flell transport (FFT)

Inadverfiteintruio (11)

Clarfyng Questions (C)
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Table 4: States of Caomment Ctasalflcatlon Definition

New No

Monoi Acouted for bi monilrn
...... Additional' tisriflo . ....o. .

Table 2: Comment Statue

PA-a oobst*Ssenvity ito S¢w" alons Deoud• alan Cmpel

PA-I ited Mode4 Soppd fo PA fe

PA- Cmmeas te Aas Ceaemt vrrpaons it not•le lite nd

PA1 Oi fro Vi~t Canidene Wansl From Vent4 tenching -•e

PA-I Cis Cseorn te Sn Vas Asess Pen t lemrpsene CoesCp

PA-IlCdsweoola---He

____Lenosf snr Total:•snso 5 ya ¶ __ 1

e4-2 Ihlrnoiytetal.palosedewcad ene. A-da itOf' sasbar te If
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OP-) B.oleioAeoawd Moleiwe deOhihICoive 1008.00gm Ncooeie

OP-i CherededNioCowvee DO 1004 Jigged Nee4qeidekon Ao.o Inempiete

OP-S Oiwpo
t 

Needed oSoheigne HidOeoeC COodOeiMty
OP-O Undo leo O*ie~oe DoihIelety olhdeclond 000-oded Soedom
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PA-I Comment: The conr•uton of Iirdldual rndlonucdaa to the dose wa not prcolded

NRC Response: The answer to this RAI was adequa'te.

PA-2 Comment: Prbbh~tlc sensativit anlye were not provided for c~m,

NRC Response: The answer to thia RAI was adequate, but note that the NRC staff
•have concerns about the methodoogy. usdK the GoldSr anlye (Bee PA-I l).

PA4• Comment: The detemfnatio of Key radlonucides detorted In Set•n 5•2.2 of the
PA may not have capturd all of the tiek sMgn~fcant redoucdeor The detemdtriaton
of key redl•onudee Is atnilarint to the result of the PA because many of the
analyses used to support the PA onl Indude the key radlonucie (e.g., the
PORPLCOW analyses for Cases B-E).

NRCResponse: The NRC deusslon on PA-3 has beenccrlndwithPA-4. See
below for details.

PA-4 Comenut: Benchmarlng based only on key radonuclde Idenat•e In the bat
• case analysi does not provUe adequate suppor for# the Itqxetao of aiternal-

case GotS• model re~uts.

DOE Response Dhscussion: tn the D•OE RAJ response for P4-3. DOE IndlIcated
that the Inventory 1st used In the Golti•m model Inlded the less mobil
raloucties even If hey wer not detenrmlnedto be key ralnclds Ths aspect
of the repos was adtequate.

Hoee the response vent on to Indicate that the dose coprsn for the thee
key adloutle Ra-22fl, To-SO, and t-t29 Bhowgood agrement poidn
assrance tha th behav•o of additional rarloudldcs smulated In the GoltiSime
model for afteate cases Is appropr~ae. NRC disagrees with this conckluso for two
reasons. Fst, te code oonelenado not sho parte. arygoodagreemnt.• The
charts are prseted wth iogarltmlc scale strt~ng fom veyensow values The
many order of magnitude prsntto of vary low flures and conce~ntatons makes
the peak differences appear to be smaller. Esentinatlon of the flux dave for the
redlonudides that have beabencharre show differences of a fadr of 10 to 30
or more, depend~g on the time per~od selected. The cofdec In te non-
benchrmartced GoldSim radlonudldes shul necessari be les than this, because
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they have not undergone tho benobmadring exercise. Second, as discussed below
for comment PA.5, the benchmoilkdg procoess itself is not euflticently transparent to
a~llow NRC to have confidence in the adjustments thast were made.

Patth Forward: Tiro followIng options represent ecceptoble approaches to
ocidressiopf thIs issue:

1) Perfoorma btnd comparisonof sonroradlonucttdes not IncludedIn the previos
b~enchimorklng (such as Np-237, Pb-210, U3-234) for PORPLOW end GotdSlm
resultS for some atlternte oases to demonstrate the level ofi confidence that.•
should be asstgned to non~benchrnerked redionedl~deeo The blind comparison

Swould be done by ruontog' each model for given rodianuclides without iteration on
beutchmaarking foctors

2) Perform.PORFLOW renatypees withthe addition~al radlonuolideefor the alternate

.~. .... 3)..Jnsorpororteen appropriate amoont of uncertatnty In conctsignes regarding the
non-bonchinarked radioncautides In the alternate cases (least reconiwended) that

S• factors in the level of agreement achieved between the GedonSieand lORIFLOW
results and that the ordtittonel rodlonuctides wilt net have been benchmstked.

PA-5 Crommentr Additionatl nfoatretlbr Is needed, abot the beihchmasrtdg feclors and
other dokd~im parameter djuslreesls bouned on benchinarlriag to the PORFLOW
medal., " •

tIOS Response Discussion: DOE pgrovided edditlonel Informotlon dIscussing the
changes that wore mede In lthe benbhhmarking exercise Including theabesto for soein

Sof the changes. The modifications made to account for the differeil retease
•modeling of To wasclear, so wofitireneed lornke modifications ba~sed on the
different dimnonslonatity of the flow fields. However, DOE did not sufficiently address•
the modificatlon~s to the saturated zone Id" reference to the PORFLOW "diutien"
provided Ih the original NRC comm~ent."

Although the POR1'LOW m~odel Is being treed for the base (comptlanca) cese, the
GoldJShitm odeltis used to'understand the impact at key uncazrlainfes. Some of
t hoteduncorlelriti[ss; as discssessd nboveu NRC belldees shriuld be represented ln the
base case. Conceptualyty the banchmwarlitrg process wes used to achieve bettor
agreemen~t betw~een the results for the different moedls. The NRC concern is if tihe
•modifications cannotbe clearly explained as traying a physicis basis tied to the
crsnceplu aI repruserntstlora of the two different mrodels, then• nesiter model
representation may hove saf'ficierit predictive power of the future risks from the
disposal facility. The benchinntring should incr'esse continence that each calculation
approprtntely represents the physical processes end therefore that the risks to future
receptors hoe been approprIately estimated, end it s',hould not be an exercise In
getting' the results of computer programs to match.

Path Forward: FPreside greater transparency la the benchinarking adlusetoesls. For
exompts, one ecceptable approach would be to provide a comparison of the resells
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(unbenchmarked) then a stepwise comparison siter eacth benchmrarhing change,
with each change liniked to the conceptuat model explaining the physical basis for the
change. A diagram of the model,•such as a crOss section. with the benchlmariking
changesand the magnitude of liha changes would be very useful to help the NRC
develop the confidence in the beschrnarked model results that the DOE has.

PA-S Commentl Roeuttsof analyses runto t~mes byeynd orfar baeyfd the performance
parred appear to underealimale dose by excluding radionuctides and palthiwys
based on their contrbution to the base case analysis at 10,000 or 20,000 years.

* Although an estimate of the dose at extremely long~linas Is not lihety to be
necessaey fern compliance determinallon. ilt im hportant to understood the basin for
any repotted results and, when reporting the informatlon. te note important
lirsitstlone.

SDOE Response Dissussion: Tho answer to this RAt was mostly adequate, but
•NRC staff has one tsiril'ying question about, this RAt f'eaponse. The first sentence in
Seston 5.fi,1.5 of the PA stales. =The pesic groundwvater pathways deoss associated
with key radionusildes eae calculated for 40,000 years In order that the dose behavior
well post the performance period con be evaluated'. Holsweue the RAt response
Implies that Ihe calculation described in this section included all radlonuclides.
Although the dose at 40,000 years is outstdp of the period of compliance, the
information prosentod In FRgure 5.5-9 may be misleading if alt radionucides wore not
Included In this PORFLOW calcuintlon.

P.ath Forward: Please provide a list of the radionuclides that wore included in ltho
QEQWcalculation dosoribed in Oesiion 5.5.1.5.

PA-? Comment ('New): Mod~el support for the PA Istlimited and plans for" daeteopmrent af
•additional support are set provided. " -

'* - asis: Modal suppart is essentiol to.leveiopiog canli denco that the PA provldes for
Sdecsisons that era pr•olsclive of pablot Ihbalh and safat•, Medal support is Intended

•to develop confirence thai en appropriate model wras used, DOE has done a muccl
better job at explaining the calculations. However, wilth respect to modals support.
DOE hag reterenced ongoi~ng research or previded sensltlsity analyses. NRC
ackinowledges the ongoing research and is fully drrpportiee slit. The esensiivity
an~atysis is useful to understand how the resultse roy-chan'ge with changes in data or
modeis. liowever they are of limited usa in determining whether the" car'rent
representation is appreprilte and suftutenL Th~tiidlhood of m~aking spoor decision
increases If mdedl support is limited. NUREG-15854"(NRC, 2007) presides
intd;mation on appropriate forms of model support.

Path Forward: Provide a~ccptable model support for thu PA model If esearch i
o ngoing, provkie a description of tile plans to develop model support including wh, en
the information is scheduled to be developed. Consult NUREG-1854 (NRC, 2007) .
far additional information regarding approaches aceptabl~e to NRC.
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PA-8t Comment (New): The bose case does not represent the current and reasonably
expected future conditions.

Basis: The PA base case scenatrio is. unrealistic antd non~conservatlve In that it
(i) does not retlect relevant known conditio•ns, (i• does net adequately account far
uncertaInly and varlability, and (iii} does not have adequate tech nical bases.

7The base case modal is inconsistent with know'n conditions. Slgniticont site
characteristics that have cot bean adequately Incorporated Into the model include the
taltowing:

S", Fractured sa•ttasetenet contsade~dred in the base coon even though fracturlng
- io saltatona has bean observed. In addition, shrinkage has been observed

and Is net tanluded lnathe model,- (Comment S P-2),

* Tihe PA 'pedals appear to) be tnsconsltiont ntth'qbsenrved, adveotlve
contaminant releases from Vault 4. (Comments SP.6l)

* , Materia tnterlaces haveashavst to be Jrelevant tie pasffmntnce; hoevave~r they;
are pot considered In the PORFLOW rnodel., (ComnrentIP-,5) ,

• The base case model does not adequate/ly account (ormtbrerhtiny in inilIa( tenroil,
end spatialconditions. NRC csncornvwitth parameter and'concepteel model

-uncenlalnty lncludq the followingl: -

• * The h~ydraulic cisndueiivity'ornd eff seclvb dlffu•ls onefliclont o'rteslstono are
'tlme:invarrlant as the ,base case medal doens not adetluetelyascount for
termporal arlatioan. (Chmtqnt nSP-1; SPa6)

- Thse~nltlal hydrautlic conductivity of vettstene does notifatl account for

Utfserttintyin cltdi~ng~tifiso lboratot conditions to iful-ssae.e •eamplacod

."'The PA. does rrbt.eccount for" Qnd~rtinty in thle predlcthcn• of EIhpH evolutien
• far cemestltlous mate~r~as. (Comment SP :12) "

* The PA does not account for mnertlainty with respaci o vault degredstion
mechanisms. (Conmment VP-2) "

The base case doies net have adequate taeftniae bases. NRC consreaowith limited
model support include the fo~llong: "

* Model seuppott.fsr geolextita filler fabnico and the Isthmil dr~inege la•yers is net
commensurate with their expected tong-tden perform~ance and risk
signticasnco. (Comment IEC.I8)

* The moisture characteristtc waves Implemented In the base cose far latant
end fractured comeatitious materiats, which clgnllcosnly reduce flowj, lack
adequate support considering their rdsk slgnificance: (Commenta $P-3; SP-4)
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* Tlhe chemical stability of saitstmie provides a sgnllicant barrier to tranrspbrt;
however, the basis tar the Eh-pH evolution of cemsentitious materials is very
hint~ed. (Coarsest SP-12)

* The basis for the~ adopted lechneitums pseudo.K= at 1.000 mug ts inaccurate
and Iasuffciont. (Commrent SP-15l)

* Tha selected bellsi transfer factors tack elte-spoctes data and have very
limrited support. (Commrent S-I)

* There Is not a sulticient lecthnlcat best'sto exclude the chicken end egg

pathway. (Comment 8-2)
- The effects of redionuclida bautd-up In Irrigated se~ll may ba underosirmatod.

.(Comsment 8-3)
* The sell to ptantltransfer factors may he too low due la the ollmlnallonvof the

• leafy plant comspon~ent. (Comment 18-4)
DOE has supported the base case with alternathve scenaries san one-ott cens~livtty
analyses. •Alternative scenarios can be constddred towards compliance -
daterinintlon; hewever, limlslttlone wih the assumpt~ons end pararseterisation moire
the conservatl~sm of thealternaat cases end the synerglatla ease unclear{See

SCommeont PA-9),).

008 has used one-off sensitivity anatyses to evellJtie the risk s~gniricance ot cartarn
parewelere th'at are net Incorporated into the bese case mrdodl to demonstrate that
the individual parmseters do not eppreclably imspact the estimated dose to the
Membo~etilofe Pubtoc (MOP) durIng the comspliance period. Hoyever, thls type of
analysts, whdch may resell In an tnalgaiflcant increase In the basoecase dose, wi~lt

•only identify local eansillvity wlthin the parmreler space. When (I) msany
uncertainties mxist, (tI) the margin butiveen compliance and the base case dose is
relatively enail. and (tIi It is net clear how alt at thto unoeraletles ame Interrelated,
then the resultant doseo tram the Inclusion of these uncertainlies Could he signillcant
on a cemsutalive .heals even if tt~s increases for ind[iaduel One-off analyses ore
insignihicant on on ah~oalute basls.

Patti Forward: DOE should establlsh a base case theat has edequaeteetewhncat
hoses and appropriately mrelet unoortalnties to demsopatrato with reasonable
assumance that the performasnce objectives can be mset

PA-9" Commrent (New): Concluslons shout the cpnservatlsrs ot the synergistic ease am
not clear as'certain assumptions appear to he overly opltnlstic, while ether

.. assumrpttons ar'e potentially cerworvatlve.

Basis: The synergIstic case wass d~evelped by DOE, based on comments received
t~ram the LFRG. to eveluste the imspact of simtultanreouslty changing multilte material
pararsetoles to account ter several potential increased degradation msechanisms liams"
the base case, The PA describes this case as poesirslstla. However, NRC staff
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•believes thast certain assurnptions vritlln •heo synergst•c case render the degree of
pessimism or conservaltsm indtetrminate.

NRC staff Is uriabl 10t assess tire adequacy ,qf the Syerge~IstIc cane without additional
underst~nding of the balance betwe•en (i) the potential conservatis'm of the htew
tirrough then aciced saltatone and (ii) tire model timiithtbroe that are applicable to ill
of the cases In the PA. Tire general Ilirltalaios of lthe PA cases Include lire following:
flow thrroagh tire vaults and sailsione (500 Comments PA-I0; ISC-th SI'-1; SP-2;
SP-3: SP-4; SP-,5; SP-5; VP-3; and VP-6); chrenttca stability 01 cernantitlous
rnfaterials (see Comment SP-12): and apprepratenase of the biosphere calcratesfln

•(see Corrmbfils B,.1; B-2; B-3; 0-4; and B-5). in addirtoln, tire syn}ergielie casee
appears~to onty include tire key radionucttdes daterrmised in tire base case.
Differences in the certcepturraztiaein between the synergitsle case and the base case
could change lire key radicnuclides (e~g., shord-lived r-rdirenrclides may be risk
significant in thie sy'nerglstlo caso with lthe eadiler degrradation of lire closure cap and
tiepresence of test pathways rind the'arivectie flaw present In Urn synergIstic ease"
could result in a set of key radialldeue. that differs from tire diffusoin-ddnrlnated
base ease.)

Path Forward: The ap~repriataenesa of tire syrrarglsllc crise depends on the ext ant
thlai 05 reiles ar ltre synergisiocaae to demaenstnafe compliance whth the
performance ofilec~lles. ,if comptiancei detorrmlfatioht rests heavily en the syeerglsfic

* - case (l:e. the aynergisUic case is uried to estina~te tlIe Impact from key uneertainilesa
"lack of model support, llsmied rrtinrmalian), 0O0 should (i) previde dlscussion on lire

balance betmben potenial optlmloras pird co nserva tlsfrrs within thre s-ynerglsttc cane.

(II) address lire limltntlons'app~lcable haoial of, lire cases is tire PA. and (liiit address
tihe palerntlstty lmited subset of radisnuclides.

PA-10 Cammrent (New): Assum~ptlons in lire PA regarding Ihr. conceptural model end
perameterizellorn may. resell in unsupported modeled 11aw rates through sallatoea

Basis: Several enrgnesered bainirias in the PA provide a signif~cnt shcl tang-term
Impedlmest to thri flow of water throughr tthie siltntno wasleforni. H-eownwer, DOE
has ver• i mited dnte to support tire performance of several oftthese key Ibariler"
¢ompenenlsrr which Inclu~dr

*: Hydr'aulls condrrcttty of aslistone being hydrauficsllyuadsyraded for 20,000

years In the bane ease. (See Comment SP:SI)

* Salintorr as not being fractured In lire bqso case. (flee Commant SP-2)

* Moisture cheractarislic currves that are implemented for Intct salftetne. (See
Comment SP-3)

* Moisture characteristi curves that are implemented for fractured saltstane
and concrete. (Sea Comment SP,-4)

* Initial hydraulic ¢onductlity of salf atone that does not adequately account far
uncertainty. (See Commest SP-5)
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* Geotaetita fitter fabrics and the lateral drainage layers that provide tong-term
ahe;dding of water around the vaults. (See Comment IEC-8i)

* Naglacting disposal unit degradation mechanismns other than sulfate ettack;.
(See Comment VP-2)

* Degradation of the vault Watts that can result in the bypassing of flaw around
the salistone as a potential modeling artifact. (Sea Comment VP-fl)

Model support for these tiow-releted components is limited, hewever DOE
assumptions and parameter seteleons indicate a connistent bias towards
constrained flow through the satistoee wastefotri that is unauppaitect. Reducing the
flaw of waeter through the mudeded Saltstone system has a eampounded effect in that
tees water is av'ailable for the transport of contamtnaats and the tifespan of reducing
conditions to the cement[itous materials te prolonged.. The timing of the chemIest
trenstilons for the waits, floors, and saltetono are dependent on the number of pare
volumeus that pass through these cemunlitious matorlate. Higher flow rates would
result in mon'o rapid chemical transittons and generstij a more raptd release of reciax
sensitive retloeetements (eg.,, Te-fig),

As a seaping calcutation, NRC aleff daterratned that the flaw through eaitstone, the
floors, end the walls would be more than a factor of 10 higher at the 500 year time
period, if the geotextili tiller fabuic falls at GO0 yearn (i.e., the tower istetl drainage
layer hee prop~erli s~rmilar to the overlying backfil) end the moistere chraracterlatia
curves fer sattstene and fractured csmonfittous aem comeparablea to literature values.
Asa first order approximation, the dose would Ihcrease by this factor baed~ on the
increased flaw rate through settstone and the liners,. Hamiver. the contaminant
retease e icompounded duo toea more rapid change In chectrica transitons for
cereentitoun molraterils The timing of these chemical transitions for these
caementitiouismaterials would be less than 1110of thetimeaassumedilatheaPA. It
appears that the chemical transitions far salteteste, the flours, and tha'watia w~ould
occur well befoe• the 10,000 year compliance period. This resuit would bane a
significant dose impact as transitions for ealtetone. the liners.oeed the wails ore
assumed in the PA to o~ccur beyeond the 10,000 year comptianco period. It should he
naied that these ecepleg calculations satl likely contain etg nifinantepotoimlrs s; far
example, the assumption ef ntatct eatttsona in the bate esee, the assumed hydralice
conductivity of ealtatene, the limited degradation rauchanisma for the disposal tunits,"
end the assumption that 100% of the bloat fumace slag Is avelleble for reactlonwil'h
the infiltrating \enter (uVSRC-TR-2008-O0283).
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Path Forwvard: Verity that the modeled flow rates aea (I) physically reasonable snd
S(ii) consistent with tha conceptual modot forlthe varteas cases.

Provlde a fardt of data support for (low tthrough the S~ltstone systema commensurate
with thu rdak sfgniflcance of this topic, or use parameter values that rae technically
defarelsbte. If rossearch Is ongoing. provide a descrlptlon of thu ptuns to develop
modal support including when the information is scheduled to be developed. Sven If
research Is ongofng, the compliance case needa Io be adequately supported based

•on IntorTasatlca that Is avojab labt tthe time the conmpliance case is developed.

PA-Il1 Comment (New): The GdtdSlns probbhltistle medal used for sensitlvity and
uncertaInly analysess Is not adequaeldy supported.

Baste: NRC staff has severat concerns with the inethodatogy used In the GoldSire

S calculatIons: ..,
. . . . . . . .. . ....

.1).. °NRC staff tide numnerous corecema~lsl,•h the Impleraent alien of the=PORFLOW

calculations that provide tho Input into Ihe GoldSini Calculations (sea e.g.,
S•PA-S sod PA-1Oi). ,- . , '

2) The'GofriSras niodel incorporates all five cases (Case A-E). and thie asesumar
°prohsbilf'ty of each case occurring Is consodered In th;e uncertalnty.

scelfuitIbns. NRC st aff belreves that the pmbebitt'es oiT each case provided
tn Table 5.6-3 orf the PA eam unrealistie. Fir exaapemptS'e actual proe babiily of
Case Alas essentlafly 0 for Vaults I and 4 because this case assumes that the

elstletoes dcoes n~ot crack during the performaance pderid and the satlttona is

N ~atready knownto have craccka. However. tn Table 5.6-3, the'probability
a.durfe~d for'Case A it9g% for Veult-i and 85% for Vaul t,.

3) Ttre rosett of the GoldSlra moeda nosy not be applicble to radlcauclides
•.oherthartrn the anes thaftite banctraark~hsl-wss performted for.tees PA-rI arid

PA45). In addit~on, there does not appear to bu a goad corelationte etween
the POR FLOW and GotdSlm results oven for the radlonuclldes that we•re
benehmarkod (see Flgures.S.6-1 to 6;6-25 Is PA and PA-5)...

4) .It Is nat clear thet there to edertuafe basIs for the uncertainty distribue ans
Suved'(e.g., t{e tuncerfafraty •istdbuttoa~l for Invent ory [see tN-2) an~d the

uncertaitny distributieas for K• votuos [see S;P-ltID,

LBecause the GcstdSlm modal woo not ueed as the heels for demonstrating
compliance, )ho NRC staff did not revieaw those calcelat Ions to the came extent as

the comapliance case (.Case A) was reviewed, It Oee decidee to' use thts case to
- demonstrate coriptltance, the NRC staff Will focus mere an hoese calcelations end

new, questions tosy he Idenfiflfd.

Path Forwaord: The concerns listed a~bove need lo be addressed. "The emount of

•isformaatleon needod for thlsncomma~nt depends on Itro astent to whtcb the GeldStm
modef wilt he relied on to demaonstrate compliance with the performance objedtisas of
10 CFR,61. These concerns need to be addressed la the degree that this medal Is
not used Ia demonstrate compliance or for medal support.
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PA-12 Comment (New): The dose consvqueeces from the disposal of contoinerized
Vault 4 wuste tn Vault I should be evaluated.

Buasis: The NOAA states that. ({t)he Commission shalt, tn ooordlnatlorr vwth the
covered State, monitor disposal action~s talren by the Department 0f Ensrgy'. As part
of this coordnatinron, SCOIIEC and NRC staff discussed a letter written by SCDH-EC
to the DOE• regardleg thu potential disposal of containerized Vault 4 weste in Vault 1
(SCDHEC. 2010). In this totter, a request for the disposal of containerized wasta
from Vault 4 operations and soil reotaliatin is described.

The NRC stall requires Were information about thts waste In order to essess
compliance with the performance objectives of 10 CFR 81. In particlsar, the NRC
staff taunt understand the origin and amount of tthts merteal. hist Is possibly
important to monitoring the performance of Vault 4 because if tlhisvaste primarily
consists of seli that has become• contaminated due to seeps from Vault 4, than this
might show that Vault 4 Ia not per'forming es expected, it also would be usefld to
evaluate whether thre PONFLOW nrodet uccurately predicts the Inverstory that has
seeped cout of Vault 4. If the amouat of inventory that has reached the outside of
Vault 4 an1d the surrounding soil Is signiftousl, this may tndicate that the model
underestimatami the rictease from thin vault. Also, if eny'reolduat rodloacltlty ramales
nt the seit surrounding Vault 4 following this remedititen thls radioaclivity could

, move through the subsurface more rapidly than predicted, especially' selae the site
.dose not yet have a coyver to glmt the intiltration.

NRC staff is etst:,tntereste.t in the effect of thin additionat waste on the expected
dove from Vault 1. In paeticatr.s NRC staff as interested in how much'addltionul
Inventory wilt be placed In Vaulti e nd the effect of this, inventory on the expected
dose. it Is possible that the long-term• performuane of containerized wvsse will be
different than the long-term performance of grout. An evaluation of the potentalt
effect of the containerized wraste on long-term performance should be performed.

Path Forward: Please prro!lde the following information:

I) Tlhe Invontipry of redlate clnukis that has seeped f~rom Vault 4, including the
amount (concentrations mid totiti activity) and locallort of this Inventory.

2) A comparison of the inventoey that has soaped haom Vault 4 la the inventory
predicted by tha PORF•LOW model to be rtelesed from the vaut to centirra
•that the modeling calculations, are accurate.

3) An assessment of the dose dun to restdual radioactivity remainleg outside of
Vault4, tf any.

4) The Inventory la the additional Waste that will be added to Vault 1 and the
espected dose from this inverdory.

6) An evaluation of whether the p.esenence of centainerized waste is consistent.
wiAth the assumptions in the PA for Vault 1 and the pdtentilefofect of this
waste ort the catocuated dose.•
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PA-13 Comment (Now): The dose consequence from sarly releases from the Vaults prior
to completion of the closure cap is not considered. .

Basis: The performnance assessmen3t catculotione assume that the closure cap \wilt
result Inn• slgnilieatlsn re'duction In the Infiltration reaching the vaults alerting at the
lust year of the model. However, the closure cap Ia not espected to be constructed
until the end of the opertilonal period, end there mvtt be no reduction In the amount of
precipitation reachtng the vault roofs and walls before that thee. The reported
average precipitation rule for the site ta d9 lndyr (124 enlyr), w•hic.h Is significantly
htgher then the assumed Initial Intillration rate (0.00042 infyr [O0Ohl mrfyrD. It is
likely that the amount of leaching w~ill'be higher befor~e the coisure cap Is inssailed
because more water could contact the ealltstonu during this time. This• Is fipaeially.
trite for Veutts 1 and 4 be'cause itsese vaults trove had problems witlh water tain~•g
ihrough the reef arnd creeks forming in the isatle. It is imper'tant to understand the
petantelotfor early reeases-•to the environment during the time betmuen~tha

... ,pessmewnt of'.the sslistonand.t•d hoinstaliation rifihe closur'e wrp endithe, potesalia
future deoe from these relesees beca use these releases could besigniticent•
•compared to future releases. ..

"In.-addiltirr:the rate of deor adatlosn" of the v-a•ults mighi be higher before the backfillt
and coyer erg installed.• t

m
oeiismpDe, the larger amitunt of water rescu.ing the vaults

dtrrlnti -his, lime could cause the concrete to age more rapidy. Also, °the ¶Jatrts wilt
be wresed to mere of the freez•efihaw cycle prici to the bectidui bieing pia•oed around
the vaults. The saitelene wasteferrm would ~ikely .dexrince foster rates of oxidation
doe to hIgher rotes of oxygen transport assaciated with oir movement thiough the
systemn conipared tO post~closereconltguratione." "

Path Forwa~rd: Provide an essessnrent of the dose consequences from tire
i 'ncriaseftamount of-water the v~iris wilt be expo.sed to-prior, to completion of ike

•closure cap...Also, provide an assessment of the effect of the vault being Initially
• uneev;ered on the intugriiy of the vaults and the oxidation of saletastoe.

PA-1I4 Comment (New): The PA does not diiscruss the existence• or rimpications of
calcareous materal, or sell zones, underlyng Z-Area.

Bests: Two supporting PA docurenets (K-ESR-Z-00fl01; K-ESR-Z-001002)
addressed geotechnlcel lssues regording the calcareers cocoa at 2-Area that
support 10 CFR Part 61.44. in addtiefn to potental~a ufabiitry impacts, these zones
have potential impticationa for other aspects of the future parfarr•ance of the SDFf
(e.g. cover integrity, saltatone integrity, and fur-hield flow end transport [see
Comment tFFT.4p). it ie not clear how those features were e were not considered.
As NRC staff only recently became awares of these features, additional tnfonnation

-.may be requJested. -

Path Forward: Provide any additional documentation of cielreun fealeres at
Z-Ara, Including say docuwentation regarding how those features were addressed
In the PA as well as date or analyses from any core, geophysical lags, core
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penetrometof tent logs ,and geotechnicat borings.

Inv,•nior

I14-i Comnmentl The reported Inventory of some or the radlonuscldes disposed of in
,Vau~le 1 and 4 vs of Ma•rch 31.,2009 (X-LC/-,Z-08027) exceeds the total insentory of
these radlisuctides assumed In thi'ePA for these vaults (Tables 3,3-1 end 3.3-3 In
the PA), even when accounting for the decoy of these radionuctidna to the year
2030.

NRC Response: The answer to this RAI is edeqiuate.

tN-2 . Comment: Morn infdrmstton is needed ,abont the basis for the undertinty
Sdistribsutloes fo the redisnaclide inventories used in the GotdSlm eatcsjlatisns.

DO E Response Discussioni In the PA. It in stated that =(t)hae source variation dents
with vaninb•ity anssoclated with the ability to predict insentoredf. Tlhins source var'iation
not only trnctsdes mstsrisi varlahitity within the Waste tanhs, btrt else; includes process
treatment uncertainty end anatytlcea uncertatnty." The /aries of the measured
saltcaike eoecentration to the concentration predicted by" the Waste Chrseatertetion
System (WOO) catculallons were used as the boestsfor developing these
dletrjhutteis. Theprioev]s NRC comment addr'esed the heals of using Iha ratio
hnformrslien for a subset of the radionuc[~id's arnd applyng the ratio. for; the
dist~ibulieas for oil radoensci~dsa.

in the response to thin commeht, DOE stated that thp exclusive use of C-14, Cs-137,
Pu-239, Str-ti, and U-238 ratio information In •levelopiagl the untcertainty distribattarse
waes due to'tho lasts of data tier the ether redinnuctides.

NRC staff understands that limited Inforniatlon Is eavalabte on these ratios. but the
:urcettetnty' distnihatisne are not adeciuatety justified end may net be epprb•prate for
the followling reasons:

1) The baSin for using• sell cencenlration ratios to represent uncet~laney in the
aupernate is rst pnavtded.

2) .It te net clesr how the uncertainty In removal efficiencies is heing represented
by uncertainty in the WCS predicliorss

3) Ths bests for using the veame uncertainty dlstributions for radiosuelldes that
ame expected to be removed during treatment and those that are eat (e.g., To)
is'net ciear,

4) It Is net clear why the Inventory] uncertainly factors are used for Vaults 1 end
4, Most of the Inventory for these vasits has already been placed into the
vaults, so there sheald not be significant uncertainty• associated with either
the WOO pr'edistlone or thre troetmrent removal elticlency since the inventory/
in this waste has already been directly measured.
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The uncertainty distributions assumed for Ert-90, Cs-137, end U-23t1 are bIased
towards being less than one such that the use of these trncsrtelofy distributions
would result In the mean leventsry i the culcutetions being decreeseit. This ceuld
cause the dose catculated In the GoldSlm model for these redlonuctirtes to be
underestlmaeder (hissed in en arbitrary way to low values).

Path Forward: As was true for PA-il.• the amount of additlonal InformatIon needed'
0on this topic depends on the estent to which DOE intr~ndi to use tire GotdSimn model
resul=ts for compliance or model support. If the GoldSins mdedl Is going to be rused
for oonplianse, tihe basis fur the ranges Is not adequate. to that case, either more
informatlion is needed to Justify tire distributions, or the, d•ihtrbutions should be
changed to distributiuns that ale dtefcneible.

tN.3 "Comment: Infor'mation is needed on the process that wi'lt be used to ensure that tha
Inventory wil be dlstribu.rted among lire FOCo In a cooft~uration tirst ptovides
•reasonable adsurence'thiat the parformance~objectivesill be met.•

DOE Response tisecuesston: The DOE response to this comment stated that the
prohabllistle model lthcorporated the variability in thectiopoSst seqitrirse of the raste.
As noted In (PA-il and IN-2) NRC staif has consures vWith the methodology used in
the GoldISim preobbilistic mo~det, inseludlrrg the un cart alnt.?idistrlbuboens used fur the
irreentor•. •" "

The DOE; reepdnoe .stated that the prooess of reeving tire waste tirsough tho task
farmo to the SPF would tend Io wove the hontcertretlons of radtionuclidee irn the waste
tovxards'theaveralgedue to meiring of theevsuta. NRC-staff agreusmith this -.
asesesment. but there w.,ill still be some varlatblty in the conb:entrallons of
rodleauclldes in the different PD05. Because the coropliance case Is hosed en ali of

- lirhe POCs having a concentration at the overage concen~tratton. it would ha
t.. necesealy for, the NRC staff- to monhtor thu inventory In eastt FOC to the uvurage
Sconcenlrutlon, Information on the methodology that will ho used by DOE to assess
tha actual centfiguration •rf Inventory In the P005 would he outremely useful for thu
NRC to hyav when writing the updated nmenitormg pistn.

•Path Forward: Provtde'a dessrtptlon of the strategy that refiho b used te assess the
•dose from the actual Invitntory disposed of lin the FOCs.

tN-4 ,Comment: More information is needed haout the inventory expected to remain tn
the stieittdrain ystems for Vault 4 sad IthePOCo ried the ninentory expected to
remeain In the tranafer lines at the time'of closure."• ",

DOE Response Diacusaten: tn the response to ths comment,• DOE staff stated
that a cold cap containing clean waler wilt Iso placed over lhe.ostistone nmonolith and
that the shoot drain system will therefore ha tilled will dlean water at the time of
closure. DOE- also Stated that tire dratnwatur systemo wh'l be emptied to the marrirrum
etalnt practical prier to closure.

NRC stuff agrees that the bleed water from the clean groat wil]l likely dilate tire
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concentration of material in the feed water colleation system, btst the syatem wil
likety still contain some renkluei amount of redionuclidas because The system is likel
10 respond like a stirredltank reascer anod not with plug 11ow dynamics. NRC staff is
I nterested inundamstendirigthe volume and possibleconcenrlmationofairsnucllrfes. '
remaining In these systems.

The'DOE response else lltatad that the transfer lInes wilt be removed sand dispose-d
of as LLW= sethey will not contribute 10 dose. NRC stalf linds that this portion of the
response Is adequate.

Path Poward: Provida informatno on the volunre of fignid that Is expected to
•remain in the drain water collection system for Vault 1, Vault 4, and the FOCs•

• Proesid an estimate ufltr inventory that could reaina in These systems at the limo

IN•5 Comment (Nem}: Aotdillonal'informnatlon Ia nesteded about the T'h-210 tnventoty
assumed for Vault 4 and the process used to confi•rm that oil rtsk-signifcant
redhinuctides hose been identified as key radionucildas es waste is disposed end

"• ,final Inventory Information becomes available.

Basis: One of the hey redlonuclides Identified In the currdnt P•A is Rn-228, which Is
created by ingrowth from Ti-230. N either of those rsdionrsclldoa was idantifiad as.
key radionecldna In the 2005 PA. Because of this, the NRC staff is correemed that
the process used to predict the inventory fortho purpose o(thre PA may not be
coptuuing at l sh-stgnfisicnt radionuclidps. Key uncertainties In DOE's sbl~iiy to
estimate disposal tnverrtonles way not be adequately accounted for in the estimates.
When 4pdated inventory intorreslion Is developed as Soata is disposed, it is
important to verify that sey changes bo etwee the predilcted and actual inventory do
not r esult in significant changes to the predicted dose or to tire list of key
radirrrrctides. NRC smtaf ts interested in the process bsod by, DOE to conlirm this,

Additionally. NRCsataff would like information on the bosig for the assumed inventory"
of Th-230 in Vault 4 (1e.. was this Inventory based on measurements nr a calculated
value) and NRC staff would like more information on the reason forthe
underestimation of the Th-230 and Ra-226 inventory In the 20115 PA. Thia
information mould he~lp the NRC; stall to better understand The couse a1 thIn and to
have confidence that this type of prebtem will] not occur In the future.

"Pooh t':orwaod: Pr'ovida= a descdption of the pr:ce-ss that r•iil be u~ed to verity that ait
key radlonuld~ee hove bee•n~dentilied as addition~al waste Is disposed and a mome
certain tnvpntory Is daevelped. Provide intr~fmation on the cause of the
underestImation of Th-230 and Rs-226 inventory In the previous PA.

IN-6i Commeont (115w): Additional information is needed about potential changes to the
salt solution feed batch preparation tsnks and Itre sampling methodfology that vrilrba0

used for Itiroe lanka.,
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Basis: AS part of the coordination with the State required by the N DAA, the NRC
and SCDHEC staff discussed a copy of a letter from SCOIIEC to the Department of
Energy regarding the replacement of rank 50 as lhs feed tank for the SPF1 (StIR-
ESH-20lQ:0003O). According to this leller, DOE is proposing to install toe 80.0C0-
gallon.(2.3E5 L.) Salt Solution Receipt Tanks at the SPF as a replacement for Tank

- 50 as the feed lank.

NRC staff would like Intormatiun en the sampling approach that w•it be used for these

tanks to assess the inventory of rmdlenuclides that mAil be disposed at at the SDF,
Bec.ause the proposed tanks are much smatller than Tank 50 (60,000 gallons
C2.3e5 L] instead of 1.3 Mgal 14.9e6 L]), a smal•ler amount 01 waste will be m~ixed In
each lenk. and the'cycle of tiling and emptying the tanks will occur more often. The
sampling strategy for these lanka may need to be differentl than fbr Tank 50. Mare
frequent sanrpt~ng may be requlivid, particularly if the waste entering thase tanks Is
hslerogeneous-and there Ia slgntficanl Inter-batch varlabtlIty.

This infoermation would ho usdful for NRC staff In the preparation of the updated ptan
formosltodnin the disposal of salt waste disposal at the SRS.

Path Forw ard; If Tank 50Ils going to be replaced as the salt seoution feed lank.
plea~se provide updatedl intormation on lbs sampling approach that mill housed to
verily the JnventotP that Is sent lotthe SDF.

lninlrlietn rnd rnlononr

1E8.-1 Comment: The PA dceasnot describe what portion of the water eatering the

per~meter drainage chan~nel w•ill.infiltrate back into the nativ'e soi or backfill or what,
If any, effect ouch Inftltraion will have on vndose zone or satureted zone flaw .

,""NPQRdsliihse: The DOE'rriponse is arfoqua'te. The coo•'mivt will'ibr tracked

with fvhenitorlng of the fhost closure cap do'slgn.

IEC-2 Comment: .Tho.ress-eeclol~as of disposal unite in WSRC.STI-20g800244 illustrate
thidloewdr bnc•IdlIdyayr and other materials In the cl.osure cap covetdng the nets, but
do ndt Indicate what materials will ld ased to backfill around the cells.

NRC• Response: Tho DOE respoilse is adequate.

180-3 Civument: Additional Inf'ormation is needed to support conclusions about ths tang-
term perforpiwce of the sIde slopes o1 the closure cap.

NRC Response: No additional Informatibn Is reuasted. thefiSaulcapdealga millbe.

tracked In monitoring.

1EC-4 Conmmenlt: During the transitIon from Bahia grass to o pine tree forest the closure
cap could be affected by esternrlsfoetors suc:h Os drought or lire, th~us changing the
assuraptions required for Ihe stability calcutlaion.
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NRC Response: No additional information is requested, as the final cap design wilt
be tracked to he mainitered.

IEC-4 Comment: Differential setlteme~nt could occur due to the presence of the relatively
riglid disposal cells within the tower bairtilt and non-unifone thic~kness of the backfill.
This could affect the drainage efficiency of the upper drainage layer end the integrity
of the genraembrane layer.

NftC Response: The DOE response Is azdequate. The comment wi be treeked
with monitoring of the finat etosure cap design.

IEC-fi Comment:, Additional Justification Is neoded for the hydreulie' conductiv ity assigned
to the foundation layer of the intiltration and eroslon cap.

NRC Response: ThieDOE response Isadeqisale.

1I-C-7 Comment (lNew):. The PA should evaluate the potentiat Irmplications of satureted

conditions above the tlaerat drainage layer hi the closure cop.

Baste: Table 4? In WSRC-STi-2008-00244 indicates that beyond 3,200 years tim
t aterat drainage layer Is unable to remove a lsrge portion of'the inliltralng wvater, the
systers saturates ebove the filter fasbrc tayer, and nmofftnceoases. if saturation.
occurs, pare pressure bu~ld-up is the ovorlyng closure cop layers could directly
affect cover stability. vegetation, hydraulic perfonmance of' cover materials, and
erodion.

Path Forwasrd: Provide (I) the saturation for Indl'v'dual cover layers wilh raspect to
tIme and (It) the average head on lop bf each layer for at tim-e periods. If saturated
conditions are physicaiiy reasonabl•e, provIde disctussion of the effoeta of closure cap
saturatIon on stabitity, vegetation, erosion, and the performance of cover maaterials
under hydrostatic pressure,

IEC-fi Commaent (New): The PA shoutrd provides tefchnical basis for the loIg~term
performaence of tire geotextlla filtr f'abric and the upper and lower lateral drainage
layers.

Basis: The geaolestli i ftar fabric and the upper and lower lateral drainage layers
significantl limit infiltrating waler (e.g., the PONFLOW model files Indl~cate that
g'reater than 09% of the waler Infiltrating through the cloasmr cap la shed via thee
lowe.r taterat drolagae layer •t 8,000 yeais). Accordingly, fie Perfarinance of the
lateral drainage layers can have a significant effect on lbs deseaes was notedi n
DOE's resiponse to C-t2'(RAI-2009.01).

The performoepe of these layers to subject to degjradation of the filler f~atirt layer and
the subsequent intiling of the porosity within the lateral drarnage toayr. As stated in
VVSRC-STI-2008-t10244, "suftiotent data Is not corrently available to estimaate the
osiauc life of the Eiter fabric' bat that ¶t Will degradde de to oxiddation and rest
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pernatraUldn. Calcuisilons ware presented In Appendix I that account for the
reduction in'hydreaull conductivity of the lateral drainage layer due to the nmigration of
oalloidal clay into tihe lateral drainage layer. However. it Is nut oldear why larger
particles (which would decrease the effective lifetime of the lateral drainage layers),
were excluded from these calculat~ons. as there Is very limited data regarding the
"settice life of tiller fabrics and degradaton of the filler febric is lik<ely to result in the
conveyance of largd;r partictles. Intilling of the laterel dralnage layers with particles
larger than collolds may accelerate inhi~ng end result in a more rapid de~crease In Ilhe
hydraulic eanductivily of tbis layer. A decrease In hydraulic conductivity would limit
the ability of the lateral drainage layer" to shed waler, leanding to en'ilnlltration rate
that Is greaser than estimated lin.lho PA.

S".In addition, Figure 4.2,15 in the PA l~lustrated the change In vertical hydrau~lc
conduegviaty/with renpac tftO simq for the towe•r lateral dra~nagdtayer. The PORFLOW
model lees end Appendix E of SRNL-STt-2009*00l 15 Indicaet that vertical hydraslic
conductivity of this layer le one order of magnitude greater than slated in the pA.

Patti Foiwasrdh Dise to thd 'ialt slgalticenco of tlse lewer laterat drainage layer,
p•rokl~da" ) data quenti~yitig thi• percentage of inflitraling waet r being shed versus
transmitted with respect to tide eta this layer. (l• jastitlceatodn tor excluding the
,migration of particles larger than colfoids from the overlying backtill materials to the"

S lateral drainage layer, sad (lii)suppar t for tie losg~tern] paifaym1ance of this layer. In
: ,ac~itisn, discuss the appdrent discrepancy Ih the vertical hyrlrau l.c conductivity of the

o oer lateraetdrainnagelayerlinlhe PA and thePORFLOWtntorfet.

S P-.. "Comament:. Additional Justitfcalien is required for tthe aaunsptidn thlat sa~llslneals
hy/draulicadly unidogradedfoi2.0,0•0 yeears, .

DOE Response Diacuesion: The DOE respoirs afocused on ornvgolng resea~rch for
overall as sessment'of dsggnd'sllun and in the caes of sulfate atlacts, short-tenn
experimental measuf•eerentd that have been completed. The DOE realkinse dlid not

o pe.ltioniiy nddreas the NRC comrments that hart bee replicated from a'ptgvius
review on dhe expansive phase report.

The PA, ha~s to account for w~hat Is known arnd conservatively include the impact of

uncertainli-n'that are net yettfully wnderstoed; Considering the ongoing research.
NRC staff believes illIs optimlatic to assume no hydraulic degradatian suer 20,000
yedrs. The •tffcts of degradatlon are evaluated in sensitivity cases. but the
conservatism of those cans Is unclear. Beusae the effects ore included Inna
sesnstivity case and net in the compliance case, it means the effeeltsa•re not includled
tn the case used to demoanstrate compliance with the porforranodc objectives.

The DOE response focused on sultate attach whereas NRC was itefrested Inna baste
for neglecting degradation via alt mechanisms. For example, the disposal facililles
have eribedded steel, some of which to exposed to the atmosphere now or wilt he
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exposed to the soil alter facriit clcsure. Much of that steel can be seen today to
have already experienced corrosion. It is usrealiatis to assumer that the carbon steel
e.,it experience no corrosion. Corrosion of tihe steel would cause disreption of the
surrounding coencrete or saltsloen.

Previous NRC comments on the ¢xpanstr phase report to which DOE deferred a
Sresponse include the following:

1) , The conclusions of tire expansive phpso pracipilatlcni report are based oni
geochemical meodelang results it is uncsearrehetirer there are data end
obsaniatiena avallablne for comeparison to constrain the modeling caiouistonas.

2") The expensive phase study doces not consider the effects of orgeate odditives
or pozzolentc replacement on the dissotution and prectpilhtion of cement-
rotated compounds, whIch maly haO• an effect on the gene.raton of expansive
•phsess. Future research could consider the effeict that sulfide from the btast
furmace stag might have on the ptiases e.d reactions present in this systeme.

3) Eaperiments thet sm dexigned to coliost data on initiat minereleglcal
•. condi~tions, fundamental thermodynamic data end reaction kinestcs would

pmovid much needed meodel nupport far this study.
4) °Geectren•sisWorkbench Isa based on'an e~lutibrdur rescties modet.

ItHoweirer. leastisn kinetics could result in metastable products that are often
associated with ens incroane in volumee. Subsequent studies mitght consider
expensive phassc produced by irntermediate or nietasteble median products.

5) Tire concluesions reached in this study area could be integrated vd•th other
ongoing or renlsty completed studies. Dixon (SRNL-STI.2008,.00421)
recently completed a study on the physicat properties of grout. which included

Sbulk porosity raeesuromontas. Updated measurements of lihe Isl peresitly of
saitstene greet may be useful Is assessing whether exnpansive phase
precipitation is likely to result in grout degradation.

Path Fo...arrdr Provide additional basls for assuming no hydraulto degradation oft

esitutene .ccurs in the base cuso or provide an updated bane ease analysis that.
reflects estlnsratad entistorna hydraulic dsgredstlen (e.g., changes in hydraulic
condeclivty and effective diffustvity). Specitioally, address the commenta on the

- expensive phase report and additinal degradation mechanisms. Provide mrodel
.. uppertfer the long-terni pertlorrnanco of seltstona and reinforoed concrete.

SP-2 . Comment: A basis Is requfred for the modeled e'xtent of ssltsiene fracturing.

DOE Response.Dtscussfon: The DOE response referelioed Case C as including
creeks. DOE indicated that the sensitivity studies provide irnfonsantionn regarding the
elfect of crack verdabn~ty.

NRC does net believe that the rapect of cracking on the P•A results Is odequsatly"
captured by Case C, sensitivity analyses that oddross increased hydraulic
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conductivity, or alternate' contigurattorra such as Case Ei as currently represented.
The references provided (T-CLG-Z-0Q0008; SRNL-STt-2009..O01 15, Rev. 1) address
crack~ng mechanisms for VaUlt 4 due to differential settiemont end seismic events.
Case Ca Is ntended to capture thu impact of transverse strutctural ca'cks through
saltttone caused by theae mechanisms. HowVVer, a basla is net pr'esided tO extend
th'e mechanisms responsible for Vault 4 cracking to seltstoan snd azddress fractur'e
mechanisms that are unique to saltatono. Cracking of saltstene has boon observed
(SRNL-ESI5-2008t-00017) and tho uncertainty and variability in (i) cracking (e.g.,
number of cracks, crack spactng, craek orientation, crack fength; crack aperture, etcj)
and (iI) crack evotution (e.g,. acceleration of cracking) has net bee•n evaluated.
Thjerefore, It Is expect ed'that, two longitudinal cracks do not adequately retilact the
uncertainty associated with the extent or effecls of potential cracfdang.

Senslisity, analyses with increased hydraulic conductivity do not evaluate the full
matrix of the potential effects of cracks. For example, changes to the surface-area-
to-volume ratio, which Id depandunl on crack representatfien. Is net captured by
varying the hydr-aulic= conductivity. Remowal of rudionuslides end teaching of
cementltious matecrials, which santaead toaddillonat fracturing, is strongly correlated
to the surface-erea-to-voiume ratio."

In addition, results freom snasitlisiy analyses with increased hrydraulic conductiaity and
Cati•e' ea fcoincancusive due to the rnhfstern characteristic culv'es applied In Ilhe PA"
(sed Comments Sf5-3 and SP-4),

Path Forward: Provide a basis for the eldeat~of fracturing Included la the beau case
representation. Demtonstrate how the base case maclet appropriately represents
current ebsorvafiens with respect to cracks. Address the mechanisms noted above
as wish as ether mechanisms by wht'ich fractures could incr:ease the rate of
subsequent fracturitg. , • " ,•

SP-3 Comment: The moislure characteristic curvo forlaflact sailteseo implementdlad nthe
PORPLOW model doces not suffiioently account for espednienlal uscorteinties end is
Inconnstatent with literature results for materiail similar to sae~tatna and ether
camentitiaus materials.

DO E Response OSccu~slatb: The DOE agreed In their response that the moisture
characteristic curve based en~the tINL dataset is somewhat incasnsiet wi.•th
literature eNvSRC-STt.200)7-t1O084g). To evaluate the impact of usiog a modified
moisture charactenistic curve, the base cahe was rerun in PORFLOW with the
relative'permeabtlity ant to 1.0. 'The resulting contamInant release rafe wass
approximately twice that of the base case for Vault 2 cduring tthe'compilsnce period.
For Vauf14 wih the relative peroresbily equatl big thearelsase rate of Tc-99 was
almost doubted, sh.hile the 1-129 and Ra-226 rates we•re seac toss then a 30%
increase ever the base case. DOE stated that thmese Increaces in release cafes
would not s~gnificantly impact the resulting dose to the MOP during the~cempliance
period.

increases in contaminant release rates of 30% and 1 00% for ore-off usesitivaity
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anaiyses may result in an Insignificant increase in bose case dose on as absalute
basis (i.e. if the base case dose is small). However, when (i) many uncertatntias
exist. (it) the margin between compliance and the base case dose is net very large.
and (lii) itlis not ciear howaei ot these unserdlfitins are" related, then the resultant
dose f.crom the lnclusion of these oustaanding uncertainttue could ba signilicani on a
cumulative basia even if the increasea for individual ona.off anslysea are insignlticani
on an absolute basis.

Path Forward: "If adaequste juutlllcstlen is not available for thre moisture
characteristic curves implemented in tire PA model for intact salistene, provide
updated results for Case A. BC. D. thu synergistic case, and the sens itivity case in
Seition 5.6.0.7 that usa a charactorsioi curve tor intact saltatene that ha more
consistent with results in the literat ure.

SP..4 Comment: Characterislic curves implemented In the PA are based oneo continuum
appreachr that does not reliect eon-equilibrium flow. . ..

DOE• Response Discussion: The DOE responlse dfiscusserd the effects'of transient
flow on contaminant teaching. Hewever. NRC atalt's concernts tire Inability of a
continuum approach to represent unsatrurated fiow through porous er fractured
media. Unsaturated flaw is characterized by non-cquilbrium, gravity-drivn fingering
that can lead to pulsating flow condltions, even In the presence of a steady slate
inliltration boundary condition (Pruess at al., 1999). Abstraction of unoalurated flow•

•..hmoisture characteristic curves cannot replicate this 1low~ behavior. E~quilibrium
flow through unsauurated media can slgnlficantly underestimeate actual Itow ratese
through a syatem.-

Path Forward: Provide additional medel support far unsaturated flaw. Model
supoport cotnid indurfot• analogs. lsaboriery nsprrriannta, and/orfried studies that verity
consistency between numerical results sad physical moasurements. Alternatively,
demonstrate that non-equitibrlum flow through porous and fractured media does not
significantly effect the psrtonnarseo of the system.,

SP-5 Comment:. Additional support is needed for the hydraulic conductisity of Intact
esitstone that is used is Cnse A, Case B, Case C. Case D and thu synergjistic case.

DOE Reaponso Discussion: The DOE response indicated that additional tasming of
hydraulic and phyaicat properties has continued to be performed and provided a
summary of additional test results. DOE indicated that the baseines teal results
yielded values of 1,35-9 to 4.Oti-9 cm/s which was consistent withl the base case
value of 2E-9 ora/s used In the PA. They elso indicated that sensitivity analyses
were peforrad to esamine the impa•l of a much hIgher hydraulic cosductivity, and
the estimated doses were much lass than 25 torero/yr. The DOE response did not .
address the monitoring follow-up oines provided in the original oonmrent pertaining to
the measurement of hydraulic propertes. Tisa original comment requested
Justification for logarithmic averaging of the hydraulic conductivity velues for the
limited data set w.ith an unknown diastibution, wehich was net provided.
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OngoIng tests are h'elpful and fill somre Importent data gaps. but thre tasts do not
capture the full range of conzditions that can be expected for actual emplaced
asalstosa. Thu teat results provided in the comment response have value.s as large
as fiE-9 canls for the impact af waler to premix ratio sad as high as tiff-7 crni for a
baseline omrposition wi•th organlas, adimistures. and a 60"C cure temperature.
Depending en the compositIon end curing temperature of saltatene, these values

•could arguably be repr'esentative of a reasonable starting poitn far a base case
value. Those measurements highlight the need lo be csoservrativa when selecting a
base case daterralnlatlo value fur a lrey parameter each as hydraulic conductiity. As
DOE has coitected additional measurements, the hydraulic properly valves have
becn conststerntly revised hIgher. Is addition/thesa hydraulic teats are en'luabralery
prepared samples whlich do net account for (i) scale, (i• emplacement (batching,
pumping, curing), (iii) COu contam-,]stion. and (iv) permeabiity evolution.

Path Forward: Provldoadaquate support for the hydraulic conductivity value that is
Simplemented ln the base case ter the PA for intact saltstove. Addtionnl aupport

should Isctudo a descriptIon 01 how data fr'om laboratory samples Is ucalad to
represent full-scale. as,-efoplacad satltsone. Addhtlonst support should else uddress
the specific analyt cal r-.cerna raised ntn~he original cornmeal, Including the potential
Impact of atsoapherio COa on tire results. Provide Julsliticaitort for the logarithmic

thuectaging of hydraulic conducstivityfar a liried datasat or prode additional datato
•chaclraateiz the dlstritxttion. " •• -

P6 + Comment: Additional basis~is required for the values of the effective difluvtvity oat
hIntat and degraded atilltos ten le d In the base case and sensitivity cases.

DDE Responee Discussion: DOE Indicated in their rospanse that reicases are
primarily advection dominated, and caicrileted P•rctet nurebers for twoe separate
cases: A and Ei. [teesuse the Pd stat number was large except for vary early time

•.peariartan Case A•zDOE, concluded that'urncerlaintlyin tihts ffective diffusion .
csetiiclent mould not have a noticeable'Impact on calcelated posh: dose'resutlts.

The upplictlon of Pdclot number use criterion to neglest the impedtatce of diffusion
or advection Is problemalti (Hlesmarts and Dassargues. 2054). The importance of
these transport mechatnisms Ia more irpprepriatoly determined by extracting and
computing the model results Tha PORFLOW model output flies contain fhe
diffusIve and advective releases for each ra~dlonuclido at one-year time intervals for
20 c00 yeara. NRC revievw of this dale for key radionudtides (e.g., Ra-22?., To-99g,
Pu..239) Indicates that (i) diffusIon strongly doreinares radian~uslde fluxes at early
,lime periods (as much• as four osrerS of rn,,galtude) and (Ii continirs Its dominate
througlrout the'20,000-year period.

Path Forward: Provide a basis for tiring thu otfestve dlffualvity of Intact saltstoeIneo
the lwor sensitivity cases that atidrosa degraded saetatono or update the asnstiviy
cases that address degraded sa~lltaon with a vales ol effectiute dilffus, ly that
reflects tire physIcal degradtalion of tire wvasleronn. Provide ardequale leetmisal basIs
for Iha value of the effective dilfuoaviiy of in~tact saltstona. Simitar Its SP-S, the aestues
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assigned should retiect what has been measured and conosreativety reliet theuncertainty associated with the results of experiments that aja yet to'be completed.

SP-7 Comment: Additionat bases are needed for key assuptlions used in the simultalen

of soilete attack with the STAOIUM code.

DOS Response Discussion: The DOE responee discussed the deveiopment of
STADIUM by Stmco Teehnoiogies. Data fer blended cements hase been deveioped
but ere part of a proprietary meateris database end are unpublished. Miner species
are neglected because there Is no seef-dulluelon data availabte. However, the reedal
has bees shown to reproduce espormenilt observations even though secondary
phases eae neglected. .

The DOE response covered mest of NRC's concerns. NRC is awnre of the high
,quality of wok performed by Simens. However, the use of preprietery npubtished
Information as a besis does not preside transparency for stall to verify the results
.Staffis aware of similar research that has been perfowase at Vanderhtt University (it
way also not yht be publlshcd). Research compeletd as part of the Cement Bartlers
Parthnership showed the medeliagreselts could be sensitve to initial mineralogy.

•Path Forward:• Given the bonsiraints associated with preprlaetry.infermslion,
eslneste whether the blended cement formuolations that have been civaluated using
STADIUM can be compared to lire saislonee and concrete formelations used for
nelitetne disposat, Communicate the relatie agreerwent between,predicted end
measured values. With respect to miner species, et a mintimum an assumption
regarding tihe neglect of minor species shoutd be tracked and reevaluated as future
pertinent research is completed. As research, is published, presides acompariSOn of
Slamco and Vanderbilt assessment results.

SP-8 Comment: Thle initial grout mineralogy used lneaaiathaing expanslee phase
precipitation is inconststent with~the Initial mIneralogy used to determine Eh and pH
transitions in pore fluids. Depending on whieh initial mineralogy is mere appropriate,
the conclusions of either reortd could ethange.

DOE Comment Discusston: The DOS response indifcated why there were
dif ferences In the formulations (basically because of timdng of tha parallel
development of products) and that research was ongoing. Tlhey also endicated that
tha uncertainty in Ehr and pt- tronstions of +/- 50% vm,,s applied~in the uncertainty
p ed sensitivity analyses..

The espianstion of why the differences wvere p~resent is useful to preside
understandingL, but it does not address why tho differences are acceptable or what
lbs impact of the differences in composition may beeon the conclusions 01 the
repoals. The uncertainty range for the Eh and p1- transitions hns not been
demon•strated to capture the differences in the number of pore volumes that would
result from the variabliity In the initiat mineral compaeitlons. The assigned
uncertainty range is specuietive, aed the effects are limited to altetrnaet caeea and
therefore are not reforected in the base case results.
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Path Forward: Provide a basis far using dilfisunt initial mineralogies in the
caslcuiatons described in the besis of this comment, or provide nthmlotisao that
demonstrates the caisualiatio results are not signilicanhly affected by tie differences
In initial mineralogy. Provide a basis for the uncertainty range aossined to the Eh
cad pH transitions.

SP-9 Comment: Uncertainty in groundwvater compesition was not considered In the
S Geochereistfs Workbench slimulations to estimate Eh end pH transitions in pare

fluids.

NRC Response: The DOE response is adequate.

SP-IO Comment: There are Indlsaflons that some'njeasutred plutonium and neptunium
sorption coetficletsa in cemeniltious materials could reflect seiubitty rather than

-~sor'pt~on, which couid lead toe signiflcent overestimate at pluisnnumn and neptuntum

DOE Comment Discussion: Recenit DOE-sponsored research indicated that t he
•dlssblve•. cancanntrainees o f plutonium end neptunium wore solubiltt trailed rallir

than sorption controlled (SRNL-sTi-2(001006236). DOE~furthar stated hat the
madela aupiporting the PA (Ie,, PORFLOW and Gold~im) da not use shorubiity
constralnts but instead utillze apparent i(• values. However, it is net chasr that
salability, effects• c'ould beo rated out for the studies that form the basis for these
plutonium and neptunium K% values (IWSRC-STi-2007-00640 arid SRNS--.-TI-2008-
O00045. The use of t~values busedon sorptionaexperiments inwhich salabilitfywas
actually the ecntrallisg process could toad to underestimation cf~thS redionuetido
reiease rates;, •' '

The N0= valueneiteasurad in WSRC.STi-20117-00fl40 are estremastyltgh; thle salability
limit for plutonium may have been expeeded in those experiments. This reoprt does
not lnr.Jud• Iinoronation en the plutonium concentration used in these experiments
snd hons it compares to the bolubility limit. This report does state that no solids
control samples were irlciuded tastetermine if precipltalion was ocosrnlngbtt the
results at these samples were not included In thu report. SRNS-Si't.2008-00045
provides more isformntion about the methodology need to account for thu possibiity/
of precipitation, butilt is nat clear how the tefennailon from the no solids control ass
used. On page 39. Illis staled that the concentrations from seampies 621-A. B, sod C
aro used as'the initial concentration la the caloulation of the K0 . However• based on
Table 13,11t appoars that this sample is not a 'no seoida control sand that thin sempte
contains simulated saitatone. Antditionally. It seems that this sample jins a reducing
environment rather than an oxidizirng tiwrvinmont.

DOE sloe stated that the plutonium andJ neptunium iKo values utedi in the PA could
be over'estimated; however these values did notashow up as sens~tive parameter.,
in support of this finding, DOE coeducted a srinsilivity ran that set the K0 'mine for
plutonium and rneplunium in comentitious material equal to zero In Ltha GaidSim
transport mo~del. The results of these sensitivity runs indicsted that the dose to the
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MOP during the compliance period increased by a factor of less then three for the
base case; therefore, DOE concluded thrit any" overestimation of pltotcium or
neplualum l<• values on cementitlous materials would not imapact the oerzat
•conclusions of the PA.

In addition to the timitatiens regarding one--off snensiivity analyses (see Comment PA-
8). the relative increase In dose from reducdng the l<5s to zero was significsnt, Table
5.5-2 in th~e PA indicaesa that for the base cease, plutonIum and neptunium each
contribute less than 0.05 mrems/yr to the total peatr dose of 1.4 mreai/yr in the
1O,OOOcyesr performance period lIn the sensitivity analysis with the K.~s for
plutonium sand neptunium set to zero, thre result wias that the total dose more than
doubled from the ordginal 1.4 reremyr. This large rwlativo increase illu~strates the
sensitivity of the model to the cementillous material K• for plutonium and neptunium.
In tight of the sensitivity of the model to these l<, values and the uncertaanttee In the
PA. a one-otf sensitivity analysts is not con~luslvd.

Path Forward: P'rovlde an updated base case that tnctudes tachn.•cally defensible
K5 valses for plutonium and neptunium.

Provide Information on ti)e no selids control samples in WSRtC-TI-2007-00540 and
SRNS:STI-2008-00045; tnctuding the amount of preoipitation observed la the no.
solids~ Control samples (toe,, provide the Initial and hiaul concentrattone In these
•samples). Provide tinformatlen on tire aqueous phase used hi the no ealids control
samples end the pH of these samples. In addition, ctsrtfywhlch samples wore used
tar the ntilal concentration In the Ku equotion as p. 39 of SRNS-STI-2f108-00045.

SP-11 ,Comment: In recent exrperiments used to heŽlp detine Kra values fo• ceeanntillous
materials, the disotinction betwreet "middleo and "old" age conditlensweas based
Schiefly on Water chemistry--not on the mlnsalol~etlca assemblage, It Is not cteer
whleiher the differences ins solid phaseo'fer the differont-stagea can be neglected.

DOE Comment Discussion: Is the re'ponse, DOE states: '(d)ecrcased sorption
assa resu!ltot evotving mineral assembtagu is not expected to he signifi cant in the
wasteterm becasse the timing of re-orystellisuation of reduding old-ego concrete is
after the performance period, and because a decreasIng trend betwe•en m~ddle-age
and old-agJe cement Ku,•wos implemented tattle PA to account far thIs type of
uncelttlntyl NRC staff does nst agree with this lstaement because the asttmlistn of
the timing of the re-crytsllzation ta based on hydraulic ossumptions that the NRC

S staff dose not thick era supported (sep Comments PA-8 sand PA-it)).

In additIon, the comment response states: "(a)a identified above, there is a Patential
tor sorption of key radlonuctldee onto old-age concrete to docrease with increasing
precipitation of quarts as CSI- gel dissolves, Any potentiat Impact this may thace on
enderestimating rcleas(•s from the wastefotrs are considered inslgnificaet, because
cauntering factors would tend to immob~llze these same radlonaclldes under the old
aeg condilise.s either by tncorporetion into the re-orystatllzed structures, increased

. serption to Iron orryhydroxidee, or by increased precl~t~aries of the radiesuclidaeitself,
effotively canceling out the effects." NRC stall agrees thet some of these fectora
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may act to mitigate the decreased sorption in old-age concrete duste precipitation ci
quartz. Hoe~ver, NRC staff does not agree wih the proposition that the two
competing effectswitl necessarily cancet each other out. The not effect of competing
effects is dependent en how strongly the dilferont effects affect the system;"

Finaty. the comment response states: *(l)t Is also proposed that the I(~s used in the
PA are conservative in that they do reflect a decreasing trend In 14s from middle-age
to old-age cemasntlloLe materiat." NRC staff also does not agree with this logic

•because whether or not somothing ts conservetive is depeedent on the actual valueS
chosen, not just the trend Is tihe vdueoa.

Path Forward: Depending on the results of research on the predicted tiow through
,the cementitiousmat orole, thisecomment may~bemore significantIn the feturoeifthe
transitions are predicted to~occur during the performance period. NRC staffWilli
continue to track this topic und~er monitoring9 .

SP-12 Comment: Model support Is needed for the process medals supporting PA
prodicllons of Eh~pH evolution for cementltleus'materlaaL.

'DOE Comment Discussion: The comment res'ponhse Indiceted, hat research is
S ongoing, and to eccount for the prelmlmoery nature of the available informastlon

uncertainty ent seasilisity analyses wore perfeonmed ..

NRC recognizes that additienal work. w.ill be dsen to pirovide modal support, and :
NRC is highly supportive of that work.. H-toeser, using uncertainty analysta to
account for tackt of model support is generally insutficient unldes it can be
demonstrated,' ''in, -

I) 'The justlfi~cetion to provirhsc to show thet the range of parmmster,•aies,
-considered in the uncertainty snalyala encompasses the uncrleally in the'
model,

ii) The uncertainty and spnsitivlt anaiyses are reas.onably coroervative, and

ill) Ttho impact of the uncertaity Is limited locally end giebetly lnaths analysis.

S;ince the medal te net adequately' supported, it in very difficult to defLra an
appropriate representation for the uncertainty enaiysls. Uncer~tanly analysts isae
useful toot for use IC perfornmanco assessmentl, but shoutd be used very cautiously' if
at ali with respect to model support.

- Path Forward: Provide model support fr the Geochemintfe Workbench results
regarding pore fluid volumes necsesary far trnanitions In Cit sod pt- of pore fluids in
cewenlthious matdrials ($FRNL-TR-2008-00283). For exampio model support could

"include p comparison of model resells with the results of pH and E_. reeoasrements
in ac6etdreted ph'ysical tenting u~sing higher flow rates than anticipated in frulirsoalo
salitoste. Plans for developing model support mnal provide eppf'oprate bestis,.
because NRC ceuftl verify~the Iniplemsntalion of those plans in Ito monitoring role.
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However, use of plans for model support could result In the dteveispmsst of
information that does not support the decision.

8Pt3' Comment: The affect of limiting the shrlnklng-core model to the effects of the Ph
evolution of solstosae on To should be analyced.

DOE Comment Discusslonr DOE provided Informationl to demonstrate that fer key
radionosides the tronstloss from different IEh and pH condillons ear not expected to
hove a signiticoant Influence en the roesutt. and therefore swcilchlng to a shrinking core
model for those rerdionusllrles Is not warranted. re-ga was the main radionucdide for
w.h ich the transitions were espected to hove a big Impact. and so il was Included In
th•e shrInkIng core m~odel..

NRflo ,comment eiso a'pptied to radiosuclides that did not c:ontribute at seast 0.05
mrerm In the ait-palhbmays base case dose.- The approach to nnodeling the release for

Sthose radiornuclides could cause them to be defined as Important or nbt.

Path F~orward: Demonstrate thot the key rodlenscidel list Is not Imparted by the
type of release model (Lu. shrinking coreona. slap transitions) applied: For Instance,
compare the Kd values assigned at different Eh and pH states, the concentrations of
those rdlaudilndas In then-maste. and'their dose conversion foctors for key pathways
or• provide shrinking core medal results for those radisnudi~dea.

SP-14'. Commient: Additional Inlformation Is needed about the baud s for the K(4 values used

for Iodine and radium in cersentitlous.mtalrlafs.

DOE Response Olscussion: In the DOE reapfrne to this commenet. ft Is stated
thah "(r)eputis for iodine partition coefficients onto old-age cements mnon oxidizing
environmcnl from the same report were nat recommended for update because the

- new resulta do not correspond to previously reported values (Tabte 2,
WSRC. ST1..2007,.00840).=

SNRC staff disagrees with this atatement for two reasons:

1) Illis not reasonable to ignore dota simply because th• resulls ore unespectod,
and

2)" ' Tihe reducing grout used in WSR•C-ST1-•2007.-00ti40 Is based ensa dilffernt
formulation than sa~tatn•(l~e.. it contains sodium thiosuifato ns a reducing

- agent). -

The radium 1K4 information proeydedi in the DOE comment response Is adequate, but
NRC staff would like to note that the 1(4 value for Re is rlsk-significont. so il is
important for future reseearcti lo be done on the sorption of Re on simulated es~lstone
instead of relying cit literaturpvalu~es based onlihe sorption of strontium. NRC staff
would aiso like to note that it is'important for tihe porformnance assessment to

•" adequately account for the unsor~nlny In this parameter value.
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Path Forward: Kd values for I that ear consistent vwith measurements made for
simulated saltetoae should be used in the PA. NRC suggJests that future research.
include the sorption of Ra onto slmuleled~satttone. particularly under oxidizlng
Conditions.•"

SP-I 6 Comment: The basis for the adapted technetium pseudo.tc• of 1,000 mUg for
reducing conditions Is not surfficent.

DOE Comment Discuss~ion: The DOE response to this comment states that,

'(t)he techrne~tlum K value" selected for the shtrinkiug cote madel'(l.O00 mt/a) is a
lawar beand on the values reoammended in SRNL-S TI.2CO9-O0536 for
ccnrentltfous materials ofvening ego. The selected talua also crates margin In
comparison to the recomm~nended vatl, (5,000 mAjg) [or young and medium aeo
cementillous elteedat, This margin can be used to account tar unfcertainty in Ihe
reoohunanededveltue.•,

SNRC staff does not believe that the "racommended values' of 1000 mug or
5000 mug are apptlicable to the ealtatone wa.steform for the felo•]ongreansoa:

1) ,The 5000 mL/g value was measured fore fonnulaf io that Includad a strong
teduci g agent end is ve• d~iferent than the, saltltone fonnualehon,

According WSRO-TR-200"6-00004 mrid WSRC-STl1-2007,r0064l0 thh•
"recommended" value of ,5000 mUg Ki ts'originally based on a mreasurement"
va•lue from Bradbtny and Sirolti (1095). Tha'Oradbury end Saratt (1095)
refcrenco states .(i~n name r•cent weri, ucinil Tc(tV) at tdeco bavts (<100.11 M)
and sodium dlthtonlte~asreducing ogent, dlstuibutione aft5 m

0
Jirg (5.000 retg)

have been reported (9aeygss et at., 1091). "'

Bec.ause eatteteno does not: have tire strang reducing agent sodiumrndtihloaile in
Sit, thIs measured value ilain no way applicable la the salltotna wasttefrm. In

addition, the Baytass et el., retereonco cited by" Br-adbury and Sorrott is a
symposium pr'esenataion that does net seem to be peer reviewed. t ie
Inappropriate to usesa nn-pee reviewed source as the basis forea key

•assumption• that strong]ly effe.cts the calculated dase.

Sirhiiarly. staff from SRS have also told NRC staff that research described In
Lukeng ot at.. (2005) provided eoidence that To ,weuld be reduJced in saltstane
(see meeitng summary at ML101790054 (NRC, 2010b]). NRC stalf disagrees
with this statement becuse the redu(.clrn agent Nails was added to the Wasee
sireutant to reduce It in these e~xperimnents and this reducing agent Is'ot added to
the ealtiwaste processed at the SPF.

2) OSRS stalf neasered much lower To K• values forasallstone.

•In SRNL-STh2009-00036, the measured Ki values far Sample Tr547, which bee
a coreposliton similar to salistnao, ranged from 9.1 to 56 mt.g after 4. days (Table
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10.30). It Is not clear why this Information Is not being considered In the PA. and
NRC staff believes that tn the absence of any retevpnt espordmentat data (i.e.,
using a wastsf~rm formulation that is consporebte to sattstone snd does not
include a strong reducing agent), it is not reassonabte to discount euperimentat
results. ,

3) If ise wrofar if thre sultstarre pore fluid has reducing conr~fiioes.

Thu redox conditions of westo are importunt fur lhs release of To hens the
wasteform because under reducing cendil~lona To is expected tu be retained
much mere strongly under reducing conditions than under orrldizng conditlons.
to SRNS-STl-2000-00045, Figure S. the reported Ehi vise approaches 0 rnV as
water flows through the hystens. Adfditiorufly, it Iu not ciear that the Ehi

.measuremunts ware nseasured.correctiy. On June 29, ?010, NRC staff and SRS
statf held a phone catl to discuss the Ehi nmesurements described in this report
(sea MLtO17ii0054 for summary ci cit). During thiscuall NRC statf asked what
electrode w~as used and whether thu reported vatues were corrected ter the

-particritar reference electrode used (i.e., referenced to e standurd hydrogen
etectrode). SRS site ataft stated that the electrode used in thseir eaperdnents was
en Ag/AgjCi electrode and that the repor'ted veoies wvere read directly here the
instrument end were net corrected for the particular etectrode used, it is thu

•corretusion of the NRC citsit that these redex potentials yere Incorrectly reporled,
and beasd on the bait-cell potential of the AgIAgCI etectrode, thu true Eh in this
system wouid bo 200 reV higher. or teas reducing, than was reported.

NRC staff reoogrrtzes that the Ku lasts fur the sorptio~nof To orsio saitatons were

intended to evaluate the truneport of Tc throegh tire asitatene onco It has been
(misused, rather than the release of To. Htawvuvr, because no relevant teaching

* data hashee•n prosided to the NRC. the Ku vatues measured by OtRO for To
reprenset the bust uvaitoblo tnforrration on the release of To Irons the satisione
wuateforrm.

NRC staff is irasbte to conclude that the To wi•'ltbe retainedI by the asaltotne
wasteforre to the extent that naa assumed In the PA in the absence of
appropriate sdlet that; clearly dermonstrate that this .sssuamptisn is valid. NRC
staff, absent now inforsialton end bases on Tc teching end Ku's, will use the
elte-spesitis Ku values measured by SR$ staff far the sorption of To onto
ealislone in their Indeparndent medeting analyses and1in their conclusions In the

* TER.

Patth Forwtard: Useos Ku• value that is consis•tent with tre values measured by OttO
staff for the snlisionewiasteforns in the PA.

OP-t6 Comment: fThe basis fur the rango of reduction copacitles over whlch the shrinking-
core ruodei transitiorns to oxidizing Ku values for technetium Is sot cleur.

NRC Response: The DOE reriponsa Is adequate.
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SP-17 Commentr Neglecting gas-ph•ase diffusion of oxygen appears to be teconstateat
with the PORFLOW result that satistone fractureis are not completely saturated.

EIOE Comment Discusslon: The DOE response indicated that the transport of
oxygen via the liquid ph'•ne is generally sufficient to beep the fracture faces near the
oxygen solability limit for Case C except at times tees• thee 1,000 yearn. dee to the
very fbw flow through the cover systoem (end fractures) for' those time periods. Tho
impact of not eaddressing gun phase diffusion for Case Ewes considered minimal
during the compilance period, since thh FOC tbarrier is intact end elfectively mould
'maintain saturated erondilins, thus supportihg the assumption of ealeroted
condiltions beIng a barrier to gas-phase oxygen transport.

It Is not dsar'fo•NR1 staff that the transport of oxygen via the f quid phase for
Cave Cl msratisttcor conservative as, (i) the flow of oxyrjon at early times may be
undlermpresented in thaenodel due to very tow tiaow through tho'frachUres, (ii) the flew
through the fractures in Case C remains low throughout the compliance periodl, and

.(iil)the differepac.7 betwe-en the transport of oxygen via the liquild phase arid tho gas
phase may have en appreciable difference on the dose eatlraates. tn regards to
Cane E1 the impact of ignoring =gas phase diffusion due la~the performdince of the'
P0FD5 result ing inastforatd conditfons ta~not appropriate as (• the PORFLOW model
ap~pear~s to tadicate saturation levets in the froctures'for Case Ea•t 40-50% and (lt)
fthe perfor'mance of the POCs assa hydrautie barrir should be reevaluated In tight of
recant hydrostatic tests (Comment vP.5).

.Path Forward: Provide additgonal b'asis for rneglecttng gas-phase oxygen dilfusion In
cases representing fractured and rdegraded saitatono or provide updated dose
esthertes for easesoreproseniing fractured snd degraded saitatona considering the
potential effects of gas-jshsas oxygen diffusion.. '•

SP.-I8 - Commont:-.Addiltionatl.ustitisatlon is req(uired for.the.uncertslnly ranges used for K-1
valees In cmemntitious materials.

BDOE Commenrt Otocusolons. The DOE stated that the selection of the trocerality
distributions used for tha Ku'vatues were based on >730 Ku measurements ot
8 rodlotouclidos takren froni 27 semptes colilooted from te E-Area vadsas and aquifer
zones, as illscsass•in'wsRO4-TI,2008-o

0 2
85. Theprovided reference lildicated that.

the 27 depth~discrete samples more collected from a slngktoborehoin from fl-Area.
Varlabitity in tho distributions was attributed to general g eecherelcallgeoiogieat
differences In the sits soils. The resulinlg data woos used to estireatS l sthetslticat
tinge and dlatrlisutlon of the tC• values fqr the studied radiontedides. U~ing these

8 redionriclidea as analogues, the distribution coefficient variability was applied to >50
redlonlrctdes. "As site-spectfic cewentiflous Ku velues were not available, the general
tries for bounding the sandy sediment wore opplied to cement. This uncertaInty, range
was considered conservative as SR40 sediment is more heterogjeneous than
euntentilious interiate, whrict ataso contain fewser minerals than natural sediments,

NRC staff agrees that natural SNO sediment is likely mcbre~heterogeneous and has
more minerals then comnstiltious materIals; however, the heterogeneity sod number
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of artnerais does not dictate the pootenliat range of if8 values. The relatively limited
number of minerals to cementitlous materials matros thaeme~mlerialo toes likely to
have as large o range of K, vetoes as a natural soil; however,, even two minerara with
different surface c~emlstry can lead to slgnificant v4ariability; Reoserch by Bour and
Johnson (2003) demonstrated that the K, for aseletium can var by more than two
orstera of magnitude depending on the cement phase.'

The limited ote-aslli-pci K, data and on tnar~ffictent technical basis for adapttog K,
values from sedimoet sanrptes to cmomnitloeun moteslata results in nignlticent
uncertatnty. An in;crease in tire range of K, saloon lorcomenUilous motorists over
sediment soorpioss'renotea basis for uncediainty censervatism. Componos~tin for
tnsuiticent dais by an increase inna parameter distribution range provides no
Sadditenal confidence end it could (I) result on unnecessary degree of conssVeiinrlts
or (ii) reosit in risk dilution due to an artilicial extenslon in the timing of errival of a
contaminent.

.The lock of slte-apsolc fdata demonstrates the importance of an appropriate base "
spece such that a sensitivity and uncterasntyasaiaysis could inform research needs to
evaluate the variability Pt dots and reduce date uncertintey. Sorpilon of.
rediostrctides to cearvatitioea materials provides a~significoet bantier la the PA. Dots
support for these K, values shousid be commensurate with the assumed risk
reduction.-

Path Forward! Depending on the extent to which [DOE will rety on the GeldSim
model, preside edditieonl support for 'icing the sandy.asol-hbsed uncertainty
distribution for comentitioua materials K, volues and a basis for concluding that this
approach does cot underestimate uncertainty in radionuclide sorption to comentitieua
materials. For example, additional support could include taboratory anatyses for risk-
sensitive radiorruclidea. Plans for developing data suppodt may provide appropriate
basic, because NRC could verity the i•mplementation of these plane is its monitoring
role.

SP-49 Comment (Now): Research related to the release of Tc-09 from saitstone appenar
to be inconsistent with the Tc-99 retessesamodeled In the PA.

Seatis: As discussed in'WSRCSTI-2007-000056,experiments on Tc-99 leaching
frora satitslne simulated grout weare conducled and the reouiis-lseerporated into
PORPLOW modeling. Figure I show;s the modeled release of Tc-t09 according to
WSRC-ST|.2007-00056 end the 2000 Saltetnen PA,' Tlhe modeled Te-99 relea'se for
WSRC-STI-2007-00056 is app~oxi mutely 00% over the 10,00)0-year compliance
period for saltstone with a hydraulic cornductinty of lB-rI cm/s, which Is slightly loes
than the assumed hydraulic conduct•ivity In the 2009 PA of 2E-9 cm/s. According to
tire PORFLOW model fles in the 2000f PA, the predicted rnenese of To-ti9 from the
saelstone material Ia 0.0% for the base cese end 9.6% for the synergistic case.

The research presented in WS RC-,STI-2007..00050 demonstrated the rel ease of
Tc.-99 due to the presence ofi residual oxygen for an intact saelltorre monolith.
Residual oxygen would he censisient w•ith tisld conditions at the SOF as would the
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transtpoi of gas and liqu..id-phase oxyen to the fractre vaults and saltatona. In
addition. the aeftatone grout has been shown to be fracured which would increase
the suraoe area-to-voum ratio, thereby nrasn the oxidation of saltatone.

NRC sta,•ff recognizes that research Is ongoin anod that mt he results presented In
Figure I below are based: on a mo•deled sya.n Hoe .r this meotel is
parameterized from soprrnna results cotucted with a saltatone aintulent
wher•eas the shrnking core model Utilzed in the PA Is le empirica. Addiuorely.
soti ef I•paee of the 5hrinklng core model. suclt as the To ( K, tar sed on a
fonulton that Is drasicafy different th'an saltatone (see SP-15).

rTfle (years)Tme{a)
Flasm I.: To-5 rafas ese- tlre 15AG5-•tar •• lo e

ona)WRC4Tli0-O{ ese sad 1515 5555 20PA medll mltat
Path Forward: The PA should be coulteni wit relevanBt research or Just~flcat~on
shoul be proided discussin wh, I was exciuded. Provide any adiional
refeeneso To49 isecing fro•nt galtn tht have no already bean proide to
the NRC.

VP-I Comment: Ad~dilloat anaysis is needed to asseas the aplcbit of the
derdto mechanisms repnsbe for the observed fraotwlng of vau~tt en 4

wals and th degradation mechanlsms describe In Sft-REG-2007-000)41 to the
FDCas and to othier parts of vaults 1 andl 4, .

NRC Reaportae The DOE response is adequate at this tints the NRC stff Is
continuing to review severa of the reeene thet were provided by the DOE.

VP-2 Comment: Adi•oa basis is reoquired for neglecting dispoesl unit erdto

ntechanlam other" than sulfate attack.

DOE Res ponse D~scusson: The DOE reaponie cont•ained tworesmin slsmentls:
aensltftt anlye and ongoing resar'oh. A aensittwy case was provided with what

DOE believes is psi~mitic assumpt1ons tht deostae the doses woul rmann
marginelty below 25 tnrerofyr. The DOE response did not address the NRC request
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to sdcress corrosion cracking or to provide unsiog Inforto as techntcal bai(e•g model suppot).

The response is mostl corrl~ete, but as prevousl indicated Isue or uncertaintie
shul be reflected In the base c~ase and not In an alenative analysi case. For
eram ,e the analysis presented shows that the dose could approa-h 25 mrrnfeyr.
Conrblned wit any othe Isse that moderalety Increesee the dose ineednl
from tt. analys~s the pefrac obuectlv could be exceeded. The orignal NRC
oornrnet provied many technJcal conld r~sll that Should result Inmodifiaton

to the bae case, Ibased on DOE's ourrentl avrlbla supporting Informatio.

Path Foroward: Upat the baecs model to reflect the potential effects of
epplicable degradation mechanisms and ther uncrtaintis based on• ounntl
avaitelae Inomn.

relevant formsof degrdation• The Jueiiin should addressVaults lend 4 floors
end roofms swed as PDC walls, roofs aind foors

If nmaitenance of an slkeins phl nearo steel comnponents of the dIsposal unit is relied
upon to dmonstrte ste passvit, the modd generatig predIcte p1 valus
should accont for local elfecte near ataee copnat (e.g.. p11 deprsso by
cwrbonalo In frecturea near slee compoets) or addrea wh!y such phenomnena
can be ngece.

A aunimary of observd •refocment corrosio of concrete at SRS should b~e
provldet Provide Inomto to demoenstrat that modelig of engieered systems
In this aplcain is cosstent wih observed performance of analoous sysems at
SR&,

VP-,3 Comment The effet of moeln ripoes unit floors as corupltey reducdn for the
erike perforance period, and eyon 20,000 yeas shoul be analzed.

DOE Reepone Discusslon: The DOE response sataed that the expoedsurfce
of the vault concr~ete floor begin 0inddtc at lienerero. The chemical transiion •tense
for the verbs cenisititos materlais were prsnted In Table 4•2-17 of the PA, as
computed In PORPLOW excep for the slrrrtkng core ainrrlations The stelnlin
core model mpitltiy simulated the oxidatio of saittone end the vauli concrete for

The atilro core model represets unior oxidatio *0ntv•th an unreacted
cr.Rapi transport of redox-ensltlve releeet (e~g.. Tc,-9g) through the
oxddzed region wol occu fotirtsed by Inmoblzatlon once tiw ralnucide
reached the core, However, a fracture In the vault Soors would qulcltyresott in a
non.-redlu cing test pathway. it is net clear that DOE hals conucted adequate
chercterlolio of the floor to support the easSIml• tht• the fboleI not fractued
(initlefy or at any future time) In the base cae Based on the demonstraed floor
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performance of Vault 2 (doe to cracking near anchor' boils) during recent
hydrotesting, It Is else not clear that the assunmption of nO fractures to the floors of
Vatults I and 4 in the base case is realiatle as Vaults 1 arid 4 floers also contain
anchor~bolle. NRC staff understands that Vaults I and 4 floors are 24 Inches thick
versus 11 Inches thick for the Vault 2 design which may affect the potential fur
fracturing at thne anchor bolt sitas.

Path Forward: Vault flour fractures should be included in tho bane case or provide
a lechnlcat basis for not Including this feature In the base cane In light of linitled vault
floor characterizatiorn and the parfonnarnce of thu FDC,.

vP.4 Comment: Tho effects of tine potential inventory, In Vault• 1 and 4 floors on
redionucllde release should be analyzed.

SNRC Response: The reupunne Is adequate." NRC staff agrees that the potential
Initi~al Inventory in the Sueor iv Ikelyto be relatively unisitand not risk-significant.

Vp-s.• Comment (New}). The uncertainty tn the performance of tire vaults Is net adequately
represented In the PA and the PORFLOW medal. -

Basis: Recent hydrostatie tests far Vault 2. Celia 2.A sort 28 have dfemonstrated the
compfeerilies and uncertalnties regarding the hydraulic integrity cf enginbarad
barries, -Discrete engineering fealures thatncan drive system porformancia are not
captured wdibethnrie PA. Features sash as material lnterfaces, the vault finer coaling,
end anchor boita led to unanticlpatedt Vault peiforraaaco (• RR-CWDOA-2010.OO0gf9).
DOE has taken steps to elirninate tha issues regarding these featares: hoevver, the
unanlicipated leek teat results are Indicative of optimistic performance assumnptiorns

S regarding the: hydraulic properte o1 the FDCs, as well as Vautis 1 arid 4. Thre long-
term1 performance of these engineered barrer's has uncertainty that la nat adequstely
mrpresenrted Inline PA,

.The discrete features that have driven the performance of Cells 2A and 28 in the
hydrotests are nit currently incaqrporated Into'the PORFLOW anatslashs Accordingly,
line mrtal would be inadequate vith espect t'o the repntsenlation of these fanlares.
The PORFLOW moedl duos not Include tire potential~fpr diocnite failures beneath tine
anchor belts. flawed liner ceatirrgs, or"tha diseroto materiel iatorfuceo.

Based'orn conversatfens witlirSRR staff, the recent F1)0 leaks are net considered
significant to the pearformnance of these vaults ond they do not significantly Impact the
conciusions of. the PA; the pres'ence of enginesned barriers ouch as Itile shotserele
and th'e HOPE-GCL. around the PDCc provkfe a defense in depth. Due to the
additioenal reliance on these engineered barri era and very timitrid porfam •soar data
for~the relatively unknue applications of these heaflers, additional model support
would provIde necessary cenlidance. Additionally ill risot clear that the HDIPEIGCL
wras a completel •redundani barrier toe, the expected florn and transport throuzgh the
H-DPFJGCL may Isa correlated to tire performance of FOae.

Path FoPrward: Provides f echnic•I heals demnostreting that recent events and
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discrete features will have a negligile~ Impact on the dose results. This may include
denronsktiotin that brrders In additiso to the FOC vaults will provide compensatory
performance, such that the eonclustons of the PA are not otfected by (I) the observed.
performance of the FOCs to date ar~d (i) reassonbty expected future performance.

Altemativety, reevaluate the expected performance of Varrlta 1.2, and 4 ia light of
evidence demonstrating the significance of discrete featuree. Reevaluation of vault
performance may indicate that theso discrete features shoutd be incerporated into
PA models.

VP-a . Comment (New): The bypassing of lw throagh VaultslI and 4waits may not have

.a physical basis.• .

Basis: In Section 5.6.3.1, DOE discussed the result of water preferentially flowi•ng

through the vault wTatts and around the naltstone wsasteform, wyhich Is due to the
hydraulIc model parameters for the Saltstone vaults and wasteforni. The hydraulic
conductiiy of the watts for Vaults I sand 4 for alt cases in the PAlIs 4 orders of
magnitude greater than that of tha backfill or native soil. Although degrading tha
VaUlt walls Ia locally conser.utive, globally the result is non-conservati've. If there Is
not a phyalcel basis for the walls to hydr'outiclt~y degrad to the sa'te nd discussed In
the PA, then the flowv through the selistene wasteferm would be underestimsated.

Path Fonv~ard: Proide additonal support for the assumed hydraulic conductivit of
thu degraded Vosits I and 4 walls thel resalt ta the modeled bypassffng of tlow .

Saround the salislane wasteform.

Far Fild Tranunsrt IFPT

FFT-I" Comment: AdrltioarlrlJuotitication is rerutredfrerthe uncertainty ranges used for t•
values In site soils.

DOE Response Dlscusslon: The DOE stated that the selection of the uncertalnty
dIstributions used for the Ku votusi ware b~ased on >-73O0 5 measurements of
8 radionuclides takerir from 27 samptesscoltscted from the E•Area va•dose Sand uqrrifer"
zouea, as discussed In WS.RC-S3-1-2008-O0285. Tlha praidied reference Indicated
that the 27 depth-discrete samples ,wer.e collscted from a stogle boretiste from B-
Area.. Variabiily in the distributions was attributed to general gsac h~nical/geotogtsat
differences In the site sails. The resulting data was used 5o estimate the statIstical
range and distribution of the lKo values for the studied radisnuctldes,. Usin=g theso B
redisnaclides as eanaogues, the distribution coulficlent varisbility was apptled to ef50
radisnuclides,.

WSRC.STII-2008-C0285 evaluatedl the vertical vortability of u v/alues for B diffesrent
radloauclldes: however. taterat variabrtrty and redionuclide-speclfoa chemlstry may
taso affect Ku variability. Section 3,1.42 discusses the camploxity and esrlsbllity of

the tacal geelogy and riolls end it is net dear• that. a single borehole from E-Area
mould ba representative of the sotils at Z-Aroa. In odditIes, it is not clear that the
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variability in t(d valves for8 redlonucibtes would uctequalely cnptrrre the variability of
all 50+ radtonuclldes.

Peth Forward: Depending on the extent to which DDE wilt rely on the GeldSint
modal. provide eciditional basiS regarding the ehility of l1~ measurernenle on
sediment samptee from a borehole at S-Area tnr8 redienucibles to bound the
potentlol variability of >50 radionrrciides at Z-Ares.

FFr-2 Comment: It Is undoer whether any site-spesilic Ili value mcasureseeota heve
been performed for the aerplien of radium to soil.

NRC Rbeponee: The answer to this RAt is arlerluele, but NRC slsllwoutd
eppre ate receiving the document described In the responne to this continent
(SRR-CWDA-2010-00057) if it has been Issued. If tIre measured I

1
d value Is

elgailleently different then the sine assumed In the PA, tile new value should be used
* In a revised bean c~ee~

jrp~.3 Comment~ AddItional Juatitleetion Is needed for the K1 of selenIum In vedose aed
becInfill soils.

DOE Response DIscussion: The DDE elated that 5 K~ for selenium of 1,000 mug
Is r~prese~nIellve of a low pH soIl and a low p11 soil is gonsidered appropriate as

* measurehinrits rangodTrom 5.3 to 5~71h the Z-Area IiKclrgrouod well, ZtIG-1
(SRIIS-TR.2009-00452). The Impact of aitreline balferlngob lbs selenium Kj values
wee evafua~ect in the prababltiatioGoldSlm modal by usln~ a mInimum value of 250.
mlJg, to account for the touching of yeeng-sge cement. In addition, DOS run a
boundIng sermailivity case using the Case A GoldSlm medet with both baclrtilt sed
vedose carte soil K~ values for seldniam set equal to zero. The effect on peak doss
wee term then 3% for Sectort3 within 20.000 years. DOE elated that the bounding
sensitivity analysIs provides coalidence 1351 lowering the selenIum sorption ante soils
has a negligible Irspuot on dose resuits.

Although 3% represents a smell absolute increase in dose, It represents a large
relutive Incresse In the dose derived from Se-ig. According to SRNS-TR-2009-
00452. the pH renge of 5.3-5,7 appenra lobe too nerrew for the Z-Aree! Three wells
wilhln the Z-Asea demonalmled p11 values in excess of 5.7 sad es high as 7. ZBG-1
reprecents the background wail for the alto; hewaver pert of NRC steWs concern Is
the variatnitily across the site. inelurling the potential impact of the cementitious
materials In ttto SOP. In etinhition, the soneitleity case provided by DOE does not-
provide confidence no the canosrvallsrn of these seneitielly cases Is uncleer.

Path Forward: Depending en the extent to which DOS will rely on the GotdSlm
model, the selenIum K1 values for soil ehosid account te~ cite varlebilily in cerreot
conditions as welt as reasonably expected future conditions.

SRNS-TR-2001700452, Z-Area GraurelmefsrMorrnlerlnly ~vprMf ferOOfI9, Sevannab
Elmer SlIe. Afiren. SC, December 29 2009.

0

0
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Provide reference Kaplan, D. I., and S. M. Serkiz. 2006. tISRC-RP.200&OLIOO5,
lti'enco of Oisaolred Organic Carbon anid pH on Anioe Soptionc to Sediimnnt,
Washington Savannah Ricer Company. Alien, Sc.

FFT-4 Comment (New): The PA should discuss the lemplications of calcareous sonres
within the fat field transport model.

Boass: The pres•ence of ol~careous zones may, requIre alternative flow
conceptualization and modeling. Depending on lihe extent of these zones witin the
lowe•r Upper Three Runs (IJTR) aquifer, a duel porosity and dual paunweabllity medal
may bottar represent flow through a porous matrix end open conduits. rho presense
of open conduits may (0 teed to preferential flew pathways through the subsrurface,
(ii) influence the location of the point of maximum exposure or compliance point,
(iii) teed to ducreased irutural atteaustion (sorption) to subsurfece materials due te a~decreased solids to pore water ratio, and (iv) lead to reduced lKc veluos~for key;
radlonuctides (e.g., Pu) due to elevated cencentrattorrs of carbonate, or non-
equilibrium sorption due to the fast transport rates.

Path Forward:
1) Preside a technical basis for neglectlng potential open flow conduits within

the calcareous zone. of the tower UTR sqeltfer.

2) Pm~vidn suppoed for the treatment of the •clareous zones as porous media in
transport modeling in light of the feat thot decreased sctlsdaead presence of
high carbonate concentrations can lead to sig nificantly higher mobility for key
risk driver~such as Pu.

3) Provide the reoped. Muaser, Rutledge Consulting Engineers (19313) Saltstone
.disposat, Z-Area SRP, cited in WSRC-TR-99-40e3, $•igniflcance of Soft Zone
Sediments at the SRS' lhst may conta~n addillonat informatlon to evaluate
the scope and magnitude of celcareous aoses In the, ZAren subsurfisce.

.AP-1 Comnnent: The dose .from tire rad•on pathway was not included In the doae

isseasonent of the air pathw'ay (Section 4.5 of the PA).

NRC Response: The DOE response Is edequeato.

AP.2 Comment: The catrtafclaena used tior the air patliwiry dose may not have adequately
evaluated the dose from iths pathwray. The materiats were assumed to rmaini
constant over the simulatison period and degredation of the wrastetorm end vault denss
not ser~m to have been •onsshered, Atso, the sensitivity of the calculated land
erirface flux rotes of radienuctidos to the assumed moistu~rb content In the cover ,was
elso not evaluated.,

NRC Response:* The [DOE response Ia adeaquate.
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tnadtvertent Intrus~on•

ItI- Comment: Key avsdmptlons about the potential pathways of err~osure of an
lnadvertent~lntruder appear to underestimate dose.

DOE Response Discussion: In the analysis described in the PA. the Intrudler
analysis was performed at a location of one (1) meiter foro the boundary of the SDF,
which Is one meter from some of the FOCs. In response to the NRC comment that
the done at one mater from Vautt 4 may be higher, DOE provided a revised analysis
that inoludea the dose et a distance of one meter fromr Vault 4. NRC~stafftinds that
this portion of the response wee acceptable (with the caveat that NRC stuff does not
agree with the use of Case A [see 11-2]).

* NRC staff also commented that the one-meter concentrations used In the intruder
analysis worw based on a '152 er (50 It) grid that began et~a distance of one meter
from the disposal cells. NRC staff dld not beyrev that it was appropriate to average
the ccnceptratlons over this large a grid because the concentration of redlonuerrdss

* that decay relatively quicklyj and are transported slowly may be very different aver
the 15:2 ru(50 ft),calt The nuw oalorlatlon forVault 4 provided by' DOE
coasaretlalvey assumes that the conserihratlon at One mater is equal to the

•concentration cetouttatd~under Vault 4. This response Is acceptable to the NRC, but
the-NRC staff oril~d lihe rrd~ltfanal elarifloatlon on the Percy Velocity assumed in this

* Thh selceoatect dose at'a distance of ontu meter froth the FDCs wastnot •valutsetd n
a similar manner end is still besed on the concanthtrtion averaged ever lire 15.2 ra
(50 It) 9rid. NRC staff needs on assessment of the dose at one meter from the POCs
to evaluate if tire perforrmances objectives can be mat.

• Additionally, as disseased in more detail In 11-2, NRC stalf does net sg'ree with the

exclusion of the poultry arid egit pathway from tihe dose assessmoent anti NRC staff
believes that this should ho included In the dose assessment for the intruder.

Path Forwoard: Pr'ovide an evaluation of tire effect of the grid else assumption reot

the FCC. Consider the effect of ioctaulrrg the poultry and egg pathway on tire
intiuder (sea 11-2).

Provide e ciariflcation on tire Darcy Velocity assumed in the intruder celcelation for

Vault4,

1t-2 comment: The beets for the tise-of Case A to calculate the tntruder dose is not
provided. Adlditionally, the methodalogy used for determining the bey radionuclides
for the Intruder uncertaintytsensitlvity analysis may have resu]lte in radiorarcides
thaet arerlak signifIcant to tire intruder being excluded from this analysis Ass
consectuence, the results of the rmncertalnlylsensitivity analyss may net capture the
true uncertainty in tire nlrrlder dose,
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DOa Response Discussion: Th'e respons;e to the RAI providied by DOE stales
"(the determtnistIc intruder analysis results are based en Case A because CaseA
represents thre reasonably expeeted degr'adation contlgurat•ion for tihe SDF disposal
units". As stated In PA*8, the NRC staff believes that Case A is very oplimisti and in
not supported. NRC staff needs ant lnlrUder as~sossnmot that is based on a crediblea
compliance case that includes sit risk significant redisnuctldes to determine that

•compliance with the performance objecti/es of 10 CFR 6i can be retl.

in the RAt r'esponse. DOE staled that the SOP PA Section 6,5 presents results that
adrired•s the affects of uncerteinty on the estimation of~lntredst dose and that tihe
calculated mean dose to the intruder for alt cases (Cases A throught 5) is tess thtan'
10 mrenfyr. NRC staff recognizes that the GotdSim uncertainty analysis considers

.the ether, more roetistco degradation cases. Howev•er, N'RC staff has some conserns
ebout ttie SoldSlm modeling calculations (see PA.1l), and it is not clear that the
doses calculated using the; GotdSlm orodel ame reasonable or" meeanlgfst.

Additionally, DOE stated in the RAt response that the potential dose lo the intruder
associated with the other cases can be inferred besed on the dose results atf100 tn
•presented In the SOP PA Section 5.6.6. N RC steff diosgrees with thIs ;statement
.bseause rediornuclldes that ratre anspor.ted slowly and decay relatively quitckly (o•g.,
Sr-90 and Cs-137) could cause a significant dose et a distance of one (1) mester. bat
it Is unlikely that these radionsclldes would travel q ulctdy enough to reach 100 m
belore decaying. The..e rdlonuclidea might not be modeled as betng released
qulidky enough in Case A to bena problem at one (1) meter. but they could be
reteased more quickly if more water enters the system than was predicted in that
modet. .

'Petht Forwyard.: Preside an assessment of the Intruder dose based onea realist~c and
reasoonable compliance case.

B~insehera

n-i .- ,omment: The basis for axotuloig blotlotransfor faersfrehm the undertalnty
analysis to unclean.

DOE Response Dtnossi~on" The DOE response Indicated that unceitairnty in blotlo
transfer festora did net result in la~rge changes to the total dose, therefore uncertainty
In the transferthfteors were not included la the probab~lIst[c andlysis.. The absolute
changes to dose as a result of biolic transfer faoroter ucettinty w/as smelt, however
the relative changes wern moderate to signitlcant. The impact of biotlc transfer

•factor uncertainty should be part of the base case assessment.

ThIs comment has been exponded to tnclude plant transfer factors and the
conceptuae-approsch for developtng the valevs for the dIstributIons and the erxpected
values for'tho base case. Blotic transfer factors directly influence catculalod doses
and can base very broad ranges. tn many Instances, the DOE recommanded values
are equal to the minimum value of the distribution (for plant transfer" factors, at elmeat
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a three to one ratie'compared to values sot to the maximum of the distribution). In
ettect, the diatribution it delinod such tlhat the actual value will not be lower than~the
most likely value snd tihe actual value is expected to be higher. Those types of
distributions are Inconsistent with real +.orkt data end tack a cernceptuas basts.

Part of the reuson for the distritrutionsa appears to tbe the derivation presess
docrimented in WSRC-STI-2007.00004. Thue process Is not supported. DOE had
deiried transfer factors then updated thoen with a variety' of sources, but primarily
rrom PNN.-•13421. For marry •transfer f'actors, the u~pdating was perferot'd by
calcutlaing a geometric mean of ithe old and PNNL-13421 .i'atues." This approach has
no basIs, end can re'sult tsr a sigaificant underestirnatton of biotic pathway doses. For
example, the soil to "ptanttranufer factor" for Rn (a key radlonuclide) was reducepd by a
factor of 100 footh the •reviouua aalue using Ihis'approach. A fooisote infers that the
PNNL-.13421 values ore site-speclic,' but NRC review of the referlnce Indicates that
thea values are riot silo•spocitic but simply, represent a different compilation of~valrres.

Transfer factors operate on Ithe concentrations derived at the and of. the calculation,
and can have very brbad itanges. Many hiave very few observations, PFr the most
pail 11h variance in observed values epropseata rest stord variability. Useef a
geometrbic mean ceo cesultirth atnigh i~keliheod of the actuial vatue ex'ceeding the
assumed value and exceedIng it by a targa margln. Without actual .site-specific
moasirrmants, barier~ factora• has to be selected itonservativeiy..

Path Forward: Provide technical ba+sis tor the ea<psoted value and distribrnlons of
transfer fs'ctors trend in the an~alysts. The insults shoutd trot be aggrdg++tic with a
geometric mean transfer factor.

B-2 'Comm'ont: Thu aunTael product pathways included la the doses assesisment +aro the
." beet: muir; and •tlih'pathways. Abacisforerrcludlng the olterranimat product

-pathways (o~g., conesutrppion of poultry and eggs) frem the close aesessment is not
provided. .. o

DOa Response Disecussion: In the response to this comment. DOE states thlat the
exposure pathway for ptouttlry and eggs Is not included in the SDF PA corepitaee
nmaclet basedsn ri survey of local practices within 50 mites of the SRS. WSRC-RP-
,91-i7 cites S peesona~l communication from T. Mtrshis Wile Indicated that it la the local
practice to source porutry] feed trom offcite: Iased on this communicetion. DOE
excluded poultry and egge ae en exposure pathway.

NRC staff believes that Ibis study does rno provi~de a saftlctoat technical basis to
conclude that chIcken feed ia currently, or w+,ilt In the future, be sourced from ,offsite.
hr addilion, even if the poultry primarily consume commercial feed, the poultry may
Stilt consume other thnings (e.g. bugs and forage) which may contain cite-derived
rediarurlides. Frrdherrnore, the poultrywould likely consume groundwater
(extracted far domestIc or egriculluratl puirposes) from the site. For these reasons.
the NRC emt~f does net behaJve it is appropriate to eirclUde the chicken end egg
pathwvays from the PA.
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Path Forward: Provide an evaluation ot the dose to the member of the public and
Intruder from chicken and egg pathways..

B54 Comment: The effects of radionuclide butd-up in lirreged soils may be
underestimasted.

DOE Res ponse Discusslon: The DOE response lgdlaetd that use at 530-year
+build-up time as compared to a 183-day build-up time for redloriuslides In irrigated

Ssoils did noltresulttin ergoechanges to thetotal dose; therefore th~e efcts didnot
Sneed to belincluried in the base cave..

•Most releases from the SOF are extracted to occur slowly over thousands at years.
The 30-year buildup time may be osceeded for long-lived radionuelldas. however
NRC acknowltedges that the sassessment proatded did not consider losses from
erosion arid teaching. Ambiguity could be reduced by including expected gain end
loss processes to deter'mine equilibrium build-up facters.

The absolute changes to dose an re osult of inceased butd-4p times wer smelt;
however the relative changes were slgniflsent, Thre impact of build-up lime
uncertainty aheod be part of the base case asseSSment..

,Path Forward: lnclude bul~d-up of radlenudldes during multiple years of irrigation In
the base caee PA model.

B-4, Comment (Now}: The sell to ptant transfer factors may be too law due to the
elliinatlon at the leafy plant component.

SuBsie: WSRC-STI:2007.00004 uses sotl to plant tmansfer factors fo nen-vegetativo

portions of food craps because local productivity of nan-leafy vegetables in expected
tobe censiderublygreuter .than that of leafy vegetables (based on WSfRC-RP-01-17).
However", the transfer factors for tenty vegatubtee con be conslderoblfy larger then
en-nleafy vegetables for key radionusiides. For example, the reference mast used

.as assueae of transfer factors in the earnest analysis (PNNL-1 3421) hue a factor of
210 for leafy vegetables usd a vatue of 0.24 for nvon-leafy vegetables for To. At a
13% leafy vegetable frectiarn, the vegetable pathwvay dose from Ta would be Over
l1ft times larger wilh the leafy and non-leafy components calculated separately and
then combined comPared to assignting alt vegetables ae non-leuly. In addition, the
WASRC-RP-91-17 reference may have undenfapresested gaerden production data due
to timiled survey response.

Peth Forward: include tire leafy vegetable pathway erpllclttiy In the plant pathway
dose calculation. Consider using EPA or NRC references for garden productivity
data,

B-5 + Comment (New): The drnkning water Ingestion rate of 337 U~yr is inconsistent with"
en averuge member of the critical group definition.
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Baalse The drirnleng water ingestion rate Is calculated by taking the mean par capita
tetal water ingestion of 1233 ratday and multiplying by the 75% value from
community watdr. Nowavar, this is weighting the critical groap memnbersa
€onsemptionrate by thre type cf group the critical group member Is tn. Given the
current site usage end definition of the receptor en a resident armer,.ethe drintring
water consumption rate shoutd be a minimuml of 87% of the total wrater Ing esti,"n rate
(subtract OUt the bottled water fraction). Consiedertion should also be given to
adjusting the values for a receptor eng-aging In a more labor-intensIve lifestyle than
average in a climate that is wannmer then'average.

Path Fonva'rd: Modify lhed drnking wa•ter consumaption rates to be consIstent with
the defined receptor and scenario..

A.LAR/A snalvi$ss '

A.1I Comment: "Sociat. economics, and public• policy considerations do not appear to
hqve been considered tn an arihlysls of mnaaaintin•9 dosesasis L:.uV •clsReasonebly

' Achtpysb'lo" iALRA);".'. .. . ,

SDO•E Response Discusasl0n:" The uSlSOnae to this, R•At states that "tieieotlmated
dose pat halays evaluated ir"the PA eae well below the perfdrmancb •btectiYes;

,therefore, a qualitative assessment of disposal allemutives Is Jestlfled," N RC staff ,
agr9iees with tie~con~eept that a tees detaile~d ALARA is r.equired wh-en,ttio predicied
doses are tow, bet NRC staff w~uid tike to note that ao assaso'mbnt th'at Inctudes the
concores raised In other RAte (e.g.. PA-11. PA-1i3. IN.-l, etc.) nay~reoult insa higher"
calcul~ated dose. In addfitin, the reeponse to thin RAI did oat inctede adleesuasian On'
the proc'..essejth t are bIn[g used io relnimizott"ie Inventory thet is disposed of at the
SDF. •A discuesioni orr maintaining the worker dose at levels that area AIJ.RA was

Path Forward: Provide additional tnformatioen on the melhdio1togy trsdd to miaimlse
the Inventory of resdionuctides that are sent to the SDF. Also, provide more details on
the controls that exist to mini-mize the dose to the work•ers.-

As mentloned in the Structure of Comments section of this RAI. the salft found the rereaintng -

clarifying comment responses, not referred to in the sectica below, to be acceptsable. In eddition
to referring to oan Clarifying Comment from RAI.2009-O1 the staff has added new clarifying
contients in RAI-2rO09-02. - . ',.

C..4 -.Comment: Clarity the~basis for the sotenium K• of 153 mug for aid osidlzing.

cantitions. it to not et ear from the PA, or the supporting report WSRtC-STI-20037-
00840, hew the value was selected. Clarify whether the evaluation considered the
presence In solution of the selenlurnes seoenalo, which is potontlat~y less serptivo
thanselenile. ,
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DOE Response Discussion: The DOE discussed site-specliei batch expedmenlts
that shoewed selenlum K• values ranging from 20.7 to 78.5 m~fg. These experiments
were discounted in favor of tilerature values due to the aqueous selenium
concentratians being near the detection limits. The basis for the solecism Ka of
150 mLug far old oxidizing conditions relied on the values reported in ,Sorptien of
Selenite and Selenate to Cement Materiala (Boam and Johnson 2003): DOE slated
"that selenile is expected to convert to solenate under old oxidizing cendillees and
that the Ka values for aelenato fr'om tile report by Baur and Johnson (2003) diero
between 180 and 380 mlug.jDOE farther stated that ee.cementitiorsaeratediala
degrade, the selenium sorption constants (Kd =1041 mug) epproacha that of the -

sediment Selenium sorption was staled as being very high due to the ubIquitous
presence of iron oxides and low pH of the sediment.

The Io values of 180 and 380 mtug reported In $Sorptlon of Selunite sand Selenate to
Cement Mntnrals= ware for selenite, hot selenste. Saur sod Johnson (2003)
repor'ted no signilicant supdate of selenate with calclurn~siticat e-hydrate (C-S-H-'and
"only limited sorption wlth eltrlngite: Furthermore, it is not clear whry the sorplion
coefficient for selenium would approach that of sediment as• ceaieatiliaun rmaterdiat
degrade. The chemistr of degraded cementlllous material mould not be expected to
have the same chemical properties en sediment (high iron content and law pH),

•whIch Is respensible for the high sorption coefuiddnt for aelenti~im. "

P~athi Forwrerr: Provide eupport for the selenium K• of ISO mtig for old oxidizing
conditions or rovise the base case K• value.

C-tI Commen: 'For beenhmarlring coses B3-0 (Sec'tions 5;6.2.h.5 thoeugh 5.8.2.;3.8). the
PA compares the doses predicted based err the 'PORPLOWorrodel neld pent-
boachrnruldng Gold~im model reselting from "all modeled radionusldoss: Clarify
whether the term "a11 modeled md~ioirntdea* In this contaxtrteters to the orig~nal tist
of rodlonue[ldes Included ln the PORFLOW medal orea smaller list of radionucdides
medeledcdurlng the beachmsrlethgotffot,

DOE Response Discussion: The response to th~s dlariil'ing connsent only

a ddressed the radloenuctdeb included hi the Case A PORFLOW end the GotdSim
calcutlltons. The radionuoliris included In thre PORFLOW calculotions for Cases
8-S were net discussed.

Path Forward: Provide a list of the radisnuclides presided In the PORFI_...OW
calculat~ons for Case 13, Case C. Case 0, rand Case E.

C-22 Comment (New): Figure 4.2-15 In the PA shawst the vertical hydrdullc cenductivity
of the lower lateral drainage layer reducing in time to app~oximatety 40-5 ern/e by
•20,000yars. However, the PORFL•OW medal tiles indicate that the hydrauiie
conductivity is only reduced to 4.90-3 crete for all cases. The firux Out of the vacute is

•directly dependent on the infiltration rates. As Indicated In IEC-8, the con)servatism
of the calculations for the hydraulic conductivity of these lateral drainage layers Is not
clear and according to the PORFLOW medal tils, illis not clear if these calcutations
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wer implemented appropriatoly. "Clarity why different hydraulic Cendu~lMlyr varses
ware Impmaintaed in the PORFLOW model.

C-23 Comment (Now): 'WSRC.STI-2208P-00244 diecaesedi the Installal on qesitly oftlhe
geomenbr noe s "Geodrt' heowever, the HELP medal also requires the apeclinaterna
[or the placement quatlty of the Qeonrenbrane. The Help model heelt date in ."
Appendix J1 olhWVSRC~.STl-200S-S0244, listed thle oeemembrano placement qusity as
a '2". Accoeding to the "HELP User's Guide fto Version 3' (Schroederetat..L 190•4),
an entry of 2, =assumes exceptoena! contact between geornembrane end adljacet
soil that limaits dranasge rate (typically achievable only in the lab or small held
lysmtmer Js)." The basis for" selectingl the plecement quetity of the geornenbrano
should be• provided.
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Nevada Desert Experience, Commenter ID No. T40

11

2 MB. HABER: Thank you. My name is Jim lHmber,

3 -AS-f-Ef. I'm with Ilevada Desert taperience. Me

4 ge~nise itesrfaith resistance to nuclear weapons in

S the war, end we're based here in valley. And we'll

4 alse he submitting more formal comments; and we will be

7 encouraging ethers to submit comments, also, before the

I •deadline.

9 And'locking at this information, which is new

50 to ma, not that the isuse is new. But it does strike

11 me, even though you spoke te wh)y 51055 is not on here,

12 the Hardened On-Site Storage, •eess like to -- the

13 presentation makes it seem to me like we still need to

14 consider hardened on-siteosomething, at least fdr now.

15 And that the comparisons that show human

16 riske to be really elevated for that method assunces no

17 activity for 1,00 years, or whatever. Aind so I

15 onderstand that we can't presume what we will do if we

55 say no action now. Bet 'it Just eakes the form of

20 comparison seem skewed towards the deep geological or

2s was the method being proposed for ceneideratioa at the

22 llevada Test site.

23 So the presenateton of thie dati that way

24 seems unfair because no action now doesn't mean na

25 action ever. It means that we're not sure what to do

T40-1 The use of HOSS and other approaches for long-term storage of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like
wastes are outside the scope of this EIS because they do not meet the purpose and need for
agency action. Consistent with Congressional direction in Section 631 of the Energy Policy
Act of 2005 (P.L. 109-58), DOE plans to complete an EIS and a ROD for a permanent disposal
facility for this waste, not for long-term storage options. The GTCC EIS evaluates the range of
reasonable disposal alternatives and, as also required under NEPA, a No Action Alternative.
Under the No Action Alternative, current practices for storing GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like
wastes would continue in accordance with current requirements.

T40-2 The No Action Alternative is evaluated in Chapter 3 of the EIS, and under this alternative,
current practice for storing GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes would continue. These
practices are described in Sections 3.2 (GTCC LLRW) and 3.3 (GTCC-like wastes) in the
Final EIS. It was necessary to make a number of simplifying assumptions to address the long-
term impacts of this alternative, and these are described in Section 3.5. As part of this
assessment, it was assumed that these wastes would remain in long-term storage indefinitely,
including wastes from the West Valley Site as discussed in Section 3.5.3, and that no
maintenance of either the storage facility or waste packages would occur after 100 years. These
results indicate that very high radiation doses and cancer risks could occur under this
alternative in the long term.

The No Action Alternative is evaluated in sufficient detail in the EIS as required by NEPA.
Comparatively high potential radiation doses and cancer risks could occur should this
alternative be selected. While a more detailed analysis could reduce the uncertainties
associated with estimating these doses and risks, the conclusion of comparatively high impacts
would not change for this alternative.

Impacts from accidents or theft/intrusion were not performed for the No Action Alternative
because of the large number of potential locations, and in many cases (sealed sources), the
current locations of the waste are not known. In general, these impacts would be comparable to
those in the accident consequence analyses conducted for facilities and transportation but
possibly occur at a higher frequency because of a lower overall level of security.

The No Action Alternative is evaluated in the EIS to provide a baseline for comparison with
the action alternatives. This evaluation confirmed the risks posed by these wastes and the need
to develop appropriate disposal capability. The potential radiation doses for the No Action
Alternative covered a time period of 10,000 years in a manner comparable to that done for the
action alternatives. Relatively high impacts could occur shortly after the 100-year institutional
control period under this alternative.

T40-1

T40-2



Nevada Desert Experience, Commenter ID No. T40 (cant'd) T40-3 Stopping the generation of nuclear waste, whether from the use of nuclear power or the
generation of nuclear weapons, is outside the scope of the GTCC EtS, the scope of which is to
evaluate disposal alternatives to enable the selection ofra safe alternative or alternatives for the
disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes. The GTCC EIS evaluates the range of
reasonable alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes in compliance
with the requirements specified in NEPA, the Low-Level Radioactive Waste Policy
Amendments Act (P.L. 99-240), and Section 631 of the Energy Policy Act of 2005
(P.L. 109-58). The GTCC EIS evaluates the potential environmental impacts of the proposed
disposal alternatives for GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes. Based on the evaluation, DOE
has determined that there are safe and secure alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and
GTCC-like wastes. The GTCC EIS provides information that supports this determination, and,.
as discussed in Section 1.1, Purpose and Need for Agency Action, DOE is responsible for the
disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes.

:with this material because there is no good thing to do

with this a~terisl, and so I'm afraid that tsy cormaents

are going to go beyond the scope of this hearing and

this mIS.

And yet it's necessary, at all of these

junctures to point out that we don't know how to deal

with the nuclear gene that is out of the bottle.

Therefore, me need to stop generating nuclear waste.

We need to stop •ooking to nuclear power and nu~clear

weapons for a whole host of reasons, and we have treaty

obligations and to he deco0rissioning and diseantling

oulr nuclear weapons, not finding wayr@ to support

nuclear weapons morn.

W ow, this is shoet nuclear power. We need to

not overstate the medidel component of the nuclear

waste beoause that seams clear to ho a vary aseal

percentage, and yet I can hear in public discourse that

it's going to be pointed to as, 'Oh, we need a place to

deal with this medical waste." And yet it's very

small, end so I want us to be sore that we don't allow"

that to happen.

I can see that the Sative American cesasunity

has been involved on some level in this drafty and yet

I )cnow that the western ahoshoni National Council

opposes any further oce of nuclear -- Of the Wevada

T40-2
tCont.)

T40-3

00



Nevada Desert Experience. Commenter ID No. T40 (cont'd)

20

I Trest Site on Sestern Shoshoni lands for their use. I'm

2 not Western Shoshoni. I don't presume to speak for

3 everyone there. Hut I do know that the Western

4 Shouhoni National Council and members of the Timbisha

5 and Yalba Tribes certainly oppose 5Ony storage end

6 further use of the facility, there in this way.

7 Just a couple more things. .lust eheaking my

S notes. Yes. I sent to mention again, you know,

9 rukushima end Chernobyl should be wake-up cells. You

10 know, we just had the 25th anniversary of Chernobyl,

11 and it doesn't seem like this figure is in here at all.,

32 1 know, this has been in the works. But as we go

13 fotward, tO gO iron% draft to formal, that needs to

14weigh-in here. I mean, that's just part of the reality

15 that we're struggling with, and• it just pointd out that

15 there is no way to deal with this.

17 We need to g~et off that, the train of making

13 more nuclear waste, and that neads to be said at every

13 one of these hearings that deals with anything related.

20 And so that's why I'm here speaking a little outside of

21 the box and yet very much on point.

23 And, finally, I want to offer people, since

23 yesterday wee Mother's nay, I hove copies of "'rho

24 Original Nother's Dsy Proclamation" from 1310 by Julie

25 Nerd Howe. Julii Nerd Howe, who also wrote the "Battle



Nevada Desert Experience, Commenter ID No. T40 (cont'd)

1 Hymn of the Republic," end • would like to make thee

2 available to people. I•'iI have them sitting outside.

3 don't want to disrupt hy passing thee out. It's very

4 pertinent, slso, so for the record.

S (whereupon Exhbibt 116.3 was marked for

6 ident1fication.)

7 HR. RROWH•: Okay. G reat. Thanks very much.

8 Okay. Judy Treichel is next. Sed Jane, is

9 that "Foldsan" or "8'eldman" is after, Judy.

10 HS. TREICHrI.± fy name is ,Judy Treichal. I'm

11 the Exeeutive Directer of Hevada Huclear waste Task

12 rorce. I also will be submitting longar~com~ents, and

13 this is just quickly what I've been able to pick up

14 here and in a brief overview of •hat'a heing talked

1S about.

16 One of the things that I think is moat

17 important i3 defining the probles, and it's very

18 •iifficult tO see exactly how dangerous this stuff is.

19 I understand that it comas from many, many sources and

20 there are vary different items that are all considered

21 as Greater-than-Class C waste. .Gut we've got to know

22 if -- you have to take the moet' dangerous of thee nod

23 let us know exactly how dangerous that is.

24 If it doesn't need to be in a repository, if

25 it's not that dangerous, then why in a repository being



Nevada Desert Experience. Commeater ID No. T40 (cont'd) T05 Sersos oT01T40-5 See response to T40-1.

2 (Continued}

3 NR. liABfR: Jim ilaber, ll-A-B-E-R. I'm with

4, Nevada Desert Experience.

5 And the coosent I wanted to add to what I

6 said earlier is that it's a bit of a fear and an

7 analogy to another governmental process that happened

S8 around health care and tha health care debate in that

S there was so much publio support for universal health

10 care,' or at' least single care; and ye't when President

Ii Obama cams in and sat a panel to look at the issue, ha

12 did not include anyone who was for universal health

13 c&ae at the table that was actually discussing what was

14 going to be proposed.

15 - And the commsents that you said you've

16 -received at previous meetings like this, the Coat, ants

17 reflective tonight showed that people feel like on-site

18 storage is what we need to be doing, at this point at

i9 least. And yet yoo look at the graphsa nd you think,

20 wow, if this graph-ia presented to Congress, il's not T40-5

21 going to be presented.

12 And it seems like a lot of people fael like

23 HlOSS or hlOS-somethiep needs to be really seriously

24 considered. And maybe the drafters of the 12S feel

25 like It yea considered and not presented for valid



Nevada Desert Experience, Commenter ID No. T40 (cont'd)
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1I rasons, bat it ±eels like it needs to be Ževlnited in

2 a very serious wey end not excluded anymore.
IT40-51(Cent.)

N



Nevada Nuclear Waste Task Force. Commenter ID No. T41

21

2

3

4

a

6

7

S

10 NC. TREICNCL: Ny name is Jbdy Treichel. i'm

11 the tweeutive Director of Nevada Nuclear Waste Task

12 F'orCe. I also will :be submitting longer corasents, and

13 this is just guickly what I've been able to pick up

14 here and in a brief overview of what's being talked

15 about.

16 One of the things that I think is most

17 important is defining the problem, and it's very

13 difficult te see exactly how dangerous this stuff is.

15 I understand that it comes from many, many sources and

20 there ard very different items t•hat are all considered

21 as Greater-than-Gloss C waste. But we' vs got to knew

22 if -- yod have to take the most dangerous ~of them end

23 let us know exaetly how dangerods that is.

24 If it doesn't need to be in a repository, if-

25 it's notrthat dangerous, then why is a repository being
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considered? 2f it does, end I would guess that it does

because that's the. NRC's regulation for this typo of

waste, then why would we be considering something less

than that?

So either it's okay to put it in a shallow-

land burili or it's definitely not or it requires a

repoaitc'ry or it doesn't. Trhose things have to be

clearly defined so that we really know whet we're

talking about.

And if it requires a repository and the only

one being looked at is fNiPS and if NIPS is unavailable

beeause there's currently laws that say that nothing

goes in there but the transuraniC that is going in

there now, then perhaps it can't be done yet. And as

Jiis was saying, there say be a situation where we're

not ready to do this yet.

And looking at the dose chart, it really

looks as though the deck is stacked toward either NTS

or the WIPP site because that's where you have actually

no doses, according to that chart. I'ts not sure that's

correct, hot and very high doses for the other places.

So once that's handed to Congress, it would seem to me

that they would have very little reason to say any

other place hut those.

I've been following the Olue Ribbon

T41-1 The scope of this EIS is adequate to inform decision-making for the disposal of GTCC LLRW
and GTCC-Iike waste. Sufficient information is available to support the current decision-
making process to identify (an) appropriate site(s) and method(s) to dispose of the limited
amount of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like waste identified in the EIS.

DOE believes that this EIS process is not premature and is in compliance with NEPA. On the
basis of an assumed starting date of 2019 for disposal operations, more than half (about
6,700 m3 [240,000 ft9] of the total GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like waste inventory of 12,000 m3

[420,000 It]) is projected to be available for disposal between 2019 and 2030. An additional
2,000.m3 (71,000 It3 ) would become available for disposal between 2031 and 2035. This
information is presented in Figure 3.4.2-1. DOE believes this EIS is timely, especially given
the length of time necessary to develop a GTCC waste disposal facility.

DOE developed this EIS to support a decision on selecting a disposal facility or facilities for
GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike waste, to address legislative requirements, to address national
security concerns (especially for sealed sources), and to protect public health and safety. The
purpose and need for the proposed action, as discussed above, is stated in the EIS (Section 1.1).
The scope of the EIS is focused on addressing the need for developing a disposal capability for
the identified inventory of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes. DOE plans a tiered decision-
making process, in which DOE would conduct further site-specific NEPA reviews before
implementing an alternative ultimately selected on the basis of this EIS. For additional
information, see Section J.2.4.

Based on the GTCC EIS evaluation and WIPP's operating record, DOE believes that the WJPP
repository would be a safe location for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes,
some of which include long-lived radionuclides. DOE recognizes that the use of WIPP for the
disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes would require modification to existing law.
In addition, it would be necessary to revise the Agreement for Consultation and Cooperation
between the Department of Energy and the State of New Mexico for the Waste Isolation Pilot
Plant, the WIPP compliance certification with EPA, and the WIPP Hazardous Waste Facility
Permit.

T41-1

N
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1 Commitssion meetings that are supposed to be making

2 recoissendations beyond YUCCa Mountain, if the Yucca

3 Mountain site is coepletely dead and never used, and

4 one of the big things that they talk about is finding

S voluntary sites.

6 And you said that you went out to the

7 commercial industry where a huge majority of this waste

8 would be made and didn't come. up with any voluntary

9 sites or enthusiasm for figuring out what to do with

10 this waste, and yet they still haven't even produced

11 the lion's share of it. SO it seems to - that there's

12 a big disconnect there.

T41-2 DOE does not consider the lack of interest on the part of the generators for co-locating a
disposal facility at the point of generation to be an indicator of a lack of disposal facility

interest in general. DOE also considers this to be true irrespective of when the waste will be

generated.

As part of this EtS process, DOE solicited technical capability statements from commercial

vendors that might be interested in constructing and operating a GTCC waste disposal facility.

Although several commercial vendors expressed interest, no vendors provided specific
information on disposal locations and methods that could have been analyzed in the EtS.
Hence, this option was analyzed generically.

T41-3 Stopping the generation of nuclear waste is outside the scope of the GTCC EIS, the scope of

which is to evaluate disposal alternatives to enable the selection of a safe alternative or

alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes. The GTCC EIS evaluates

the potential environmental impacts of the proposed disposal alternatives for GTCC LLRW

and GTCC-like wastes. Based on the evaluation, DOE has determined that there are safe and

secure alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes. The GTCC EIS

provides information that supports this determination, and, as discussed in Section 1.1, Purpose

and Need for Agency Action, DOE is responsible for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and

GTCC-Iike wastes.

T41-4 DOE agrees that the willingness of the host community is an important factor when selecting

the preferred alternative. The State of New Mexico has indicated a willingness to accept GTCC

LLRW and GTCC-like wastes for disposal at WtPP. Twenty-eight New Mexico State Senators

signed a proclamation made in the 50th Legislature, First Session, 2011, stating: "Be it

resolved that we, the undersigned, support the opportunity for other potential missions in

southeast New Mexico to adequately address the disposal of defense high-level waste,

commercial high-level waste, Greater Than Class C LLRW and surplus plutonium waste, as

well as the interim storage of, spent nuclear fujel." In response to the Draft GTCC EIS, David

Martin, Secretary of the New Mexico Environment Department, sent a letter to DOE on June

27, 2011, stating that "the Department encourages DOE to support the WIPP or WIPP Vicinity

proposed locations as the preferred alternatives addressed in the Draft EIS. The geologic
repository is the favored alternative being more effective for the enduring time frames for this

waste type." In addition, the Governor of New Mexico, in a letter to DOE Secretary Steven

Chu on September 1, 2011, stated that the State of New Mexico encourages DOE to support

the proposed location of WIPP as the preferred alternative for the disposal of GTCC LLRW

and GTCC-Iike wastes.

13 And if they don't want the stuff themselves

N
14 and they still haven't produced a lot of it, it would

15 iseke sense to ma that they not go aheadl although I

16 understand that's not part of your charge here, but I

17 do think that public opposition or public enthusiasm

18 for helping with this problem should play a big part in

19 it.

T41-2

T41-3

T4 1-4

20 There should be a willing host for this

21 stUff. And if there's not, you hsven't made the case

22 well enough or people don't understand it well enough

23 or they're just opposing whet's going on.

24 Thank you.
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Nevada Site Specific Advisory~a

Abwe m t~*4

*Su-eteq4Pv

UIOewti.g

Ue•t OI.warr • p

June 9. 2011

Oreater-ThnCls C Low-Level Rad~oacie Waste EIS
Office of Tech-nical and Regulatory Support (EM-43)

1000o Independene Avenue. SW,
Washington, DC 20585-.0119

The Nevada Site Spcii Advisory Board (NSSAB) appointed a aub~oorunttee
to reviewe the Gkreater Than Class C Drafl (GTCC) Enmlrorenana tropect
Statement (EIS). The NSSAB Is submttn the follwn format comments to
the Department of Energy (DOE) for consideration. Comments are focused on
Nevada Nainl• Seurit Sie relate toi and broa regulaor iae•
Expanded information on each comn can be foun In the enclosed
Appendti.

1. The Draft TOC Sl8 dose not nd epreferred alteratie. This
severely limit the scope of the potental commnts that mighi be
recaived

2. The 6TCC E10 Scoplng Herig ware based on an aesumption that the

Dismssa of the Yucca Mountain reoitr opio feromcn derat~n in
the Draft GTCC EI$ invalidate the scoping process, which ehould be
redne.

3. GTCC waste is detlned an~d regulated by the Nuclear Regulatory
Commiss~on (NRC). It ia not clea the NRC wal ecoept the near awlace
d•pslx alenae (L.,tenches or vault). The DOE should lormally
eng age the NRC In a rulerelting on this matter before reomndin to
Congess a path forwar that he NRC ulkael a notr support

4. The Draf 58 ssumes that the efcIv ife of the ntuder bsrres wII
be 500 years; 6TCC weste le stable; and the maslnurn cocnrto of
radionuctides at the end of the 500 year period wI beats la vet that
does not pose an uncepdl hazard to an Inruer or to publi health
and safety. The 515 contains no aupport'ng documentation to eupport
these aesmtin andl therefore the Various disposal optins cannot be

5. The Draft 67CC 515 suffers from a lack of peraetv of the dlftfult o1
licenin a faclhy that had oriial addresed t0 Code o1 Federal
Reuain (CFR) Part eQ or 63 requrements.• Ucna by the NRC
would be done In an administrative hearing, which is a mudh more
:ontentios and riorus undertakin than an EPA permit proces.

6. Insufficlert Irnformation is presented thtat would alow local communtiesl
to unestn how the prtce transport~ato routs woud intpct
those conante. (fThi is a pa•:rtiual aeelv isse ic the Nevada
National Security Site INNSSI due to the existn large amount of
radiactive waate transported throuh the ,are).

IL96-!I

SL96--3

IL96-.4

IL96-5

L96-1 A preferred alternative is not required to be included in a Draft EIS. The Council on
Environmental Quality regulations in 40 CFR 1502.14(e) specify' that the section on
alternatives in an EIS shall identify, the agency's preferred alternative or alternatives, if one or
more exists, in the Draft ElS and identifyi such alternative(s) in the Final EIS unless another
law prohibits the expression of such a preference; that is, a preferred alternative shall be
identified in the Draft EIS if one exists. If no preferred alternative has been identified at the
Draft EIS stage, a preferred alternative need not be included. By the time the Final EIS is filed,
40 CFR 1502.14(e) presumes the existence of a preferred alternative and requires its
identification in the Final ETS unless another law prohibits the expression of such a preference.

DOE did not have a preferred alternative at the time of issuance of the Draft EIS because of the
complex nature of the proposed action and the potential implications for disposal of GTCC
LLRW and GTCC-like wastes. To seek public input on how to identify, a preferred alternative
for inclusion in the Final EIS, the Draft EIS presented considerations for developing a
preferred alternative in the Summary (in Section S.6) and in Section 2.9. As required by
40 CFR 1502.14(e), the Final EIS contains a preferred alternative for the disposal of GTCC
LLRW and GTCC-like wastes (see Section 2.10). In developing the preferred alternative, DOE
took into consideration public comments on the Draft EIS, public EIS scoping comments, and
other factors identified in Sections S.6 and 2.9 of the EIS.

The publication by the EPA of a NOA of the Final EIS in the Federal Register initiated a 30-
day public availability or "waiting" period. While the availability period is not a formal public
comment period, the public can comment on the Final EIS, including the preferred alternative,
prior to final agency action. Comments received will be addressed by DOE in a ROD. As
required by the Energy Policy Act of 2005, DOE must submit a Report to Congress that
includes the alternatives considered in the EIS and await Congressional action before making a
final decision regarding which alternative(s) to implement. The Report to Congress will be
made available to the public on the GTCC EIS website (http://www.gtcceis.anl.gov/).

L96-2 The EIS considered the range of reasonable alternatives for disposal of the inventory of GTCC
LLRW and GTCC-like wastes identified for inclusion in these analyses. The Secretary of
Energy determined that a permanent repository for high-level waste and spent nuclear fuel at
Yucca Mountain, Nevada, is not a workable option and will not be developed. Therefore, DOE
concluded that co-disposal at a Yucca Mountain repository is not a reasonable alternative and
has eliminated it from evaluation in this EIS, as described in Section 2.6 of the EIS. DOE has
included analysis of generic commercial facilities in the event that a facility could become
available in the future. In that case, before making a decision to use a commercial facility,
DOE would conduct further NEPA reviews, as appropriate.

L96-3 The NRC served as a commenting agency on the GTCC EIS and therefore did not actively
participate in the preparation of the GTCC EIS. Issues associated with potential regulatory
changes or NRC licensing would be addressed as necessary to enable implementation.

L96-4 DOE believes that 500 years is a realistic time period for the longevity of the types of
engineering barriers assumed in the analyses. DOE believes the approach and the assumptions
used in the EIS are reasonable for performing the comparative analysis of alternatives required
by NEPA. For example, the assumption of a 20% natural background infiltration rate after
500 years was based on a study at SRS (Phifer et al. 2007) that indicated that after
10,000 years, the closure cap at the F-area would still shed about 80% of the cumulative
precipitation falling on it, with an effectiveness that would be greater before 10,000 years, then
decrease very slowly after 10,000 years. The approach used in the EIS is more conservative
than indicated by this study.

L96-5 Comment noted. DOE understands that there are differences between the potential licensing
and/or permitting processes.

~32 ~'.'sr way. W3 sot. Mont, Lao V.~i. rev terre
ole.r 7~.e$?.seaa . ra.~ rst.zsv.sree

L.,vat NtoAS*ro.d*r5w * Webose If w~ Pre~ Ifltw/.ow.oo..n.oer.swMttss



Nevada Site Specific Advisory Board, Commenter ID No. L96 (cont'd) L96-6 As stated in Section C.9.4. 1.1 of the EIS on route selection, many of the GTCC LLRW and
GTCC-like wastes considered in the EIS would meet the definition of a highway route HRCQ

(49 CFR 173.403). However, as noted in the discussion, states and Native American tribes
have the opportunity to designate "preferred routes" to replace or supplement the interstate

highway system. For those wastes not specifically designated as HRCQ, the selection of a

route is left to the carrier, but in the case of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes, additional

consultation with transportation stakeholders would occur.

",
",.

Greater-Thsn-Class C Low-Level Radloactlve Waste EIS
June 9, 2011
Page 2

7. ThO Draft GTCC EtS also does not Include Informatilon about how shppn containers wokld
be 'certified.' it would be approprdate to address sudh requiremnts in the EIS. (This Is also a
particutady sernsitive issue for comrmunti~es near the NNSS.)

8. The metthodology for midtigation of human Intrusion des~crbed in the Draft OTCC EIS Is riot
consitent with existing requirements for geologic di•sposal. Both EPA anid NRC reguistlons
specify th~at an inrso must be modeled as ocurn and causing radioact~ie material to
reach grunwter resources. (This point could wri strongly In favor of the NNSS as the

-~re dipoa sie).
9. The Draft GTCC E.IS does not adequately address he potential Impaicts to historic artifacts or

hiotoica eources.

10. The Drf GTCC EIS does not adequately r~eprset the dittlultles •tht wf arise in attemptng
to moti the WtPP Land Wlth-frawe Act to allow nearl tity, Itines as much tota raiatvt
as is curreitty atlowed by the law. The ES does not convey the difcltes inernt in
reu•tn Congress to modtty both the WIPP Lan Witdaa Act sad the Nulear Waste

ii. The perfonnance assessmenmts decie in the Draft OTOC Envirnena Impact Statement
are deiin because they/assume tht the facitty characteris~s to which performane is
most sensitive wtl be met, rather than dem-onstrating that they can be met. For exaanple, the
Draft I3TCC EIS does not recons that removal of the sheet ptiIng folwn trench disosl
will creat a pathway for water to contact wastes, raidly.

12. The Draft GTCC EIS does not present defi~ntve argumnents demonsrtn tha a near surface

cover could meet the expected performance required for GTCC waste disposal.

13. On Pag•e 5-65 the conclusio•n presented in the paragraph "As the dltsnc woutd inrase trom
1(10 rn (330 ft) to 500r ( 1,6•00ft), the ma~ximu~m arnnual radiation dose would increase by moe
than 70%" is Incorrect anxi is Inconssent with the argument presented.

14. The arglumet that a rleducton In dose wouldd occur with diteo beas of a~ddllotatl iflition
of radlonuctde concentratons In gronwae is not consistent with the EPA'S concept of
ftRasonably Masimaily Etrpse Ind~vdal' used as the receptor in current repository

regulation& (T'his argrsent isalsJo essetially irreevan to near suraaoe dipsl at th NNSS
since groundwater at that site is very deep and surface water does not rec th grudae).

15. Thr are nueru deep boreholas existing on th NNSS as part 01 the Test Readiness,-
Program (eventual rme I ulo ear weapons testing). These boreholes should be cosdee
for dipoa Of GTCC wastes.

The NSSAB thanks you for the opportunity to comnment on this Dra~ft GTCC EtS. We hope that our
conrrnmes wif be beneficial to DOE as you mOve forward in addressing the problem of hat to do wit
I3TCC wastes.

Watter F. Weir

Atahet(Appendix 1•)

cc: M. Nkiesn, DO/H (EM-13) FORS
C. Alexander Bre~nnan, DOE/HO tEM*13) FORS
A. Clerk, DOE/HO (EM.13) FORS
K. Sntyder, PSO, NNSA,/NSO, Las Vegas, NV
C. Loclowood, PSG3, NNSA/hNSO, Las Vegas, NV
D. Rupp, NREI, Las Vegas, NV
NSSAS Members and Liison

iL96-7

SL96-$

SL96-9O

[L96-t10

SL96-11

SL96-12

L96-14

SL96-15

DOE/NNSA analyzed various radioactive waste shipping routes through and around
metropolitan Las Vegas, Nevada, in the Draft NNSS SWEIS. DOE/NNSA continued
discussions with the State of Nevada on routing options throughout the preparation of the Final
NNSS SWEIS. After taking into consideration the comments and concerns expressed by State,
county, and local government officials and the public in general during the review and

comment period for the Draft NNSS SWEIS, DOE/NNSA decided to maintain the current
highway routing restrictions for shipments of low-level radioactive waste (LLW) and mixed-

low level radioactive waste (MLLW), as described in the Waste Acceptance Criteria (WAC)

for the site. DOE/NNSA explained this decision in the Final NNSS SWEIS. The unchanged
WAC restrictions are to avoid (1) crossing the Colorado River near Hoover Dam and (2) the

greater metropolitan Las Vegas interstate system. DOE/NNSA is not considering, nor is it

making, changes to the NNSS WAC with regard to routing.

Such decisions are developed in accordance with NNSA's standard practices (which include

consultation with the State of Nevada) and, when finalized, become publicly available through
publication on NNSS's website.

Once an altemnative is selected in a ROD for this EIS, implementation will include, as needed
and appropriate, NEPA reviews and other analysis (e.g., transportation).

L96-7 The specific waste forms and packages used to dispose of GTCC LLRW and G3TCC-Iike

wastes would be determined in the fuiture as part of the waste acceptance criteria and packaging
requirements developed. See the discussion in Section B.5 and C.9.4.2 of the EIS for more

information on packaging requirements. All GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes would be

packaged and transported in accordance with all applicable federal and state requirements, and

waste disposal activities would be conducted in accordance with appropriate requirements.

L96-8 On the basis of the depth of waste disposal, DOE believes that the only reasonable potential for

intrusion is from a future drilling event, such as drilling for a well. The likelihood of
inadvertent intrusion from a drilling event would be very low for a GTCC waste trench

disposal facility because of (l) the narrow width of the trench, (2) the use of intruder barriers,
(3) the remoteness of the sites, (4) DOE's commitment to long-term institutional control,
(5) site conditions such as the general lack of easily accessible resources and the great depth to

groundwater, and (6) waste form stability. On the basis of these considerations, DOE did not

include a quantitative analysis of inadvertent human intruder in the EIS. Further evaluations
would be conducted in site-specific NEPA reviews in the future as needed.

Potential inadvertent human intrusion into WIPP is addressed in the documentation (WIPP
Performance Assessment) supporting its current operations. Inclusion of GTCC LLRW and

GTCC-like wastes with the wastes already planned for disposal in this repository would not be

expected to change the results associated with this hypothetical intrusion event.

L96-9 The EIS addresses NNSS ecological resources in Section 9.1.5 and cultural resources in
Section 9.1.10. Site-specific NEPA reviews would be conducted as needed.

L96-10 DOE recognizes the potential challenges associated with the legislative changes that would be

necessary to dispose of GTCC and GTCC-like wastes at WIPP.
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Appendix 1

Nevada Site Specific Advisory Board Expanded Comments to the
Greater Then Class C (OTCC) Draft Enviomna heo Statement (EIS)

June 2011

1. The Dtraft GTCC EIS dOea not Inchude a prfre altenative, Thia severelyIlmtao the
acope of the polentlal comments that might be receiedl.

8ec~ausa the Draft OTCC EIS does not Include a pr~eferr alentv, it sevrey liit th
scope of the potenia comments that migh e receive. Typically, an Enlanna tmpcl
Statement would address roult~,pe alentv aprace loran appliation at a apache site
Orpehap multiple sites for a apedi I application. The GTCC EIS adeassee twelve'
potentia sites wit three pxtentia disposal methods, Because the different categories of
waste might not be suitable for each of the portetal disoosal methods, the numbter of
alternative.s may be even greate. This deiso matrix is far too wside to analy'ze properly.

We understan that the Coundt on Enomna Qualif (CEO) regitaions can be read to
mean thati f the agenc'y has a preferred altemnative at the Draft EIS stage, tht alentv
must be labeled or Identitled as such in the Draft EiS, or If the responwible lederal officia in
fact has no pr-efered attnative at the Dr'aft EIS stage, a preferre alternative need not be
Idente there. Nonetheless, withou an Indication of how the DOE Intends to proceed, or
meannful inormtin to stow discderntln among the options, the pubic cannot be
expected to geerat meaninfu commen

II is thus Imperative tht• the public be given a chance to comment on a preferred alternative.

the "FtnW FEnvionmental Impc Staeernt, and for those con.neni to be addressed by

L96-11I The EIS analyses are based on conceptual engineering information and necessitated the use of
a number of simplifying assumptions. This approach is consistent with NEPA, which requires
such analyses to be made early in the decision-making process. The various land disposal
conceptual designs were assumed to be constructed and operated in a comparable manner at
each of the various sites. Information on the conceptual engineering designs for the three
proposed land disposal methods is provided in Section D.3 of Appendix D in the EIS. By using
the same conceptual designs at all of the sites evaluated in the GTCC EIS, except for cases
where a design did not apply (e.g., an intermediate-depth borehole at a site with shallow
groundwater), the potential impacts (e.g., radionuclides reaching the groundwater) at the
different environmental settings could be readily compared.

In performing these evaluations, a number of engineering measures were included in the
conceptual facility designs to minimize the likelihood of contaminant migration from the
disposal units. No facility design can guarantee that radionuclide migration from the facility
would not occur over and beyond a 10,000-year time period. It was assumed that these
measures would perform similarly for all conceptual designs, remaining intact for 500 years
after the disposal facility closed. After 500 years, the barriers would gradually fail. To account
for these engineered features in the modeling calculations, it was assumed that the water
infiltration to the top of the waste disposal area would be zero for the first 500 years and then
20% of the natural rate for the area for the remainder of the time period (through 10,000 years).
A water infiltration rate of 20% of the natural rate for the area was only used for the disposal
area; the natural background infiltration rate was used at the perimeter of the waste disposal
units. Again, this approach enables a comparative evaluation of the influence that site-specific
environmental factors would have on the potential migration of radionuclides from the disposal
facilities and the potential impacts on human health. It should be emphasized that project- and
site-specific engineering factors would be incorporated into the actual facility designs of the
site or sites selected in a ROD to dispose of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes.

DOE recognizes that modeling potential releases of radionuclides from the conceptual disposal
sites far into the future approximates what might actually occur. Sufficient detail was included
in these designs for use in the EIS analyses, consistent with the current stage of this process.
Some of the input values may change in the future and could result in higher impacts (such as
from increased precipitation at some sites due to climate change), while others could result in
lower impacts (due to decreased precipitation).

DOE believes that 500 years is a realistic time period for the longevity of the types of
engineering barriers assumed in the analyses. DOE believes the approach and the assumptions
used in the EIS are reasonable for performing the comparative analysis of alternatives required
by NEPA. For example, the assumption of a 20% natural background infiltration rate after
500 years was based on a study at SRS that indicated that after 10,000 years, the closure cap at
the F-area would still shed about 8O0°, of the cumulative precipitation falling on it, with an
effectiveness that would be greater before 10,000 years, then decrease very slowly after
10,000 years. The approach used in the EIS is more conservative than indicated by this study.

Estimated radiation doses and LCFs were calculated for each site and disposal concept for
10,000 years, and if the peak impact did not occur during this time frame, the analysis was
extended out to 100,000 years. DOE believes that the assumptions made to support the long-
term modeling calculations for the groundwater pathway arc reasonable and enable a
comparative evaluation of the impacts between alternatives. The results of the evaluation
presented in the EIS are sufficient to inform the selection of sites and methods for disposal.
Site-specific NEPA reviews would be conducted as needed.



Nevada Site Specific Advisory Board, Commenter ID No. L96 (cont'd) L96-12 While 10 CFR Part 61 identifies one NRC-approved method for GTCC LLRW disposal
(disposal in a geologic repository), these regulations also indicate that other disposal methods

could be approved. The GTCC EIS evaluates three land disposal methods (i.e., enhanced near-

surface trench, intermediate-depth borehole, and above-grade vault). The GTCC EIS

evaluation indicates that land disposal methods employed at sites with suitable characteristics

would be viable and safe alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW.

Past operational experience with these types of disposal facilities at DOE sites has shown that

when properly implemented, they can provide isolation of radioactive waste from the

environment for extended time periods. Past problems that have arisen with each option
provide additional information to improve the design and performance of fu~ture land disposal

facilities. Issues related to performance over time would be analyzed in a project-specific

analysis to address technical and long-term concerns.

2~The oGrCC EIS Scoaing Hearings were based on an sesumpton that the Yuca•
Mountain Boonr,. appicloaton would be submitted by June 2000. 0smlssal of the
Yucca Mountain repository option from conalderstlon In the Draft GTCC ElS

Iflva~lldtea the sCOain prces which shold tie rodorie.

.Scong hearng wars hold in 2007. a poinlt In tnts• whore tho Department of Enrg
tDOE) had pubt•cally announced 1tat subrtialtt of the Ucense sirptclon for the yucc
Mouni~in repository would tuke placo loes than• one year latder Wlihthi D raft EtS, the
DOIE etcluded the potential Yucca Mountai repository from c •aorto as a GTGC

waste dispoos opton. There carl be litle doutfIPt that ma oping comntr wore
aware of the Yucca Monti reosioro progam., arnd the act that it E.Is had
considered the disposal of 01CC wastes, 10 CPR 81 .55(t)(2)tlv states: p• the
absence of specifi reuaer in this part, such waste m.st be disposed ot in a
geoA~girepofcd dethr in par 80 0 of Uri dsplerw lesepraosat, A
dipoa/ of such wast Ins disposa/ sti fcensedrsufat to tliar are • ewdb
the Cmtac Reoal t ma cOty repoltlory to ever address 10 CFR part 60 cr10
CFA Part 63 regulatbon from cosdrto, especiall since there are lawsuits

Mountain program, and the Secretary has testified that ti dfrcted by the Courts ho wit

execute ma programn, has a signicent negative Ivipact on thi Draft GTCC EIS. As the
scoping hearings could not harie aidiclpated or foremen mae current alutln the Draft
(STCC EIS cann~ot be reposve to public perapactes on• this important issue. Scoping
should ho redone If Yucca Mountain is no•t to ho considered.

S.TC1C waste Is defined and regulated by the Nuclear Rtegulatory Commlssion
(NRC). It Is not clear the NRC wIll accept the neer atrhace dipoa alternatives
(I.e., trenches or vaults). The DOE should formally engage the NRC In a
niemaldng on this matter before recommending to Congress a path forward that

the NRC ultimately may not support.

The Draeft OTOC EIS Iti written from a poaorv that the tw relatively near surfce
alteratives. namoly, french or vault burial, w•l ho accepable to mae NRCO. To the
contraP., the NRC regulations at 10 CFR Part 61 euggeat otherwIse. in 10 OFR 61.7(a)

(5) NRC note. that; IThids waste Is diltpoaed of et a greater dtepin than the othe classes
of waste so that susequent surfae aetvites bya hm erd•wi#notdaur the waste.

....Waste with •nefaror abos, these itil is generaly uncspai for near-

surface disposa Further, it notes tht.t (Tee may b~e some intane where wast*e
wit concentra8fons greateta penrile for Grass C wot*Ibe acceptabi tot near.

surtees risposaf with .soecislocessng orideslr These wibe evlae one ose-
by case bes& B Is inappropriate to assume that because mae NRC I& wtling to consider,
that mare may be some instances (emphas~s added where wast with conc~entrations
greater thapermitte for Class C would be acceptable for near-surface dispoal with
special processing or design that atl GTCC wastes would meet this exemption. asiaS
done in mae Draf GTOC cia. t0 CFR 61 .55{aX2) (lv) is clear that: ti/n mae abeence of
sp~ecol reqirements in ftts p84r such waste must be dtoseo ol in a geolugc

such waste in a disposal site &ensop.sunrt to this pert are ,ropved by fthe
Comm•ssion. A reommen dation for e preferred disposal method that relies on an
assumption that mae NRC wil find that near" surface disoa for GTCC wastes Is

generall sce tabi ia very precarious positon for mae DOE. ft would seem

Page 2

L96-13

L96-14

The text was corrected. "increase" was changed to "decrease."

There is no argument that a reduction in dose would occur with distance because of additional

dilution of radionuclide concentrations in groundwater. It is merely a statement that dilution is

going to occur down-gradient from where the contamination reaches the groundwater. The

only exposure the hypothetical farmer is expected to receive would be from contaminated
groundwater pumped to the surface for use, therefore, fiurther dilution of the contamination

once it reaches the groundwater is extremely relevant.

L96-1 5 The three land disposal facility conceptual designs (above-grade vault, enhanced near-surface
trench, and intermediate-depth borehole) were selected as being representative of a range of

land disposal configurations (varying degrees of waste consolidation and geometry) that could

be employed for the disposal of the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like waste inventory. As

discussed in Section 1.4.2, each concept has been used to some degree in the United States or

other countries. The same vault, borehole, and trench characteristics were considered for the

disposal sites evaluated in order to compare the performance of each site's natural
hydrological, geological, and meteorological properties relative to contaminant fate and

transport once any engineered barriers would begin to fail.

The conceptual nature of these configurations takes into account the characteristics of all of the

disposal sites for which they were considered, but their designs (e.g., width, depth, cover depth,

reinforced containment) could be altered or enhanced, as necessary, to provide an optimal

solution at a specific location. As an example, the cover depth could be adjusted to ensure that

roots from vegetation would not compromise the top of the engineered barrier. In addition, the

dimensions of the generic land disposal units (e.g., trench - width and depth, borehole -

diameter and depth, vault - width, depth, and height) were selected based on similar existing

facilities, existing equipment and methods for construction, and optimized (maximized waste

volume disposed of for a given disposal unit volume; simple waste handling procedures to

minimize exposure) for the types of waste packages considered. All designs could also

accommodate different disposal packages (existing and proposed) with minor variations in

their dimensions, but the EIS analyses would remain relevant for each option considered.

For example, if borehole disposal at NNSS became a preferred alternative, any capacity in the

existing boreholes would have been considered in follow-up studies. Past operational

experience with these types of disposal facilities at DOE sites has shown that when properly

implemented, they can provide isolation of radioactive waste from the environment for

extended time periods. Past problems that have arisen with each option provide additional
information to improve the design and performance of future land disposal facilities. Issues

related to performance over time would be analyzed in a project-specific analysis to address

technical and long-term concerns.



Nevada Site Specific Advisory Board. Commenter ID No. L96 (cont'd)

approprite for the DOE to formally engage the NRC Ins ut emaldn on this matter
before reomedn to Congrss a path forward that the NRC ultimately may rot
suppo•

4. lb. DraftGOTOC FIS asunmes tet the effective life ofthe Itudrbmnierswiltlbe
500 years; OTCC waste Is stable; and the maiu concentration of
adionucldlesat theo enad of the 500 year period wit. be at a level that does no pos

an unacceptable hazard to an Intruder or to ipubtto health and safety. The HIS
conain no auppottng douenaion to sup~port thee massumptions and
thereore the various disposal oplomo canot be reasonab compared.

The Draft GTCC HIS does not address how the DOS intends to aar• the decision
makers that the selected dlajsplo4Opt•On wiH in fact be allowable under the 10 CFR Partt
61 reureet I ter hnrepoator da oest cp nI selete. ttseemsreasonable
that borehole disstin Cout readil be alloee by the NRC alcuat If sealng
requ*'ements are addressed. Hoevr lilaI not dear how the DOE wa get NRC

HiS doss not demonstrt that the Important 10 CFR Part 81, or Part1 Sor Part 63 fo
that m ,eter.rqukemenis si be met. The Drf GTCC IS asue dtha the eflece
tie of th intrude banters win be 500 years. assumes the maximu~m concentration of
rainete at the and of the 500 year peio w•ll beats level that doenot poe. an
uncepal hazard to en kWinter or public healt and safety, and zsamn~es GTCC
waste wit be stale. A reasonabl compaln among th propsed• opin would
require a meaningful demonstration tha these reurmnts wilt be mat by the options.

5.The Draft OTCC HIS suffers from sac•kK of pespotvs of the difficulty of tIcenslng
a facilty that had orignaly addresse tO0 Coda• of Federat Rlagultons (CMY) Part
60 or 63 requirements Ucenalng by the NRC would be done in en andlnlstatve
hearng, which is a much more contentious and rigorous undertaking than an EPA
pem* proces

Wide lIlak true that the Waste islto Pilot Plant (WIPP) isa repository, it is pennitted
pi:ncdrey under State of New Mexico Resoumce Cosrvto Recovery Act (RCRA)
rqiees.Whle not i~nianloril demeanig tew WIPP pemtn process
experience gained with the yucca Monti prga in pre-Alcenalng interactions with
the NRC sugges~ts thalt icnsn aGOTCC feoli to NRC reposiory or repository
equvln requreets could ba a much more challenging exra than the WIPP
compliance cerlllcfklon process. The WIPP permitting prcs was bated on a

particulary under requirement that could be equilaet to those for a reoltr, woul
be done In an adminitrative hearin. This le a much more rigorous; undrtkig
admitting interveners who are sllowed to submit contentions lo be itgled by the
hearing. These cotnin could chalenge, in court, at of the technical arguments
made by the applicant and suported by the stall,

Page3
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6. lnsuttlOIGtit Intormatlon is presented Ihet would allow local ccnfltunltlea to
understand how the pro~ecied transportation routes would Impact these
communhtlee. (This isa particularly sensitive Issue for the Nevada National
Security She [NNSSJ.)

While It Is liwly that the transportallon rlsit calculations used reasonable assumptions
about shortest transit times anti Interstate hIghwsys~ them Is no racognhticn, icr example.
In Nevada thai alternate routes ikely would be specified. as Is the case Icr icw level
waste shipments cowing today to the Nevada National SecurIty Site. These additional
shIpments. coming through small nail onnanurtiules, wilt add a burden for emergency
response capabtlty that is not addressed In the Graft QTCC EIS. The totlowlng graphics
provIde a synopsIs of the FY 2010 iow.le vet waste trensportallon actMules that already
take place on the anticipated shipping roule&

List atAjpmvad Gerrereisre Shipplee TuIOtt tire 55455 to FYSelti
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Nevada Site Specific Advisory Board. Commenter ID No. L96 (cont'd)

Figur 1 FY 2010 Na~lmieLow-Level and Mizad Lo-Lv Waste aenaral Wranepoetatn Roetts
S • to/fftm the Nevada National Secmlty Sit.
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Nevada Site Specific Advisory Board. Commenter ID No. L96 (cont'd)

7.The Draft GTCC £18 also does not inclrude Information about bow sttlpp•in
conlanars would be "certifed'. I wouldl be approprdate to adrs such
requirements lIn the El18. (This also. pa rticularl senstive istre for communnlles
aroud ic. NNSS%

As the OTOC wate are doomed by the NRC to be auf:mlcery hazardous to requir that
such waste must be disposed ofin a geo&291 ro'te yas• deilnhclt part 60 orBS3 of
th capt•e," rrVsa jrposaL ic dspeaofsudt s waste in a dlsooathite kmn.sed
.PUIrtJuf to tid part are approed by li. Corlef it Is not unreasonable to question
wetheer or not the trnmspotatin cotinr need to be as rob~ust se those required icr
shppn highlve radIoactve waste or spent nuclew fuel. NO I-nfoaio Is provided
abti the shipping contaiers the certifcat•o testng or any ancilay transortaton
req scent petinn 1 escorts notifications, or emergency response requirments.
Such infomiaton would be lnvsluab to dlllerentlste koet arnorg th difirar
potential iocationa under cosdraif

8.The methodlogy fo mntlgation .f human Intnason desctlbed n the lDrat GTCC
£181 no cosst with existing requlruenta for geologic disosl Both EPA
and NRC relgulation s~pecify that en Intlrusion nmust bet modeled se occurring end
causing radloactiv matetisi to reach giroundwate resorces (This, point could
work stonl In favor of the 14188 as the pr'eferre disposll site.)

The Drft• (3TCC EIS elte~s thatli huan Intrusion inps mIght be mitigated by the
waste torm andl pactmitainlnst, u os cotrl, and engineee and natural bar'rier
(e4. groullng end depth cidsoa) All tour disposl methode analyzed in the ElS
Include a cobnto of acome or all these mitigation lestulres. Mitlailon of hura
Intrso Is rot constlentlri with reiquireIments fr gelogic disposal; both EPA an NRC
regulation specify tha an Intrueon must be modeled as occurrin anti causing
raiatv material to be placed In groundwater resources.

8.The Draft ITC-C £18 does not adequately address the potential impact to historic
ertlfact, or biological resources.

Thne Draf S•TOC £18 atisa tha once(s) specifi as(s) is (era) seleced ic futer
consideration, DOEi plans to consult with oither agencies including tem Alvisory Council
on Historic Preservation, the approprit State H•to~ Preservation Officer(s). and
pertvnent Regional Fishen 1Wtdif Servie Offie(s),.i Is t not cdear how the Draft Eib
can be sol to have cosiered and atidesed the assoiaed inpats

10. Thie Draft GTCC £18 does not adequately treat the dlfflculltisa that wllf alrise in
elttemptlng to modify the WlPP Land Wit hdrawal Aol to allow nea, ly thIrty timesi a
much total radtoactivlty sail currtly l• lowed by the laiw. The £18t does not treate
the difflcultIes Inherent In requesting Congress 10 modify both Ihe WIPP Land
Wlthdrlwei Act and the Nuclear Waste Policy Act.

The Dralft I3TCC EIS correctly points out that: the totatl capacity tor disposl• of
Iransuranic (TRU) waste estab•lse under the WIPP Land Withdrawa Act Is I 75,875
mor (8.L2 milon fita). The onslato andl Cooper'ative Ag~reemen with the Stt of New
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Nevada Site Specific Advisory, Board, Commienter ID No. L96 (cont'd)

Mexico (1981) established a tetal Remote Handles capanity of 7,080 rn3 (250,000 lTS),
with the remaining capacity for Contact Handled TRU at 168,500 m

3 
(5.95 million tf•j and

the Land Withdrawal Act tlm~ts the total radioactivity of RH waste to 5.1 mftionl cturies.
For coniparison, the GTOC Low-Level Radioactie Waste (LLRW) and GTCC-h~ke OH
valutme, RH volume, and RH total rad~oactivity are approximately 6,850 mn(235,000 IFt),
5,050 m3 (178,000 ft•), and 157 million curios, repeoclively. On the beesr ot emplaced
and anticipated waste volumes, the disposal of all GTCC LLRW and GTOC-Oke waste at
WIPP would exceed the, tralts for RH volume by nearly a factor of two, and RH total
activity by neerdy a actor of 0. The WIPP LWA (P.L 102-579) i~mits disposal in WIPI'
to derense~generated TRU waste, so modification of the WIPP LWA to authorice
acceptance of non-defense and non-TRU waste, irt.resse the disposal capacity timil for
RH total curesa, and chano]e the Consultat ion sand Cooperative Agreement to auihorice
an increase In the total votume sftall RH TRU wastes Would be requi=red. The Final EIS
and Supplementel EIS (SlotS) for Yucca. Mountain consider the emplacement of all
GTCO wastes; the WIPP EIS does not. Not only would the WIfP LWA need lo be
aendaced. the WIPP EIS mould need to be amended as we3ll

11.The performance aesessmrente described In the Draft 13TCC Snvironmental Impact
Statement are dfeficient because they' assume that the faclitry cheracterslsfts to
whIch performance Is most sensitive will be met, rather than demonstrating that
they can be met, For examople, the Draft GTCC IS closes not recognize that
removal of the sheet piling following trench disposal weill create a pathway for
water to contact wrastes rapldly.

~The performance assessments described In the Draft GTCC Environmental Impact
L• Statement are based on e number of assumptions. The pertormance assessments
C metrod assumed that: a) the engineering measures (e.g., a cover system) would
L remain intact for 500 years ahter the dispOSal facility closed, b) alter 500 years, the

borriers would gradually fail, c) the waler InfIltration rate to the top of the waste disposal
area woud be zero for the first 5110 years and than 20ni of thre natural rate for the area o1
tim remauinder oIfthe period of calculation (10,000 years), and li) the natural background
letftt ration rate was appropriate to use at the perimeter of the waste disposal units. The
performance assessments Ithms are net true indIcators of the differences In performance
among the sites. More Importantly, the sensitivity study performed Indicated that the
results were soesitive to fihe assumpttons. In other words, if the assumptions proved to
be Incorrect, the performance likaly mould be worse. Absent batter Information about the
likely performance of these key parameters, the performance assessments are reduced
to nothing more than assumptions about how. the different silts perform.

12. The Draft 13TCC EIS does not present definitIve argumoents demonst ratIng that a
near surface cover could meet the expected performoance required for GTCO waste
disposal.

The performance assessment resulls indicated that the peak annual done would
increase as the waler infiltrati on rate Increased. This result Is not unexpected because
when wore water entera the waste disposal horizon, wore radionuctdes would be
leached and released tram the disposal facility. The Increase lat!he peak dose Is
spproximaf sty proportional to the increase in the water infiltration rate, and inrtlsates the
needlersa ver'y effective cover to minimise the amount ot Infiltratlng waler that could
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Nevada Site Specific Advisory Board. Commenter ID No. L96 (cant'd)

contact the GTCC wastes. This Is an Impuerlnt reason for the NRC position that GTCOwastes require greater disposal dspths than taw-level wzastes. Rather than basing the
potential selection of a dispossi option on en assumaed performance of a near surface
design, the decision maker ought to be presented with a definitive argument
demonstrating that a near surface cover could meet thre expected performance required
for this class of wastes.

13. On Page 5.65 the conclusion presented tn that paragraph [As the distance Would
increase from 100 ra (330 fi) to 500 ra (1,600 fI), the maximum annual radiation
dose would Increase by more than 70%] Ia Incorrect and Ia Inconsistent with tihe
argument presented.

14. The argumaent that a r~eduction In dose would occur with dlistace because of
addititonal dilution ot radionuctide concenitratlons In groundwater Is not consistent
wtih the EPA's concept of "Reasonably Maximally Exposed IndIvidual" used as
the roeceptor In current repository reguiations. (This argument Is also essentiatly
Irrelevant to near surlace dispoast at the NNSS since groundwater at that site Is
very deep end surface water does not reach the groundw,,ater.)

Page 5-65 states that the radiation dose incurred by the hypothelical resident farmer
would decrease with increasing esposure distance, as would be expected. The Draft
GTCC EIS argues that reduction woutdl occur because additional dilution of redtonuciide •
cocentrations in groundwater wouid rusult from the additional tr~ansport distance toward
the tocet ion of thle off-site weti. The diuluion with additionaal distance may not beeas
effective as assumed for two measons. First, the Reason~ably Mauimatty Expoeed
Indvida,'dl concept of the EPA and NRC repository regulations requires con'sh~deration of
sil e1 the redenctdoue In a representative votume. Thin construct doses not tend ilseil to
an argument that ditution with distance decreases dose (see, for asarnple, the Yucca
Mountain SEIS]. Also, the diiution with distance argument is predicated onesn
essumption of homogeneous porous media fiow. There are enough technicsi papers en
contemnment flew arguing against the precticalily of this ideal construct to warrantd a more
sophisticated analysi.s in the DOmit GTCC MIS. The performance assessments which are
based on assumed k•s, also OVertook another very Important consdecration. Under the
osidizing conditions likely for relativeiy near surface disposai, cotilods could form and
enhance the transport of certain nuctides at plutondum.

15. There are numerous deep boreholes existing on the, NNSS as pert of the Test
Readiness Program (eventual use for nuclear weapons testing). These boerholes
shouid be Considered for disposal of GTCC wastes.
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New Mexico Environment Department, Commenter ID No. L295

SsANAa MARTIN5Z

SONA Alo tt

NEW MIEXICO
ENVIRONMENT DEPARTMENT

Office of the Secretary

Iluaold Ru~st~es Buidlein
l 190 Santa F9unvis Drive (51505)

P.O, Bne 5469, Santa Er, NM}, $7552
Phase: (505) 527-2555 Fax: (505) 521.2936

'SWww.flmWn.sltstep,nmu
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L295-1 The mixed radioactive and hazardous waste in the GTCC LLRW and GTCC like waste
inventory is estimated to be about 170 m3 (6,000 It) for Group 1 of the GTCC LLRW and
GTCC-Iike waste inventory. An estimate for Group 2 is not available at this time. Available
information about the mixed waste in the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike waste inventory
indicates that most of it is characteristic hazardous waste as regulated under the Resource
Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA); therefore, for the land disposal methods evaluated in
this EIS, it is assumed that the generators will treat the waste to render it nonhazardous under
federal and state laws and requirements. Based on DOE's current understanding, GTCC waste
that is characteristic can be rendered non-hazardous. If the waste is cannot be rendered non-
hazardous, DOE agrees with NMED that a RCRA permit would be required. WIPP, however,
can accept defense-generated TRU mixed waste as provided in the WIPP LWA as amended
(P.L. 102-579 as amended by P.L. 104-201).

DOE acknowledges the TRU waste disposal limitations for WIPP specified in the WIPP LWA
as amended (P.L. 102-579 as amended by P.L. 104-201) and in the Agreement for Consultation
and Cooperation between Department of Energy and the State of New Mexico for the Waste
Isolation Pilot Plant. Information on these limitations is provided in this EIS (see Section 4.1.1)
and was considered in developing the preferred alternative. Based on the GTCC EIS
evaluation, disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes at WIPP would result in minimal
environmental impacts for all resource areas evaluated, including human health and
transportation. Both the annual dose and the latent cancer fatality (LCF) risk would be zero
because there would be no releases to the accessible environment and therefore no radiation
doses and LCFs during the first 10,000 years following closure of the WIIPP repository. DOE
recognizes that the use of WJPP for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes
would require legislative changes and site-specific NEPA reviews would be conducted as
needed, including further characterization of the waste (e.g., radionuclide inventory and heat
loads), as well as the proposed packaging for disposal.

Go

JutmS 27, 2011

Arnold M. Edelman, ISIS Document Manager
Office of Environmental Management
US Department of Energy
Cloverleaf Peitding, HM-43
1000 independence Ave., SW
Washington, D020585, • . .. ::•,,,>:j?, ,,. •.

RE:' COMMENTS ON THRDDtA•FT •NIRON 1.•TA.IcIr!ACX STATIEMENT?•
• • FOR TIlE DISPOSAL OF GREATER-THtAN;CL,4S$S (GT'CC) LOW-LEVEL.

... RADIOACTIVE WASTE ANID T•cC-LIl~itSySTl•:()dEmiS-G375-DV.....

Dear Mr. Idelman:. •., ,. , , , ,. ,.' ,, ,. ,

Thank you for the opportunity for the New Meaico Environment Department (Department) to
comment on the February 2011 Drat fst hvtrornnentalltnpact Statement for the Biepesaat of
Graenlr-Than-Cless C (G07CC) Low-Levrel Radioactive Waste and G7CC-Like Waste (DOFE/SJS-
037-1)).

The Department commented previously on the GTCCX during the 2.007 EI$r Seoping, We have
reevahuated the couentmat provided, and upon fulrther review the Department supports the efforts
on th~e (YrTC ILow-Lee'gl Radioactive ,W,•~te (LILRW) and CGTTC-lik-c wqaste disposition
considerations that the Department of Energy (DOtS) is conaidering. . .

,The Pepantment has Sthe following comment regarding thut Pratt ESIS. Thu Drf 01S indica'tes
that the volume of mixed waste ls esthuated to he 170 Os in Group t and that insufficient
information exists to eatimate~the yolume of, nixed waste, for Group 2.waste. "thensajority of
Group i. waste is G'}C-lilse waiteard-asallranhotal (4•t i•,GrC•LLRW.•',The~twaulable
infonuation ind~cstes that tito nsrr~txg~a~te i eh~tagteoristc ltar adtsl'• wasthhtl it • egulast,tt
ratder the Resource Conservation and Reccove~k Acti. Thb• jrREl~~ tms ~ 5ts~t eraRdra will
treens the waste and render it ntonhsazardous. The Praft ISIS does not addreas the waste if it cannot
be rendeted nonhazardous. Should any of the GTCC or GTOC-like mixed waste he considered

Proleeilng oar Rnvironn ent, Preaereing the Recite armea
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New Mexico Environment Department, Commenter ID No. L295 (cont'd) L295-2 Based on the GTCC EIS evaluation and WIiPP's operating record, DOE believes that the WIPP
repository would be a safe location for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes,
some of which include long-lived radionuclides. DOE recognizes that the use of WIPP for the
disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes would require modification to existing law.
In addition, it would be necessary to revise the Agreement for Consultation and Cooperation
between Department of Energy and the State of New Mexico for the Waste Isolation Pilot
Plant, the WIPP compliance certification with EPA, and the WIPP Hazardous Waste Facility
Permit.

Mr. Arnold M. Ildeman
June 2"7,2011
Page 2

for potential disposal at any of the proposed sites, a RCRA permit will need to be addressed by
DOE.

Also, as cored in the Draft BIS, WIPP can currently accept defense-generated TRU mixed waste
as allowed under the 1992 WIIPP Land Withdrawal Act (LWA). WIlPP is not currently allowed
to aecept non-defense related waste. If WIPP or the WIPP Vicinity is considered fee receiving
the GTCC and GTCC-Iike waste the LWA will aecordlingly need to be arnended to address tile
expanded types of waste WIPP ceo receive.

The Department enconnrages the DOE• to support the WIPP or WIPP Vicinity proposed locations
as rthe preferred alternatives addreased in thre Draft BIS. The geologic repository is the favored
alternative being moer effective for the enduring time flanmes for this waste type.

New Mesico looks forward to workring wvith DOE in adslrcsang this important lasse

Sincerely,

Dave Martin
Cabinet Secretary

cc: R. Sotornon, Deputy Secretary
J. Davis. NMED R•PD
John Kieling, NMED, MVWB
Dr. Inex Tetay, DO., EM

L295-1
(Cont.)

L295-2

Go
Go



New Mexico State University. Carlsbad. Commenter ID No. T31

1

2

3

4 HR. BROWN: Thank you.

5 Russell Hardy is neyt, end than Horhert Ramp•.

OHR. HARDY: Good evening. Vtm Russell Hardy,

7 President of the Hew Nexico State University in Carlsbad.

6 It is a twn-year campus of the New Mexico State University

9 system.

i9 Nany people have spoken of the safety and the

11 science of storing Greater-Tham-Class-C waste at the waste

12 isolation site. What I want to talk about tonight is the

.•13 trained workforce that resulted and who helped safely

14 store that Waste, and a large part'of that goes to NeW

15 Hexico State University of Carlsbad, who has been serving

16 the residents of southeast •Jew Mlexico since 1950. We Ware

17 one of the first community colleges in the state.

18 Cur program helped train the initi-al waste

19 han~dlers who worked St WIWS in the late 'SO's, early

20 '90's, and helped lead to the stellar safety record that

21 we see here today. In faot, eany of the hazardous waste

22 handlers I wotk with today got their training at UHMS

23 Carlsbad, and have since gone across the nation and

24 trained other waste handlers in the safe disposal of

25 nuclear waste.



New Mexico State University, Carlsbad, Commenter ID No. T31 (cont'd)

25

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

15

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

The University of Carlsbad is currently poised
and ready to train the future workf orce as it deals with

Greater-than-Class-C waste. To fact, most recently V've

been working with officials from the Department of Energy,

Carlsbad field office with ORS, with LOS Alamos National

Labs, end with Sandia to revamp our waste handling and

health physics associates degree progras~s.

Ne are poised and ready to offer these courses at

the end of the fall 2011, so w4 will have a curriculum in

place to train any new workers that are needed to handle

this waste.

T3 I-1 Based on the GTCC EIS evaluation and WIPP's operating record, DOE believes that the WIPP
repository would be a safe location for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes,
some of which include long-lived radionuclides. DOE recognizes that the use of WIPP for the
disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes would require modification to existing law.
In addition, it would be necessary to revise the Agreement for Consultation and Cooperation
between Department of Energy and the State of New Mexico for the Waste Isolation Pilot
Plant, the WIPP compliance certification with EPA, and the WIPP Hazardous Waste Facility
Permit. For additional information, see Section J.2.2.

The State of New Mexico has indicated a willingness to accept GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like
wastes for disposal at WIPP. Twenty-eight New Mexico State Senators signed a proclamation
made in the Fiftieth Legislature, First Session, 2011, stating: "Be it resolved that we, the
undersigned, support the opportunity for other potential missions in southeast New Mexico to
adequately address the disposal of defense high-level waste, commercial high-level waste,
Greater Than Class C LLRW and surplus plutonium waste, as well as the interim storage of
spent nuclear fuel." In response to the Draft GTCC EIS, Secretary David Martin, Secretary of
the New Mexico Environment Depaittment, sent a letter to DOE on June 27, 2011, stating that
"the Department encourages DOE to support the WIPP or WIPP Vicinity proposed locations as
the preferred alternatives addressed in the Draft EIS. The geologic repository is the favored
altemnative being more effective for the enduring time frames for this waste type." In addition,
the Govemnor of New Mexico, in a letter to DOE Secretary Steven Chu on September 1, 2011,
stated that the State of New Mexico encourages DOE to support the proposed location of WIPP
as the preferred altemnative for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes.

As a life-long reaident of southeast New Mexico,

I fully support the NIPS situ as a long-term disposal aite

for Greater-Then-Class-C waste. Also, in my current role

as chairman of the board of the Carlsbad Chasber of

commerce, I speak on behalf of the board when I say that

we fully understand the role that wrSP plays in our local

co~rumity, and we fully support any change in the

permaitting process that promotes sestainability,

continuation or expansion of the WISP mission.

In my opinion, WISP is the only alternative for

the safe disposal of greater-Then-class-c waste. Thank

you.-

T31-1



New York State Ener•v Research and Development Authority.
Comnmenter ID No. L301

IUYEERD I'.Jw York 5tatu Energyj Rmis~airdi and Dtsvelopmant: Authorltu

Mvr. Arnold Edeisnan
51S Doc~ument Manager
US, Depsrtment of Energy
Cloverlea fBuilding, EM-43
1000 Independenace Avenue, SW
Washington, DC 20585

SUBJECTh NYSIIRDA Comments on Draft Envtr'onmenta( Impact Statement far the Disposal of
Greater-T"ha-Class C (GTCC) Low-Lz•eo Radioactive Waste and GTCC-Like W~aste
(DOIVEIS-0375-D)

The New York State Ener'gy Rese~arch and Development Authority (NYSERI)A) is providing the
attached comments on the Department of Energy's (DOS) Draft Environmental Impact Statement far die
Dispo.sal of Greater-T7han-Class C (GW•C) Low-Level Rodioaaalv Waste and GTC-Lfke Waste
Statement (D)EIS) 2011. NYSERDA respecttfully reequest that 0tese comments be tziken into eanstdcrstion

shen 1DOE revise¢s the document in, prepar'ation of the final EIS for issuance to the public.

If you have any questions regarding the anseched eomments, please contact me• at (716) 942-9960
extension 4900.

Sincerely,

WEST VALLEY? SITE MANAGEMENT PROGRAM

Paul. J, m"bis, Director

ALIaMamd
Attachment ... h
I. NYSERDA Canimestson Draft Euvirds#nsesiral pact tatementfarthe Disposn f Greaser-Than-

Class C (GT(7C) Low.LeveliRaditaaesiv l~aste mid GTCC-Like IWosae ('DOIIIEIS-0375-D)

auO fido 015,, ; Valloy ala¢ • •' York en5  55n,5,1,

A~;5,e8y Mamr#9u n, ft;a 42 ,rsk.55 •0 t~5~~,O d



New York State Enerey Research and Development Authority.
Commenter ID No. L301 (coant'd)

Mesar. Arnold EdelIman
Page 2
June 27, 2011

cc: P. A. Giardles, USEPA (w/art,)
B. C, Bower, DOE-WVDP (wi/ar.)
T. B. Rice, NYSDEIC (w/lart.)
K. I. McConnell, USNRC (ni/att.)
H. Brodo; NYSE.RDA-Albany (wi/at?)
D. A. Mtunc, NYSFERDA-Albany (ni/at?.)
A. L, Mellon, NYiSEDA-WV (ni/at?.).
A. L. Pete.son, NYSERDA-Albany (ni/at?.)
File #60200-0700 (wi/alt?.

PI~ltt anYOZl~jm



New York State Energy ReerhadDvlpetAtoiy
Commenter ID No. L301 (cont'd)

NYSERDA's Conmient on the Draft EIS for the Disposal of (i'rati.Than-Clnrs C (GTCQ) Low-Level
Radlosrsirr WaUe ains GTCC.-Uke Paste (DOE/U IS-)3 754))

*< • x•*• .......... •f• •:,1:,•¸¸¸, ....... ....... , .... ,, , ,,

of GTC Low-Levl iPidiouctive Wast (LLRW,) and GTCC'like waste should be
revijed to 12,5.50 to. Specifically, the Group 2 GTCC LLRW "Other Wass'~ Remote
iHandled (RH) subetgr volume shtould be recalculated to Include the Wett Valley
contraibullona from the NRC-Licensed Diase:al Ares and the State-Licensed Disposal
Area, which tota 2.630 in'. Added to the contrbution front the Molybdenwn-99
Productkes Facilities (390 ni• the total volume for the Oroup 2 GTCC LLRW "Ohr
Waste.RH" should he 3,020 ns , verasts the pr'eviostay repored value of 2,300 ms.

Ths ecio states that "Trrrel cultura reotr include all physical, sstlfactssal, andspiritual aspects for each of the potetial area heing evaluated at Hanford, LANL and
NNqS$." Please clarify why tribal cu~ltural tesoure evaluatloot were not conducted for
the Wast Isolation Pilot Plant (WIP?) and the sursouding loato as well as the
Savannah River aites.

3. Page s-I3, Litre 25 Th. estimated vohuos fur Group 2 wastes is identified as 6,400 rn•. lioe toth
revis~os identified is Comment No. I, (I.e.. the addition of West Valley
costribulotta). the estimated waste volumge for Group 2 OTCC 1±11W "Other Waste-
aRt shumld he revised from 6.400 os' to 7.150 to'.

4." Pag~eS-13, Lirnes35-37 Thrs sec'_tion states that "Current information is insufficiet to allow a reasoable
estimate of the amount of Group 2 waste that could he mixed wase" Although this
ataemont may he accuree for some (hoop 2 mixed was tes, the 2010 Final EIS for
West Valley shousld he used to approximate the WVDP contributon to the mined.
waste volume.

3, Page 5-14, Table S-I Tuble S-I, "Ssrmosse of rouep I and Group 2 GTCC 11KW and GTCC-Like Waste
Package Volumes and Radionuclide Activties" seeds to he revised after the Group 2
OTUC1.1W "Other Waste" RH esbeategory volume is recalculated to include the
Wes t Valley osataibstiosa (an idnie is Comments No. I and 3). The foloin
estimated waste volumes in Table S-I for Group 2 and • Grop and 2 LLRW and

G'TCC-like wat should he roie as Inicated below:

SUnder Group 21±1RW "Other Waste - KRt" - 2,300 tm
5 shoul be revised to

3,020 ms
5

•Under the "Total for Group 2 GTCC LLKW" - 5,000 tm' should he revised to
5,750 ro'

•Under the "Total Group 2" - 6.400 n' should he revised to 7,15$0 tm'

* under the "Groups I sot 2 GTCC LLKW Projerced Total ' 9,700m', shoudd
be revised to 9,S50 mn,

SUnder the "Total Projected (hoops 1Isod 2" - 1 1,000 should be revised to
i 1,450 es'

• Under the "Total Stored andt Projected"- 12,000ro' should be ro~sied to 12350

mt.

This his assumes that "the engtneered omiers (including the cover) would remain
ollbetive the the firm 500 years after clar of the dise, sal facility and that during thin
tie setally no infiltrating water would reach the wastes from the top of the
disposal facility." Furhe, the HIS assumnes that after 500 years, only 20 percent of the
natural infiltration rare reported for cadh site would come ment contact with the wastes
at th top of the disposal (sciltty. Whatmi the beaui for assuming that the engineered
barriers will not fail prior to 500 yeats, and that alter that 300 years, only 20 pereent of

L301-l

L301 -2

L301-3

L301-4

L301-5

L301-6

L301-1 The estimated inventory of 12,000 mn3 includes waste from the West Valley NDA/SDA.
Though not identified in the inventory table, waste from West Valley NDAISDA is reflected in

the inventories listed under Group 2 activated metals, sealed sources, and other waste-remote-
handled/contact-handled. Of the 740 m3 under activated metals, 210m3 is from the NDA and
525m3 is from the SDA; 23 m3 of sealed sources is from the SDA; 1,600 m3 other waste-

contact-handled is from the SDA; and 1,950 m3 other waste-remote-handled included, 1,943
m3 from the NDA and 7.34m3 from the SDA.

Footnotes will be added in the EIS to Table S-I and Table B-I identifying wastes from the

NDA/SDA.

L301-2 DOE solicited input from various sources to identify American Indian tribes that would be
interested in engaging in tribal consultation with DOE on the proposed action discussed in the
GTCC EIS. This engagement began in 2007 at the October State and Tribal Government
Working Group meeting in Snowbird, Utah. As a follow-up to that meeting, DOE, in 2008,
sent out letters to tribal government officials communicating DOE's interest in consulting with
tribal nations on the GTCC EIS. However, no tribal group came forward, and DOE was not
able to identify any interested tribal group affiliated with WIPP or the Savannah River Site.
The approach used to engage American Indian tribes is further described in the EIS under

Section 1.8 on tribal consultation for the GTCC EIS.

L301-3 See response to L301-1.

L301-4 The WVDP EIS did not estimate the amount of Group 2 GTCC waste that could be mixed
waste, only those wastes that would be considered mixed waste without any further break out.

L301-5 See response to L301-1.

L301-6 DOE believes that 500 years is a realistic time period for the longevity of the types of
engineering barriers assumed in the analyses. DOE believes the approach and the assumptions
used in the EIS are reasonable for performing the comparative analysis of alternatives required
by NEPA. For example, as discussed in Section E.2.2 of the EIS, the assumption of a 20%
natural background infiltration rate after 500 years was based on a study at SRS (Phifer et al.
2007) that indicated that after 10,000 years, the closure cap at the F-area would still shed about
80% of the cumulative precipitation falling on it, with an effectiveness that would be greater
before 10,000 years, then decrease very slowly after 10,000 years. The approach used in the

EIS is more conservative than indicated by this study.

6. Page S-51, Lines 28-39
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New York State Energy Research and Development Authority.
Commenter ID No. L301 (cont'd)

NYSItRDA.' Cermaeint on tine Draft MIS3 fonhae Dipea of G~reajeThws-les C (GICC Low-LevelRuieci' Waste end GTCC.Lik West (DOH/E1$•137S-DJ .. "
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facility? Axe these asupin ceasen With fit assmption used en othe DOB

7. Page 5-52. i~nes 30-33 This seto elte "However, heeseci the poas-loasre huia helhctne
pruted n• th e JTC fitS ar tar 10,000 years ce noose and becaue cunrent glohu
climnate change model projection estend only to the year 2100, it t euncentum whether
the indications discoused hera would cootimto for the 1O,000-~year pontelosure pave
anslysudin the (7I•CC £15."

Clarify whether climate chtange model proidtlon wanieore oat unto the 10,000-

yeer pecifnnnece ameessnen perid idenctled in thin itS, if the climate change model
prjcin were used, do this preojeclon extend only theough 21t0 or do they
peoec for the d rao ofth pertiemane as~euson perio (1*.. 10,000-yea pot

amamai period, how in climate chog addreeed Ate th poections alentv
antI jocetion specific? Ho in uncataity in the~c~lmale change estnstesaddeme

__________ thuhZt andm~i teth euainn 10,000-year pefotnoanee asnsnnen peiod?

there•- dat supoing th offecive of ths sectl deng fltaute? If so, it woul
,,,_ __ _ h hnfcllt iceo, t hl4aanoth ef .15.•

L301-7 Section 2.83 of the GTCC EIS addresses climate change. Although the global climate change
impacts are modeled only to the year 2100, these initial indications can be used to provide a
perspective on what impacts global climate change might have on the proposed borehole,
trench, and vault waste disposal facilities at the various reference locations or regions
evaluated in this EIS. On the basis of Karl et al. (2009), it can be said that the maximum
increase or decrease in precipitation under a higher emission scenario would be plus or minus
10%. Under a lower emission scenario, these percentages would be lower, and thus climate
changes would probably not have any significant impacts on GTCC waste disposal operations.
This is because essentially no precipitation changes are expected in humid sites such as SRS.
For sites located in drier areas, such as Hanford, 1NL, LANL, NNSS, and WIPP/WIPP
Vicinity, small changes would be expected. However, because the post-closure human health
estimates presented in this EIS are for 10,000 years or more, and because current global
climate change model projections extend only to the year 2100, it is uncertain whether the
indications discussed here would continue for the 10,000-year post-closure period analyzed in
this EIS.

L301-8 Although construction and operational experiences for the trench alternative appears to be very
specific, the EtS provides a similar level of detail for the other proposed disposal methods
(intermediate depth borehole and above grade vault). The conceptual designs take into account
the issue of inadvertent human intrusion.

The conceptual design for a trench facility is deeper and narrower than it is for conventional
near-surface LLRW disposal facilities in order to minimize the potential for inadvertent human
intrusion during the post-closure period. The waste packages would be placed into the trench
about 5 to 10 m (15 to 30 ft.) bags, and a fine-grained cohesion less fill (sand) would be used to
backfill around the waste containers to fill voids. After the trench was filled with the waste
containers and backfilled, a reinforced concrete layer would be placed over the waste packages
to help mitigate any future inadvertent intrusion. Borehole disposal would entail the
emplacement of waste in boreholes at depths below 30 m (100 if.) but above 300 m (1,000 if.).
Boreholes can vary widely in diameter (from 0.3 to 3.7 m [I to 12 ft.]), and the proximity of
one borehole to another can vary depending on the design of the facility. The spacing of the
boreholes would minimize the potential for intrusion during the post closure period. As with
the trench a reinforced concrete layer would be placed over the waste packages to help mitigate
any future inadvertent intrusion. For the vault, an engineered cover would be used to aid in the
isolation of the waste from the environment over the long term. In addition to the protection
afforded by the vault and its internal backfill, the thickness of the cover would help deter
intrusion by humans.

L301-7

L301-tU3
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Nez Perce Tribal Executive Committee, Commenter ID No. Li LI-I DOE initiated government-to-government consultations with potentially affected American
Indian tribes in a timely manner consistent with DOE Order 144.1 and DOE's NEPA

implementing guidelines. These consultations were done at a time that DOE had compiled and

developed sufficient information for the Draft EIS (including identification of the GTCC

LLRW and GTCC-like waste inventory) to allow for an informed consultation with potentially
affected American Indian tribes. These consultations resulted in some of the tribes providing

narrative text for inclusion in the EIS.

TRIBAL-EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE

Lit

June 29. 2011
#rnol Eddnsan

Office of Technical and Reuatr Support (EM-43)

Wasigo, DC 20585-0119

0375.0).

Door Mr. Edefman:

Encoe orde tl ez his T~ (Tribe) compents an the Draf Envirnena fmpd Statement for
the Dipsla oGreaoe Than Clas CL lo~eeRod fiv/e' Wasip and GTC C-lit Waste, The Trib

Indian Poli? cy I an t ensuing DOE Order 144,. IThe Trabe also recognizes DOE' ef•s man

relatonsip with DOE, the Tribe would hrov preferred earlier Iroveet in the NEPA process an thi

issue. T'he Tribe also sog fomal co~nutat*con with. the agescy pior" to the relasof th 08DE but

DOE. as we understand It, was unblde to honor the Tribe'st request for loisi reaon.to•Nv'lsv mthls,
teTribe espcts tha DOE will formally consul with th~e Net Per~ce Tribal E•evtv Comsmie our

govertng body, prior to the aglenc molg an fina decision an thi impomtont isu ha stnd to
affect Tribal treatyrighis at Hanfonl and In th Cofumbia Basin.

hn our tedirnicol anid policy review of this domi, the Tribe's Envronmental Restoration and Waste

Maaemn (ERWM) division utilized our own Net Perce Hanford End-State 'Asian f'Resohulon NP-

05-411, September 27, 20Db), and It carepodng Hanford Gudac Doumn f{ealtln 05-

411, June 1 0.201f0. to develop aour¢mments about this EIS dauet These policies guide us

conditions for tunretrcted ue...Tribol members, ecological resources, and cultural r'esurc~es should

esalsment of lederol proet or focilite at Hanford In 1942."

DOE considered the input provided by American Indian tribes (as reflected in the tribal
narratives in the EIS) in identi~ing a preferred alternative. Tribal narratives identified several

tribal issues related to NNSS, Hanford, INL, and LANL; however, no affiliated tribes were

identified for the purpose of developing tribal narratives associated with WIPP and SRS.
DOE will formally consult with any potentially affected tribal government prior to making any

final decision on the selection of(an) alternative(s) for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and

GTCC-like wastes. For additional information, see Section J.2.5.

LI1-2 Regarding tribal treaty rights allowing unrestricted access at Hanford, DOE respectfu~lly

disagrees. This EIS presents relevant and essential information important to the evaluation of

potential environmental impacts, consistent with NEPA's primary goal of full disclosure to the
public as well as agency decision-makers. This includes discussion of the history of the

settlement of Hantford and the treaties entered into between tribal nations and the U.S.
Government. There is substantial documentation indicating that the tribes understood at the

time these treaties were signed that the lands were no longer "unclaimed" when they were

claimed for the purposes of the white settlers' activities. DOE is not aware of any judicially
recognized mechanisms that would allow these lands to revert to "unclaimed" status merely

through the process of being acquired by the federal government. The portion of Hanford that

remained in the public domain in 1943, as well as all the acquired lands, were closed to all

access, initially under authority of the War Powers Act and then under authority of the Atomic

Energy Act. It is therefore DOE's position that the Hanford lands are neither "open" nor

"unclaimed." In addition, DOE does not anticipate that the tank farms will be an appropriate
location for American Indian access for use of cultural resources or cultural activities, but it

continues to allow access to the parts of Hantford that are appropriate. DOE has taken, and is

continuing to take, substantial actions to reduce DOE's "footprint" on Hanford. Those efforts

are consistent with the Nez Perce Tribe's goals for restoration and access.
LiI

L1-2



Nez Perce Tribal Executive Committee. Commenter ID No. Li (cont'd)

pr•esen threats to the und,,,,er and ,pclogya HoHlnlord and the Cohimbia Rlvr,, Dase that po
uncetbe health rtr to ou~r TrIba mebs who have accesd and wed th tradiionl areas

and odhirol reeaurc that are inconlslsen vrth the esecseo f Tribal trsty,*neve we in the

The Trie's reomenaio rs tat GTCC waste and GTCC.ltke waste should bedispse of in a
•deep eoo~gic rstn lr and nat he placed at Honford. Attactsd you will find additonal t:ommese
directed tawrd specifi cotn withn the EIS.

Pleas contact ou~r ERWM Dtion•, (208) 843-7375, w•t any qus ,tiosor cocen rean thi
lette and our comments.

Ner Perce Hanofxd End-Sat V~on, I•outo NP.,O541 1, September27, 2005)

Guonc inSpotofte0rPrcT1e0)Stt sa (ealta 0-)Jn

El-3

LI-4

L1-3 See Response L1-2.

LI 1-4 DOE agrees that use of a geologic repository would be a protective and safe method for the
disposal of the entire inventory of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes. The GTCC EI S
evaluation for the WIPP geologic repository alternative supports this statement. However, the
degree of waste isolation provided by a geologic repository may not be necessary for all of the
GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes evaluated in the GTCC EIS. The GTCC EIS evaluation
indicates that certain wastes (e.g., those containing short-lived radionuclides such as Cs-137
irradiators) could be safely disposed of in properly designed land disposal facilities at sites
with suitable characteristics, such as low precipitation rates, high soil distribution coefficients,
and sufficient depths to groundwater. Based on the GTCC EIS evaluation, land disposal
facilities located in arid climates (e.g., NNSS and WIPP Vicinity) would isolate radionuclides
for a sufficient period of time to allow for significant radioactive decay to occur.

While 10 CFR Part 61 identifies one NRC-approved method for GTCC LLRW disposal
(disposal in a geologic repository), these regulations also indicate that other disposal methods
could be approved. The GTCC EIS evaluates three land disposal methods (i.e., enhanced near
surface trench, intermediate-depth borehole, and above-grade vault). The GTCC EIS
evaluation indicates that land disposal methods employed at sites with suitable characteristics
would be viable and safe alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW.



Nez Perce Tribal Executive Committee, Commenter ID No. Li (cont'd)

Generol EIS comments:

I. ,Thu ,S clearly stotesthat DOE wilt mo•r a preferred alternative but iftts not deer in the tent .if
that selection will occur before or oiler the public in',olvement proess is complete. It is our
recomemendation that the document cleorly states that the public will hove on opportunlty to
comment an a preferred alternative otter it hsc been sulected.

2. lThe HexPerce Tribeopposes disposal of any GTCC or GTCC-lilsewasr atfHanford.#
(Guidance in Support ol the Hen Porce Tribe E~nd-S~toe Visions (Resolution 05-411, June 10,
2010,) Pg. 37 Item #12)

3. Th•etS document could be organized better tointroduceathe reader to thedifferent repestiery
types and the proposed site located around the country. It is very diffcult to understand thme
pros and consual the repository ty/pes in relations to the dillfrent site locations. It is serjge=ed
th~at the document be arrangedl by presenting the repository types first writh a summary
presenting the peas end cons of their differences without regard tor site location. Then
introdJuce the reader la the various site loca'-tion s around the country and provide a summary
ol the strengths and weaknesses ol thuir physical environments in relations to the pros and
cons of the repository types. This way it is a more logical prOcess of eupalonleg which storage
factlity wroehs better or' worse with nods: proposed locatIon.

Specific EIS comments:

Pg. 1-42.

Comment: The tleh expectancy of the strectres In lntrrmendiote depth and near-senecas concepts are
assumed to he the some along with the infhltretion rotes. These assumptions owe too generalized and
ore not adequete lee such an important risk calculation. There is no reesonable explanation provided
for usIng such brood assusmptiors In modeling.

The long-terre evaluation in the risk modeling Is 10,0]00 years. Yet the cast of institetiaonl controls
(tC) Is not calculate.d f~or this time frame. Extrapolated cos•t for IC tar 10,000 years s;hould bre shoaws
in order to proleci realiticceost comparisors among altern'atises.

Section 1.6 Trihal Consultations for the GTCC EIS:

Comment: We appreciate the Tribal narralive being used in the Allected Environment sections of thu,
Hanford alternatives. However, the impacts to tribelly important resources were not pr'operly analyzend
with this tribal content. For Instonce, aurnoarttive spoke about the weather extremes averthe post
1 0,000 years with respect to storage typos. We expected that alternatiues would ha analyzed hosed
on post weather conditions to prolect future weather impacts for Hanford proposed repository
methods. Hoewver, the weather projections usned in modeling reflected anneal precipitation and
annual soil infiltration rates as betr',g constant far 10,000 yea•rs. This assumption for 10,00]0 years
gravely urrderestimetes actual weather voriolslity and its real impact on contaminant infiltration to
groundwater. See more detail comment at bottom of following page associated with Pg 6-65.

Pg 2-44 Hanford -Enviranmentol Justice. "f-to impacts to minority people ore eupected.e'

Comment: If Hanford were to be the preferred loatione of GTCC waste, thee its lcat~ion near the
200 area would exclude Trihal future uses for more than 10,000 •eas. It would change the future
potential use to thu exclusion of Tuibas right to usual and accustomed areas. DOt's trust obligation
to tribes tn this area would be compromised for thi•s entire period.

L1-5

LI-6i

Lt-8

SLI-9

LI-IO

LI-5 A preferred alternative is not required to be included in a Draft EIS. The Council on
Environmental Quality regulations in 40 CFR 1502.14(e) specify that the section on
alternatives in an EIS shall identify the agency's preferred alternative or alternatives, if one or
more exists, in the Draft EIS and identify such alternative(s) in the Final EIS unless another
law prohibits the expression of such a preferencc; that is, a preferred alternative shall be
identified in the Draft ELS if one exists. If no preferred alternative has been identified at the
Draft EIS stage, a preferred alternative need not be included. By the time the Final EIS is filed,
40 CFR 1502.14(e) presumes the existence of a preferred alternative and requires its
identification in the Final ETS unless another law prohibits the expression of such a preference.

DOE did not have a preferred alternative at the time of issuance of the Draft EIS because of the
complex nature of the proposed action and the potential implications for disposal of GTCC
LLRW and GTCC-like wastes. To seek public input on how to identify a preferred alternative
for inclusion in the Final EIS, the Draft EIS presented considerations for developing a
preferred alternative in the Summary (in Section S.6) and in Section 2.9. As required by
40 CFR 1502.14(e), the Final EIS contains a preferred alternative for the disposal of GTCC
LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes (see Section 2.10). In developing the preferred alternative, DOE
took into consideration public comments on the Draft EIS, public EIS seoping comments, and
other factors identified in Sections S.6 and 2.9 of the EIS.

The publication by the EPA of a NOA of the Final EIS in the Federal Register initiated a 30-
day public availability or "waiting" period. While the availability period is not a formal public
comment period, the public can comment on the Final EIS, including the preferred alternative,
prior to final agency action. Comments received will be addressed by DOE in a ROD. As
required by the Energy Policy Act of 2005, DOE must submit a Report to Congress that
includes the alternatives considered in the EIS and await Congressional action before making a
final decision regarding which alternative(s) to implement. The Report to Congress will be
made available to the public on the GTCC EIS website (http://www.gtcceis.anl.gov/). For
additional information, see Section J.2.4.

I-'

N

L1-6 The disposal methods and sites evaluated in the EIS represent the range of reasonable
alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes. This range is consistent
with NEPA implementing regulations in Parts 1500-1 508 of Title 40 of the Code of Federal
Regulations (40 CFR Parts 1500-1508). In this GTCC EIS, DOE analyzed a range of disposal
methods (i.e., geologic repository, near-surface trench, intermediate-depth borehole, and
above-grade vault) and federally owned sites (i.e., Hanford Site, INL, LANL, NNSS, SRS, and
the WIPP Vicinity, for which two reference locations - one within and one outside the WIPP
Land Withdrawal Boundary - were considered). DOE has determined that it was reasonable to
analyze these six sites because they currently have operating radioactive waste disposal
facilities, except for the 'WIPP Vicinity, which is near an operating geologic repository.

Final siting of a disposal facility for GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes would involve
further NEPA review as needed and be in accordance with applicable laws and regulations and
would involve local stakeholder involvement and consent.

DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with the State of Washington Department of Ecology) for disposal at
Hanford at least until WTP is operational.

L1-7 Figure 1.10-1 provides an overview of the GTCC EIS Organization. The organization of the
document does provide a description and discussion of the various methods analyzed and then
a discussion of the Federal Sites evaluated for implementation of the various methods. An
overview of the waste inventory is provided in Section 1.4.1. The disposal concepts are
summarized in Section 1.4.2, and the disposal sites are summarized in Section 1.4.3.



Nez Perce Tribal Executive Committee, Commenter ID No. Li (cont'd)

Thu Intent rut environmrental justice regulations Isso thaot federel action does not unfaily€ impact peoror minorilty populations. As an affected Tribe, the Hen Pence Tribe would consider this action to be
exactly the type of Environmental Justice Issue that the regulations were intended to eveluate. In our
opinion, the Itenford alternative would change the future use at the 200 Est Aroea to the exclusion at
treaty protected uses for 10,000 years.

Thu Environmentl[ Justice section needs to provide a more thorough Investigation into whether there
would be on environmentail justice issue with theo resultont tong-tern1 loss of trba access for practicing
treaty rights on "usuat and occustorned' areas at the 200 East Area.

Pg 2-66 2.9.4.1 Huansn Health

Comment: Au stated eadter, them is concern that the modeling of long-terre potential human health
risk trror groundwater contamination is seriously flawed due to the weather assumption being
constant, lhsts does not retleeS the real risk with reasonable weather variations lus•t will likely occur
during a 10,000 year time horizon,

Pg 5.65

Comment: The Infilftrtlon rote used for the first 500 years seems reasonable, but when the cop begins
to fall, it is assumed 0 20% Infiltration rote for the next 9500 years. Itlls pretty well accepted
knroeledgo that once the barrir tells, muech higher infiltration rates coeld occur in the 1500.3000
year peried. A 20% infihltrton rate for remaining 8000-8500 years is also too conservative and not
reaflstic for projecting weather's influence on infilt ration rotes and contaminant risk. The present
modeling of tow precipitation with zero variability for 9500 years creates an unreslisticagly law risk
projection that does not reflect reality of when and how contaminants will move to grouedwater.
Ourtng 950]0 years after structure failure, it should be assumed la the modeling that them wil be
wetter than usuaf occurrences seasonally, annually, over a decode, end even for a century/.

Table 5.3.4-3 and 5.3.4-4 needs to show several other precipiltaton jand infiltration rote) scenarios
after the bottier has toiled.

What happens to dose and risk otter 500-year cop failere if precipitation variations or climete change
creates much welter years, creattng mach greater infiltretian rotes, rat es like 100%, 200% or evn
500% of normal for stngfe year avent, torea decode, and for multiple deco.des ( 50 continuous years)
The EIS nee•ds to show dose roles and risk afte" the 500-y/ear cop failure far these specific Infiltration
rates for the remaining 8500 year evaluation.

It is Important ta understand the change in dose and rislr when large single precipitation evennts or
long sustained climate change could ofler infiltration roles from other than 20% annual ossemption.
tnfiltrition will he influenced by' the large events and snretter years and rnot by assuming on annual
overage will be sustained for 8500 years.

Pg 6.9 Air glualily:

Comment: I-o Information ts presented about radioe-active dust in Chapter 3. The narrative needs so
Illustrate thai air quality testing for radio-active dust occurs, where testing is performed, and the
results.

Please illu~strate this information leao table with locus on ERDI'. Much of the malarial brought In to
Eltol is cntarminated .soils and demolition debris. ERDOF tn regularly shut down due to visibility

ILI-ti

LI-13

Li1-8 The EIS analyses are based on conceptual engineering information and necessitated the use of
a number of simplifying assumptions. This approach is consistent with NEPA, which requires
such analyses to be made early in the decision-making process. The various land disposal
conceptual designs were assumed to be constructed and operated in a comparable manner at
each of the various sites. Information on the conceptual engineering designs for the three
proposed land disposal methods is provided in Section D.3 of Appendix D in the EIS. By using
the same conceptual designs at all of the sites evaluated in the GTCC EIS, except for cases
where a design did not apply (e.g., an intermediate-depth borehole at a site with shallow
groundwater), the potential impacts (e.g., radionuclides reaching the groundwater) at the
different environmental settings could be readily compared.

In performing these evaluations, a number of engineering measures were included in the
conceptual facility designs to minimize the likelihood of contaminant migration from the
disposal units. No facility design can guarantee that radionuclide migration from the facility
would not occur over and beyond a 10,000-year time period. It was assumed that these
measures would perform similarly for all conceptual designs, remaining intact for 500 years
after the disposal facility closed. After 500 years, the barriers would gradually fail. To account
for these engineered features in the modeling calculations, it was assumed that the water
infiltration to the top of the waste disposal area would be zero for the first 500 years and then
20% of the natural rate for the area for the remainder of the time period (through 10,000 years).
A water infiltration rate of 20% of the natural rate for the area was only used for the disposal
area; the natural background infiltration rate was used at the perimeter of the waste disposal
units. Again, this approach enables a comparative evaluation of the influence that site-specific
environmental factors would have on the potential migration of radionuclides from the disposal
facilities and the potential impacts on human health. It should be emphasized that project- and
site-specific engineering factors would be incorporated into the actual facility designs of the
site or sites selected in a ROD to dispose of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes.

DOE recognizes that modeling potential releases of radionuclides from the conceptual disposal
sites far into the future approximates what might actually occur. Sufficient detail was included
in these designs for use in the EIS analyses, consistent with the current stage of this process.
Some of the input values may change in the future and could result in higher impacts (such as
from increased precipitation at some sites due to climate change), while others could result in
lower impacts (due to decreased precipitation).

DOE believes that 500 years is a realistic time period for the longevity of the types of
engineering barriers assumed in the analyses. DOE believes the approach and the assumptions
used in the EIS are reasonable for performing the comparative analysis of alternatives required
by NEPA. For example, as discussed in Section E.2.2, the assumption of a 20% natural
background infiltration rate after 500 years was based on a study at SRS (Phifer at al. 2007)
that indicated that after 10,000 years, the closure cap at the F-area would still shed about 80%
of the cumulative precipitation falling on it, with an effectiveness that would be greater before
1 0,000 years, then decrease very slowly after 10,000 years. The approach used in the EIS is
more conservative than indicated by this study.

Estimated radiation doses and LCFs were calculated for each site and disposal concept for
10,000 years, and if the peak impact did not occur during this time frame, the analysis was
extended out to 100,000 years. DOE believes that the assumptions made to support the long-
term modeling calculations for the groundwater pathway are reasonable and enable a
comparative evaluation of the impacts between alternatives. The results of the evaluation
presented in the EIS are sufficient to inform the selection of sites and methods for disposal.
Site-specific NEPA reviews would be conducted as needed.

t~j

Co



Nez Perce Tribal Executive Committee, Commenter ID No. Li (eont'd) Li1-9

LI-IO
problems from high winds. IT would he valuable to know the ro~dio-astivity of this dust and whether
there is any risk.

P0 6-34 Water Quality

Comment: The tribal narrative placed under the "Wintr Quality' section needs to be moved to tile
•,and Use' section. This narrative is about the Monument designation and its implications on land
twe.

Pg 6-39

Tenarrative states that the 200 east area has groundwate~r t~ravl time of 10.30 years to reach tire
Columbia River due to large volumes ol waste water discharge from rise 1 940s to 1 990s. This
discharge c~reated a groundwater mound that Is di•ssipating. Once. this pressure decfines, the
groundwater flow rate would dedine also.

Comment: The water mowed was intentionally created with ponds placed to the northeast in port to
create a barrier to ground.water tocws that were previously documented to travel due east. T[his mound
changed the direction of groundwater to its present southeast direction. Once this present hydraulic
head dissipater, flow will eupectenhly change to its prior directon, back to traveling due east.

Prior to U-pond and B~po~nd generating tire hydraulic mowed, groundwater flows from the 200 east

area ware documented to reach the ricer due nestlen as short as 6 yuanc. IIW.-80909. Bcown,D.J.
and W.A. Honey. 1964. The movement of contaminated groundwater (rain the 200 areas to the
Columbia River, Geneal Eeteric Co,, itichrand, WA, In other words, once the mound disspates, then
groundwater may shift back to traveling due easl and reach the river much sooner.

Pg 4-40

Comment: The description ol the P0-i contamination plumne•s orlisted in table 6.1.3-1 needs to he
virually displayed In relation to the proposed repository sit. Groundwater contamination is Operable
units 200-PO-3 and PO-6 should also he shame. It is important fa ltre public to sen and understand
lire outent of existing groundwater contamination under the proposed repository site.

Pg 6.4) Groundwater Quality

Commest: Operating Unit 200-PO-1 needs a figure that illestrotes the tritium, nitrate and 1-t29
plumes and other contetuinants shown in Table 6.1.3-1 that ernt irn groun~dwater under the proposed
site nuar 200 east.

P0 6.34 Comment: Tho Tribal narrative should he moved to the 'land tre" discussion. One of the
primary loand use designatlons is the Morumernnt ond Its mission.

Fg 6-55 Commeent: Tire tribal nrmraotive under tire "Employment' secton needs to be moved to the
'Ecology' section.

LI -14(Cant.)

I-Li_5

Costs for institutional controls out to a 10,000 year time frame were not evaluated because the
institutional control period was assumed to be for the first 100 years after facility closure. Site-
specific NEPA reviews would take a closer look the implementation and costs of institutional
controls.

Text prepared by potentially affected American Indian tribes is included in this EIS. DOE
considered this text for Hanford, INL, LANL, and NNSS; however, DOE also needed to ensure
consistency in the EIS analyses between the various sites, so that an even comparison could be
made between altematives as required by NEPA. Because of this, it was not possible to fully
utilize all of the information provided by the tribal governments in order to perform specific
analyses associated with exposure events unique to a given American Indian tribe (such as
greater intakes of fish, game, and plants; the use of sweat lodges; and the use of natural
pigment paints for traditional ceremonies). Once a decision is made on a specific site location
and method, appropriate site-specific NEPA review would be conducted, including appropriate
analysis of exposure events unique to the impacted local American Indian tribes.

LI-16

Ll-17

However, the information provided in these narratives was considered in the identification of
the preferred altemnative presented in this EIS. The information provided in the narratives for
Hanford, 1NL, LANE, and NNSS was very useful, and DOE appreciates the time and effort
expended by the various tribes in supporting this EIS process.

DOE recognizes that modeling potential releases of radionuclides from the conceptual disposal
sites far into the future approximates what might actually occur. Sufficient detail was included
in these designs for use in the EIS analyses, consistent with the current stage of this process.
Some of the input values may change in the future and could result in higher impacts (such as
from increased precipitation at some sites due to climate change), while others could result in
lower impacts (due to decreased precipitation).

LI-It1 As discussed in Section 6.1.7'of the EIS, there are no minority or low-income populations in
the Hanford vicinity as defined in the CEQ guidelines. Thus, no environmental justice issues at
Hanford are expected.

L1-12 DOE recognizes that some of the waste considered contains radionuclides that pose potential
human health risks for extended periods of time and that modeling potential releases of these
radionuclides from the conceptual disposal sites far into the future approximates what might
actually occur. In performing these evaluations, a number of engineering measures were
included in the conceptual facility designs to minimize the likelihood of contaminant migration
from the disposal units. No facility design can guarantee that radionuclide migration from the
facility would not occur over and beyond a 10,000-year time period. Sufficient detail was
included in the proposed conceptual land disposal facility designs for use in the EIS analyses,
consistent with the current stage of this process. Some of the waste form and site characteristic
input values may change in the future and could result in higher impacts (such as from
increased precipitation at some sites due to climate change), while others could result in lower
impacts (due to decreased precipitation).

DOE believes that 500 years is a realistic time period for the longevity of the types of
engineering barriers assumed in the analyses. DOE believes the approach and the assumptions
used in the BIS are reasonable for performing the comparative analysis of altemnatives required
by NEPA. For example, the assumption of a 20% natural background infiltration rate after
500 years was based on a study at SRS (Phifer et al. 2007) that indicated that after
10,000 years, the closure cap at the F-area would still shed about 80% of the cumulative
precipitation falling on it, with an effectiveness that would be greater before 10,000 years, then
decrease very slowly after 10,000 years. The approach used in the EIS is more conservative
than indicated by this study. DOE believes that the assumptions made to support the long-term
modeling calculations for the groundwater pathway are reasonable and enable a comparative
evaluation of the impacts between alternatives. The results of the evaluation presented in the



Nez Perce Tribal Executive Committee, Commenter 1D No. Li (cont'd) EIS are sufficient to inform the selection of sites and methods for disposal. Follow-on project-specific and site-specific NEPA reviews would be conducted as needed.

LI-13 The assumption of a 20% natural background infiltration rate after 500 years was based on a
study at SRS (Phifer et al. 2007) that indicated that after 10,000 years, the closure cap at the
F-area would still shed about 80% of the cumulative precipitation falling on it, with an
effectiveness that would be greater before 10,000 years, then decrease very slowly after
10,000 years. The approach used in the EIS is more conservative than indicated by this study.
A limited sensitivity analysis was conducted to obtain an idea of the uncertainties involved in
the long-term post-closure human health estimates as described in Appendix E, Section E.6.
The sensitivity analysis did include an analysis of the infiltration rate.

LI-14 Additional information concemning air monitoring and air releases in the 200 west area were
added to Section 6.1.1.2.

LI-i5 The Tribal narrative about the Monument designation was moved to the Land Use section in
the Final EIS.

LI-16 Additional text was added to Section 6.1.3.2.3 with a more detailed description of the
groundwater flow.

LI-17 Figures illustrating the groundwater contamination have been added to the discussion as
suggested. The Tribal narrative on the Monument has been moved to the "land use" section,
and the Tribal narrative under the "Employment" section has been moved to the "Ecology"
section.



Northern New Mexico Citizens' Advisory Board, Commenter ID No. L284

DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY
National Nucl ear Onruity Adata~tratss

Los Ajnniea Situ Office
Los AtMOSas Now Mexieo 815•44

HAY 1. 9201!

Mr. Aranod M. Edaltaan, R. "H. M.
Office of Disposal Opsrations
Office oft Enviroanment al Mnnsam~ncnt
U.S. Departmecnt of Energy
Cloverleaf Bldg. (EM. 12)
1000 Independence, Awe., SW
Washington, DC 20585

Dear Mr. Edalmana

Please find attached Recommendation 2011-05, unanimously adopted by the Northemn New.

Mexico Citizens Advisory Boa.,d (NNMCAB) daring its meeting an May 12r0. 2011I.

Please include and consider this Reeomtsenditlion as public commient during the Depsrrm~t's

decision msaktng process on the Draft Greater Titan Class C (01CC) Envirotnmentat Impact
Statemenst (01g). Thec NNMCAB looks forward to your EIS team's response to this

Reconmmendation in the Public Response Doeument as pant of the Administrative Record toathe

Finat 01ICC HIS. "

We wisht you and your teams s•ift decision and ROD on thin national basue. Plessa contact us if

you have any quasliom,

Edwin P, Worth
Co.Detignasld Deputy Federrl Oiftoer
505..606-0398

Enclosure

Mv. Lea Dishep
Co-Dsputy Designoted Fedemrl Officerr
505-606.1804

EPO-26LB-213-348714



Northern New Mexico Citizens' Advisory Board, Commenter ID No. L284 (cont'd)
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NORTIJERN NEW MIEXICO CITIZENS' ADVISORY BOARDI
Recommendatlon to (tot Departmenlt of Energy

No. 2011-05
"Recommendation that.Los Alamos National Laboratory Not Be

Selected for Disposal of Greater Than Class C Low-Level
Radioactive Waste"

Drafted by the Waste isnnageriant tWM) Coinmlttee
Primary Aethor: Caroline Mason

The Deaftttnviroementai Impact Statciaant (IS) for theDisposal ef Grater-Than-ClsassC
(OTCC) Low-Level Re•dioaetive Waste and GTCC-Likc Waste (DOlt/itlS-037S-D) lo avatislab for
pablie coomment. Los Alsosos National Lahortatey is one of live sites beijag evatasted for disposition of
this wasto•

GTCC waste end the companion OTCC.-litce waste refer to LLW that hsas radieoneeide
concentrations tint exceed the limits for Class C Low Level Waste given in U.S. Nuclcear egulatory
Consaission I0ClFR 61.55 and caneot he disposed of in corteetly licensed cooL"terlala LLW disposal
feitlities. The federal government is respeosibls for liha disposal of lhiswaste. The same is tine for
GTCC--like waste (consists of LLW end pote4otial co-defense generstsdrTRU waste). Ileth types of
waste haove no idealified path for disposaL.

The disposal reqeicensents in the HIS are based an an assoasption of approximately 420.000
cubio feet of waste whicts includes esistinag waste sand wsatste espected to ba gecersted in the neat 20 to
•30 yesrs. Some of the radionsteides in the GTCC wastes eilther have tong half-lives tin mesxasa of 10,000
yecars) or aropeen hrct i high concentratiosss.

The draft EIS diseanses five proposed methods for tse developasrst, opeati~on, end long-team
mansgcntcnt of a disposal •iheity or lhilitisa for GTCC LL.W sad DOE G3TCC-liikewaste.

The liwe proposed disposal toethods sex.
I. No active,
2. Disposl at WIit'?,
3. Disposal insa Ness tetesediste- Depth itorehole Psteitity,
4. Dis~pose inoa New Enhvatced nare Surhe fatesTso.nh Disposal facitity,
S. Disposal in a New Alsove-Grado Vanlt Diapatat fseitity.
The only optrons presented in the hIlS for th boastion of a waste disposal facitity (I or loo) srex

Wit'? (or ocar WIPP); Los Alemoa National Laboratory (LANLI; Hanford Laboratoryi Idaho National
Lahorarory (rN.L); Savanssah RiVer Site (SRS); and Ne.vada Notionea Secerity Site (NN115),

Comsronto and Obaset-ytide•st
Ttsha specific location at LAN!. that the option discussed in the hIlS proposes for either boreho]le

trench or vault is Teelhoiral Area 54 (TA-S54). This very' location is the sotbjeet of cotcesivw eseediation
in Motorist Disposzal Asses (MDAs) 03, Leand It and is scehduled for completion in 2015 under an
ogresscel with the New MexisO Benviroameal Departmenat (New Mexico 2005 Order ou Coasent).

Technisal Area-S5i is the only ourrent Departmenet of Etnesgy Ishrberyo property which shares a
boandery withs Native Ameriean pueeho land. The San fide foosse Pueblo has tang considered this orenas

L284-1 DOE is performing environmental restoration activities at LANL. The ongoing cleanup efforts
will continue.

The disposal methods and sites evaluated in the EIS represent the range of reasonable
alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes. This range is consistent
with NEPA implementing regulations in Parts 1500-1508 of Title 40 of the Code of Federal
Regulations (40 CFR Parts 1500-1508). In this GTCC EIS, DOE analyzed a range of disposal
methods (i.e., geologic repository, near-surface trench, intermediate-depth borehole, and
above-grade vault) and federally owned sites (i.e., Hanford Site, 1NL, LANL, NNSS, SRS, and
the WIPP Vicinity, for which two reference locations - one within and one outside the WIPP
Land Withdrawal Boundary - were considered). DOE has determined that it was reasonable to
analyze these six sites because they currently have operating radioactive waste disposal
facilities, except for the WIPP Vicinity, which is near an operating geologic repository.

DOE agrees that use of a geologic repository would be a protective and safe method for the
disposal of the entire inventory of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes. The GTCC EIS
evaluation for the WIPP geologic repository alternative supports this statement. However, the
degree of waste isolation provided by a geologic repository may not be necessary for all of the
GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes evaluated in the GTCC EIS. The GTCC EIS evaluation
indicates that certain wastes (e.g., those containing short-lived radionuclides such as
Cs-137 irradiators) could be safely disposed of in properly designed land disposal facilities at
sites with suitable characteristics, such as low precipitation rates, high soil distribution
coefficients, and sufficient depths to groundwater. Based on the GTCC EIS evaluation, land
disposal facilities located in arid climates (e.g., NNSS and WlPP Vicinity) would isolate
radionuclides for a sufficient period of time to allow for significant radioactive decay to occur.

While 10 CFR Part 61 identifies one NRC-approved method for GTCC LLRW disposal
(disposal in a geologic repository), these regulations also indicate that other disposal methods
could be approved. The GTCC EIS evaluates three land disposal methods (i.e., enhanced near-
surface trench, intermediate-depth borehole, and above-grade vault). The GTCC EIS
evaluation indicates that land disposal methods employed at sites with suitable characteristics
would be viable and safe alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW.

In selecting the preferred alternative, DOE considered existing agreements as well as potential
cultural and historic resource impacts. Final siting of a disposal facility for GTCC LLRW and
GTCC-like wastes would involve further NEPA review as needed and be in accordance with
applicable laws and regulations and would involve local stakeholders and tribal government
involvement and consent.

Nj

LI 4-



Northern New Mexico Citizens' Advisory Board, Commenter ID No. L284 (cont'd)
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part of their sacred lands end rcmedslaion optionls for MDA 0 jmnst comider these• erlhan~l aod vinsal
impacts. Carrteu rly, TA-54 is erhedaled to bo lo~sed to nnnv waste d iopo.*asl following resoe dhatiton.
Long termt plans are fern vanvsity pleasing c.ap, rests.ieted or prohibited access to thr lantd. end long leon
ahonitoriag. Any proposal to retur"/TA-54I into on ective woste disposal erea would ho hn direc~t
oppolitin to Iho godls of Stoe Now Mexiro Ordler on Consent for envousernlal•ta restarsliou, and waould
he counter to the brnuder objnatives ofgreducing waste disposal et LANL. DO1 laos heeoeeroovleg TRU
waste from TA-54 under the norlgrsaI baseline bsodget of a cost of SS64ht. The EIS option to motovo TRI)
waste borok In IANL. will dhtoat the patposa of the enviromnantat ventruttion elfhet.

Meusbets of tho Noethern New Mexico citizens Advisory Board (NN•MCAB) havo for tansy
years eonsistentsty adeiecd thu DOEt on issues IliaCmould help in the remsoval oftlegacy wastes feom
LANL, ned havoee adidoled policotnoclscc tO the Noetlshss Now. Meelsa cosemunities to snake theon
waste removal ned noemdia~tonuaetivitins apparent, ht is clear lions Ihe hoard's reeommeendatloo~s to
DOE.•a thsrtt NNlMCABI advises the astea sttould ho remoaved from L.ANL, net addd tIan ftueer
disposal problem. Cerrnt NRC pulley for the disposition o f OTCC.LLRW is in a geologio repository.
The geologic repository alternative rceponents thu towear potential for latusn hscahth impact,

The resident of t'oethesw New Mexica aspect en logs lions DOE and LAN£ thnts conspletiosnof
the le~any Waste resnedialioson casehedele. To •'envereeo Iltis polley an•d odd trew, waste will seve¢roly
jeopardize LANI, relations witit ito *roagh~boro boris neor and far and negate nmaeof the peogreas
aroonspliahee nadter the 2585 Oucl er•on Consent.

Re~coannendotinns:
No. I TheDOtOehoalddnot ona•derusing LANL eanonoptionfobrdipnsal of GTCC wealo ndftlse
I3TCC-Iiko wnste.
Na, 2, The INMCAB feels the following an' mote appropeiale, sites for dispotol of 0TCC waste oed
(ITl'-•like waste (with lo qal priority):

a) Waste Isolation Pilot Planst (YI[PP). Althsotgh tse of tlte WItP? facility is cawreenily considered
the toast onpensiw atternative of theso preeentad itt the HIS, it eppeses to provide tha mast
long-term pernanent en•d peehaps safes ltchana.

b) Nevada National Security Site (NNSS). NNSS prescetly ser#oo oorngiounoldisposalsite fer
LLRW and ntised tLlRW genroed by 00O11 focilities and HIS Isbias indicnte an'ost no
Ksettat licaith Long-Tcrm Impocla if thin aite Is etoase.

c) Ynae Mountain. Tihe HIS has failed to conside what moy be the hest and meat practical
optio.a for OTrCC waste disposal. TIhe existing deanonstration tunnels, shafts end endeergrosind
reams et rite Yseca tronntalsa Project site maybe suited for thsis clans of waste. DOE sheold
odd this nptiou to theo HIS.

Tha inwtetof this NNMCAB neroasteendatisn is so see that the resqsird elesaup at LAIEL is

cotapleted in thte aafeat way. operitleclly relative ta move~ment ofwnaste.

L284-
(Coat.

SL284-3

£ 284-5

L284-2 The disposal methods and sites evaluated in the EIS represent the range of reasonable
alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes. This range is consistent
with NEPA implementing regulations in Parts 1500-1508 of Title 40 of the Code of Federal
Regulations (40 CFR Paris 1500-1508). In this GTCC EIS, DOE analyzed o range of disposal
methods (i.e., geologic repository, near-surface trench, intermediate-depth borehole, and
above-grade vault) and federally owned sites (i.e., Hantford Site, !N4L, LANL, NNSS, SRS, and
the WIPP Vicinity, for which two reference locations - one within and one outside the WIPP
Land Withdrawal Boundary - were considered). DOE has determined that it was reasonable to
analyze these six sites because they currently have operating radioactive waste disposal
facilities, except for the WIPP Vicinity, which is near an operating geologic repository.

Final siting of a disposal facility for GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes would involve
further NEPA review as needed and be in accordance with applicable laws and regulations and
would involve local stakeholder involvement and consent.

L284-3 Based on the GTCC EIS evaluation and WIPP's operating record, DOE believes that the WIPP
repository would be a safe location for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes,
some of which include long-lived radionuclides. DOE recognizes that the use of WIPP for the
disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes would require modification to existing law.
In addition, it would be necessary to revise the Agreement for Consultation and Cooperation
between Department of Energy and the State of New Mexico for the Waste Isolation Pilot
Plant, the WIPP compliance certification with EPA, and the WIPP Hazardous Waste Facility
Permit.

The State of New Mexico has indicated a willingness to accept GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike
wastes for disposal at WIPP. Twenty-eight New Mexico State Senators signed a proclamation
made in the Fiftieth Legislature, First Session, 2011, stating: "Be it resolved that we, the
undersigned, support the opportunity for other potential missions in southeast New Mexico to
adequately address the disposal of defense high-level waste, commercial high-level waste,
Greater Than Class C LLRW and surplus plutonium waste, as well as the interim storage of
spent nuclear fuel." In response to the Draft GTCC EIS, Secretary David Martin, Secretary of
the New Mexico Environment Department, sent a letter to DOE on June 27, 2011, stating that
"the Department encourages DOE to support the WIPP or WIPP Vicinity proposed locations as
the preferred alternatives addressed in the Draft EIS. The geologic repository is the favored
altemnative being more effective for the enduring time frames for this waste type." In addition,
the Govemnor of New Mexico, in a letter to DOE Secretary Steven Chu on September 1, 2011,
stated that the State of New Mexico encourages DOE to support the proposed location of WIPP
as the preferred alternative for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes.

L284-4 This Eis does consider NNSS for disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes.

L284-5 The ESIS considered the range of reasonable alternatives for disposal of the inventory of GTCC
LLRW and GTCC-like wastes identified for inclusion in these analyses. The Secretary of
Energy determined that a permanent repository for high-level waste and spent nuclear fuel at
Yucca Mountain, Nevada, is not a workable option and will not be developed. Therefore, DOE
concluded that co-disposal at a Yucca Mountain repository is not a reasonable alternative and
has eliminated it from evaluation in this EIS, as described in Section 2.6 of the EIS. DOE has
included analysis of generic commercial facilities in the event that a facility could become
available in the future. In that case, before making a decision to use a commercial facility,
DOE would conduct further NEPA reviews, as appropriate.



Nuclear Watch New Mexico, Commenter ID No. El02

From: Edelman, Arnoicd .nAmld.Edetmnantem~doe.gov>
Sent: Wednesday, Jlese 29, 2011 5:56 AM
To: Kovac. Scott <Alert>; gtcceln@anl.gov
Cn _ Jay Coghlm~johin
Subhject: RE: Nuclear Watch NM GTCC Comme•;nts

Thankyou fo~ryour conmments. No prablem at all.
Be sate.
Arnie

-OriginaI Messase.-
From: lKovac, Scott ,Vefr t >
Sent: Tuesday, Jane 28,.2011 5:42 PM
TO: gtccels@anl~gov
Cc: Jay Coghian; john
Subject: Nach, er Watch N M GTCC Comments

Dear Mr. Edelman:

Nulclear watch New Menico respect fully submits these comments on ttsn Draft Environmental Impact Statement for the
Disposal of GreaterThan?ClassTC
(GTcC) Low?Level Redloactive Waste and GTCC7Llke Waste (6TCC EIS). We recognlee that ear submittal is one day late,
wh~dh Is entirely attributable to the wildfite emergency In LOS Alamos, whil'h we hed to nsoettor and respond to media.
We trast that our GTCC comments mill neversheleas be accepted.'

Ptease reply an to the receipt and readability of tbe attached comments.

Thank yod,
Scott K~owc
Openatlons end Research Director
Nuclear Watch New Meaico ,
551 W. Cordova Road n808
Santa Fe, NM. 87503
505.989.7342 office & fax
www, nukewntch.ore



Nuclear Watch New Mexico, Commenter ID No. E102 (cent'd) El02-1 DOE does not agree that a programmatic EIS as described in this comment must be prepared
before this EIS is completed. DOE tailored the scope of this EIS to ensure the analyses will
adequately inform the decisions at issue, including the selection of sites and technologies for
the disposal of GTCC and GTCC-like waste. This EIS presents the environmental information
needed to adequately inform decision makers regarding many of the questions and points
raised in this comment; other questions and points raised remain outside of the scope of this
document. DOE plans a tiered decision making process in which DOE would conduct further
site-specific NEPA reviews before implementing an alternative ultimately selected on the basis
of this EIS.

nuJclear watch fnewmI~exico

June 28,.2011

M4r. Arnold ?4. Eddmlran,
HiS Documetat M'anager, GTcc uIS
U.S. Department of Energy
Cloverleaf Bunilding, ltM-43
1000 Independence Ave., S.W.
Washingtan, D.C. 20585

•Via email, gtccets@anl.gov

RiE: Conusients on dhe Draft Environmental Iimpact Statement for the Disposal of
SGreater-Than-class- C (GTCC) Low-Level Radioactive Waste and GTCC-Llke Waste
(OOE/EIS-O375-D)

Dear Mr. Edeiman:

We rasp dctfuly suhbmit thase comments en the Draft Environmental Impact
Statement for' the Disposal ofGreater-Thtan-Class-C (GTCC) Low-Level Rtadioactive
Waste and GTCC-Mlke Waste (GTCC uIs). We recognize that our submittal is one day
late, which to entirely attribu~table to the wildfire emergency in Los Alamos, whicho
we had to monitor and respasttl to media. We trust that our GTCC ceomments will'
nevertheless be accepted.

The draft HiS evaluates potential alternatives invalvng various disposal
methods for ute at DOE and generic commercial sItes. 000 should broaden the
scope of thids HISto a Programmatic HIS, theteby futlillinag DOE's obligatiotsa nuder
the National Etnvironmental Policy Act's (NEPA's) Roles and Regulations.

We support safe, mnnitored storage of radioactive wastes as a usatter of
• antional security and envirsonental protection. However, titatashould taot be
Interpreted as suipport for meore nuclear weapons. nuclearpower, or the generation
of more nuclear wastes. In our view, the heat way co trest radioactive wastes is to
tsot produceathem to begin with.

Progranmmatic 1315 for GTCC Waste Disposal
We coutend tiuat disposal of GTCC waste is'a.'program,* defined by DOE

tinder Its NEPA r'egalations as systematic and tonnescted agency decisions alloeating

E102-2 Stopping the generation of nuclear waste is also outside the scope of the GTCC EIS, the scope
of which is to evaluate disposal altemnatives to enable the selection ofra safe alternative or
altemnatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes. The GTCC EIS evaluates
the range of reasonable alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes in
compliance with the requirements specified in NEPA, the Low-Level Radioactive Waste
Policy Amendments Act (P.L. 99-240), and Section 631 of the Energy Policy Act of 2005
(P.L. 109-58). The GTCC EIS evaluates the potential environmental impacts of the proposed
disposal alternatives for GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes. Based on the evaluation, DOE
has determined that there are safe and secure alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and
GTCC-like wastes. The GTCC EIS provides information that supports this determination, and,
as discussed in Section 1.1, Purpose and Need for Agency Action, DOE is responsible for the
disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes.

E102-3 Refer to the discussion regarding a programmatic EIS in the response to E102-1.

DOE explained in the WM PEtS (DOE, 1997, Final Waste Management Programmatic
Environmental lmpact Statement for Managing Treatment, Storage, and Disposal of
Radioactive and Hazardous Waste, DOE/EIS-0200-F, Office of Environmental Management,
Washington, D.C.) that additional analyses would be prepared to implement DOE's
programmatic decisions. The GTCC EIS analyzes the potential environmental impacts
associated with the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like (DOE) wastes. Since the WMv
PEIS relates only to DOE waste, the inclusion of commercial waste in the WM PEIS is
premature until the GTCC EIS is finalized and a ROD is issued. Depending on the outcome of
this ROD, DOE will evaluate whether additional programmatic or site-specific NEPA reviews
or updates to previous decisions are needed, as appropriate. Any additional NEPA reviews or
considerations will be conducted with full opportunity for public input, consistent with Council
on Environmental Quality and DOE NEPA requirements.

EI02-I

EI02-2

El E102-3

"Nneleac Watchc NeieMeeica, Ccoemment an GL-ater Than Class C Draft EI$3 51 15' Cordoa c, 1805, Scana F, A•M 87505'• Phone eetdfax: $0S3.98.,7342
lnfof~cekJrceaf~arg , rw.m.tikewatrh.enj . Att•r/aleww.uete,etct,.arg/watrhbtg/

!



Nuclear Watch New Mexico, Commenter ID No. El02 (cont'd) E102-4 Consistent with NEPA requirements, the EIS does consider and evaluate the irreversible and
irretrievable commitment of resources for each action alternative. The resources that would be
irreversibly and irretrievably committed for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike
wastes at WIPP would include the underground space, energy, raw materials, and other natural
and human-made resources used to construct the additional rooms needed (see Section 4.6).
The resources that would be irreversibly or irretrievably committed during the disposal of
GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes by using the land disposal methods would include the
land encompassed by the facility footprint, water, energy, raw materials, and other natural and
human-made resources for construction of the disposal facility (see Section 5.4).

Estimated costs for implementing the various alternatives are given in this EIS to the extent
that this information was available. A detailed cost evaluation is not required to be included in
an EIS under NEPA. Detailed cost information could be provided in a future site-specific
NEPA review, as needed.

agency resources to inplement a specific statutory program or executive directive.The federal government is responsible firo the disposal of any low-level radioactive
waste with concentrations of radlonudides that exceed the limit established by the
Commnission for Class C Waste, as per Section 61.55 of Title 10, code of Federal
Regulations (CFR). Therefore the statute-driven nature of the DOE GTCC cwaste,
disposal pioposal is evident.

Moreover, thle GTCC EIS analyses differing conceptual disposal methods for
inalipla candidate sites (includintg generic cosmoercial locations) to implensent this
plan. This strongly indicotes that systeniaticand connected-agency decisions will
have'to be considered In the GTCC His.

The Council on Etnvlrenmental Quality (CltOJ, Inspaneled by NiIPlA, issued
Implementing regulations as parc of the Code of Federal Itegtnlations (CPus) that all
esecuttive branch agencies had to incorporate. At 411 CFR 11;02.4(s) the CE•Q required
that. 'Agencies shall make aure the proposal which Is the subject of on
envlronmenttal Itnpact statetment is praperly defined." At 40 CIPR 1502A[b) the CEQ
stated. 'Environmental Impact Statements may be prepared, and are sometimes
required, for broad Federal actions such as the adoption of newvagency programs
(Soc. 150.118]. Agencies shall prepare statements on bcoad actIons so that they are
relevant to policy and ar'e timed so coincidewlth mesaningllil polnts~ln agency
planning and 'decision-making,'

Blecause of these CEQ requiresnents, POE 1/EPA Implementing regulation 10
CFR 1021.330(a) states. 'When requir'ed to support a programmatic decision DOE
shall pireparesa programmatic H/IS o~r H•A. (Cites to twio other statutes In 10 CPRt 1.021
omitted in this quote.] Given the CEQ NEPA regulations and the Department's
implementing regulations, we argue that DOE is obliged to prepare and cosaplete a
programmatic environmental impact statement for GTCCwaste disposal so that its
proposal Is properly defined and analy-ced, Any sutbsequentRecord of Decision
should then select a disposal method or methods sod~a apetitic site or sites, and only
then should a site-specific HIlS or E~lSa go forward. In sum, this GTCC~waste disposal
envtromntnntal itmpact statement should be broadened to a program, maric
environmental Impact statement

The long-teno coats of GTCC must tie thoroughly aualy~zed.
As an lrretrlevablc cmrmitsnent of taxpayers' dollars, thIs 51t5 meetanalyze of all

prolected costs for the proposed o-rcc waste disposal program and analyse the coats of
each proposed alteroative separately.

Please answer these questions: What is the comparison of caste of all the
*different proposed disposal olternatlves (Including hardened on-site storage)?

Please calculate cthe costs of building eachs proposed disposal option at each
proposed site, she transportation of waste. operating expenses, health costs for
treatment o f occupatiotal illnesses and accident victims, and the costs of security of

El102-3
(Cont.)

EI02-4
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Nuclear Watch New Mexico, Commenter ID No. E102 (cont'd)

the facilities. Please compare that to the costs of not implementing the GTCC
program. What wiul he the entire life cycle costs of the GTCC proposal?

DIsposal of GTCC radioactive wastes should be the starting point for public

discossions oftnurear reactor decormleissionig and proposed future
reactors, not an afterthought.,

Much of the future GTCC wastes will be the reactor parts thsemseives that
won't enter into the waste streams until the 2060's. Reactor decommissioning is a
tough problem. tDo we wait 101] years for the radioactivity to deray away? That
leaves an abandoned, contaminated site whvere no one will take responsibility.
Should they be entombed? Moere broadly, are mere nuclear power plants worth the
expense and intractable waste problems that taxpayers will inevitably be required
to pay for? It fe imperative that DOE analyse these issucs because they have direct
impact on the future generation of 67CC radioactive wastes.Pleose include in this
ElS a discusSion on the future ofouclear pewer.

All true alternatives for safe storage must he iden~tified and analysed

DOll should reject In advance irretrievable dispoasal of GTCC wasses. Given
potential future innovations that could provide safer disposal methods, or the
discovery of greater risks at any one site •than previously foreseen, It Is necessary
ipsofocrts that all dispoaal options be reversible. Decisions nosy aloast disposal aitsm
and technologies are premature. There is time to ledirn from experience. At a
mintmum, DOE must consider interim '•lardsnedI On-Silo Storage" (IIOSS) at
exisating nuclear facilities as a real alternative (further discutssion inmmediately
below).

Analyse Hlardened On-Site Storage"

In our- view, GTCC radioactive wastes should be sa fely stored as c10se to the.
site of genrortioa as possible andi ba safeguarded its hardened, on-site storage -
facllIitis. IIOSS facllitles-should be'considered and analysed from the perspective"

that these wrastes must be zeslously protected front risks poesed by widldire or ether
natural or-man-made disasters. IIOSS facilities must not be designed as permanent
waste disposal solutions, and therefore-should not be constructed deep :
underground. The wastes must be retrievable, and real-tims racilation an~d heat
monitoring atthe flOSS facifity must he implemented for eariy detection of radfatiotn
releases.

Thte overall objective of-IOOSS should be thant the amount of releases
projected In event serious terrorist attachts shtould be low~ensugh that the storage
system would be unattractive as a target to begin with. Design criterisi most inriade
resIstance to severe attaclcs, such asoe dirdct hitrby high explosive or an aircraft -

loaded with fuel and/or explosives. Please explain why flOSS was not posed as an
alternative in the Notice of Intent for the GTCC EIlS. If flOSS is no t analysed in the
draft GTCC IllS, please provide detailed reasons for Its rejection.

E102-4

E10J2-5

El E02-6

E10l2-7

El 02-5 Even though it is beyond the scope of this GTCC EIS, the comment is noted. This GTCC EIS
addresses the potential environmental impacts associated with the proposed development,
operation, and long-term management of a disposal facility or facilities for GTCC low-level
radioactive waste (LLRW) and DOE GTCC-like waste.

E102-6 Due to the relatively small quantities and nature of GTCC waste (high activity and potential
national security concerns) greater confinement is warranted. Several disposal methods
identified in the EIS do provide appropriate protection for future generations including disposal
in a geologic repository. Retrievability of waste is not a requirement in the Low-Level
Radioactive Waste Policy Amendments Act (P.L. 99-240).

EI 02-7 The use of HOSS and other approaches for long-term storage of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike
wastes are outside the scope of this EIS because they do not meet the purpose and need for
agency action. Consistent with Congressional direction in Section 631 of the Energy Policy
Act of 2005 (P.L. 109-58), DOE plans to complete an EIS and a ROD for a permanent disposal
facility for this waste, not for long-term storage options. The GTCC EIS evaluates the range of
reasonable disposal altematives and, as also required under NEPA, a No Action Altemnative.
Under the No Action Alternative, current practices for storing GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike
wastes would continue in accordance with current requirements.

N
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Nuclear Watch New Mexico. Commenter ID No. El02 (cont'd)

Commercial wastes mustbe atored safely at tihe power plants for the decades
that they operate and longer. The GTCC EIS decument shotuld consider Hardened On-
Site Storage to improve safeguards for the wastes. DON rejected that advice, saying that.
It is only contsidering disposal, not storage. This is a false assumption. At least 85
percent of existing reactors and any new ones are expected to operate beyond 2030,
which moans GTCCwaste disposal could not begin for years after that. GTCC waste has
been and will he stored for many decades• Storage must be an option, hecaose it is
already a reality.

,,DOE'shouid dedicate funding to local and state governmenats for'
Independent monitoring

•Funding for independent monitoriog of the ilOSS facilities at each sIte
""must be provided to local and state governments, with the right of

revlew of that monitoringj by thle potentiaiiy affected public..

Periodic review of HeSS facilities should be required

•An~annual report reviewing the safety condition of each MOSS facility
should be prepared with meaningful participation from public
,staiteholders, regulators, and utlility managers at each site.A good
summary of the report must be made pubiicly available and provide
for possible recommendations for any needed corrective actions.

This giI nust beswithdrawn and sites other than DOg sites must be analysed
Do'not send GTCC to DOll sltos. Natio n-wide, DOE sites are still facing 1og's of

billions of dollars and decades worth of cleanup from the Cold War. Commitments must
be mnet to cleatn up shout all DOE nuclear weapons sites.

A Second iRepository Must lie Examined
hlighly radioactive and long-lived radieaccive wastes belong insa deep

geologic repository. The legal requirement for snotther repository exists, yet the
alternative ofpotting the GTCC waste into that repository Is not oven mentioned,
ScIentists hlave agreed for decades that the heat geologic formation for highly
radioactive wastes is the Granite Shileld bf North America. tint DOlt has refused to
consider such a site, even after droppiagYcca Mt. Nevada because it was not
suitable.

New Mexico must not be the site for the disposal of any of the 160,000,000
curies of GTCC waste.

"r-here are not suitable sites in New Mexico for dtisposal of this wvsste. The
people of•New~exica were promised on numerous occasions that tihe Waste
Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) would be for defense, not commercial, waste. The WIPP
Land Withdrawal Act prohibits any commercial waste at WIPP. Any alto at or near
WIPP also is inappropriate because It would be an attempt to circumvent that
prohibitlon. Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL3 has thousands of cabic meters

00

E102-9

'E102-Il

E102-8 The development of a regulatory framework for the use of HOSS at commercial nuclear powerplants is outside the scope of the GTCC EIS. DOE does not have authority to regulate the
E102-7storage of radioactive wastes at commercial facilities, including nuclear power plants. Under

the Atomic Energy Act of 1954 as amended (AEA) (see United States Code: 42 USC § 2011),
the N-RC is responsible for regulating storage of such wastes. Radioactive waste storage
requirements can be found in 10 CFR Part 30 (Rule of General Applicability to Domestic
Licensing of Byproduct Material), 10 CFR Part 70 (Domestic Licensing of Special Nuclear
Material), and 10 CFR Part 72 (Licensing Requirements for the Independent Storage of Spent
Nuclear Fuel, High-Level Radioactive Waste, and Reactor-Related Greater Than Class C
Waste). In addition, the NRC has provided guidance for the storage of LLRW in SECY-94-
198, Review of Existing Guidance Concemning the Extended Storage of Low-Level
Radioactive Waste, which was issued on August 1, 1994.

E102-9 DOE is performing environmental restoration activities at the Hantford Site, 1NL, LANL,
NNSS, and SRS. The ongoing cleanup efforts at these sites will continue. If GTCC LLRW or
GTCC-like waste were to be disposed at these sites, DOE does not anticipate negative impacts
to ongoing cleanup activities at these sites.

The disposal methods and sites evaluated in the EIS represent the range of reasonable
alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes. This range is consistent
with NEPA implementing regulations in Parts 1500-1508 of Title 40 of the Code of Federal
Regulations (40 CFR Parts 1500-1 508). In this GTCC EIS, DOE analyzed a range of disposal
methods (i.e., geologic repository, near-surface trench, intermediate-depth borehole, and
above-grade vault) and federally owned sites (i.e., Hanford Site, IL', LANL, NNSS, SRS, and
the WIPP Vicinity, for which two reference locations - one within and one outside the WIPP
Land Withdrawal Boundary - were considered). DOE has determined that it was reasonable to
analyze these six sites because they currently have operating radioactive waste disposal
facilities, except for the WIPP Vicinity, which is near an operating geologic repository.

E102-10 The EIS considered the range of reasonable alternatives for the disposal of the GTCC waste
inventory, including disposal in a deep geologic repository. DOE did not evaluate developing a
geologic repository exclusively for disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes because
DOE determined that such an alternative is not reasonable due to the time and cost associated
with siting a deep geologic repository and the relatively small volume of GTCC LLRW and
GTCC-Iike wastes identified in the GTCC EIS. DOE believes that the results presented in this
EIS for the WIPP geologic repository alternative are indicative of the high degree of waste
isolation that would be provided by disposal in a geologic repository. DOE has included
analysis of generic commercial facilities in the event that a facility could become available in
the future. In that case, before making a decision to use a commercial facility, DOE would
conduct further NEPA reviews, as appropriate.

DOE recognizes that disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes in the WIPP geologic
repository would require modification to existing law. In addition, it may be necessary to
revise the Agreement for Consultation and Cooperation between Department of Energy and the
State of New Mexico for the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant, the WWPP compliance certification
with the EPA, and the WIPP Hazardous Waste Facility Permit.

E102-1 1 DOE is performing environmental restoration activities at LANL. The ongoing cleanup efforts
will continue. If GTCC LLRW or GTCC-like waste were to be disposed at these sites, DOE
does not anticipate negative impacts to ongoing cleanup activities at these sites.

The disposal methods and sites evaluated in the ELS represent the range of reasonable
alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes. This range is consistent
with NEPA implementing regulations in Parts 1500-1 508 of Title 40 of the Code of Federal
Regulations (40 CFR Parts 1500-1 508). In this GTCC EIS, DOE analyzed a range of disposal

Nuctear ~atch New Mexico, Comerntcs cn O~eere Than Cleat C Dreft LIE551 IN Cordova, 6808. ,S'anla Fe. NMW875t5S, Phoane an~d fax: 505.989,7342
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Nuclear Watch New Mexico, Commenter ID No. E102 (cont'd)

ofv.'aste that must he cleaned np; sod it is inappropriate to bring any commercialwvaste to LANL. for dispoesa. New Mexico also has millions of tons of wastd from
uranium mining and milling. Thus, New Mlexicans are already burdened with more
than oureshare of the nation's nuclear waste.

'Do Not Bring GiTCC Waste To Los Alaemos
Estimates for cleanup of Cold War legacy radioactive contamination at Los

Alansos Nntional Laboratory (LANL) range from $2 to $30. billion. This wide range"
has to do with the type of cleansup that the State approves for the Lab, which ranges
from "cap-and-cover" to exhumation. A legally bindIng agreement requires Dog and
1.ANL to investigate and clean up decades worth of contamination across the lab's
40-square-mile property by 2015. Signed in 2005, the Consent Orderlays out
cleanup mIlestones and requIres the federal government to pay lines if LANL fails to
meet them., Thle Lab mast focus cot this cleanup and not bring any more waste.
indudiny Greater-than-Class C (GTCC•;to the Lab.. ,

Shipment of all GTCC wsaste to LANI. is estimated at 12.600 trakldoads
Involvng a total distance of 22 million miles. The estimated peakannoal doses from
the use of contaminated water wIthin 10,000 years at disposal of GTCC at LANL:
were cnlcntlsted to occur between 500 years and 14100 yearn. Thesee times represent
the time alier failure of the cover and onghseered harriers (which is assumed to
"begin So00years alter closure of the disposal facility).

In 1970, the oldAtomnic Energy Commissiott(.A ECi)decldedlthat all
Transoranic wastes - I.e.. Plutonium - should go to deep underground repository,
nor he disposed any longer in unlined trenches, surls as proposed fbr LANL

The location of the Lab ia a seismic fault zone hetween a rift and a dormstnt
volcano is not the plate for radioactive waste that is dangerous fer tent of thousands
ofycars.

Do Not Send GTCC tea WIPP
•Flitish rthe original tmissions at WIPP. WIPP must ite safely operated to meet

thte "start clean, stay clean' standard. WIPP must hse safely closed, decontaminated,
and deconmmissioned, beginning in about 2020 or earlier. The WIPP repository is In
a salt formation lit NM. It Is barred by federnl law from oaklngnotsdcfnse wa•ste and
from taking thin atmouct of very radioactive wastes. New Mexico and Congress
onliltely to agree should DOE"• select WIPP,

Heed the American Indian Text
,We i•ppreciate the inclusion of rise American Indian Test Boxes. Now listen to

thsem!

'[E102-11
.(Cont.)

E102-12

methods (i.e., geologic repository, near-surface trench, intermediate-depth borehole, and
above-grade vault) and federally owned sites (i.e., Hanford Site, INL, LANL, NNSS, SRS, and
the WIPP Vicinity, for which two reference locations - one within and one outside the WIPP
Land Withdrawal Boundary - were considered). DOE has determined that it was reasonable to
analyze these six sites because they currently have operating radioactive waste disposal
facilities, except for the WIPP Vicinity, which is near an operating geologic repository.

Disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes at WIPP or the WIPP Vicinity site is
included in the range of reasonable alternatives and is evaluated in this EIS. DOE
acknowledges that only defense-generated TRU waste is currently authorized for disposal at
the WIPP geologic repository under the WIPP LWA as amended (P.L. 102-579 as amended by
P.L. 104-201) and that legislation would be required to allow disposal of waste other than TRU
waste generated by atomic energy defense activities at WIPP and/or for siting a new facility
within the land withdrawal area. It would also be necessary to revise the Agreement for
Consultation and Cooperation between Department of Energy and the Stale of New Mexico for
the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant, the WIPP compliance certification with EPA, and the WIPP
Hazardous Waste Facility Permit. Tn addition, site-specific NEPA reviews would be conducted
as needed, including further characterization of the waste (e.g., radionuclide inventory and heat
loads) as well as the proposed packaging for disposal.

However, NEPA does not limit an EIS to proposing and evaluating alternatives that are
currently authorized. Furthermore, the Agreement for Consultation and Cooperation between
Department of Energy and the State of New Mexico for the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant
recognizes that the mission of WIPP may change and provides provisions to modify, the
agreement. For example, the Agreement states: "The parties to this Agreement recognize that
future developments including changes to applicable laws (e.g., Public Law [P.L.] 96-164) may
make it desirable or necessary for one or both parties to seek to modify this Agreement. Either
party to this Agreement may request a review of the terms and conditions."

DOE acknowledges the TRU waste disposal limitations for WIPP specified in the WIPP LWA
as amended (P.L. 102-579 as amended by P.L. 104-201) and in the Agreement for Consultation
and Cooperation between Department of Energy and the State of New Mexico for the Waste
Isolation Pilot Plant. Information on these limitations is provided in this ETS (see Section 4.1.1)
and was considered in developing the preferred alternative. Based on the GTCC EIS
evaluation, disposat of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes at WIPP would result in minimal
environmental impacts for all resource areas evaluated, including human health and
transportation. Both the annual dose and the latent cancer fatality (LCF) risk would be zero
because there would be no releases to the accessible environment and therefore no radiation
doses and LCFs during the first 10,000 years following closure of the WIPP repository. DOE
recognizes that the use of WIPP for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes
would require legislative changes and site-specific NEPA reviews would be conducted as
needed, including further characterization of the waste (e.g., radionuclide inventory and heat
loads), as well as the proposed packaging for disposal.

Final siting of a disposal facility for GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes would involve
further NEPA review as needed and be in accordance with applicable laws and regulations and
would involve local stakeholder involvement and consent.

E102-12 Refer to the first paragraph in the E102-I 1 response regarding a discussion on ongoing cleanup
activities at LANL.

El102-13 The site-specific environmental factors identified by commenters were evaluated in the EtS as
appropriate. The issue of seismicity at LANL (see Section 8.1.2.1.4) was one of many factors
that DOE considered in selecting the preferred alternative.

EiO2-13

E102-14

E102-i5
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Nuclear Watch New Mexico, Commenter ID No. El02 (cant'd)

DOE Falls To Properly Analyze The Risks• Of Extremely Radioactive GTCC
Waste

DOE estimated 816 iatal cancers in ADULTS along truck routes from routine

exposure to tracked spent fuel in the Global Nuclear Endrgy Program (GNEtPJ PEtS.
(Table S. 4-10, page S-52 in GRtW draft PEIS 12-2008]. The fatal cancera from
trucking estimated in the GTCC lOS are many times less. Please explain the
differectte.

Rtadiation doses one meter away f'rom shipments of 07CC, remote-handled
T~tIf or other GTCC-like wastes are grossly understated in the 0TCC EIS. DOE
ignoredchiidretn and 1tAS data (BElIt VII), which would increase the estimated
cancer risks. 07CC EIS falls to show real risits along actual truck routes or cancer
estimate as was analyzed in the GNEP draft PEIS. This reastlts lit false presentation of
total LCF (Latest Cancer Fatalities). The GTCC EIS estimate is based on 50 years of
repeated e.tpasture resulting In ,.~ to 1.0 mreto total dose. (Page 5-83) 07CC El5 falls
to bass dose on limin of radiation dose allowed which Is 10 morem I hoar 2 meters
away from the cask - e.g., next lane in traffic. (This criticism applies to inspectors•
and parking lets, etc. where GTCC EiS says total dose Ii projects is .5 to 1 morero. Ond
inspection is likely to result In dose of 7.5 no-ero, witich Ia 7.5 to 15 times higher
than GTCC EIlS projects for lifetime dose to inspector. The prolected effects and rtk's
oaf exposures mtuscbo re-analysed.

Conclusion
The trmatmeot and handling of GTCt wactes mutt ho protective of human

healthsand the environmenlt for many tens of thounands ofyears. Analyses to do so
are niot only b est dono its a programmatic environmental Impact statement, but we
argue are required to he done in a PEtIS. DOE must consider storage of 07CC waste
as interim until improved safe methods bf disposal are discovered. Oat-of-sight, out-
of-mind permnanent burial must not be considered just bec~inse no other mtethsod Is
now known. The reiatively smahi velum es but high activity level of oricc wastes
make it an ideal issue ip which to seriously consider hardened on-site storage. We"
urge DOE to do so.

Rtespectfully Sub mltted,

Jay Dushion
Estecative Director

Scott Ko¶.'ac
Operations and Research Director

E102-16

SE102-17

(Cost.)

E102-14 Disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes at WIPP or the WIPP Vicinity site is
included in the range of reasonable alternatives and is evaluated in this EIS. DOE
acknowledges that only defense-generated TRU waste is currently authorized for disposal at
the WIPP geologic repository under the W~iPP LWA as amended (P.L. 102-579 as amended by
P.L. 104-201) and that legislation would be required to allow disposal of waste other than TRU
waste generated by atomic energy defense activities at WIPP and/or for siting a new facility
within the land withdrawal area. It would also be necessary to revise the Agreement for
Consultation and Cooperation between Department of Energy and the State of New Mexico for
the Waste Isolatione Pilot Plant, the WIPP compliance certification with EPA, and the WIPP
Hazardous Waste Facility Permit. In addition, site-specific NEPA reviews would be conducted
as needed, including further characterization of the waste (e.g., radionuclide inventory and heat
loads) as well as the proposed packaging for disposal.

However, NEPA does not limit an EIS to proposing and evaluating alternatives that are
currently authorized. Furthermore, the Agreement for Consultation and Cooperation between
Department of Energy and the State~of New Mexico for the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant
recognizes that the mission of WIPP may change and provides provisions to modify the
agreement. For example, the Agreement states: "The parties to this Agreement recognize that
future developments including changes to applicable laws (e.g., P.L. 96-164) may make it
desirable or necessary for one or both parties to seek to modify this Agreement. Either party to
this Agreement may request a review of the terms and conditions."

DOE acknowledges the TRU Waste disposal limitations for WIPP specified in the WIPP LWA
as amended (P.L. 102-579 as amended by P.L. 104-201) and in the Agreement for Consultation
and Cooperation between Department of Energy and the State of New Mexico for the Waste
Isolation Pilot Plant. Information on these limitations is provided in this EIS (see Section 4.1.1)
and was considered in developing the preferred alternative. Based on the GTCC EIS
evaluation, disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes at WIPP would result in minimal
environmental impacts for all resource areas evaluated, including human health and
transportation. Both the annual dose and the latent cancer fatality (LCF) risk would be zero
because there would be no releases to the accessible environment and therefore no radiation
doses and LCFs during the first 10,000 years following closure of the WTPP repository. DOE
recognizes that the use of WIPP for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes
would require legislative changes and site-specific NEPA reviews would be conducted as
needed, including further characterization of the waste (e.g., radionuclide inventory and heat
loads), as well as the proposed packaging for disposal.

The State of New Mexico has indicated a willingness to accept GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like
wastes for disposal at wIPp. Twenty-eight New Mexico State Senators signed a proclamation
made in the Fiftieth Legislature, First Session, 2011I, stating: "Be it resolved that we, the
undersigned, support the opportunity for other potential missions in southeast New Mexico to
adequately address the disposal of defense high-level waste, commercial high-level waste,
Greater Than Class C LLRW and surplus plutonium waste, as well as the interim storage of
spent nuclear fuel." In response to the Draft GTCC EIS, Secretary David Martin, Secretary of
the New Mexico Environment Department, sent a letter to DOE on June 27, 2011, stating that
"the Department encourages DOE to support the WIPP or WIPP Vicinity proposed locations as
the preferred alternatives addressed in the Draft EIS. The geologic repository is the favored
alternative being more effective for the enduring time frames for this waste type." In addition,
the Govemnor of New Mexico, in a letter to DOE Secretary Steven Chu on September I, 2011,
stated that the State of New Mexico encourages DOE to support the proposed location of WIPP
as the preferred alternative for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes.

Nuclear Watch A'earMexico, Continnts on Grceek, Than Class CDraft BI15551 tPK Colrdoa, 1180$. Sqanta Fe, NMlf 87505 * Phoen and fox 5053989. 7342
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Nuclear Watch New Mexico, Commenter ID No. E102 (cont'd) E102-15 Text prepared by potentially affected American Indian tribes is included in this EIS. DOEconsidered this text for Hanford, TNL, LANL, and NNSS; however, DOE also needed to ensure
consistency in the EIS analyses between the various sites, so that an even comparison could be
made between alternatives as required by NEPA. Because of this, it was not possible to fully
utilize all of the information provided by the tribal governments in order to perform specific
analyses associated with exposure events unique to a given American Indian tribe (such as
greater in~takes of fish, game, and plants; the use of sweat lodges; and the use of natural
pigment paints for traditional ceremonies). Once a decision is made on a specific site location
and method, site-specific NEPA reviews would be conducted as needed, including appropriate
analysis of exposure events unique to the impacted local American Indian tribes.

However, the information provided in these narratives was considered in the identification of
the preferred alternative presented in this EIS. The information provided in the narratives for
Hanford, INL, LANL, and NNSS was very useful, and DOE appreciates the time and effort
expended by the various tribes in supporting this EIS process.

El102-16 The fatal cancers from trucking estimated in the GTCC EIS are many times less than in the
Draft Global Nuclear Energy Partnership Programmatic Environmental lmpact Statement
(GNEP PEtS) because there were many times less radioactive truck shipments. Up to 12,600
truck shipments were estimated in the GTCC EIS whereas up to approximately 1,730,000 truck
shipments were estimated for one alternative in the GNEP PEIS.

EI02-17 Calculation of the collective population risk (under routine and accident conditions) is
provided in the EIS. While these estimates are conservative, the calculations used expected
values where practical (e.g., external shipment dose rates) and provide a reasonable measure
for comparison among alternatives, as summarized in Tables 2.7 5 and 2.7 6, and the estimates
show that the transportation risks would be small. All alternatives involve routes of hundreds
of miles through similar types of rural, suburban, and urban areas. For specific local impacts,
Section 5.3.9.2 provides information on potential human health impacts on individuals during
normal waste transport along a route. However, the consideration of specific local stakeholder
concerns is more appropriate during the final planning stages of a project when actual route
selections are finalized, not at the level addressed in this EIS. A generic accident consequence
assessment was performed because there is no way to predict the exact location and conditions
of an accident, as discussed in C.9.3.3 of the EIS. For all alternatives, potential accidents, even
those at the same location, could have impacts that range from negligible to significant
depending on the waste involved, the accident severity, and weather conditions. Such an
analysis would not help distinguish between alternatives because all alternatives involve routes
through or near major population centers.

Once an alternative is selected in a ROD for this EIS for implementation, site-specific NEPA
reviews would be conducted as needed, including an assessment of specific routing and an
accident analysis, including dedicated trains and the potential for multiple railcar accidents if
applicable. This process will include planning that involves transportation and other
stakeholders.

El102-18 Disposition of the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes will be handled in a manner that is
protective of human health and the environment and in compliance with applicable
requirements and regulations. Doses to workers and the public will be minimized to the extent
practical. The methodology used to estimate the radiological human health impacts in the EIS
is based on standard practices that are subject to revision as our understanding of the effects of
radiation on humans evolves. The same methodology is used in the evaluation of all
alternatives; thus, any modification of this methodology (e.g. attempting to use risk factors for
children) would not affect the comparisons among alternatives and the identification of the
preferred alternative.
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T85-1 A preferred alternative is not required to be included in a Draft EIS. The Council on
Environmental Quality regulations in 40 CFR 1502.14(e) specify that the section on
alternatives in an EIS shall identify the agency's preferred alternative or alternatives, if one or
more exists, in the Draft EIS and identify such alternative(s) in the Final ELS unless another
law prohibits the expression of such a preference; that is, a preferred alternative shall be
identified in the Draft EIS if one exists. If no preferred alternative has been identified at the
Draft EIS stage, a preferred alternative need not be included. By the time the Final EIS is filed,
40 CFR 1502.14(e) presumes the existence of a preferred alternative and requires its
identification in the Final EIS unless another law prohibits the expression of such a preference.

DOE did not have a preferred alternative at the time of issuance of the Draft EIS because of the
complex nature of the proposed action and the potential implications for disposal of GTCC
LLRW and GTCC-like wastes. To seek public input on how to identify a preferred alternative
for inclusion in the Final EIS, the Draft EIS presented considerations for developing a
preferred alternative in the Summary (in Section S.6) and in Section 2.9. As required by
40 CFR 1502.14(e), the Final EIS contains a preferred alternative for the disposal of GTCC
LLRW and GTCC-like wastes (see Section 2.10). In developing the preferred alternative, DOE
took into consideration public comments on the' Draft EIS, public EIS scoping comments, and
•other factors identified in Sections S.6 and 2.9 of the EIS.

The publication by the EPA of a NOA of the Final EIS in the Federal Register initiated a 30-
day public availability or "waiting" period. While the availability period is not a formal public
comment period, the public can comment on the Final EIS, including the preferred alternative,
prior to final agency action. Comments received will be addressed by DOE in a ROD. As
required by the Energy Policy Act of 2005, DOE must submit a Report to Congress that
includes the alternatives considered in the EIS and await Congressional action before making a
final decision regarding which alternative(s) to implement. The Report to Congress will be
made available to the public on the GTCC EIS website (http://www.gtcceis.anl.gov/).

MR. BROWN: Thank you.

Okay: Scott is next and Nathaniel. Fuentes

will foliow.

- MR. l(OVAC: Thank you.

Thanks, everyone, for coming out tonight.

This proposal for greater-than-Class-C waste

includes seven different sites, four different methods

which equals about somewhere over 25 different options,

and none of then are good. With all of these

alternatives, it is a problem that DOE does not have a

preferred alternative.

LANL currently buries its low level

radioactive waste in Unlined trenches, pits and shafts

at Area G at Tech Area 54. The final determination by

DOT end the New Mexico Environment Departnent of what

happens to the hazardous and radioactive waste at Area

G has not yet been made.

The decision to bury greater that Class C"

•8t66A88,DEPO
www.CapitslReportingCornpany.eom
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Nuclear Watch New Mexico, Cornmenter ID No. T85 (cont'd) T85-2 DOE believes that 500 years is a realistic time period for the longevity of the types of
engineering barriers assumed in the analyses. DOE believes the approach and the assumptions
used in the EIS are reasonable for performing the comparative analysis of alternatives required
by NEPA. For example, as discussed in Section E.2.2, the assumption ofra 20% natural
background infiltration rate after 500 years was based on a study at SRS (Phifer et at. 2007)
that indicated that after 10,000 years, the closure cap at the F-area would still shed about 80%
of the cumulative precipitation falling on it, with an effectiveness that would be greater before
10,000 years, then decrease very slowly after 1 0,000 years. The approach used in the EIS is
more conservative than indicated by this study.

Capital Reporting Company
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I waste could predetermine what other waste and could

predotermine the outcome of tnat conoitiOn.

I was looking., It's hard to find out exactly

how many Curios are in Area G, but it seems to be

around a million Curies only have bean buried at Area G

at Los Aismos. I mean, I say 'only," but have been

buried over the last 40 years or so. And DlOE now plans

to or is considering adding 160 million Cories to that

site?" This is outrageous.

The shipment of all greater-than-Class-C waste

to LANL by truck would result in approximately 12,600

shipments involving a total distance of 22 million

miles. The estimated peak doses from the contaminated

water within 10,000 years of the greater-then-Class-C

at LANL were calculated to occur between 500 snd 1,100

years. That means that the peak dose to the

groundwater Will occur between 500 and 1,1I00 years at

Los Alamos.

These times represent the'time after the

failure of the cover and the engineered barrier. This

is assumed to begin at 500 years after the closure of

the disposal facility. This is out of the EIS. So

866.488.D EPO
wwcw.Capi talRepor tingCempany.com

7'85-2
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! they're planning. The plan is to have the disposal

2 •barrier and cover fail after 500 years. They know that

3 that's going to happen. That's what they're planning

41 on.

S It's also confusing about this. The

6 construction period is listed as 3.4 years, but yet

7 most of the waste'will not be ready for dispos~l~for 50

$or 40 years. It's very confusing.

9 Los. Alarsos ie located in a seismic fault zone

I0 between a rift'valley and a dormant volcano. It is not

ii the place .fOr radioactive waste that is dangerous for

12 tens of thousands of years. aending greater-than-

53 Class-c waste to LANL would go against the current

14 mission of cle~in-up and footprint reduction.

55 Do not send greater-than-Class-C waste to DOE•

16 sites. Nationwide DOE sited' are facing hundreds of

17 billions of dollars and decades' worth of clean-up from

18 the Cold War legacy..

19 DOE should develop a hetional waste management

20" strategy to address these waste types. Such a strategy

21 is needed to integrate the management of these wastes

22as opposed to a piecemeal approach that is currently
866.488.DlIPO

wwcw.CapitslReporlingCompaniycom

T85-2'

(cont.)

T85-3

T85-4.

T85-5

T55-6

T85-3 As discussed in Sections 5.1.4.1, it is assumed that initial site construction would take about
820 workdays spread over 3.4 years (240 workdays per year). The construction period would
cover the time necessary for initial site preparation, infrastructure emplacement, and support
structure construction. It was assumed that construction of the disposal units (borehole, trench,
or vault) would occur in parallel with their operations. Approximately 8,500 cubic meters of
GTCC waste is projected to be available for disposal during the first 16 years of disposal
operations (see Section 3.4.2) with the majority of the activated metal waste from nuclear
utilities being generated after 2035.

T85-4 The site-specific environmental factors identified by commenters were evaluated in the EIS as
appropriate. The issue of seismicity at LANL (see Section 8.1.2.1.4) was one of many factors
that DOE considered in selecting the preferred alternative.

T85-5 DOE is performing environmental restoration activities at LANL and other DOE sites

considered in the GTCC ELS. These ongoing cleanup efforts will continue. If GTCC LLRW or
GTCC-Iike waste were to be disposed at these sites, DOE does not anticipate negative impacts
to ongoing cleanup activities at these sites.

T85-6 The scope of this EIS is adequate to inform decision-making for the disposal of GTCC LLRW
and GTCC-Iike waste. Sufficient information is available to support the current decision-
making process to identify (an) appropriate site(s) and method(s) to dispose of the limited
amount of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like waste identified in the EIS.

DOE developed this EIS to support a decision on selecting a disposal facility or facilities for
GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike waste, to address legislative requirements, to address national
security concemns (especially for sealed sources), and to protect public health and safety. The
purpose and need for the proposed action is stated in the EIS (Section 1.1). The scope of the
EIS is focused on addressing the need for developing a disposal capability for the identified
inventory of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes.

DOE explained in the WM PEIS (DOE, 1997, Final Waste Management Programmatic
Environmental Impact Statement for Managing Treatment, Storage, and Disposal of
Radioactive and Harardous Waste, DOE/EIS-0200-F, Office of Environmental Management,
Washington, D.C.) that additional analyses would be prepared to implement DOE's
programmatic decisions as part of its national waste management strategy. The GTCC EIS
analyzes the potential environmental impacts associated with the disposal of GTCC LLRW and
GTCC-like (DOE) wastes. Since the WM PEIS relates only to DOE waste, the inclusion of
commercial waste in the WM PEIS is premature until the GTCC EIS is finalized and a ROD is
issued. Depending on the outcome of this ROD, DOE will evaluate whether additional
programmatic or site-specific NEPA reviews or updates to previous decisions are needed, as
appropriate. Any additional NEPA reviews or considerations will be conducted with full
opportunity for public input, consistent with Council on Environmental Quality and DOE
NEPA requirements.

The use of HOSS and other approaches fur long-term storage of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike
wastes are outside the scope of this EIS because they do not meet the purpose and need for
agency action. Consistent with Congressional direction in Section 631 of the Energy Policy
Aet of 2005 (P.L. 109-5 8), DOE plans to complete an EIS and a ROD for a permanent disposal
facility for this waste, not for long-term storage uptions. The GTCC EIS evaluates the range of
reasonable disposal alternatives and, as also required under NEPA, a No Action Altemnative.
Under the No Action Alternative, current practices for storing GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like
wastes would continue in accordance with current requirements.
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I being used by the department.

2 Such a taey oevrsol eass

T85-S
3 through a programamatic NEPA process that addresses (Cont)

4 major federal actions that could significantly affoct

S the quality of the human environment. This is

6 particularly important when considering the disposal of

7" long-lived radioactive waste, which are not suitable

8' for shallow land burial. -

9 MR. BROWN: About a minute left.

20 MR. KOVAC: The DOE rejection of hardened on-

51, site. storage alternative is unacceptable, given that

12 this is the actual status of the greater-than-Class-C

13 low level waste at present end will not be outside the

14 scope of alternatives that should be considered for

I$ this 8IS.

16 00E rejects the alternative that many New (Cent

17. Mexicans and others from around the country have bean,

25 you know, proposing since 2007. Keeping the waste in

19 Hess would reduce the risk-of accidents or terrorist

20 attacks during transport. W~hile ROSS is notra

22 permanent solution, it would be more protective of

22 human health and the environment than any of DOE's

866.488.DlilO
www.CapitalReportingCompany.com
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!current dumping practices and the alternative presented IT85-6
2 in this draft environmental impact statement.

3MR. BROqN : Fine.

•4 MR. KOVAC: Thank you.



Nuclear Watch South, Commienter ID No. T7

2 NS. GLENN C•flOLL: Ny name is Glenn Carroll and I

3 am coordinator of Nuclear hfatch South. We're based in

4 Atlanta. Georgia. Appreciate Of Sukushins being

5 acknowledged tonight. I felt like, you know, that song

6 how can the sun keep on shining, how can the birds keep

7 on flying. -0O0 know, it seems like everything has

S changed except the nuclear industry. And it's

9 interesting to be here tonight. This issue han been

10 really hard to wrap my mind around. It's been really

1i hard to actually identiry what greater-than-class C

12 waste is. And I want to comment on--the most positive

13 thing I can think of saying is here we are together

14 making it up as we go so I'm glad I'm here because

15 trust my thinking, I trust my responses to what I see.

ii One of the things that grieves me and leaves me at a

11 loss for words is that I thought everybody would knew

I8 the world changed when hukushima happened, and yet the

15 game has been studiously brought back to the same old,

20 name old. it's relatively safe if you don't count

21 three major meltdowns in 30 years. That's one every

22 ten years when each of our facilities have a point of

23 1.23 probability of a problem. We produced three major

24 can' t-happen accidents in 30 years, and this is not

25 counting your less--your less-than-well-known

26 accidents. Of course I'm referring to Three Nile



Nuclear Watch South. Comm enter 1D No. T7 (cont'd)

1 Island, Chernoby!. and Fukushima, which isn't even been

2 an issue yet. Pe've got tasilliocs of gallons of

3 radioactive water and we hope there isn't: an earthquake-

4 that shatters the building. And so some of the things

5 that lump nou at me tonight and we will enter some siore

S formal comments. Ily the way, there is a ceil, but

7 several groups have signed a letter requesting an

S extension to the com-enet period as most of the documents

a in the ElS have nor been available until recently so

10 hopefully that--that deadline extension will happen.

11 want to call foul. You don't put not a Draft ETS fro

12 public comrsent and then reserve your preferred

13 elternative for the final that will receive the public

14 comment. So that just isn'"t right. The preferred

15 alternatives that Nuclear Pgatch South promotes is a

16 hardened un-site storage interim approach somewhat like

17 we've crafted principles which ale available en our

18 nonukesyall~org website. nou can lead these principles

19 for storage. And since we're making it up as we go

20 let's not do anything hasty snd let's keep this really.

11 really hot stuff that in not that big and Is already,

22 according to several speakers tonight, being safely

23 stored at the site for a generation it should remain

24 there. I think the sealed sources do need a different

25 loot. They are oat all over the place under an

25 agreement state status. That is pretty squirrely.

T7-1 A preferred alternative is not required to be included in a Draft EIS. The Council on
Environmental Quality regulations in 40 CFR 1502.14(e) specify that the section on
alternatives in an EIS shall identity the agency's preferred alternative or alternatives, if one or
more exists, in the Draft ELS and identify such alternative(s) in the Final EIS unless another
law prohibits the expression of such a preference; that is, a preferred alternative shall be
identified in the Draft EIS if one exists. If no preferred alternative has been identified at the
Draft EIS stage, a preferred alternative need not he included. By the time the Final EIS is filed,
40 CFR 1502.14(e) presumes the existence of a preferred alternative and requires its
identification in the Final EIS unless another law prohibits the expression of such a preference.

DOE did not have a preferred alternative at the time of issuance of the Draft EIS because of the
complex nature of the proposed action and the potential implications for disposal of GTCC
LLRW and GTCC-like wastes. To seek public input on how to identify a preferred alternative
for inclusion in the Final EIS, the Draft EIS presented considerations for developing a
preferred alternative in the Summary (in Section S.6) and in Section 2.9. As required by 40
CFR 1502.14(e), the Final EIS contains a preferred alternative for the disposal of GTCC
LLRW and GTCC-like wastes (see Section 2.1I0). In developing the preferred alternative, DOE
took into consideration public comments on the Draft EIS, public EIS scoping comments, and
other factors identified in Sections S.6 and 2.9 of the EIS.

The publication by the EPA of a NOA of the Final EIS in the Federal Register initiated a 30-
day public availability or "waiting" period. While the availability period is not a formal public
comment period, the public can comment on the Final EIS, including the preferred alternative,
prior to final agency action. Comments received will be addressed by DOE in a ROD. As
required by the Energy Policy Act of 2005, DOE must submit a Report to Congress that
includes the alternatives considered in the EIS and await Congressional action before making a
final decision regarding which alternative(s) to implement. The Report to Congress will be
made available to the public on the GTCC EIS website (http://www.gtcceis.anl.gov/).

T7-2 The use of HOSS and other approaches for long-term storage of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like
wastes are outside the scope of this EIS because they do not meet the purpose and need for
agency action. Consistent with Congressional direction in Section 631 of the Energy Policy
Act of 2005 (P.L. 109-58), DOE plans to complete an EIS and a ROD for a permanent disposal
facility for this waste, not for long-term storage options. The GTCC EIS evaluates the range of
reasonable disposal alternatives and, as also required under NEPA, a No Action Alternative.
Under the No Action Alternative, current practices for storing GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike
wastes would continue in accordance with current requirements.

T7-

T7-2
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Stopping the generation of nuclear waste is outside the scope of the GTCC EIS, the scope of
which is to evaluate disposal alternatives to enable the selection of a safe alternative or
alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes. The GTCC EIS evaluates
the range of reasonable alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes in
compliance with the requirements specified in NEPA, the Low-Level Radioactive Waste
Policy Amendments Act (P.L. 99-240), and Section 631 of the Energy Policy Act of 2005
(P.L. 109-58). The GTCC ElS evaluates the potential environmental impacts of the proposed
disposal alternatives for GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes. Based on the evaluation, DOE
has determined that there are safe and secure alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and
GTCC-like wastes. The GTCC EIS provides information that supports this determination, and,
as discussed in Section 1.1, Purpose and Need for Agency Action, DOE is responsible for the
disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes.

1 Nest of that stuff is nuclear waste that got repackaged

2 and sold as a source and I think that does noed a

3 different consideration. Those need to he reigned back

4 in. Now, can anybody think of this, we're having this

5 problem, why do we keep doing it, why do we keep

6 sending this stuff out there that we're scratching our

1 heads now trying to figaro out what to do with it. Oh,

8 we might clean up West Valley but we're going to decide

5 and in ten years maybe we won't clean up most 'galley.

10 Now can you make a-decision like this when everything

11 keeps changing. The phrase comes to mlind, I'm afraid

12 this will be offensiv;e, you can' t argue with a sick

13 mind. Why am I here? That's supposed to get a laugh.

14 50 another thing that saught my attention was that most

15 of the activated metals that we're talking about

•15 haven't• been generated yet. Now, that's good news.

17 tn~t's not do it, We have got to figure this out.

10 Neclear power died at Three Nile Island. It's still

19 dead. There is a mnission--there is a mission for the

20 bulk of the People in this room that receive their

21 employment in this industry. We do have nuclear waste

22 to take care of. We do coed to develop the technology.

23 We don't need to dump it in trenches and we don't need

24 to be moving it around and changing it into--trying to

25 change it into other things and creating new waste

26 streams. There is a future for this industry and it is

T7-3
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1 long. Pe h re radioactive faetories. We're talking

2 about thee tonight and they need to ho diseantled and

I we don' t know how and we don't know where the money is.

4 And we have the high-level spent nuclear fuel and we

5 don't know what to do with it and we're not going to

.6 reprocess it and we are wanting time and we need a new

7. mission for the nuclear industry. There is work to be

8 done. We need to get this spent fuel out of the pools

9 and into hardened storage. And so our--we promote the

10 BOSS alternative. We're crying foul that you don't

11 include that now and that you claim that you'll figure

12 out what you went •later after you' re done hearing free

13 us. And that will do me for tonight. Thank you.
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Good Aftereoon,

Please find tho attached letter and comments from Nya Counety, Nevada on GTCC.

Please contest me should you have any questions, or problems with the attad~ment.

~Thank you;

Elizabeth Enriquez
.O ~ Adlnndnstr-ative Secretor~y

,Rye CernntyfdWRPO
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Nuler o• e R osl~orv Prolect! Of!lce
2101 E. alva da Bt'I,,e. #100 ? Paltatmplle~vada 80048

(/)T-72742'/?!atxg'75) 727-4919
EaV-LOSURE

NYE COUNTY, NEVADA
COIMFM NTS

udS. Department of Etiargy (DOE).
Draft Ennironmnientl impact Statement (DEIS) for the Disposal of Greater-Than-Clasa C
(GTCC) Low-oLiseol Radioactive 'Waste and GTCC-.Lllce Waste

E32-1 The EIS considered the range of reasonable alternatives for disposal of the inventory of GTCC
LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes identified for inclusion in these analyses. The Secretary of
Energy determined that a permanent repository for high-level waste and spent nuclear fuel at
Yucca Mountain, Nevada, is not a workable option and will not be developed. Therefore, DOE
concluded that co-disposal at a Yucca Mountain repository is not a reasonable alternative and
has eliminated it from evaluation in this EIS, as described in Section 2.6 of the EIS. DOE has
included analysis of generic commercial facilities in the event that a facility could become
available in the future. In that case, before making a decision to use a commercial facility,
DOE wuuld conduct further NEPA reviews, as appropriate.

DOE did not evaluate developing a geologic repository exclusively for disposal of GTCC
LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes because DOE determined that such an alternative is not
reasonable due to the time and cost associated with siting a deep geologic repository and the
relatively small volume of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes identified in the GTCC EIS.
DOE believes that the results presented in this EIS for the WIPP geologic repository alternative
are indicative of the high degree of waste isolation that would be provided by disposal in a
geologic repository. DOE has, included analysis of generic commercial facilities in the event
that a facility could become available in the future. In that case, before making a decision to
use a commercial facility, DOE would conduct further NEPA reviews, as appropriate.

DOE agrees that use ofra geologic repository would be a protective and safe method for the
disposal of the entire inventory of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes. However, the degree
of waste isolation provided by a geologic repository may not be necessary for all of the GTCC
LLRW and GTCC-like wastes evaluated in the GTCC EIS. The GTCC EIS evaluation
indicates that certain wastes (e.g., those containing short-lived radionuclides such as
Cs-137 irradiators) could be safely disposed of in properly designed land disposal facilities at
sites with suitable characteristics, such as low precipitation rates, high soil distribution
coefficients, and sufficient depths to groundwater. Based on the GTCC EIS evaluation, land
disposal facilities located in arid climates (e.g., NNSS and WIPP Vicinity) would isolate
radionuclides for a sufficient period of time to allow for significant radioactive decay to occur.

While 10 CFR Part 61 identifies one NRC-approved method for GTCC LLRW disposal
(disposal in a geologic repository), these regulations also indicate that other disposal methods
could be approved. The GTCC EIS evaluates three land disposal methods (i.e., enhanced near-
surface trench, intermediate-depth borehole, and above-grade vault). The GTCC EIS
evaluation indicates that land disposal methods employed at sites with suitable characteristics
would be viable and safe alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW.

GENERAL COM'PMEN TS/OBSERVATIONS-

I. Comteeot• Theqrapingomeetings and call far acoplogtcomments tegurdiug thu OTCC F515 orcrrud
|a 207. Thu Yucca Mountain rajioslajy teas ideatified as a potestial allurnaiive for GTCC disposal
in thu No ticu of Intest that laitilited this protoun, At it hin flbsh scoplngacttiehiga watt bald, lions
expoised that the license application (LA) fur a Ytrro Maontinlarepuuiitoy would buuabaittedla th tl
NRC by itan 2005. Waiting foar~yosra to ecauploto thu D~raft 515 is net a cuptsbla, J~taullsarly gluts
ihali iha tlmisaeim and without oppozacuaty fhror amuot, the Yuccxa Mountain rapositery wa4s
otiluleatcd fiojat ctasidurallen as an lterinaoiyc lfor diaposal of OTCC waste. This action ,,s tuban
prior to crsaotuion of mstsu r elun.d over thu past tWa years about tlta legai~ty of Adasinlatlan, ou ad
Dolt etinsa t0 turitnialo thu puoject. Onless Yucca Mountain {s tlacldud in thu Pinas Et.S as u
alternative for OTC(C disposal, auoping should he• redone to inf'oana thu publin of laday'a
cir.eniulsosues audito provide an oppoltotiy for oddithins comacunalon the scapa of the docauoet.

laaotlneel: Seeping hearioga writ bald in 2007, a point In huma wh•ltuha• D•OE bud asniaui U•¢d that
sbubmtltal of thu LA for th.u Yucca Moantole repository, a uaprifia, otleiumtlv identiftl listha il'tioe
of Intent for O'tCC diaposal. woeld tube place last than one year loter nlit Draft OTCC ElS
excaluae thpeotantiat VorecaMountain rapasiliory from constderation oat disposat option. There ca
bo little doubt that thtost sebaitting scoping eommoeits wus-onwars' of ahr Yntals.ouataia repesiloly
•programo and ,hu fact that the 200)2 hIS foriha raptei.tory had cnssidased the poteulial imparts
assocated whith disposal of ilseprojected Inventory of OT•C wastes In the rcpasitory; as 'wall as rall -

tratsport of waste 10 thu rupositoty in lasga easlct. Nuclear ltegntatamy Cuneuinian (NqRt)
ragalatloas at 1 0 CPR 61.55(aX2)(iv) stale that far GTCC was te:...n aths oatiehra ofiprctfll
reqguiraasnts fin th$ pmart, tech sasusm~at bec dirposed of Ia a geaaople rapoaltmyu a•dul ta n psar
,60 or 63 of th i clhalpter ,edaas oOlsaLa for dispoal of rech woast in da fp~aso~ste lcensed .
puranont to thle port tare asppovcd by atl, Coueafniars totRtoval from eorsidccatton of thu only
OTCC dispoaslallotenatluve to address thm reirvant leqnircrarnlu for agehlogic repository, t O.CtR
Pant 63 is th c-a~se o f "mCaccMountata, has aatglt•Iicant negalivetaspact as this Draft OTCC 1115 sod
an thu ability of the DOlto In sppaut a~eletian of ass alterastiva disposat method or s•ilt. This is
capectanly tuna since tither are lowauits chatlletgilfgthu Serel'€toy's abandonmsent of the Yuccaa
Maountaln s~lit which wa approved by Congress in 2002 as th~e site for a epositery, afa tesannuiton
of the repository program mandated nndrmthohiWPA. Thu &¢eauaty has Itatitled that If m1l:tratd by
thu Courtus o Conarcus h's wilt exuc~al lbs progruas as requited by cnenet law. As thos sohmhtfing

E32-1
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nrepitog camorsas conidnat have antlIdpatd tire current aitrasicn, tire Dral GTCC BIS cannot be
re~sFOnsive.' to pablic perperaisvs on how tlao current sitrtotos affects issuos related to GTCC disposal
elterentives• Clost-n en Itrastaitr of Yacca Mauatalls should ha completed beforO the OTCC EiS
goes forward cad certainly prior to na decision onea disposal ttethhl Or location by the DOlt or

Congress. Sroping shoutad be redone if Yucca Mounatoin is not to be roasidered in order to provride ott
opportunity fat itntlrusea pablic cOtstwnrrs.

2 Comnoture TireDecO (IT•CC lS danaflt incao odequsotaIvnforulaon ontitealhersativse

cs,'alcatad• lThisaanve•'y Iimilst'tharu~pa and voice of tho plo~tlat ceussasets tlls might ira re¢lctrd
on the doettneaat

Rrsttonale If tir public iscaoatec~d to preside meoa~ltgfsi, osmments ons tlto. atensative disposaln
enattanat and locotionos saing coiasdenrl f'or disp~osal fac~ilities, ilt~ao a right to esnpct inforesatlion
gioiegarleqctue econsidcrastlon to econoamie, enelnonatertal, technclhal, and odtte f•ader about thu
altersattves. Tire/De.R 61S does not provide sari Inforunstlona at a lesyal nppreosrisr to permit
discrimination acmongtie alternative disposol muttsods and tfcility loratioate, or aamotg ti1r potential
cotublnations ot disposal method and location. The docanent olso itt-uoities no pe~rspativo uabout
whidal alattcatlvor altensolves the agrinsylsellcvcs wonid baet f, llill its ciattaroy mission and
respoasililitiea. Withroat a bttarinsicaditlo ol how tire 00O3 intanristo proceed, or temornseatningfcl
harferesseion that wetld ollowv discrhitaitntion ,ar noag liha terostiver thre public's ability to generate
meaaiangfal commnso ts en ra decearnact is dosproansed.

34/ Cemmetat: It is eat dea~r tiat NRC arceplanreofts t eh e sa~rf cc alternatives, namely trenh oivaelt
irasal, far disposa Of all GOTCC Wastes a aiud ha cossaidletd a foregaun rtct0nnlie, or" evn tha
likely reult of a licensing prceding. At oreinimns, tire DOlt siors d formally eagaga tbc NRC on
thiti raltor iseforo recoarnceeding to Congress a path forward tint tire Commrslsalon ollimatahy may nnt

Itotlonole: Tire DeaRf 0TCC Eils sees• to tao written fronts ttne poaspectivo tiratln thewo relatively

naes-turface otrertatives, namerly tren:ch end vaool borial, will ha acceptable to tire NR.C Tie NRC
regulatlons 01 10 CPaRlPrea61 suggest otheowise. In 10 Ci~R 6I.7(a)(5) the NRC eltets that: Waste
with eotaeenrradoun• above there [class C] Thatta Ls generally teoecejtoblefore rn-arfaee~ dispo ol•
It fittiter statcs than: [fTllere reap be tomaelnastanre thriar sanste wrahi eooncrctrottoms greater than

1:ennitted for Clans C s$ooaldlat oceepeabme fitr nar-auafaa duipesal seih apeeiol praceas~ingor
deatyn, Tdrlses tft be eaaslnstedon a ease-by ease bsois. Althoaght the NRC is willing to consider
that ianrcm instance waste witlh coac.atealloa$ greaser titan permitted for Class C would isa
acceptable for neer-steefoen disposal, ther la na reason to nosase thata all GTCC as~tes seotd qolify
for thiaecsuxinstion, as app~ears to ho tire ease in the LD0 EIlS. TheNRC h~asoir itoicor in 1 0 CI

5
R

6l.SS(aX2)(iv) that: Jl'a l~nIaearecc of spce~tfliereqiemren•tsn thilspart, enci waste (GTCC waste]
must he dsl gedae of itt a geologtl repalroary r defigtrvin part 60 or 63 of tiara eiaoter tratesa
projaosale f'r dirposo fatnd • ' ose tr las a disposa! cite. ltenerlscnt reuott to thit p ore r npp~ro ed by
a/re Comaniasiot. Any recommendation by the DOlt to Congress fer n prefere disposal method that
• relies on aN RC finding that near-r siearedis I of higl-actillty, 1ong-liwed I3TCC LL.W waste is
g~ettrally acceptable is•a riky position for the D01110 take, It would seem appropriate for the DOlt
to fornealy enegog thaNRC no this matter, to idernltiy osd resolve potecntial licensing mssen related tO

E32-2t

E32-3

E32-2 The specific locations that would be used at each potential site for development of a disposal
facility for GTCC LLRW and GTCC-[ike wastes are not known at this time. The use of
"reference locations" was used in the EIS to allow for a quantitative assessment of the impacts
that could occur at each site. While some parameters could change within a short distance,
most would not. The migration of radionuclides from the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes
placed into the conceptual disposal facility designs for the three land disposal methods was
modeled (not all three methods were evaluated for each site). Site-specific information
provided by technical staff from various sites that were evaluated was used in these modeling
analyses to the extent it was available, and conservative assumptions were used to fill any
remaining data gaps. While the computer model was largely developed to support
environmental restoration activities, it has a number of features that make it a good choice for
use in this EIS. The analysis presented in the EIS is adequate for the comparison of the
disposal altemnatives evaluated. Fate and transport parameters utilized in the estimations were
based on site-specific (e.g., specific to the reference location to the extent available)
information and, as such, are considered reasonable for the purpose of the comparison made in
the EIS. However, DOE recognizes that additional project- and site-specific information, such
as the actual depth to groundwater over the entire disposal area, could be used to inform the
implementation of a disposal facility at a given location. This additional information is
expected to reduce the uncertainty associated with these types of evaluations to the extent
possible. Site-specific information would be evaluated in any site-specific NEPA review that
would be conducted based on a ROD for this EIS.

The estimated costs associated with the construction and operation of GTCC waste disposal
facilities at each of the sites - including costs for direct and indirect labor, equipment,
materials, services, and subcontracts - are included in the assessment of each waste
management alternative in the EIS. The cost estimates for the land disposal methods are based
on a conceptual design of the disposal facility and could increase with actual implementation.
Costs shown for WIPP are based on actual costs experienced to date and reflect construction
and operation costs of an operating geologic repository. The economic analysis in the EIS
addresses the potential economic impacts, including potential impacts resulting from in
migration of workers or their families during the construction period, and any consequent
impacts on housing, public finances, public service employment, and traffic.

E32-3 The LLRWPAA (P.L. 99-240) specifies that GTCC LLRW, designated a federal responsibility
under section 3(b)(1)(D) that results from activities licensed by the NRC, is to be disposed of
in an NRC-licensed facility that has been determined to be adequate to protect public health
and safety. However, unless specifically provided by law, the NRC does not have authority to
license and regulate facilities operated by or on behalf of DOE. Further, the LLRWPAA does
not limit DOE lo using only non-DOE facilities or sites for GTCC LLRW disposal.
Accordingly, if DOE selects a facility operated by or on behalf of DOE for disposal of GTCC
LLRW for which it is responsible under section 3(b)(1)(D), clarification from Congress would
be needed to determine NRC's role in licensing such a facility and related issues. In addition
clarification from Congress may be needed on NRC's role if DOE selects a commercial GTCC
LLRW disposal facility licensed by an Agreement State rather than by NRC.

The NRC served as a commenting agency on the GTCC EIS and therefore did not actively
participate in the preparation of the GTCC EIS. Issues associated with potential regulatory
changes or NRC licensing would be addressed as necessary to enable implementation.
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this hlgher-acttvity, longersh, ed LLW, before recommeading to Congress a petht forreard that the
NRC ultimately may nat suppers, with the recsult that time and tnepayer doillrs ste wasted.

4 Comamnent: .The estinastd vetem-,s and4 nottlties of (fTCC westes that wasid etelt: ofees the reprectdg ef
civilian eel dseoseqeleted SNF' me eat ineisted in the OTCCwaste la~centty ned hc~eee• eeno evatested In
the Duee hItS. Oeengotiseasietesson in the eisttlemc end regulated ceoenmastte• tledcele ihat the veteeset and
ectlettie$ afthe resutleig OTCC wOesd be aeserat doses theteasoet anntseed In ther Drfl BIl.

Rstionttlc: As described ig else 11$. GTCC waseteeseae placed~ In ee of two greueps for
putpoas• of ettalysla. 'Group 1 consists of wastes that ser either already in storage or are
cxpceted to ten gesncrsttc from existiog facilities (nttcltsts commtseral n~ucler power p tnts).
G~roup 2 consists of westes thiat may be generated in the litruic ad the ,reselt of ectiowi
proposed by DOE or cotsmcrisl intities, such os wastes frost prop•osed1omosercial restless
that haye nOt becen licensed or counlstinted. Some or ail of ek G'r. te 2 troie easy teaer be
geeleratdeL depending ot else oaeeietes of propsd artioto ths• are itdependene of this 513,"
(enhsepsei added) Theme has beeh signliciattl discilsston rbceily rogacdieg the potential role
of reprrss¢ssing in the nuclear fuel cycle hullb for r~ecovery of the energy coldest o f ShIP nnd
for its potentia to redttoe the voleste end half-life of woste rtqelrieg deep geologic dispoatti
'The N~R'C is its thte early etages of devnlopieg its rgoeletory bissis for [icensahsg comtnereial
reproce•ssigfacilities. Ongoing etisotasions in the eoientrioi and"
regualahor coessunities indicate th)nt the volstrass and activitists of
the G5cc wastes tthat would result frost the reproneusing of c'ivliaen
and defense-related Shtr would be several tie~s the atount'adalgicd
in this 5IS. Estimattes or the quantities of GSCe rensatltng frets
reprocessing twere previoussly reported i.n tltiDnsfiGt obt Nuelne•r Lergy
Partnership (GNEP) Progro~matsio Etwironinental Impasat Sdaiementee(PE1S) (DOEJBtS-
fl396. 2000). us light of chose factors, the poteottial, for genneration of
additional GTC Waste fron reprooasi~ngo 0£lh S.FfIlls within the
basin rer defining the waste inventory eonsidered in Creep 5. She
need to dispos~e of this additional wastO, is, therefore, a. reasonably
to~reseeable atition, tho consequences of which oust be considered in
hin ZE$S. iThe Dreft 05CC H•s is deficent in that it feilo to

ineloda thic odditional grICC waste in the ,evaluation of potetttial.
irepenats.

5. Comments fhe D~mRtGTCC HIS assumes that thse ffe:live Itfe of the jetreder- herders will be 500'
yearn, that the masitenns ¢onen~mtrien of redlotsecides at the end of the isoyear period will be at a
levl that does nat peaso en uneccptable hseard to an intrudaer or to public linaith aed safety., ned that
the (P5CC wast form will Its slsb~e. A reesouable coesioleass asong tt taprapee sll~otrties.
weeld re~qeire a me.oniegful tdemaisdasrtioa that thes-e edej•uirensents w,,ill he met by tacit of the vadees
disposal metthod and site option, .

liahionales Tho Deaft GTCC HIS[ does net addreSs how lise DOE intends estllialt a reaonable basis
to assure decislon mokere that the selected disposal optien (method nald site) will he isllaowbte under
tihe 10 CFttPart 61 reqeiremeass if other than a reptaitoty disposal opelos iasselected. It seems

E32-3,
(Cont.)

E32-4

E32-5

E32-4 The GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike waste inventory evaluated in the EIS is based on the best
available information on the stored and projected GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes from
ongoing and planned activities. The estimated 12,000 m3 of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like
wastes is a relatively small volume of waste when compared to other wastes disposed of by
DOE. For example, this volume of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes is only about 20% of
the 59,000 m5 of LLRW disposed of at one site (NNSS) in one year (fiscal year 2010). DOE
canceled the Draft Global Nuclear Energy Partners hip Programmatic Environmental lmpact
Statement (GNEP PEIS) (74 FR 31017); therefore, the generation of additional GTCC LLRW
under GNEP is not anticipated. In addition, the inventoty includes wastes expected to be
generated during the production of Mo-99 for medical applications from two potential
generatofs. While the potential generator(s) of this waste may change, the estimated
characteristics and volumes are representative of the amounts expected to supply the demand
for the Mo 99. DOE believes that expanding the inventory to include potential GTCC LLRW
and GTCC-like wastes from undefined or unplanned future activities would introduce
excessive uncertainty in the EIS evaluations. DOE believes that the inventory included in the
GTCC EIS is reasonable for the purposes of the NEPA process and that it provides a
supportable basis for conducting the EIS evaluation and the identification of the preferred
alternative in the Final EIS. In the future, should additional waste be identified, appropriate
NEPA review would be conducted to reflect these changes and also changes that would be
needed to the existing infrastructure or the identification of additional disposal sites.

E32-5 DOE agrees that the GTCC waste disposal facility must ensure the protection of a hypothetical
future inadvertent human intruder, especially for the wastes disposed of in an enhanced near
surface trench. In the conceptual design for the trench disposal facility, the trenches are about
3 m (10 ft.) wide, 1 1 m (36 ft.) deep, and 100 m (330 ft.) long. The GTCC waste disposal
placement is assumed to be about 5 to 10 m (16 to 33 ft.) below ground surface.

On the basis of the depth of waste disposal, DOE believes that the only reasonable potential for
intrusion is from a future drilling event, such as drilling for a well. The likelihood of
inadvertent intrusion from a drilling event would be very low for a GTCC waste trench
disposal facility because of (I) the narrow width of the trench, (2) the use of intruder barriers,
(3) the remoteness of the sites, (4) DOE's commitment to long-term institutional control,
(5) site conditions such as the general lack of easily accessible resources and the great depth to
groundwater, and (6) waste form stability. On the basis of these considerations, DOE did not
include a quantitative analysis of inadvertent human intruder in the EIS. Site-specific NEPA
reviews would be conducted as needed.

Potential inadvertent human intrusion into WIPP is addressed in the documentation supporting
its current operations. Inclusion of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes with the wastes
already planned for disposal in this repository would not be expected to change the results
associated with this hypothetical intrusion event.

The LLRWPAA (P.L. 99-240) specifies that GTCC LLRW, designated a federal responsibility
under section 3(b)(1)(D) that results from activities licensed by the NRC, is to be disposed of
in an NRC-licensed facility that has been determined to be adequate to protect public health
and safety. However, unless specifically provided by law, the NRC does not have authority to
license and regulate facilities operated by or on behalf of DOE. Further, the LLRWPAA does
not limit DOE to using only non-DOE facilities or sites for GTCC LLRW disposal.
Accordingly, if DOE selects a facility operated by or on behalf of DOE for disposal of GTCC
LLRW for which it is responsible under section 3(b)(1)(D), clarification from Congress would
be needed to determine NRC's role in licensing such a facility and related issues. In addition
clarification from Congress may be needed on NRC's role if DOE selects a commercial GTCC
LLRW disposal facility licensed by an Agreement State rather than by NRC.

The NRC served as a commenting agency on the GTCC EIS and therefore did not actively
participate in the preparation of the GTCC EIS. Issues associated with potential regulatory
changes or NRC licensing would be addressed as necessary to enable implementation.
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reasona~ble that Isreosebi disposition at suflireoe depth might be acceptablle to the NRC, partleebtely
for disposal eaf sealed sources• oed if sealing requirements ore eddresseil. However, it is not clear what
will ha reqaisced for the DOE to ob't ain N"RC approval for other than repository diapessi ofhii her-
activity, loeget-lived OTCC L.jW given the lack in t0 CPR P'art 61 of explicit requirem.tents for
licensisn fecilities bewd onneraarlbure ndisposal methods. The Draft BuS adopta a number of
gelneml osenptions ehont facetap Impossant to the pserfosnoeaco of nesr-sttrface disposal facilities. It

owsmn that the effective life of tise jeheder Ibarrimange for Iea Jeor-ar.snvis¢ alternatives will be 502
yearn. that the snzeheinn concentretion of radiantuclldee at tie esod of the ,500 year period will be at
level that does not pose so unaeceplable boazed looan inttuaderor pobliclhealtls asel safety, easl thtat
rrcC noose will be'steble. A rsiaiotstble cesparlsan omoso the prepased opties would requite a

eseantingfal desntesteatins that tho asssntptioes msado regarding these fectoss am uppeopriole lor each
facility aed sild ooehitled, to soppisr sen evatesation of complleeno with apislioshla pcrfortstono
requirensests. lTh pasteetlol issos eand ssceetalnals sassocisted with NRC appeaval ofesene-surface
disposal facilities for O'rCC LLW in the absese of eaplicit requireesents for licenlsing sucth facilities
lshosid ho discerased to better infote ilian deoiitia p roes., It weould also he opprapeiate to discuss the

•potential forus f diltoeptettpoaol rn•samtbtshod~sedonthe conent f longor-lived rodi~loneides.

6. Comtment: t~ittle`1nforao .sittrese~ e ted that wuld alloso cal commnst itiestnoends~arglaod how b
prea cted Irauspeorti!on ef GTCC wso east otd nf'fect h'the.

Ratiendle: While it is likely that the traespoctotion risk ealeulationes used eessonablu~asontnptlons
abouti shortest trattsit timaes ead lrsateso thlghways. theea 15s r co~gnition that olletamte totes likeely

o•uld lee oprefied, nos is conrcaty~the ase in Nevads, fot esanmpis, fer 1.LW end mixed LLW
shipments costing In the Nevada Notion. I Secmly Silo (NN$SS) If the NNS5S were teletced os the
aeftsr a OTCG'disposal , qcilil~ys nder exLstl, lg ngtemonts tIlso shlpiteqtts Of TCCswuate weold

"have to ovoid Las Veqas aed come threoughasmall rural comntunitiea In thu• N'NSS, whiela it located
entirely within Nyc Couety. This woutld foenu the bunion tsr etmergency response capability o0 local
governmoents, incunding Nyas Conrsly and sarzosoding rueat Coenlies, sorocahiog thsat is tsotsaddreassd
in the DrofltilS, Similar sit astloo ace lihely to exist for ot least somen of te olberailc conaldeseeL-

7.. Zomments The Dm0R 01CC ElIs does ttot addr'es how likely ehoonges to 10 C PR~t 61, inclnding
eha'•tgos lo the wste ¢i. siflee'asi sys.tem end eastabilam est ofrish.informedlpePrfetsssssu.basrd
reqsrdteasents, woud affect decisions3 abou~t lihe metho er Site selected for dispast sod the
c m ian con r e lego~£,y reqnisslredl sopprtlifesins~g.

• Rationale: The NRChbas unne~neced that it inteods to proporechanges to IOCFR Poet 61 to m~ohei
riak-inlbmease and petfoemascvboaed.. Oan potential osttteome is that the classification schema for
tUtA uoatd oeange. For esuample, b laseItesaloailoily ecoepte~d scheme fereteste elota.ifie~atien, IAEIA
Safety Slandords Series No. 050-1, Ctoastfreatton of Rediecriete l~aste, GeOrd ,l•fetfet Gtlde
tlntereattonas Atemiotiner..y Agecay, Vienna, 2(109), does not have o clastifltetion for GTCC waste.
Tite ittesaional eppreoth~ac warste clossifictlOn is based onz' consilderatlon of the combinatioa of
outivity concent and half-life, whith the longer-lived wast es requiring greater beloatiso. If the NRC

E32-6 As slated in Section C.9.4.1.1 of the EIS on route selection, many of the GTCC LLRW and
GTCC-like wastes considered in the EIS would meet the definition of a highway route HRCQ
(49 CFR 173.403). However, as noted in the discussion, states and Native American tribes
have the opportunity to designate "preferred routes" to replace or supplement the interstate
highway system. For those wastes not specifically designated as HRCQ, the selection of a
route is left to the carrier, but in the case of GTCC LLR.W and GTCC-like wastes, additional
consultation with transportation stakeholders would occur.

DOE/NNSA analyzed various radioactive waste shipping routes through and around
metropolitan Las Vegas, Nevada, in the Draft NNSS SWEIS. DOEINNSA continued
discussions with the State of Nevada on routing options throughout the preparation of the Final
NNSS SWEIS. After taking into consideration the comments and concerns expressed by State,
county, and local government officials and the public in general during the review and
comment period for the Draft NNSS SWEIS, DOE/NNSA decided to maintain the current
highway routing restrictions for shipments of low-level radioactive waste (LLW) and mixed-
low level radioactive waste (MLLW'), as described in the Waste Acceptance Criteria (WAC)
for the site. DOE/NNSA explained this decision in the Final NNSS SWEIS. The unchanged
WAC restrictions are to avoid (1) crossing the Colorado River near Hoover Dam and (2) the
greater metropolitan Las Vegas interstate system. DOE/NNSA is not considering, nor is it
making, changes to the NNSS WAC with regard to routing.

Once an alternative is selected in a ROD for this EIS, implementation will include, as needed
and appropriate, NEPA reviews and other analysis (e.g., transportation).

E32-7 The likelihood of potential changes to existing regulations is outside the scope of the GTCC
EIS.

E32-5
(Cent.

E32-6

E32-7
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adopts a similar ctassilication scheme (a poasibiitiy driven by potential iccidenlol wases esnoe.ated

with reptecessng), tho cie~sificat [on of 07CC and, hence. the reqeirements governing disposal of
•thsse wastes coald chanlge.significaatly. The re-vised rule may elso institute caleemesta•' liar site-

specific tpurforeshsanc asseassmeets of anyadisposat facility as one basis for a. soingecompliance with
the perforasnece objectiv.., as w,,elt as re•vised requirements for thts evaluation of teeten i'ntrslon.
lbs psoteotnt issetsa assne~lated mwtts uncertain regolatoty eltanges ned how they teight affecrt the
diccelotn process and escnsdutes.hould be discussetd to better infeorm decinlseommnnher•

8. •fmmeet: The Dhet• 7rCC EIS dues not odeqestety treat theo difficulty in reqecating t hat Conressix
ebsenge rthe WIPP Land Withdrawet Act to peemat disposst of 07CC waste of both consmercial and
defeanse oigjnin ta facility ejpraevd only for disposal of dcfenso-rclsted TU waste ceder EPA ned
Stae rogulatoy authority.

• Raitonalet 'lbs WIP LanaI W.it hdrawat Act and ntthe r applicable lena w'oeld ese to be amsendled if
thteDOE recommends geologic disposa at the esisting WII'P repoastoty. Thes Dealt OTCC Eils
Identifies th~s issue for ths WIPP permits and Landi Withdrawal Act, but does net preside an adequate
discu.sion of lien issena the would vrlse in the psocen of lesplereentiog such legielstlve changes, and
Itte lime ecqlered to implement these cehaau. agee reqnleed change would beto rmeeda eoninelg taws
to lesanfeh r'agultntay nuthority over dispos.al o f 07CC wtaste freon the NRC to tile, EPA. Thlem Is an
eddlotteola econplletouen ~t t ttlttt •Iin g from the Secretary's deulsien to nlbandconYuc¢a Mounnt sslu• an
NRC-ldicensed repoitot•, which canalled ie the. dhenstssat of Yacca Mosuteil fronn consIderat•on In
Ibis Deaft EIlS me n altrtentive for geologic disposa of 0TCC wsaste. There lac basis, for,
conc-tudlnsg tbal Ihe courts or, utltimately. Coregre.s will support thle Scerelsey's ahandonentsa of
Yeses Msosntain, which in designated an thn site ferna geologic cepesiloty ueder the Nasteor WSmle

•Policy Act. The Draft IlS needs tor•eena and scimowtel dge the eccortniny laeroedased atit lien.
imes regarding yes csaunmtalenrar resolved to inferno any dehision that may bassaeds based be the
evahetlotaon in the document, It would ho lnappropriate no matte a prematrerarcennmmndatlea forea
prefereed~palh forward that Is contingentt .on Congress ettsnging the WIPP Land Withdrawal Act netd
potentalnly jeescdlang the existing peetinittdd disposal ectivhitis as the WII'? shosld euposilony

Sdisposal at WIP heeleieod as thepreferred alternative.

9.. Comeats Tha Dealt GTICC 1315 does not ndceqately discuss ltahe Pteetlt ie sscta thnat might result
fromt dispoasa to the WitPP of a ge'eslec volunme of wat aed nearly thirty Iloses as much total
,radioactivity masre ettowed under the WIPP Leed Withdrawal Act and agreesnots with the State of
Nawi.exrtco.

Rltloealet, The Draft EIS correctly pe'ints oat thalt 'he tetsi capacity foe dspsaof TRU wasl
estaislinhed underthe WIP? Laird Withdrfawatl Art in 175.67$ pa (6,2 million fl•)., The Con.alltleso
end Cooperative Agreement with the Stale of New Mesico (1981) estsbt~httd a ttala cemnote-bae•dle
(RIO) ThU ecapndly ofV7,010 w

5
3 (250.800 II'). with the remaining capacity foe coelael-hendtdl( tH)

i'T.U at 160,500 en
5 

(S.95 mitlison 1t). "lhe Land WVithedrawn Act liaits• Use total redloaseivity of RH
waste to 51 maillino curis. For coaspoino•n, tha 07CCXV RHt vottass in apenirossmetly 5,0S0 es'

o(17'8.000 II') and tha RIO tlotl radioaslivity ahout 157 otillion uctiee. On the bn~st of emplacemden

E332-7•
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E32-8 DOE acknowledges that the WIIPP LWA limits disposal at WIPP to defense generated TRU
waste. The use of WIPP was included as an alternative in the EIS because the use of this
repository for GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes is a reasonable approach. To protect
public health and the environment, DOE intends to dispose of GTCC-like waste on the basis of
its radiological and physical characteristics. It is recognized that WIPP cannot be used for the
GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like waste inventory addressed in the EIS under current law.
However, GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes having characteristics similar to those of the
defense-generated TRU wastes that are currently being disposed of at WIPP would be expected
to managed in a manner that is generally comparable to that used for defense-generated TRU
wastes to ensure the health and safety of the general public for the long term.

Should WIPP be selected in DOE's ROD as part of the approach for disposing of GTCC
LLRW and GTCC-like waste legislative changes would be necessary prior to implementation.
Although WIPP is not currently authorized to dispose of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes,
NEPA does not preclude DOE from considering W!PP as a reasonable alternative for disposing
of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes. The need for legislative modifications to enable
WIPP to be used for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes is identified and
discussed in the EIS.

E32-9 The analysis of the WIPP repository in the GTCC EIS assumes that the entire GTCC LLRW
and GTCC-Iike waste inventory identified in the EIS would be disposed of at that facility.
Based on the results of the EIS evaluation for WIPP, both the annual dose and LCF risk would
be zero because there would be no releases to the accessible environment and therefore no
radiation doses and LCF risks during the first 1 0,000 years following closure of the WIPP
repository. DOE recognizes that radioactivity from disposal of the entire GTCC LLRW and
GTCC-Iike waste inventory at WIPP would greatly exceed the radioactivity in all the wastes
that have been previously disposed of at WIPP. DOE considered the radioactivity of the GTCC
LLRW and GTCC-Iike waste inventory in selecting the preferred alternative identified in the
Final EIS.

Site-specific NEPA reviews would be conducted as needed to assure the safe operation of
WIPP over the extended time period required for disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike
wastes. Specific items to be considered would include the waste shaft and main underground
haul route, and potential modifications to waste handling procedures and the Waste Handling
Building would need to be evaluated.
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anticipated waste volumes, the disposl of aU GTCC waste at WIPP would e.'eecd liso limits for Rh
volumte by nearly a feeler of Iwo and Rtt- total activity byn faster of 30. Tsu WIFF LWA (P.L. 102-
579) limits disposal in WIPP to defeuse-geoemted TRU. waste, so modificutlon of thea WIP? Land
Wilhdrawal Ant to outhorize cooeplanoc Or" con-defaunsc and no-r~t-T wastd, inarease the disposal
capselsy limit foe total curese of Ils waste, cod camnge thu Coissulrtitoa cad Cooperatl•ve Agreement
to authorize arn Increase In the Itotl volame of RHd wastes would be required. Tlhs FPilS and SEIS for
Yucca Mountadn consider the poteotiarl impacts from emplacement of all OTCC wswstcs; thet WIPP
EIS does nout Net only would thu WIPP Laud Withdrawal AeS neeod to be om essded, thu WltPP HIS
would need to be auppleontentd as well if the volume no nativity of radioactive waste "iveao
sobsuotislly inoesseod.

14 Commeut: Aiteanntlvo methods for disposal of GTCC waste. othser thun i to ogeotogle reposilory, can
consldaaed on a general haste with t~ecupn to the runge of optoras for a disposal alto. Triu cvsalution
oftlsW WI'P us tim only geoloic mepoalteuy disposal ult•t~ieral consddered is both site,- oand fanility-.
ueolfie. Ne ratlonate is given tr. not aonslderlin8 other slime for a goologia repositey for GTCC
disposnl.

flatlenale: •Alterautlee methods for dlst:iosst of GTCC waste, other than in ageologis repository, are
costddered ott agenaral hauls avlth'ecspoa.l to the range of oplloets far a disposal sio. 1The WIPP' jo thu

•.oniy geologic repository disposa ulteruatlve consldered nod the ev~utlanio Is both cite- nod facility.
apucitla. A eacond geologic reposItory ahemattuve identified in thu liotir of lalcnt -the potential fur
disposal of OTCC 

5
,'ut e In a Yucos Mountain reposltoery was elhinirtcd following ecoping on thu

hasls of no Adminlsration policy decision paler to thu resalutioss of legol issues rsicd regsedtng this
•aesio. Under NEP•A, albroader rsage of ultcrnstive sites •aneld be ceoaduderet for thu geologic
reposItory disposa alternative, or a ratiuonle shoild ho provided fhr onty looking al an esuistiog
facility (os tn thocose of YucnaMosntain, a repositoryplanoed to ho developed at asite dcsltgntcd"
by late).

I11• Coamnent: The perforsonstc unasessenets desoribed in the Deaft OTCC 111 am based on a number
of geocral uassuptlons shout the key fuetoraeo which pefortasaaeo is masl sen•sitive. Absent better
iufotmaotioc about the ilealy alto- nod destgn-speeiltc values of thu key puraselera., Use performassoc
adazcasmunts prov~Ide little hasils far doolsloa-r.skers to seleet u proisreufed site or dlsposui altersative.

Itutlonnle:" Tit perf~ormance essemmants deseribed in thu Duaft OTCC H•IS ore based on a number of
asoUmpetious. Thu pcrfoamaneo asne~ssmsnts aisom~ed that: e) the ongluoc-slngmcassar• (e•g., a cover
system) would renain intac.t for 509S yeses alter thu disposal facility is close, h) after 500 year, the
bacreri would gradually fail, o) the water iuttittrataon rate to thu test of Ilsowasuta disposal aleca would
ha zero for the ftrat 500 yeses stud thee 21% of the nserutn rate for the ares far the remahlderor" ths
purted.ofepladnltion (1 0.000 yea'rs), sod d) the natural backgeotsad infiltration rato is appropriate to
Us•at othle perimeter of the waste disposal isnits. The performanee essoasments thu am not Itou
indiratera of the poten~tlal diffesreoces ia peofumtance uaaongtilte disposal methods and sttes, Moere
lmpoetantty, the seositivity study perforated todtestod that thu results wvere sonsitiva to use
u aautsiamtos. In other weeds, If the ussumptlous prove to bencotrart, iha likely peafaosonace would
not hobel cosl entalned aid rsight ho• worst than estimated. Absent hoterlaoiformation about the

E132-9
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E32-I 0 The EIS considered the range of reasonable alternatives for the disposal of the GTCC waste
inventory, including disposal in a deep geologic repository. DOE did not evaluate developing a
geologic repository exclusively for disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes because
DOE determined that such an alternative is not reasonable due to the time and cost associated
with siting a deep geologic repository and the relatively small volume of GTCC LLRW and
GTCC-like wastes identified in the GTCC EIS. DOE believes that the results presented in this
EIS for the WIPP geologic repository alternative are indicative of the high degree of waste
isolation that would be provided by disposal in a geologic repository. DOE has included
analysis of generic commercial facilities in the event that a facility could become available in
the fiuture. In that case, before maling a decision to use a commercial facility, DOE would
conduct further NEPA reviews, as appropriate.

E32-1 1 The EIS analyses are based on conceptual engineering information and necessitated the use of
a number of simplifying assumptions. This approach is consistent with NEPA, which requires
such analyses to be made early in the decision-making process. The various land disposal
conceptual designs were assumed to be constructed and operated in a comparable manner at
each of the various sites. Information on the conceptual engineering designs for the three
proposed land disposal methods is provided in Section D.3 of Appendix D in the EIS. By using
the same conceptual designs at all of the sites evaluated in the GTCC EIS, except for cases
where a design did not apply (e.g., an intermediate-depth borehole at a site with shallow
groundwater), the potential impacts (e.g., radionuclides reaching the groundwater) at the
different environmental settings could be readily compared.

DOE recognizes that modeling potential releases of radionuclides from the conceptual disposal
sites far into the future approximates what might actually occur. Sufficient detail was included
in these designs for use in the EIS analyses, consistent with the current stage of this process.
Some of the input values may change in the fitture and could result in higher impacts (such as
from increased precipitation at some sites due to climate change), while others could result in
lower impacts (due to decreased precipitation).

DOE believes that 500 years is a realistic time period for the longevity of the types of
engineering barriers assumed in the analyses. DOE believes the approach and the assumptions
used in the EIS are reasonable for performing the comparative analysis of alternatives required
by NEPA. For example, as discussed in Section E.2.2, the assumption of a 20% natural
background infiltration rate after 500 years was based on a study at SRS (Phifer et al. 2007)
that indicated that after 10,000 years, the closure cap at the F-area would still shed about 80%
of the cumulative precipitation falling on it, with an effectiveness that would be greater before
10,000 years, then decrease very slowlyafter 10,000 years. The approach used in the ETS is
more conservative than indicated by this study.

The specific locations that would be used at each potential site for development of a disposal
facility for GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes are not known at this time. The use of
"reference locations" was used in the EIS to allow for a quantitative assessment of the impacts
that could occur at each site. While some parameters could change within a short distance,
most would not. The RESRAD-OFFSITE computer code was used to model the migration of
radionuclides from the GTCC LLRW and G3TCC-like wastes placed into the conceptual
disposal facility designs for the three land disposal methods (not all three methods were
evaluated for each site). Site-specific information provided by technical staff from various sites
that were evaluated was used in these modeling analyses to the extent it was available, and
conservative assumptions were used to fill any remaining data gaps.
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likely site- and deslgn.speeiflo values of Ihe key pasoenetees the pesfornenco assasoseets previde
little basis rordeelsion-mekers to select a prefen'ed silo or disposal eli esntve.

l2t Comment: "'The Draft GTCC E15 does not present o subslentis~le basis to.densestlo~ thaet a nea-
surface disposal alleenffative could meetl Ies likely por fateanco required for GTCC wastes. There is
also no substantlve diseussion ofIke• eneestaltny ilrea'duced by Ike cutreel absence of defined
perfornance ned licensiug oeqeimeasits for dispossi of OTCC waste In oilier than a geologie
reposiotoy.

Ratlonle.: ike performaunc asse,,smeat reells ledicatedithat Ikze'epiranunl das'woetd inczersea
Ike wales infiltratlon rate itacea . This result is out unexpected bceansu ",,khn more waler esters
Sthe waste dIsposal horeizeen, more redloaunlidcs would be ceecked end released these the disposal
IketllyW. The |nereade Insthe peak dose is upprosimatelypcdpeloeoat tO e theenresas In the in~llttarieo
rate and indicates the need for avery effective covar to minimize theoamount of intlitnieg woterkt
could contect tihe OTCC wastes. This Is usn Impottet Iseson for thh NRC position that OTCC wastes
recqire groaler disposal depths tlan elate CUAVW, with a geelogio repositesy boin• lieu only cutrently
eceepted methoed for disposal method of those waste~s. Toather than basing the potential selection of a
disposal optionz on ths assumed performance of ua car-sunthee design, the deeqilon maleer ou•s lo be
presented with a te.elesicotty-supportd ed rgumene demostestleg that Ile cove fof'o •sarasurfaee
f~iecity coo~ld meet the likely performaeee tequtre for this class of wsate befero any derision litmede
on thu preferred disposatel lehd or sitleg ojeton. Thk potential Insosu ins Ilceotlng aneur-atfoce
disposal facility given the uner~tainties associaed with the Cr eut absence o f defined purformanee
end tierensleg tequitceeate for disposal of GTCC wa~tu in ether than n geoo0gic repositoty, need lo be
disecesed to Isefoete the den,-ision ptoeca."

13.jComusot: Thu footprints for dispossl citetadives otherthan disposal in the WlgP geotogie
raposetoy are smelt. being onty slightly larger th~a the area needed to accommodate tho disposal end
sanflaco fecititios. Sines otikita doen is ev'aluated uStheJ feltity beandary, eosldcm~linnslaoutdbte

gives to applying coenepla similar to the "eontrolled areon" sad "aecessible eovieenmest," whvichse
employed In assessihg the peetrtosaacepf a geologic reposttnry" ueder 10 CP Poets 60 ned 63, to
evalm',ting the eafey of the oeae-suefeee dispos.1alettoretiv'ea for GIC• weste.

reqedromentete this pa4 ,ue-h waste [OTCC waste] mast be drisoed of tn a gehole fooetoefoyas"
definedtIn part 60 ord 6d irtsi chapter tendest 1 opoauis foe' disposal of seer•wort4h oaadisporal site
licensed parsnuanl to thtx peart ore anperoned by the Conrnd•stsss In lien absence of epecifl¢ risk-
toinfrmed, perfoeesance-be'k d requirment in Ike cee~eet t0 CPR m'ot 61 for licensing facilities fur

•disposal o f GTC(C waste In other ttmn nageologia repository, it is important to elagage the NRC• in
diteusslon of the neceptubitityof neer.surtace disposal methods and the crittela by wehtch the safoty of
such fauilitlos would be judged. Consideration ofa* controlled urea w'ith a maximora extent apecified
by rate and a requirement for monuments and arecoods system 10 preclude incompatiblo activities
following closure provides explicit recognition thtoto ensure the safety of lfulme~goneratons a
reasonable amoemt of land must ha dedicatedl as u disposal zoneunnd activities tha might compromista

E32-l i

532-12

E32-13

While the computer model was largely developed to support environmental restoration
activities, it has a number of features that make it a good choice for use in this ELS. The
analysis presented in the EIS is adequate for the comparison of the disposal alternatives
evaluated. Fate and transport paramneters utilized in the estimations were based on site-specific
(e.g., specific to the reference location to the extent available) information and, as such, are
considered reasonable for the purpose of the comparison made in the EIS. However, DOE
recognizes that additional project- and site-specific information, such as the actual depth to
groundwater over the entire disposal area, could be used to inform the implementation of a
disposal facility at a given location. This additional information is expected to reduce the
uncertainty associated with these types of evaluations to the extent possible. Site-specific
information would be evaluated in any site-specific NEPA review that would be conducted
based on a ROD for this EIS.

E32-12 As summarized in Section 2.7.4.2 and Table 2.7-3, the use of near-surface disposal altemnatives
at various locations could meet the perfortmance requirements required for GTCC wastes.

The NRC served as a commenting agency on the GTCC EIS and therefore did not actively
participate in the preparation of the GTCC EIS. Issues associated with potential regulatory
changes or NRC licensing would be addressed as necessary to enable implementation.

E32-13 The, proposed footprints used for the near-surface disposal facility concepts are consistent with
current DOE operations. While 10 CFR Part 61 identifies one NRC-approved method for
GTCC LLRW disposal (disposal in a geologic repository), these regulations also indicate that
other disposal methods could be approved. The GTCC EIS evaluates three land disposal
methods (i.e., enhanced near-surface trench, intermediate-depth borehole, and above-grade
vault). The GTCC EIS evaluation indicates that land disposal methods employed at sites with
suitable characteristics would be viable and safe altematives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW.
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the peeformanu-a of this eons must ho precludted to tion extent praceticable. Such censideestioan can
outy he implemented through interactions with tihe NRC on the requtrements for ulletsmtiv• dispoal
methods. Given that the NRC is planning to r,'vine its LI.W rule at 10 CFR Pant 01, there sheuld iso

ant oppoetttmity to include appropriate licensing criteria foidisponal orflaug-livcd LI.W meeting sire
c~rrnent 01CC dntimlthsa.

1Ij. Comttent: 'Stu Draft GTCC 01S dons out recognize thst rcrssovnl of the sheet piling fotlowing trrenlh

disposal would create a fast palthway ibi" water to infiltrate end contact ithe waste.

Ratnnatlue: Thue oonsetrictlon method d~esibd orthe is tench dieposel option Is at deep slit trench
with ithe sides supported by sheet pilitng until after the teencit is filled with waste and covered. The
Dmufa HIS dotes not address the potential, ceaseqoenee to per foemnisne of removal of tho s~heet piling.
An the sheet piling Is reinos.ovd loose setl wcould fttin| the void ceeatl so sinsh piling in putted. This

- loos soil would taenloa a proferentiol pathway fortwater to hypasa thu engineered corer of the trench
end allow more waler titan the rintinal (estsen~d) Infrltratlsa rule to contsed the 0TCC wastes. The.
potential censequeenes of suceh n scenario should, ha considered irs the perfonnanee soeste,.lmat.

I ¢omniett: The Draft 01"CC HIS doens net odequstely odd'eas the potenthat impacts to historic

natitucis or hiological resoerces.

ltiotlnales The• Dtaft GT1CC ilS slates thatu once a specific nile (sites) is (are) selected far iurther
consideration, the DOE plans to consalt with other ogencies, inch.ding the A~dvisory Council en
Historie Preservatien, the oppropeluse Sltae Histric Pieservatiso Ottice,•s). and perttioent Regional
Fish end Wildlife Snroicn Office(s). It in not clear how the Droft IllS can he ast'd to have considered
and addresse tlheassoeluted impears without idonlificatien ned ceimstdertlion of tlr store itopmrlt~u

;it e-sp•ecific issues likely to ho encountered.

03-13
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E32-14 The disposal facility conceptual design would be modified to complement the site and waste
characteristics when implemented. Such details would be assessed in site-specific NEPA
review. In the case of the removal of the sheet piling, the loose fill around the packages in the
disposal trench would fill the gap and compaction of the fill over the entire area of the trench
would be performed before emplacing the cover materials. Or the sheet piling could be left in
place with the cover extending over the edge of the trench as defined by the location of the
sheet piling. In either case, water infiltration would not have a preferential pathway (once
through the cover materials). It would be dictated by the rate through the surrounding soil or
the compacted backfill in the trench.

E32-15 Because the disposal sites were considered to be at reference locations, only existing
information on historic artifacts and biologic resources was reviewed and assessed for each
site. The selection ofta specific site and location for disposal of waste following approval of the
preferred alternative would take into consideration any sensitive areas and also result in
consultations with the appropriate State Historic Preservation Officer and the U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Servi~e.

E32-16 The EIS considered the range of reasonable alternatives for the disposal of the GTCC waste
inventory, including disposal in a deep geologic repository. The Secretary of Energy
determined that a permanent repository for high-level waste and spent nuclear fuel at Yucca
Mountain, Nevada, is not a workable option and will not be developed. Therefore, DOE
concluded that co-disposal at a Yucca Mountain repository is not a reasonable alternative and
has eliminated it from evaluation in this EIS, as described in Section 2.6 of the EIS.

E32-17 DOE disagrees that the sceping process should be redone. As noted in the EIS, the Secretary of
Energy determined that a permanent repository for high-level waste and spent nuclear fuel at
Yucca Mountain, Nevada, is not a workable option and will not be developed. Therefore, DOE
concluded that co-disposal at a Yucca Mountain repository is not a reasonable alternative and
has eliminated it from evaluation in this EIS, as described in Section 2.6 of this EIS. In terms
of other circumstances, DOE acknowledged in the beginning of Chapter 4 of this EIS that two
events occurred at WIPP in February 2014, one regarding a fire that involved an underground
vehicle and the other regarding a radiological event. DOE plans to resume disposal operations
at WIPP when it is safe to do so and the schedule for restart of limited operations is currently
under review. DOE believes WIPP is still viable altemnative for disposal of GTCC LLRW and
GTCC-like waste and does not believe re-scoping is necessary.

t'J

spEcwrc COiOM¢ENTsIOB5E•RVATSONS

I. )Section 1.1 on page I-3 disctucsse anpont thatlicreequired to he tabmitted to Congress. The
repeal mosst, .. .include s description aoflnl alternatives ttnder considcrotion.. "Thtis
Draft HIS is deficient in thut is does ntie consider tite Yucca Mountain• repository no an
altetrsative. Ytscc.Moualain wvas designsated try Congress us the Situ for a repositoty In 2002,
it wan included sooan alternative in theNlotice oftInltat for the 01CC HIS• in 2007, and
satbstsntial legal uncertainty sutrrounds the ultimata resolutionm of Adamitslsration actions

Sregarding the fatare of Yuccax Mountain uas repository. ~Thter Is tno valid basis at present to
ocxcludne aYucca Mousitnin repeository asna reaSonnably fisresenabla altrerativa itr dispo.sal of
GTCC waste.

2.' Section l.S gives a brief sunrteaty of the public seeping process. It notes that an Advance"
Notice of Inteatt was issued in 2005 and public seeping meetings wore held in 2007. Now the
Draft HIS is heing issued four yeses later, It is utnacceptable to wait two years utter en

IE32-1tt
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advanced entice of intent beforse seeping and four years after" compiction of sceping to
conmpiete a draft HIS. Scoping ashen~d b~e redone to infonrs the" public of today's
circumstanc-es, which have changed dramatically and without OppOrtunity for comnmeal
regarding the DO13's posture and actions'aacnsering the role of Yoeca Mountain In
radioactive wasta manaugcntent.

3. "•ection 1.6 purportedly lists other DOt! NtEPA activities related to the proposed actions fer
* disposal of GTCC wasta d~ecribed in this Draft HIS. Thu Draft iIS is deficient in that is

does not conslder~tho Final H.IS (2002) and Final Supplemental .IS (2008) for the Yucca
Mountain repository. The potential impacts of disposal of (3T•CC waste in a Yucca Mountain
reposistoy wvere evaluated in ihbee dlocuments. Given the uheertaint$, surrounding resolution
of the future of Yucca Mountain penoding acidoa by the courts end, utlinsssitely, by Congress, a
Yucca Mountain repository end the asucsocatd roi~l.llne" moat be considered among the
proposed DOE NIIPA actions under current law.-

4. Chapter two lists alternatives con'sldered in the'Droft fll$• The scoping meetings in 2007
specifically ealled for tiht Yucca Mountaiin geologic repository lo be considerecd en an
eltenativn. 'this Draft OtIS in deficient in that isdoes net edasider the• Yucca Mountain
repository as an alternative and provides no valid basin under current law for its lilminsstionn

S. Setin 2.9.3.2 statensthat "DOE saecessfoly demonstrated theuseof borehole factlilen to
disj~otnoferidioactive waste at NNSS•(fonae~rly NTS) duritsi 1981 through 1989. The
bbroholb~s operated from 1904 threngh'1989 and received DOE wvaste similsr to GTCC
LLRW." The puirporte~d "suecess" of this facility may have bees more in terms of lessons
learnned regarding potential issues associatud with implesaenting borehole" dispoasl, including
issues related to: constracting end baekfilling boreholcas thernmally loading subsarfttce soils
and gesongic media; and coesbiidng volatile end thennol wastn stresainf la~the sense borehole.
Results of m~nieortng found that the wastes and danglser~producta were stat confided to the
borehole iund, shortly after disposal, were foand co uisigrate fromn tite brerhole into the" soil
colaussa, thu principal transport meshansisnfi being guseus difflhsiors. There is also no
discussion in the Draft H[IS ofoonstrsitssl en use of the b'orohoic disposal umethod under
existing federal (and state) lan,~ specifically the, Safe Drinking "Water Act (SDWA) aind the
'Underground Injection Control Regulations, Injection of radiossuelidus into the ground yin
injection wveils is prohibited and borehleso may bn considered an injection wells if used for
dinposal. Another Congressional uctionnwostld buerequired to exesiapt thi'anctivity from~tbe
SDWA regulations.

6.Section 2.9.3.4 discusses construction and opecratinsg coust "for the various dispossl
•alternatives considered. Table 2,9.2-i estimatestltat the contstroction coat for the WVIPP-
would be $14 million. ThIs represents an underestimate of the cost of the geologin repository
siternative if implesmenteel ot any nste other than \V1PP, whotre a seposicory end surface.
facilitien nlresdy exist (the sarbe would be true f'or the contatrnction cost at a Yucca Mountain
repository if GTCC waste were lo be disposed of in the nsame facility). The 'green field" cost
ofta gologic repository at a new situ would undoubtedly bc prohibitive end preclude use ofta

E32-18 The EIS considered the range of reasonable alternatives for the disposal of the GTCC waste
inventory, including disposal in a deep geologic repositoty. The Secretary of Energy
determined that a permanent repository for high-level waste and spent nuclear fuel at Yucca
Mountain, Nevada, is not a workable option and will not be developed. Therefore, DOE
concluded that co-disposal at a Yucca Mountain repository is not a reasonable alternative and
has eliminated it from evaluation in this EIS, as described in Section 2.6 of the EIS. Shipping
by rail to the NNSS was evaluated in the EIS.

E32-19 See E32-18 response.

E32-20 To better characterize the borehole demonstration at NNSS, the term "successfully" has been
deleted from the referenced statement in Section 2.9.3.2, but it is accurate that this technology
was implemented at NNSS as described. Text was added to indicate that the use of boreholes at
NNSS may be subject to Underground Injection Control Regulations and other requirements.

E32-21 Estimated costs for implementing the various alternatives are given in this EIS to the extent
that this information was available. A detailed cost evaluation is not required to be included in
an EIS under NEPA. Detailed cost information could be provided in a future site-specific
NEPA review, as needed.

E32-17

(Coot.)

E32-18

E32-19

E32-2t

E32-21



Nye County Nuclear Waste Repository, Project Office (NWRPO), E32-22 The text was corrected. "increase" was changed to "decrease."
Cornmenter ID No. E32 (cont'd)

E32-23 See response to E32-1 8 regarding a discussion on Yucca Mountain and its associated rail line
as an alternative.

The text was corrected to note that Caliente is in Nevada.

June 27, 201) E32-24 See response to E32-I 6.
GTCC C'omr~neLr

• pe 0 o]oE32-25 The Secretary of Energy determined that a permanent repository for high-level waste and spent
geologic repositery asaadisposal alternative, even though it is currently the only method nuclear fuel at Yucca Mountain, Nevada, is not a workable option and will not be developed.
approved by the NRC. The HIS should provide moto perspective on the distinctions bsetweeti E32-21
the cost evalustion for gelolgie disposal at the WIP?• and those for other disposal. (Cont.) Therefore, DOE concluded that co-disposal at a Yucca Mountain repository is not a reasonable
alternatives. "alternative and has eliminated it from evaluation in this EIS, as described in Section 2.6 of the

7j Section 5.3.4.3 liars 43-45, page 5-65 the conclusion presented Io that paragraph [A se EhIS".
distance would increase ferst ItO ts (30 11) to 500 us (1,600 0t), the maxitmum annuail
radiation doss would increase by more than 703%] is incorrect sad is inconsistent with the E32-22

argumnent presented. Thte dose should dererase tunder this argument.

5. The discussion of transportation in Scctien 9.1 .9. is dlelietaht because It does not consider rail
access to the Yucca Mountain repository, which waseovalunsed 1st the Final HIS (2002) and
Final SE1S (2005) for the repository. Even if OTCC disposal did tnot take place In Yscca.
Mountain. rail transportation to the NNSS should be considere¢d as en alternative in the .
('ITCC 1E1S because, under earrent law, Yscca Mountain is a reasonably foreseeable action E32-23

.that may impact GTCC disposal and sttould be, considered tinder NtIPA. Thota istense otf
roil acccjs' to a yucca Mountain repository bould substantially rodl co the nttumber of and
potential impacts fronm shipments of GTCC wate to thre NrNSS: Note on p. 9-52, line 14,
Calleute is in Lianoln County, Nevada, ndt ins New Mexico. Caticnto is also the location
proposed for the start of the rail line to a Yecca Mountain repository.

9., Sestion 9,4.1.6 discusses future projects at thte NNSS, It emits discussion of the Yucca
Mountain repository even though the Yucca Mountaitn situ is designated by current fedoral " E32-24
law as thuesite for a geologic reopsitory and the• project was funded in fiscal year 2011I
through a series of Congressional continuing resolutions, at least through Mareh 4.

101 Scctian 9.4.2 considers the potential impacts of the proposed action.(GTCC disposal)".., in
combination with the inmpacts of past, present, and reasonably foreseeable future actions" at
the fNNSS. It omits discussion of the Yucca Mountain repository even though the Yucca
Mountain site is denignated .by cutrren t federal law as the aite-for a ge~ologic repository and the
project was funded in fiscal ycar 2010 through a, series of Congressional continuing
resolutions, at least through March '4. Givoit uncertainty about the legality, otTAdminilctalion
unman• regarding Yucca Mountain and pending action in she courts, lbs Yucca Mountain
repository should ha considered as a reasonably foreseeable easiiot, thte impacts from which E32-25
would add to thona froas a separate action to dispose of GTCC watste lea ocuar-surfitec t rcility
on tho NNSS. In addition, the cumulative impacets, primarily on Nyc County, from
transportation o-f both CU' and Pa/G'rcc weasatent the NNS5, combined with the imepaens
frmr transportation of DOE 1LW and tnixed-Lt.W to the NNSSf,ma well as thoes from
teansportation of S0.F end l-LW to a Yucca Mountain repository, are net adequately
addressed. The fart thae rail access was• planned to suppore eperasiatn of the Yucca Mountain
repository should ho considered In this evalustion as it could substantially reduce the
potential impacts foram transportation of GTCC waste to tim N'NSS -for disposal.
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E33-1 (L302) Disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like waste will be in accordance with applicable
statutes, regulations, and other requirements regarding the protection of the health, safety and
economic well-being of the public.

E33-2 The scope of this EIS is adequate to inform decision-making for the disposal of GTCC LLRW
and GTCC-Iike waste. Sufficient information is available to support the current decision-
making process to identify (an) appropriate site(s) and method(s) to dispose of the limited
amount of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike waste identified in the EIS.

DOE believes that this EIS process is not premature and is in compliance with NEPA. On the
basis of an assumed starting date of 2019 for disposal operations, more than half (about
6,700 m5 [240,000 ft3] of the total GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike waste inventory of 12,000 m5

[420,000 fl5 ]) is projected to be available for disposal between 2019 and 2030. An additional
2,000 m5 (71,000 ft3) would become available for disposal between 2031 and 2035. This
information is presented in Figure 3.4.2-1. DOE believes this EIS is timely, especially given
the length of time necessary tO develop a GTCC waste disposal facility.

DOE developed this EIS to support a decision on selecting a disposal facility or facilities for
GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like waste, to address legislative requirements, to address national
security concerns (especially for sealed sources), and to protect public health and safety. The
purpose and need for the proposed action, as discussed above, is stated in the EIS (Section 1.1I).
The scope of the EIS is focused on addressing the need for developing a disposal capability for
the identified inventory of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes. DOE plans a tiered decision-
making process, in which DOE would conduct further site-specific NEPA reviews before
implementing an altemnative ultimately selected on the basis of this EIS.

t-t25-tSLtL)

.Tunec27, 20t1

Mr. Arnold M. Edleemse, ElS Documecnt Manager,
U.S. Departsssnt of Energy. GTCC EIlS
Clovrr'leaflBuilding, ,BM-43
1000 lndepsnderrca ivenuo, SW,
Warhington, DC020585

RE: Notice of Availability of tita Draft En.vironmental Impact Statement far threflirposel b•.f
.. Greaaer-Than-Clasa C (OTCC) L.•wJ.Lecl Endioa~ti~e Wt astec and OTOC-Liko Warste, ard"
Notice of Public Hearings, 76 PFR 10574, Fcbeusry 25,2011,

Refer'en ce: "
1. Notice o f Int ent to [•retpar aun •viranmcntal lns~sret Slateensct far the Dsposart of Greater-Tlssn"

Claa-C Iow-ILeleRsdiove teWaste, 72 F540135,July 23, 2507 -

2. lett er fteaaG~ar tiotlis, Cbsi, res, Nye Coaxstyler of Coaty Caesntsaiaeecsto lame L oyce
Do" lussr&• Manager, U•S. Department of fEervoy, Dr unbar 4, 2007, rulmnlttieg comestats art the

* seope of the OTOCEIS

" : DeerMe. Edlesnan: o

Nyc Ceonty appreeletds thse opportttty to submit comments on the Dra'ft GTCC EIS. Nyc '
County is host to thseNevada National Secrui ty Site (NNSS), ons'of the DOE rites expliceitly
considered in the Draft EI:•/ an trItetnative location forea facility for disposal of GTCC and
GTCC-llkowa~sle (collectively refered to ase GTCCw~aate let these coesments). Nyc Cotsnty ia,
also host to the Yucca Motustain eite• whtich, urder curn~t law, is the desigeated site ior'
developmstat of a geologic repoitory for diaposal bf comsoracelat .spent inuelcr fuel (SNF), DOE- - -
owned SNF, ted high-Tlevel" (taste (IILy

t
) froris defense u liclear titivities. Thsc.Yucti• Mountan -

* ecositorywxas identified as ant alternsative f'or GTCC dl,•poral.$rn the 2007 Notice oflntent to ;"-.,
prepare fle~ OTCC EIS (RoE I), as nomt.d in Nys Cou~ni e seepingdsommi~t's (Ref. 2). Altheughs
the governing laws ha.ve not changed, the yucea Motentain rqepository was eliesinated by the
DOE from conside~raijon in the Draft HIS ani an alternative for disposal o f 0TCC wast e.

,.,,.Nyc County has- sher nh -atb'jclion toe ..nsi~dcrt~ion of the ,Nt•SS, orcaorgoappropd~attly~a.[
.•geologic repository at Yucca Mountain, for~dispoareo(tGTlCd•wast4 aubj~ec~t tefforts to cmssarrqE3

• .. "tht fie halth saetyandee~nmicwell-being of ths County rind itsrasidcnls are sdcquatelc Ey -

"":Ttowevtir,thsejois signtificant uncertainty regard'ing a nsueser ofiease thtat arc important to say I
"decisionby the D3OEor Congress rtgarding teection cfti tnthod or ste forGTCC disposal. E33-2
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The County bdel•ves that competiofn oftbin HIS, any repost to Congress under Sec,. 63 l(b)(l 1)t)
of thseEnergy Poliey Aet of 2005, and any decision on either a disposal method or location for" a
disposal facility arc premature for the reasons documaented below, dAdditinnal canmments ar
provtidni in the enclosure.

US. Unla Re "ntr C, nsiaen(N'RClIeculatiorso

Disposal.ofGTCC waste in a geologic repository is thu only method curren~tly approved
by the NRC (10 CP 61.55(aX)t2•iv)). Abcnt new scau~latory direction orspeilie
appr-oval of en altrnatve .method, any facility iir dioalof CITC waste rmust be

ica hth a •the he re atiom• govislajgi•, ingi ipoalo - cthls the
ge~ml~algat 0 FR art60,ortheYurcaMounstain=spediic inks att 10 ParZ 63.

Yet wilth tbhelimination of Yuc.ca Mountain from •inideratiozi, onl7 oneo lienirative for
geologic disposal of GlCCwcste is cosiderrd ifi the ,Draft BI•g the Waste Isotatlosi.Pllot
I'lant (WWI') in~e hierriXco. T1he othcr alternatiec disposal methoqds and location~s
evaluated do noto •tp]y with curet N~tC seuiresacutsan any suimpiaoedicdoh y
theo D3Ol alhoat the liketihetid of obtidningansNRtC !icess for sar elcen'iieie distpoial
mctlind areprema~siro ~itli~rto interactions wittlt thoNRC to idotil~ned rcsol,•e p~t~ntlal
licensing issam asociated with near-sucr~ce disposal of •theahr ehr-cvity. losiger-

CtFR Pact 61, whirlh entabblat the ennant ceqirremen rsho is•p6sat of G1CC visto.
The p~tentlial sope and impats of these rovisioa5,w stsh a• inelradoishea ge• It iho
waste classdieiattoa acriaS'e no to the requirements aipphiable tollrningo ftL~w
dicjiosal facilities on fltucsi' decisions related to disposal of GTCC LLW waste cannot be
knownat thlstilme.

The NRC also ha indicated that the genera aile o r lie•salg eep1oggnereposoritod 10
CFR Pa~rt 60, needs to boeycised. Any such rvislon tsik ikel'ytoin~rih1orat9the risk-•.
titfoaitSel pp gosamssbased appro ac, hireplesnnedlte ii the Yurt~a Iouuttiln-spedfcltlcde
altO) CPR•. Part 63 a•nd In oih•erecnt NRt maen. SI'hbimpapt• of audich an•gm on•
licensing a g~login repository at any site other than yc Mountain [ •uisdos

5
.'n

.•• petnat iasnpaela f ttthiciccstaintkaa~totated with t ili d iausnntl!t'oin rlly ,
discussed in the Pinial HIS so ihat both tho DOE and Congres con nsase intbtm'ed

At seoping ibryca,'ra ago, in 2007, the potential for diss~oal ofL• 0CC waste in cx geologic
reposfoynat YuccaMountli~was~cxylicit l ,iacnified as an al tekn cino•lt•' twan kn.own at',
that time that the 2002 Final HIS fo ni Yucca Mouititain iepotitory (DOIDEIS-02501di
evaluated the pot~atiat impacts of including the pojected inventory of GTCC wraste in

E33.2•
I(conS.)

The Secretary of Energy determined that a permanent repository for high-level waste and spent
nuclear fuel at yucca Mountain, Nevada, is not a workable option and will not be developed.
Therefore, DOE concluded that co-disposal at a Yucca Mountain repository is not a reasonable
altermative and has eliminated it from evaluation in this EIS, as described in Section 2.6 of the
EIS. DOE did not evaluate developing a geologic repository exclusively for disposal of GTCC
LLRW and GTCC-like wastes because DOE determined that such an altemnative is not
reasonable due to the time and cost associated with siting a deep geologic repository and the
relatively small volume of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes identified in the GTCC EIS.
DOE believes that the results presented in this EIS for the 'WJPP geologic repository altemnative
are indicative of the high degree of waste isolation that would be provided by disposal in a
geologic repository. DOE has included analysis of generic commercial facilities in the event
that a facility could become available in the future. In that case, before making a decision to
use a commercial facility, DOE would conduct further NEPA reviews, as appropriate.

DOE agrees that use of a geologic repository would be a protective and safe method for the
disposal of the entire inventory of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes. The GTCC EIS
evaluation for the WIPP geologic repository alternative supports this statement. However, the
degree of waste isolation provided by a geologic repository may not be necessary for all of the
GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes evaluated in the GTCC EIS. The GTCC EIS evaluation
indicates that certain wastes (e.g., those containing short-lived radionuclides such as Cs-137
irradiators) could be safely disposed of in properly designed land disposal facilities at sites
with suitable characteristics, such as low precipitation rates, high soil distribution coefficients,
and sufficient depths to groundwater. Based on the GTCC ELS evaluation, land disposal
facilities located in arid climates (e.g., NNSS and WtPP Vicinity) would isolate radionuclides
for a sufficient period of time to allow for significant radioactive decay to occur.

While 10 CFR Part 61 identifies one NRC-approved method for GTCC LLRW disposal
(disposal in a geologic repository), these regulations also indicate that other disposal methods
could be approved. The GTCC EtS evaluates three land disposal methods (i.e., enhanced near-
surface trench, intermediate-depth borehole, and above-grade vault). The GTCC EIS
evaluation indicates that land disposal methods employed at sites with suitable characteristics
would be viable and safe alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW.

The NRC served as a commenting agency on the GTCC EIS and therefore did not actively
participate in the preparation of the GTCC EIS. Issues associated with potential regulatory
changes or NRC licensing would be addressed as necessary to enable implementation.

The likelihood of potential changes to existing regulations is outside the scope of the GTCC
EIS.

Ei33-3
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thesepository; lis voalyals was updated in the 2008 Supplemental EIS (DOE-025t)P-
SIl). It was also Irsowon that the: Ilene application (LA) for the "ucca Mounti
repository was schedu]ld to be subsmittcd to the NRC isa June 2008, so it Was likely tlint at
leat one potential p~thway w~ould xist lbor GTCC disposal osnstcut with~existing N'RC
requirments In the Brsft GTCC Ill, the siltniatiw for'd spoal of GTCC wastuin a
geologie roator'at Yucca Moutain~q we taben crf the. table psior to resalotianpf the

., gulatory sand legal issues raised since the edind!istaslion detioie thst Yucca
.Mo tan• was "nht fworbsbl• optin"aird ti DOll moved t• vlitldsw its LA ftat

29, 2010. T'he is~u has be~iund iseceviinrby the Cominasialn fo easorlysya yr with no
• . lnaldecisian. "" "•"""

Reeolution of the fvibreofY ,c~ca Mountain ns a geologicereosttery fordispasal of SNP
m'nd IILW awaits intlosg by the •ose~and. tltimotely, by conjs'es unltil the Nutlear
Wsste lPoli~y Act (NlA) is ame.nd&d oreepsale~d, Y ucca .Mountain is the alto"
designsted by lvtirW arepositocy..'Yueds•4ountin is .also lhd only •liemstive identilird
irs thc 2007 Notisoofinteont thatwould eatiatfy existing ltC requireeas for geologic

,disposal of GTCC waste..,! .i.'inoids of due!!sion •bnsd th62002 Yucca Mountain EIS,
the• DOE aetect~l "snostiys rasl this preetirred tsu'sspoitstioii rslsensative and the Criliete
cordor a s oj) retbnfor•1ot~ite fb emril tins• iotho' epofisy'r, Thc~e desisions were
coafirseed based on ste 2008 Suppltsientl ]• •for thse icoiy'ateyd thl ellS fos• o

conaideristion his th oeffcct• of 6sccsass the jst~itiat inspdets froms sausotaon of "

otlser attenistivo sites, wsich is likety to ineeeine t.e ns~berof shipsuents,

* eonaitiercd'.aanaltrenativin the GTCG lt$S..Tho stutorya•siafor the incluson of s
• Yucca Mounatain rcisosit'9s o~hsasitt w.ith cisreeit law ihbould he disessd:tbgcthe
with unenainh 'ties a.inelted.,#ish d¢cisionsossthe tisture Of he reporitoer,!whieh await

" The W1P, ,she only op'ciatinp geologic repository in the U.S., is• evaluated in the Dmra
I/IS as ass atetnastivo for disposal of OTCC~wastosod in the only losgtlon evaluated in the
,Draft HIS for whlcitisth geologic dispo~l mae~hil is coissdesit 'There ste essevsilessee
as.•aeoted wih eonsddh~iejnr of the WtlP sa nn slimastivo for~dis'posal offlTCC waste
wji• •ner.tiiocume.nsttatutoi~ ry d rgssl toey siitvaofk. .Theduiossl'sfGTCC w.,asteis

" gutaed~bytheNR•underthmexi.'tingstattusory formerwor. The WIPp is not limsosis
... .by the Nfti•t is ceciirert ay thaThS~is.vieoiwnacatald'ituion A/gebc'(fPA), •.. .

i'nneisteot witth the provisionssof the WIPI' Land Withadriwal Act of 1992' lTre WIPP

(Cost.

E33 -4!

E33-4 Disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes at WIPP is included in the range of
reasonable alternatives and is evaluated in this EIS. DOE acknowledges that only defense-
generated TRU waste is currently authorized for disposal at the WIPP geologic repository
under the WIPP LWA as amended (P.L. 102-579 as amended by P.L. 104-201) and that
legislation would be required to allow disposal of waste other than TRU waste generated by
atomic energy defense activities at WIPP and/or for siting a new facility within the land

E33-3withdrawal area. It would also be necessary to revise the Agreement for Consultation and
Cooperation between Department of Energy and the State of New Mexico for the Waste
Isolation Pilot Plant, the WIPP compliance certification with EPA, and the WIPP Hazardous
Waste Facility Permit. In addition, site-specific NEPA reviews would be conducted as needed,
including further characterization of the waste (e.g., radionuclide inventory and heat loads) as
well as the proposed packaging for disposal.

However, NEPA does not limit an EIS to proposing and evaluating alternatives that are
currently authorized. Furthermore, the Agreement for Consultation and Cooperation between
Department of Energy and the State of New Mexico for the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant
recognizes that the mission of WJPP may change and provides provisions to modify the
agreement. For example, the Agreement states: "The parties to this Agreement recognize that
future developments including changes to applicable laws (e.g., Public Law [P.L.] 96-164) may
make it desirable or necessary for one or both parties to seek to modify this Agreement. Either
party to this Agreement may request a review of the terms and conditions."

DOE acknowledges that the WIPP LWA as amended (P.L. 102-579 as amended by P.L. 104-
201) limits disposal at WIPP to defense generated TRU waste. The use of WIPP was included
as an alternative in the EIS because the use of this repository for GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like
wastes is a reasonable approach. To protect public health and the environment, DOE intends to
dispose of GTCC-Iike waste on the basis of its radiological and physical characteristics. It is
recognized that WIPP cannot be used for the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like waste inventory
addressed in the EIS under current law. However, GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes having
characteristics similar to those of the defense-generated TRU wastes that are currently being
disposed of at WIPP would be expected to managed in a manner that is generally comparable
to that used for defense-generated TRU wastes to ensUre the health and safety of the general
public for the long term.

DOE acknowledges the TRU waste disposal limitations for WIPP specified in the WJPP LWA
as amended (P.L. 102-579 as amended by P.L. 104-201) and in the Agreement for Consultation
and Cooperation between Department of Energy and the State of New Mexico for the Waste
Isolation Pilot Plant. Information on these limitations is provided in this EIS (see Section 4.1.1)
and was considered in developing the preferred alternative. Based on the GTCC EIS
evaluation, disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes at WIPP would result in minimal
environmental impacts for all resource areas evaluated, including human health and
transportation. Both the annual dose and the latent cancer fatality (LCF) risk would be zero
because there would be no releases to the accessible environment and therefore no radiation
doses and LCFs during the first 10,000 years following closure of the WIPP repository. DOE
recognizes that the use of WIPP for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes
would require legislative changes and site-specific NEPA reviews would be conducted as
needed, including further characterization of the waste (e.g., radionuclide inventory and heat
loads), as well as the proposed packaging for disposal.

Should WIPP be selected in DOE's ROD as part of the approach for disposing of GTCC
LLRW and GTCC-like wastes, legislative changes would be necessary prior to
implementation. Although WIPP is not currently authorized to dispose of GTCC LLRW and
GTCC-like wastes, NEPA does not preclude DOE fr'om considering WTPP as a reasonable
alternative for disposing of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes. The need for legislative
modifications to enable WIPP to be used for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike
wastes is identified and discussed in the EIS.
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also resquires a Resource Consrvatloss smd 15eeovesy Act (RCRA) pemt from lisa State

of New Mexico.

To enur th~at the WIPP cx continuo its ecsrent mission for disposal ofdefensr-relat~d
TR.U waste , th•is]l fremeor1 wo•uld sire to• be amende*d• totlatfera stority for regulation
of GTCC waste foresthe'NRCto~gl.A. Congreesionala edon wcsd hercquirss.u., The me
of th WIPP tar disppal oETCwaste also would reuire elsns'to the WIPP Lend
Withdra'cs1 Art and the cetehishmneit ot°agui'em~sn with the Statn of Nc.w Mexice.to.
po, is.t'd lspohl ofotler th de. exe-oated tnsra.nsmio weste (TRU). The limits otn 11w
radioateiideis~st0•y pesssnittss at th WIP?, cunrently about S million cssrIesofreOte

hssdled'insts. .would ntqcd to he lite tti areommodats te appro~ishasely 160 millione
eurle ofG.TCC i.~ate &tisna5x i thb Dealt IIS. Tlhis vwostk requiro'appxoval hy•
Conitsa and lbsStaite ofNew Ideileo. •The Dra/t EIg~deo net adequastely addeesa these
Issuca or the assssrnpoi~s mole withiesgard to the likelihood or timing of thse major
Conkissalonal arties to maim theo ecesansytegirsItivo ehantag.

•Teolzesgitial l egal sod engulataoy rhsltqrgss asexeixtod with selet![on of tltoWiPP fec

Stat of New Mexco should boliesicbes, togethser with the schedul imparts that would
be likely to'occr. "l "

ilhe tvo nrt.r-•aust~e• dispo~sal sisthoda ronaiderd ast slteanative,..-treslcheq end vaultS-.
weld rcquire appr~osad fionsthoNRC iq aiiessng proceeding on ths merits of the.

•* seloftedda spoial ncrthed at a sliccfie sitis. The 'result otf tis psasossshould no~tbh
c qn~idmid to b aTforegoee conclusion. particularly inligist of 1R~pleas to eevi~eits,.
LLWtmlo at, 10 CRliAait 6E !.Ssich reviti~s wtissd lilkely s'iffO•t the waste cls'rsifrticalin

"LLW dikp.sal faeolbtsee. As a rcsdt, any decsons • gdgo d t he z~~

at tsof tlo nltetsativ•i loestioss pjon to interoctiest with thsshlRC ad resolution of ,
lpotesslial liceihdng isssuesforrdisposs,'of (TCC LLW is pIrisalme. ;Deep befehole
• dispuisi, pettioulsity of sealest eoturces,'would be mare likloy t•i iso sqstrovd Iytl•ieNRC

isasic and •emeostautiss lnvstlkcd inoseodongl4RC approval for, thej•,sea-mfaeo disposal,
Sal t asiseivee for bsigI{a-hiniity,j',ong-lived LI.W elshild be pr'ovided to bstter inform

For theo reeeaso slated abovet]e .COUMtyI~iO~iva that thssrais igssicrtnt unceselahy reaidng
a'nwnbss efiessir that arq etlitiae si •ltiy derision by either the DOE or Congress ressesing a

to Cong-ess und'rrSess. 631 0s)(t)(D) ofthse Etiergy FoliryAct of 2005, en~d any dccision on

E33-5 The LLRWPAA (P.L. 99-240) specifies that GTCC LLRW, designated a federal responsibility
under section 3(b)(1)(D) that results from activities licensed by the NRC, is to be disposed of
in an NRC-licensed facility that has been determined to be adequate to protect public health
and safety. However, unless specifically provided by law, the NR.C does not have authority to
license and regulate facilities operated by or on behalf of DOE. Further, the LLRVVPAA does
not limit DOE to using only non-DOE facilities or sites for GTCC LLRW disposal.
Accordingly, if DOE selects a facility operated by or on behalf of DOE for disposal of GTCC
LLRW for whsich it is responsible under section 3(b)(1)(D), clarification from Congress would
be needed to determine NRC's role in licensing such a facility and related issues. In addition
clarification from Congress may be needed on NRC's role if DOE selects a commercial GTCC
LLRW disposal facility licensed by an Agreement State rather than by NRC.

The NRC served as a commenting agency on the GTCC EIS and therefore did not actively
participate in the preparation of the GTCC EIS. Issues associated with potential regulatory
changes or NRC licensing would be addressed as necessary to enable implementation.

E33-6 See response to E33-2.

E33-4
(Cont.)

E33-5
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page $ ofS

either a diipoeal method or 1ocsieon arc likely to be prentatitro pending resolutiton of these issues. [E33-6~

A~dditional cormnsels arc provided in the ec~llosure.[ (Cont.)

Thanlc you for thn opp rtiy €onumit on the Draft QTCC HIS..

•Nyc Count Nuclear Waste itecpository Prolject Ofifce

Hl•o~surer Nyn County, Nevada Contments

CC: Christine Gelira, Dirct~or,. Off'ice of Disposal Oper'atione, EM-43.
Scott Wade, A tnt Manaber for hsviron-acntal Management, NS
Nyc CountyaBOCC
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MR. BRONN: And following Darrell, I believe

that Ian Zabarta with the Wlestern Shosheni governeent.

So proceed.

NlR. LACY: Thank you. Ny nase is Darreli

Lacy, representing Nye County, Nevada.

(R~eading} Nye County is the site county fot

two of the potential disposal sites, one at Yucca

NJ
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Mountaifl or generic, the Wevada National Security Site.

We appreciate the opportunity to provide these summary

cozmments and observations, Wie would intend to provide

detailed comments by the June deadline.

We feel this EIS, in general, has several

deficiencies and does not meet the requirements of

lIEPA. When the scoping hearings on this 515 were held

"in 2007, D05 had announced that it would submit a

license application for Yucca Mountain, and Yucca"

Mountain was one of the proposed sites, and the Draft

Supplemental 5IS for Yucca Mountain considered disposal

of Greater-than-Class C waste in that repository.

Four years later now, 'this Draft SIS excludes

Yucca Mountain from consideration. The amount of

Greater-than-Class C waste considered in the sceping

for this was based on a once-through fuel cycle that

we're not'on Yucca Mountain to handle any spent fuel.

Changes that might come out &f the Bllue Rtibbon

Commission that would include possibly reprocessing,

this could significantly increase the amount of

Greater-than-Class C waste and should be addressed in

alternatives.

WRC regulations require that, in the absence

of specific approval by the Commnission, Greater-than-

Class C waste must be disposed of in a geologic

T46-I

T46-1 The EIS considered the range of reasonable alternatives for the disposal of the GTCC waste
inventory, including disposal in a deep geologic repository.

The Secretary of Energy determined that a permanent repository for high-level waste and spent
nuclear fuel at Yucca Mountain, Nevada, is not a workable option and will not be developed.
Therefore, DOE concluded that co-disposal at a Yucca Mountain repository is not a reasonable
alternative and has eliminated it from evaluation in this EIS, as described in Section 2.6 of this
EIS.

DOE did not evaluate developing a geologic repository exclusively for disposal of GTCC
LLRW and GTCC-like wastes because DOE determined that such an alternative is not
reasonable due to the time and cost associated with siting a deep geologic repository and the
relatively small volume of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes identified in the GTCC EIS.
DOE believes that the results presented in this EIS for the WIPP geologic repository alternative
are indicative of the high degree of waste isolation that would be provided by disposal in a
geologic repository. DOE has included analysis of generic commercial facilities in the event
that a facility could become available in the future. In that case, before making a decision to
use a commercial facility, DOE would conduct further NEPA reviews, as appropriate.

The Blue Ribbon Commission (BRC) on America's Nuclear Future, in its final report to DOE
on January 26, 2012, provided recommendations, which included the development of one or
more permanent deep geologic facilities for the safe disposal of spent nuclear fuel and high-
level radioactive waste and the development of one or more consolidated interim storage
facilities as part of an integrated, comprehensive plan for managing the back end of the nuclear
fuel cycle. In its Strategy for the Management and Disposal of Spent Nuclear Fuel and High
Level Radioactive Waste (DOE 2013), developed in response to the BRC Report, the
Administration agreed "that the development of geologic disposal capacity is currently the
most cost-effective way of permanently disposing of used nuclear fuel and high-level
radioactive waste while minimizing the burden on future generations" and proposed to "engage
in a consent-based siting process and begin to conduct preliminary site investigations for a
geologic repository." The Administration's goal is to have a repository constructed and its
operations started by 2048. The Administration will work with Congress using the strategy as
an actionable framework for building a national program for the management and disposal of
the nation's used nuclear fuel and high-level radioactive waste (DOE 2013).

T46-2 T46-2 The GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like waste inventory evaluated in the EIS is based on the best
available information on the stored and projected GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes from
ongoing and planned activities. The estimated 12,000 m3 of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like
wastes is a relatively small volume of waste when compared to other wastes disposed of by
DOE. For example, this volume of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes is only about 20% of
the 59,000 m3 of LLRW disposed of at one site (NNSS) in one year (fiscal year 2010). Any
potential nuclear fuel cycles involving advanced reactors or recycling of used fuel and the
wastes associated with these activities are uncertain at this time and therefore not estimated in
this EIS. DOE believes that expanding the inventory to include potential GTCC LLRW and
GTCC-Iike wastes from undefined or unplanned future activities would introduce excessive
uncertainty in the EIS evaluations. DOE believes that the inventory included in the GTCC EIS
is reasonable for the purposes of the NEPA process and that it provides a supportable basis for
conducting the EIS evaluation and the identification of the preferred alternative in the Final
EIS. In the future, should additional waste be identified, appropriate NEPA review would be
conducted as needed to reflect these changes and also changes that would be needed to the
existing infrastructure or the identification of additional disposal sites.
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repository as defined in 10 CFR, Part 60 or Part 63.
The only two sites in this discussion that meet this

requirement are Yucca Nountain and/or

NxPP.

This type of wasteoSs currently excluded from

WISP by legislation and agreements with the state of

New Mexico and was not included in the NgPS ItIS when it

was cited or in any characterization activities that

have been done at WrPS.

The NIPS Land Withdrawal Act limtits the total

radioactivity of remote handled TmU waste to 5.1

msill~ion curies. For comparison purposes, the total

radioactivity of the Greeter-than-Class C waste

discussed here is estimated to be 15'S million ceries.

Reprocessing could greatly incr~aae the amount of this

Greater-than-Class C waste above what was discussed in

the scoping of this RIS. WISP was not licensed by the

NRC, and any assumption that legislation or NRC

regulations will be changed to suit COE for this

process for Creator-than-Class C are invelid.

Performance assessments described In Draft

GTCC EIS are based on a number of generic and

simplified assumptions. The performance assessments

are not true indicators of the differences in

performasce amung the various sites Or even disposal

T46-3

T46-4

T46-3 Disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes at WIPP is included in the range of
reasonable alternatives and is evaluated in this EIS. DOE acknowledges that only defense-
generated TRU waste is currently authorized for disposal at the WIPP geologic repository
under the WIPP LWA as amended (P.L. 102-579 as amended by P.L. 104-201) and that
legislation would be required to allow disposal of waste other than TRU waste generated by
atomic energy defense activities at WIPP and/or for siting a new facility within the land
withdrawal area. It would also be necessary to revise the Agreement for Consultation and
Cooperation between Department of Energy and the State of New Mexico for the Waste
Isolation Pilot Plant, the WIPP compliance certification with EPA, and the WIPP Hazardous
Waste Facility Permit. In addition, site-speciflc NEPA reviews would be conducted as needed,
including further characterization of the waste (e.g., radionuclide inventory and heat loads) as
well as the proposed packaging for disposal.

However, NEPA does not limit an EIS to proposing and evaluating alternatives that are
currently authorized. Furthermore, the Agreement for Consultation and Cooperation between
Department of Energy and the State of New Mexico for the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant
recognizes that the mission of WIPP may change and provides provisions to modify~ the
agreement. For example, the Agreement states: "The parties to this Agreement recognize that
future developments including changes to applicable laws (e.g., Public Law [P.L.] 96-164) may
make it desirable or necessary for one or both parties to seek to modify this Agreement. Either
party to this Agreement may request a review of the terms and conditions."

DOE acknowledges the TRU waste disposal limitations for WIPP specified in the WIPP LWA
as amended (P.L. 102-579 as amended by P.L. 104-201) and in the Agreement for Consultation
and Cooperation between Department of Energy and the State of New Mexico for the Waste
Isolation Pilot Plant. Information on these limitations is provided in this EIS (see Section 4.1. 1)
and was considered in developing the preferred alternative. Based on the GTCC EIS
evaluation, disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes at WIPP would result in minimal
environmental impacts for all resource areas evaluated, including human health and
transportation. Both the annual dose and the latent cancer fatality (LCF) risk would be zero
because there would be no releases to the accessible environment and therefore no radiation
doses and LCFs during the first 10,000 years following closure of the WTPP repository. DOE
recognizes that the use of WIPP for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes
would require legislative changes and site-specific NEPA reviews would be conducted as
needed, including further characterization of the waste (e.g., radionuclide inventory and heat
loads), as well as the proposed packaging for disposal.

T46-4 The specific locations that would be used at each potential site for development of a disposal
facility for GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes are not known at this time. The use of
"reference locations" was used in the EIS to allow for a quantitative assessment of the impacts
that could occur at each site. While some parameters could change within a short distance,
most would not. The RESRAD-OFFSITE computer code was used to model the migration of
radionuclides from the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes placed into the conceptual
disposal facility designs for the three land disposal methods (not all three methods were
evaluated for each site). Site-specific information provided by technical staff from various sites
that were evaluated was used in these modeling analyses to the extent it was available, and
conservative assumptions were used to fill any remaining data gaps. While the computer model
was largely developed to support environmental restoration activities, it has a number of
features that make it a good choice for use in this EIS. The analysis presented in the EIS is
adequate for the comparison of the disposal alternatives evaluated. Fate and transport
parameters utilized in the estimations were based on site-specific (e.g., specific to the reference
location to the extent available) information and, as such, are considered reasonable for the
purpose of the comparison made in the EIS. However, DOE recognizes that additional project-
and site-specific information, such as the actual depth to groundwater over the entire disposal
area, could be used to inform the implementation of a disposal facility at a given location. This
additional information is expected to reduce the uncertainty associated with these types of
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evaluations to the extent possible. Site-specific information would be evaluated in any site-
specific NEPA review that would be conducted based on a ROD for this EIS.

T46-5 DOE developed this EIS to support a decision on selecting a disposal facility or facilities for
GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like waste, to address legislative requirements, to address national
security concerns (especially for sealed sources), and to protect public health and safety. The
purpose and need for action, as discussed above, is stated in the EIS (Section 1.1). DOE
believes that this EIS process is not premature and is in compliance with NEPA.

The Secretary of Energy determined that a permanent repository for high-level waste and spent
nuclear fuel at Yucca Mountain, Nevada, is not a workable option and will not be developed.
Therefore, DOE concluded that co-disposal at a Yucca Mountain repository is not a reasonable
alternative and has eliminated it from evaluation in this EIS, as described in Section 2.6 of the
EIS.
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methods. Absent better information about the key

paramotexa considered, the performance assessments

provide littl~e basis for decisionmakars to select a

preferred site or disposal al~ternatives.

This EIS should wait until the Yucca Mountain

issues are resolved by the courts or legislation and

the Slue Rlibbon Commission make their reoemmendation

and the votes are finalized; then the Greater-than-

"Class C waste should go though a new scoping process,

based on the available alternative Sites and/or amounts

of materials that needs to be disposed of.

tiithout appropriate assumptions and detailed

analysis of the realistic alternatives, this E55 is

faulty and does not meet the minimum requirements of

NEPA and the cso.

14e will submit detailed comments by the June

deadline. Thank you.

(W~hereupon Exhibit No. 5 was marked for

identification.)

T46-4
(Cent.)

T46-5.



Oak Ridge Reservation Local Oversight Committee, Commenter ID No. L289 L289-1 DOE agrees that geologic suitability, engineering to ensure long-term site performance, and
willingness of the host community are important factors when selecting the preferred
alternative. These factors were taken into consideration in the selection of the preferred
alternative.

L289-2 Even though it is beyond the scope of this GTCC EIS, the comment is noted. This GTCC EIS
addresses the potential environmental impacts associated with the proposed development,
operation, and long-term management of a disposal facility or facilities for GTCC low-level
radioactive waste (LLRW) and DOE GTCC-Iike waste.

Oak Ridge Reservation
Local Oversight Committee

tl0• g • 8dV
April 12, 2011

Arnold I,,delman
EIS Document Manager
Office of Environment al Management
U.S. Department of Energy
Cloverleaf lDrtilding, EM-43
1000 Independence Avenue. SW
Washington, DC 30585

Sobkw•~: Comments on the Draft Envtrornse ntaei Impact Statement (lS) for the Disposal of
Greeter-Than-Class- C (GTCC) Low-Level Radioactive Waste an~d GTCC-Llke Waste
(DOFIEIS-O375-D)

Dear Mr. Edelman:

Tlns CitizenS"Advisory P~anel (CAP) of, the Oak, RidgeRerervation.(ORR) Local Oversight
Comouirieo (LOU) bar rlvie•,'e.d thesubjtc draft EI&; Ttsd cormnsut• have not been
reviewed or endorsed by the LOU lBoisd and abould be attributed toe the CAP only.
The eRtR corrently storea sittor quantities of wastes that are considered OTUC,-Jike (2.9
in

5 
of activated metals and 4.0 in

5 
of remote-hastdled [RuI] "tother waste" with a projected

additional 130 mn
5 

of the latter) and ia expected to generate signithicant qutantities of bath
contact-lssodled and R3 (ITUC-like wastes in the future. I is important for DOE to have
disposal capabilities for all types of radioactive wvaste generated ei;ther by cleanup or
ongoing missions, as wvell as civilian sourtcea of OTCC waste. ORR baa taken
responsilbility for disposal of largis quantities of low-level waste geneataed by
hEnviranmental Management cleanup activities and historically acted irs a regional disposal
sile; hoivover ie Is anrrrnsuitaslel location Ibr disposal of 02CgC or OTCC-likrs wastes.

Althoughl DOE does not specify a prefe'rred alternative, choice mf onte or mome disposal
sites should evaluate, geologic suitability, the degree of engineering required to ensure, long-
term site performanee, and willingness of the host commuinity (or reosmmnities). For
reasons of equity, each selected hobt co'nmarunity.should rece•:ive financ~ial eand in-krind
e6npenstition~t6 6ff:het the potential env)irentulental damages, security and~ emaergency
pldisiig nad~dei'ad harem te~ils iimige~forlhststitg a irnajor radioaetiyo.wsypte disposal abta,.

L289-t

Anderson. * Megs • Rheaa Roane • CitgofOakRdge * Knox • loudon * Morgan
1028 bt€1itnle,SslaSt .* Ok •dge,5n5 755 . thesnltttl€ss-t555' ltlal'ltt073' tmlltq 482-672 , leeJtcnrt * nm'csedan.rn~atnttg



Oak Ridge Reservation Local Oversight Committee. Commenter ID No. L289 (cant'd)

A. Edolman
0,4/12111
Page 2 of 2

The CAP appreciates the opportunity to commen~t on the draft 1E15.

Sincrely.

Norman A. Mulvenon
Chair, LOC Citizens' Advisory Panel

ce: LOC Document Register
LOC Board
LOC CAP
John Owsley, Director, TDEC DOE-O
John FEsehenberg, Asst. Manager for FEM, DOE ORO
Pat Halsey, FFA Coordinator, DOE ORO E•M
Jeffrey 1,. Cranle, EPA Region 4
Ron Murphreo, Chair, ORSSAB
Amy Fitegerakd, Acaistant City Manager, COP,

Thte Oak Ridge Raterraotio Local Oversight Committtee, Inc. (LOC) is a twn-profit regional
orgewirotion that reflects the intere~st of total commotmiaat• regarding DOE's enviromnentot
roanagement program and the operation of the Ona Ridge Reseeroatton. The Board of
Directors of the LOC is composed of the County Mlayaes/Execatir'es of the steen counties
surroundinlg or downst1ream of thre Onle Ridge Resereation (representing over 600,001)
residenttS), the Mayoar of the City of Oak Ridge, the chair of the Oat Ridge 1Eavieooaentat
Quality Advisory Board, and the chair of the LOC's Citizens' Advisory Panci (CAP). The
CAP umakes recomnmendations to tite LOC board, the DOE, tuid state and federaireguiatoes
oa, technical and other mailees of onmcerti to local stokehoiders.



Oregon Conservancy Foundation. Commenter 1D No. T120 T120-1 DOE is performing environmental restoration activities at the Hanford Site. The ongoingcleanup effort will continue.

Caia eari!opn

2 MR. 13ROWiN: David Hess is near, and Hartha Pores

3 will follow.

4 MA. ltSS; Hi. My name is David 1Hess, and I'51

S also' a mneaber of the Dregon Progressive Party. And,

6 -you know, I'm here, actually, tonight to speak on

7 behalf of Lloyd Marbet, who unfortunately wasn't able

S to he here. BUt following on Greg's thought, you

9 . know, we've been recently told by the 1252 that the

10 threat of terrorism in this region was so great that

11 we had to rejoin the Joint Terrorism Task Force. I

12 mean, we just couldn't he separated Eros it.

•13 But new the federal government wants to come in

14 here •nd tell us, don't worry, it's couptetely safe

15 to bring 12,000 moving terrorist targets through your

16 region; I don't see a conflict.

17 But on behalf of Lloyd Hashet, I want to read

IS this statement. Ho says: I, Lloyd Narber, apotogire

19 for not being able to attend this meeting due te

20 conflicting events in ray schedule, and I appreciate

21 Dave Hess reading this short statement in the record. Tl20-1

22 , and the Oregon conservancy Eoundation, would like

23 to go on record in opposition to any storage off

24 radioactive waste as Hanford. Hanford needs to

25 completely clean up its own nuclear waste.

866.488.DEPO
wwwv.CapitalRepox tingConmpany~com
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T120-2 Stopping the generation of nuclear waste (i.e., nuclear power) is outside the scope of the GTCC
EIS, the scope of which is to evaluate disposal alternatives to enable the selection ofra safe
alternative or alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes. The GTCC
EIS evaluates the range of reasonable alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and
GTCC-like wastes in compliance with the requirements specified in NEPA, the Low-Level
Radioactive Waste Policy Amendments Act (P.L. 99-240), and Section 631 of the Energy
PolicyAct of 2005 (P.L. 109-58). The GTCC EIS evaluates the potential environmental
impacts of the proposed disposal alternatives for GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes. Based
on the evaluation, DOE has determined that there are safe and secure alternatives for the
disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes. The GTCC EIS provides information that
supports this determination, and, as discussed in Section 1.1, Purpose and Need for Agency
Action, DOE is responsible for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes.

T120-3 Comment noted. Commitments to renewable energy are not within the scope of the GTCC EIS.
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14e also wish to go on record opposing any

licensing extension of the eolusbi Generating

Station Nluclear Plant with its continuing

accumul~ation of nuclear waste on site. Tfhe recent

nuclear diaster at Fukushisma shows the failure In

disaster planning for all the nuclear power plants.

SO this DVD'that I have been handing out

lonight -- and I have plenty more if yOU haven't got

one yet -- is entitled "At the Source." It has a

four-part interview with Drt. Jan Sherean. She is

author of Life's Delicate talence and editor of.

'Chernobyl: The consequence or the catastrophe for

people' and the environment,"

So the interview covers the book, the Chernohyl

bo•ok, which is a recent study of the health effects

of above-ground nuclear testing, and responses to

Stewart Srand's hook Shole Earth Discipline with its

misguided promotion of the greening of nuclear powor.

And it also contains free copies of both of

Or. Sherman's hooks. r really highly recesmend that

you download than and you read then and give then to

your friends.

So tioyd wants to end by saying: we need to

smake a nassivo comnitment to renewable energy in

response to the growing impact of climate change.

T120-2

T120-3

866A488.DEPO
www.CapitalRepor tingCompany.com
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The tine to disinvest ourselves of nuclear power is T120-3
(Cent.)



Oregon Department of Enerlv,• Commenter ID No. E70

From: Nites, Ken <kennt~es@odoe~state~or us>
Sent: Monday., June 27. 2011 4A3 PM
To: gtcceistdantgov
Cc Edeletan Arnold
Subject: Orecjon Legilsative Action Related to GTCC Draft UIS
Attachments: Oregon HtJM.28&pdf

A•rnie,

I wanted to submit a Hfouse jolht Memorial passed last week by the Oregona LegIslature thet addreses -in part - the
draft GTCC EIS,

Ken Nl~es
Administrator, Nut.lear Safety and Efletgy

Emergency Preparedness Oletaon
Oregon Department of.Energy
"625 Marton• Street NE
Sal~em. OR 97301

503-378.4906 -work
503-584-3905 - cell
k~en nlespaod~eeate~dr us



Oregon Department of Enerttv, Commenter 1D No. E70 (cont'd) E70-1 DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as descrihed in the
Settlement Agreement with the State of Washington Department of Ecology) for disposal at
Hanford at least until WTP is operational.

However, regardless of where the GTCC waste disposal facility is ultimately located, a
relatively small amount of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes may be transported through
the Columbia River Gorge on{ their way to the disposal facility. The waste would be generated
within the states of Oregon and Washington and would include actinide sealed sources and
Cs-137 irradiators from local medical institutions, research facilities, universities, and other
NRC and Agreement State licensees.

DOE is performing environmental restoration activities at the Hanford Site. The ongoing
cleanup effort will continue.

'leh 0 d•ON Lt~.otTIS~VR gY.II tlttt...0t &r-*& 00

Enrolled

a1ouse Jointp Memuorial 28cool)cWN

fGtLoEtt, GtlLIt~AtMt OGlI:1NLICK. nlAttKRR, IIOLVOy, hOYt , lt~uftOAN, CIONT,
JIWISON. I E•MZRt KOMp. SOTES. htArttSWKRS. MCLANE, NTAS~ O•€
SRIlA, RlOtt.Lt,k aelGIhlUFEN, attlgttA•N'. .1 SMITE). aliteNGa. titOWOkP.ON ThMSX.

• WAND, WE'•IDNES. WtpOAltD, Wl~l'. Sceot~re BURDtOtIlt DvI•VtN. DINtWSELnDt. [•
JOHHtN5CN M~ONRtON. P'tOZA•tSK). ItO5SEl3AUJM SHItIDS,~ VERGER5

TO the prealdent tf the Uenitoet Stoteo oed tho Smoato ean the o9e Hof S aoeo*•totlo,' or the~
Uelted Staele ol'Ameeioe, •i Ooogoeoo aoohlmedod
W~e., yor mototialoet, the Seotenty-aitol ohototiloto otoohl or th Sttoe of Ooetboo. to 10g10-

tattoo eeaete assembled, r~st~fdun •pnn 00tllw
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DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with the State of Washington Department of Ecology) for disposal at
Hanford at least until WTP is operational.

If DOE decides to implement its preferred altemnative for the TC&WM EIS, GTCC LLRW and
GTCC-like wastes would not be shipped through the Columbia River Gorge for disposal at the
Hanford Site until the waste treatment plant is operational. However, regardless of where the
GTCC waste disposal facility is ultimately located, a relatively small amount of GTCC LLRW
and GTCC-like wastes may be transported through the Columbia River Gorge on their way to
the disposal facility. The waste would be generated within the states of Oregon and
Washington and would include actinide sealed sources and Cs-137 irradiators from local
medical institutions, research facilities, universities, and other NRC and Agreement State
licensees.

The transportation of radioactive waste will meet or exceed DOT and NRC regulations that
promote the protection ofbhuman health and the environment. These regulations include
requirements for radioactive materials packaging, marking, labeling, placarding, shipping
papers, and highway routing. The waste shipments would be on preferred routes, which are
interstate highways or alternative routes designated by a state routing agency in accordance
with DOT regulations (49 CFR Part 397, Subpart D). The GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike
wastes would be shipped in approved waste packages and transportation casks. The robust
nature of these casks limits the potential release of radioactive and chemically hazardous
material under the severest of accident conditions. It is unlikely that the transportation of
GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes to any of the altemnative sites evaluated in the EIS would
cause an additional fatality as a result of radiation from either incident-free transportation or
postulated transportation accidents.
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E70-3 Impacts from potential accidents and intentional destructive acts fesulting in potential feleases
of fadioactive material were considered in the GTCC EIS in Sections 5.3.4.2, 5.3.4.4, and
5.3.9.3.

E70-4 The disposal methods and sites evaluated in the EIS represent the range of reasonable
alternatives fof the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes. This range is consistent
with NEPA implementing regulations in Parts 1500-1508 of Title 40 of the Code of Federa]
Regulations (40 CFR Parts 1500-1508). In this GTCC EIS, DOE analyzed a range of disposal.
methods (i.e., geologic repository, neaf-surface tfench, intermediate-depth borehole, and
above-grade vault) and federally owned sites (i.e., Hanford Site, INL, LANL, NNSS, SRS, and
the WIPP Vicinity, for which two reference locations - one within and one outside the WIPP
Land Withdrawal Boundaoy - were considered). DOE has detefmined that it was reasonable to
analyze these six sites because they currently have operating radioactive waste disposal
facilities, except for the WIPP Vicinity, which is near an opefating geologic repository.

Final siting of a disposal facility for GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes would involve
further NEPA review as needed and be in accordance with applicable laws and regulations and
would involve local stakeholder involvement and consent.

DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with the State of Washington Department of Ecology) for disposal at
Hanford at least until WTP is operational.
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E72-I The disposal methods aod sites evaluated in the EIS represent the range of reasonable
alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes. This range is consistent
with NEPA implementing regulations in Parts 1500-1508 of Title 40 of the Code of Federal
Regulations (40 CFR Parts 1500-1508). In this GTCC EIS, DOE analyzed a range of disposal
methods (i.e., geologic repository, near-surface trench, intermediate-depth borehole, and
above-grade vault) and federally owned sites (i.e., Hanford Site, INL, LANL, NNSS, SRS, and
the WIPP Vicinity, for which two reference locations - one within and one outside the WIPP
Land Withdrawal Boundary - were considered). DOE has determined that it was reasonable to
analyze these six sites because they currently have operating radioactive waste disposal
facilities, except for the WIPP Vicinity, which is near an operating geologic repository.

Final siting of a disposal facility for GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes would involve
further NEPA review as needed and be in accordance with applicable laws and regulations and
would involve local stakeholder involvement and Consent.

DOE is performing environmental restoration activities at the Hanford Site. The ongoing
cleanup effort will continue.

Dear M+r. Edehrssn:

Oregon appr eiatde tIre opport•unity to review thre Dirjreaai ofGreaarrtera.Ctos+Ca~ C (GIVC)

Low.Lent .lRadiorelire Ya'ter and GTCC-Like l•esste Draft tEurirerenta ]ifrersaStatesnent
(DOEiEJS-0375-D), Icebrary 2011. L~astonstt, the Acting V re f thi~ts gency -in sjoini
letter with the Director of thve WVashington State De~partment of ticology - expressed strong
opposition lotthe potrntial selection of the Hanl•rr Site for disposal o f wastes exanrined in this
draft 1115. That letter pointed onlt the irtcornpstihllity of adding highly radioactive and long-lived

waste to Hslnford'a snibs;arf~aca while tens of billiosa• of dollars are being spe:nt oni tire enirrat

elcantip effoirt.

ifhe commntiet that halnow in lhids latter expaned on that posaiiott and also raise oilier concerns with

variouts proposals eonsideted in rthe dralt OTOC EIlS. In addition, we recognise that simply

oppo.sing the selection of Ilanferd wilhbont providing sonie altrernatves to consider is net useflrr

tinlitt to tins proces•r so we nti provide sonie rreoinnindatioat for how to deal with itre wast es

covered by thia propos~ed action.

Cunhlicla with the Thnnford cleanup mission

As h U.S. Dep. inent of Enrergy's (DOE) Envirotnuental Mantagisnest pregrant is fully aware,

the Hanford Site is hore to litnnense contataination from mtore titan 40 years of plutonium

production for Ameiriea's netrelar weapnsp$ program,+ lartford is also home to the largest
enivlrenmnettsl cleanup endeavor in the world.- a cleanup that is now expected to stretch well

past tire ycsr2O050,

Since ceanup began at Hartford in 1989, we• and others bass bean inereasingly freatraird by.

rapeae attenipt by DOE to add waste Oat associlated with Itanttrd to rho sihtanmtial

cs-rvitosnentaI buadit that exists here and that will exist fiar Irnndredasoad eves thoasands of"

s-ixr into athsot~lre. DOll's own analysis in the draft Tank Ciesare & Wsstea iasgeotent

E72-I,

0

0

0
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Oregon Department of Energy. Commenter ID No. E72 (cant'd) E72-2 The EIS analysis is used to assess the viability of an alternative as well as its relative
performance compared to the other alternatives. Exclusion of a reasonable alternative from the
EIS without first evaluating the site is contrary to a thorough NEPA analysis. All alternatives
are retained in the Final EIS because such evaluations are needed to support selection of the
preferred alternative. In addition, as discussed in Section 1.4.2, the conceptual disposal facility
designs analyzed in the EIS could be modified to perform better in specific locations. Thus,
poor performance in the EIS analysis does not necessarily exclude an alternative from
consideration.

(TC&WM) EIlS, released in late 2009, found thut even ate olsano¢e~p is complete, waste already
in Hanford's soil column will cotntinue to contatainate Han ford's grosnidwater ts~r thossandis of
years. latedsling in tha dralt TC& WM EIS clearly indicated that additional waste froms o•stit
\-wosdd have tnaceecptablu cevlronmeetal couaeqsrescees.cpecially if tiha waste contauned mobile
and toag-livedl conalmtnantssch astbs iodine t29 sad technestium 99.

Ia additincruraiom conteminution in tha Hlnaforsi soils sad groundwater fiar exceeds seceptable
levels, Despite D03' s heat eft~htas attempts to tr~eat these plumes have to slate beta
tuasaetessfuL. The €ontiased movement ofusaimnlsmthoagh5 the ,vadoac c.ase ansi into
grosedwa.ter" is predicted ln the draft TC&WM hIS to he the dloahinsr risk Thr er-eceediag
aIlowable levels over tha next 10,000 years and beyond. As such, new waste €outislnng
ursniirsa would aggravate an already arassiya cleanup effort tad inereuss thto scope of
environrnCntai costaasioation.

The draft OTCC FElS re.ognizea the iodine and tcahnetluas limitation (and to a lesser extent the
uranium problems) at Hanthrdl. II rctognilens the msoratoriran ea aettding sew waste to Hantford

•until at least 2022. It alaso teognises th~at use ofllanterd far dispose! of this watst snouli "result
in Tharsore transportation than for any of thu other alternatives that were eonaiderad. Given, all

• hh - plus the effotsa that are stadarway so clean up the sitse- we hsave to sal the qsatentio Why
han•'t Han ford aldready beanr elinslsaed frets eonsiderasien She this att~oa?

Thle drfti GTCC 1310 nays that Hanford and other DO01 altea were evaluated on the basis of'
"mission coaspatibility" - that they have radioactive waste disposal as part Of their ongoing
osiasleoa. Inspoecting highly radiosetive waste sad disposhlug of it in the abellow os islermedia:te
subsurface at I'lsufard is not at all compatible with the cea•nup mission. Is is actually conesa'tslo
the elesnp, as eauch of the H'anford cleanup mission is already devoted to retrieving wa•ste frets
Hanford's s•hallow sad ltertsd'ists suissurfuet. Adding new oft-sitewa~stes wostld only
execetbste an already challen ging situation.

'Fit draft GTCC 1319 does' not have a peletbred alternutire as 1)06 indleatea it does not have a
lsrcftcrnee at this time. 0013 is also awaiting further inpat frets Congrass.• which dirceted DOE
to conduct. ttias 11. I-os •er, it is DOlE's iespmribility to eliminate alternatives that are tetol
reasonable or protective. Usiss lisuanfed for disp~osal of GT1CC wastes is neither reasn~able oar
pasdt~ive and Han ford should be removed from consideratisa as an alternative.

Geologic verses near-nur face disposal

Pesicral law (10 CFR 61.55) is clear that O'tCC waste "is generally not sccesptsile for near-
surface disposal." Congress did allow that there tay be some instances ahera (11CC waste
would be areeptahlc for near-sarface disposal wilth special processing or design. These wouald be
evaluated ott a case'by-cascr bassi.

E72-1
(Cent.)

E72-2



Oreg~on Depsartment of Energy, Corn ienter ID No. E72 (cant'd)

As DOEt began this E11S process, the proposed high-level waste repositery at Yates Ilrdnrtin
seas one of tire options to be coasidere. 0011alanoplanned to examine thleexistingge~ologic
disposal alto -the Ws.t e Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPI') In New Mexico (even though current law
I'trbids use of this ac•~itye fsr these wastes•).

With the appaoent demniseof Yucca Mountain and tlte considcrarbln level of uncertainty ever
America's plans tfe" a high-level waste repository, DOll analyzed only WIPP for geologic
dispoanl Given that there lastill the expectation that at sonme paint the United Stares will site
end construct a high-level waate, repoaitory, we strongly reconrinend that DOlt enalyze, a
"generie" se~pository In a uodissam other than salt (since DOE has already enaslyced WIPP) ftc
disposal of part or- all of the wastes considered in this tilS.

DOE asor want forward with• enuaminatien efa range of alternamtives of near-surface or
intersmediate-depth disposal. This wide~sweeping look at alternatives to deep geolagie disposal
woutld he difficult toinstity on a ease-hy-casn basis and suggests that long4.trm protectivenes
trity he overhadowed by efforts to reduce potential dispasal coasts. Decisians• related to weste
disposal• should he. eonrrreesurrt e with both the hcasds~apssed hy the. wsvtes; and with the time.
frerne over whichl the. waste remains dangerous. The mcrrseetinty sur~rounding a national hrighr
level wr.ote repository should trot lead to a pterrrturrr dec~isios to use. teas tlsrn protctiv.!y

altectativen.

Pross tire risk arrdyisi irr the. OTCC EI$, it is clea•r titat trench and boretrole disposal loads to
impoets vas•ty exceeding rcgstlatrrry standards at ninny of the sites considered. Despite these
reoilta, DOlt has retairrad all of the sites astr ruetheda for coasiderateon within the. droll (TCC
1311. Wet believe the trench rind hoerhole methods should ho withdrewn from cornsideration.
lisperience with near•sarfaem tre•nheis, at Ilasnfardt arid around the DOE complex hrave sisawn
repeatedly that steel contaitters rapildy diegrade in the soil. This is not strrriairrg, as rise pt, aud

humidity in Plan ford sird otirer sails is higir, overt thorrgur the rrolttrrr contertt is low.

Arid vsi. W•et sites•

At a high level, DOE e.rgues that a major dlse~hitatatar betwveen sites is whlethe~r they ter arid

sites or we•t sites. White it is tere that the relative ditffernencs ira rainfall and snow melt loin site
to site areirrsprortt, this glosac over oltrer major fnctrorz that ran and often do orntvegh tirs as

a factor. Pous esarpte: uranrium is highly maobile when coraplasarl withr carbonate at shove.

neutral p11. The arid sites all tend to he cerborsate and silicate rictt and ha have high p1 soils.
which renders ue.nitrm highly rochile. Wet sites€ often save a tower pH and hindirrg capacity that

may render uranium far lest mobile. Itt addhitin, ver aires are likely to have reducing onditionsa
in soils, which can greatly affect rmobility ofradiroisatopes and othrereoeltrninants. Technetium
is likosvise some~what lots mobile at we•t sites, while it is completely and freely mobile at manny

E72-3

E•72-4

E72-3 The EIS considered the range of reasonable alternatives for the disposal of the GTCC waste
inventory, including disposal in a deep geologic repository. DOE did not evaluate developing a
geologic repository exclusively for disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes because
DOE determined that such an alternative is not reasonable due to the time and cost associated
with siting a deep geologic repository and the relatively small volume of GTCC LLRW and
GTCC-Iike wastes identified in the GTCC EIS. DOE believes that the results presented in this
EIS for the WIPP geologic repository alternative are indicative of the high degree of waste
isolation that would be provided by disposal in a geologic repository. DOE has included
analysis of generic commercial facilities in the event that a facility could become available in
the future. In that case, before rnaking a decision to use a commercial facility, DOE would
conduct further NEPA reviews, as appropriate.

DOE recognizes that disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes in the WIPP geologic
repository would require modification to existing law. In addition, it rnay be necessary to
revise the Agreement for Consultation and Cooperation between Department of Energy and the
State of New Mexico for the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant, the WIPP compliance certification
with the EPA, and the WIPP Hazardous Waste Facility Permit.

E72-4 DOE agrees that use of a geologic repository would be a protective and safe method for the
disposal of the entire inventory of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes. The GTCC EIS
evaluation for the WIPP geologic repository alternative supports this statement. However, the
degree of waste isolation provided by a geologic repository may not be necessary for all of the
GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes evaluated in the GTCC EIS. The GTCC EIS evaluation
indicates that certain wastes (e.g., those containing short-lived radionuclides such as
Cs-137 irradiators) could be safely disposed of in properly designed land disposal facilities at
sites with suitable characteristics, such as low precipitation rates, high soil distribution
coefficients, and sufficient depths to groundwater. Based on the GTCC EIS evaluation, land
disposal facilities located in arid climates (e.g., NNSS and WIPP Vicinity) would isolate
radionuclides for a sufficient period of time to allow for significant radioactive decay to occur.

While 10 CFR Part 61 identifies one NRC-approved method for GTCC LLRW disposal
(disposal in a geologic repository), these regulations also indicate that other disposal methods
could be approved. The GTCC EIS evaluates three land disposal methods (i.e., enhanced near-
surface trench; intermediate-depth borehole, and above-grade vault). The GTCC EIS
evaluation indicates that land disposal methods employed at sites with suitable characteristics
would be viable and safe alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW.

E72-5 DOE recognizes the importance of waste form and potential chemical reactions in the
subsurface environment. As mentioned in Section 1.4.2, the land-disposal facilities considered
are conceptual and generic in nature so as to evaluate site performance. As such, a uniform
release rate after a given time period was assumed for each waste category across all land-
disposal sites irrespective of environment. While contaminant release will be highly dependent
on the interactions of the contaminant with the soil chemistry or environment, the conceptual
designs could be altered or enhanced, as necessary, to provide the optimal application at a
given location as mentioned in Section 1.4.2. When comparing results across sites, the post-
closure analysis clearly shows the potential for subsequent migration downward through the
unsaturated zone(s) to groundwater (the water table) in most cases is highly dependent on the
amount of water available to move the contamination. In addition, the analysis also shows the
importance of the interactions of the contaminant with the soil chemistry or environment which
is reflected through the use and impact of site-specific distribution (partition) coefficients,
otherwise known as Kd factors, such as in different locations within the unsaturated zone at the
same site. Thus, based on the post-closure analysis, which attempts to provide a simulation of
complex soil and groundwater processes, it was shown that arid sites generally performed
better than wet sites. Selection of the preferred alternative took this finding into account along
with other site-specific factors that included potential effects of interactions of the contaminant
with the coil chemistry or environment.

E72-5



Oregon Department of Ener~y. Commenter ID No. E72 (cont'd)t E72-6 The RESRAD-OFFSITE code, like all codes, has limitations. This code was selected for the
GTCC EIS analysis because of its manageable number of input parameters, its comprehensive
transport analysis for radionuclides in the unsaturated zones and saturated zone, and its
flexibility in accepting radionuclide release rates calculated outside the RESRAD-OFFSITE
framework. Furthermore, the RESRAD-OFFSITE code has been benchmarked with other
computer codes. The results obtained from the code are considered to be technically sound
estimates.

Additional site-specific information, if available, and different models, if necessary, would be
used in any site-specific NEPA review that would be conducted based on a ROD for this EIS.

E72-7 The recommendations given (storage of activated metals to reduce the hazard level, disposal of
sealed sources in a deep geologic repository, and disposal of non-defense transuranic waste
consistent with that for defense-related transuranic waste) were taken into consideration, as
appropriate, in the selection of the preferred altemnative.

t-Js

arid sites. DOlt should not rely on fihe misleading simple attribute of water availability in
comparing arid seraus wet siren is its evaluetions.

Mlodels

Thec Trcc EI$ relies on tihe sec oflisa RESRtAD computer model suite. lttparience int
Hanfisti's t00 mid 300 Areas demnseotretcd actions flaws in the model. DOll now sees the
"SurfaceT Taport over Mulutiple Phases' (STOMP-Wi) and MODFLOW modeling codes for
Hanford goousdw'aterotodeling. Tfhrtgh STOMP has actions limitatiotns, it is vastly superior to
RtEtlRAD. sTOMP'-X is the basis of the TC&WM 1115 nlow, sder de~velopment nt H anford,

In responding tot coatmenters who note.d RE.ISRAD's limitlations end olffbred! alternaives, DOE
acknowledges ittSRtAD's lnadeqnaseae. DOE replied that precise answers .arc riot required; tbst
sit that is needed is an abilily to cetipsas the alterustires. DOE doca• a disservice to the pitblico in
tenkih this srgutttet aed in using a flawed model,. Given the fact thesea wastes will pose a
heaiad for thousands of years. Dlt should use Ihe host motdel lthat is available, while asit
reo~gnizing its limitations.

Rtecammeudationt for Wnstes Covered in thle EIS

Activ'ated Metals

The aetivated metals included in thle 1215 preset somre uniquve ¢itailesgee. T~hey are very

radioac•tive in the near term with intense* gamma rsdiatiotn from cattailt 60. So~me of the reactor
vessels nod assoctated components ate quite large, whtch mais ehalleeget in transport and in
dispo-sal othzer than insa treneh. Th~e high tevels of radishest would make it dittluit fortworhera
tosaiblly cot the •,esseels into smalter pieces to mnske them ea sier'to Iraz'sepoe or dispote.
However, ithe gig paints oat thet utV~le of these materials are currently in storage. Mest activated
mtetals are expected to he generated in the fitsure and ins many essies nott for several dresden.
There is therefore no urgency to designatesa disposal path for this waste Stream. DOlt should
conasider placing these reactotr vesseit and related component~s in surface or neausr~turlheeslosro
psadiag 50 to 75 years of decay to cilmanate the hazard from the cobalt 60. prier to appropriate
fiust dispo'ss within the regions in wh•ich they originate.

Sealed Sottrcet

The seated cornces can posea ant hnmediate Iazsrd. They are potentially attractive freuse by
tenererits" These should he rapidly seeovered by DOE. rnd stored inn highly scesre storage
facility pe~nding thme stiing and eonatraetion of a high-level waste repository suitablec to raeceve •

E172-6.

IE72-5i(Coat.)

E72-7



Oregon Department of Energy. Commenter ID No. E72 (cant'd)

trem. I 'perdioposal in a deep geologie repository is Ihe most prot'ctive approach. Given the.
llint ltion on the waste that ¢can hc received nI WIPP, this rein forces the need f'or the ualion] to
develop anew repository.

Olther WaVstes

The EIS points ont that many of the• GTCC-likc wastee hare long-lived trausuranie radioneelidra E72-7
and will remain hanardous lior manly thousseds ofysen. Similar wre.sae are currently beig (Coot.)
disposed elin a geologic repository (WIPP) becassa of this conacrn We recommend DOE (and
the U.S. N'luecor Regulatory Commission) conider and treat defense and anondef ense
troesuranis wasntes in a comperoineb manner with comsparabte protection by ditpoastg of this
waste solely into a deep ge'ologic repository.

Weo do not have sufficilent ieforenation to assess whether e~xhumation of the West Valley dispsat
areas nshould secer. However, if the deetatotn'Is mode to eahnmc those evatc les, thy should he
d ispose'd of consistently with lasmher materials sad consintesat with our ,commeasts ahowe.

EIS OrgosntrationlRead atility

Tlhe authocrs, writers ansd editors of the¢ GTCC lltS haive done a eomtnemleblejob ofisrodecieg a

ctear, concise end highly readalsie doecosent. DOE• stafff also did a good job in providing direct
and lea~r reoponseo to comeects provided durig the seoping for tlhis HIS.

WVe also coseseand 132 l'or working with Native American trihes tonaltowlnglthea to groatd

their psespoctive dtrougloo the deart HIS. However, inoso recognizing the: Spcia relationship
betwert Native people and the: land oald envir~onment, it raises the eapectation that DOll will
tslly consider this perspective in ,'olecttng a preferrees alterntive and tnovistg forward vildt a
decision that honors the Thaty-resc,•c rights ofltie trilers.

We took forwvard to working with DOE an it completes acalysin of the GCC IllS. If yen leave
any quetions or comment's 'about saur reeotnoendattnns, please contact ayoslf or Dick Daunning
Oatiny taffal•a 503-378-3187.

Sincerely.

Hon Nil's
Nudle rfSafety Divistan Administrator

S



Oregon Department of Energy, Commenter ID No. E72 (cont'd)

Cs: (~alt lcCornsiclc U.S. Di p.-IInnI f' E~nergy, RiehlandlScott Sanuselson, US.S Department of tinergy, Office of River Protetion
Jane Hedges Washington Departme nt oflEcology
Dannis Penile, U.S. Bnviwnnrenlal Protection Agency
Stuart Harrds, Conl'ederuled Tribes of the Unmatilla Indian Resrvation
Rutssell Jim, Yakanma Indian Nation
Gabriel Bahure, RaePuree Tribe

•Max Power, Chair, Oregon Heafted Cleanup Board
Susan Leclehend. Chair, Rant nor Ad isory Board

£



Oregon Hanford Cleanup Board. Commenter ID No. E71

Irrorn Ni~es, Ken ,¢ehnrse@od~e.stateor.Is>

Sent:. Modady, ThrnC 27, 2011 'k39 PM•
To: gtcceks@an~gov
Ce:: Ede~lman, Arnold
Subject: Comments on behalf of the Oregon Hantford Cleanu~p Board
Attadhmentse Oregont Hantford Cleanup Board.GTCC commentsapalt

Attathed are comments that are being abhnitted on behalf of the Oregon Hanford Cleanup Board.

Ken NPues
Administrator, Nuclear Saft'cy and Energy

Emergency Preparednesa D~alera
Oregon Department of Energ'y
625,Murlrn Street ilK
Salem, Ofl 97301

503-378-4tll- work
503-884•3S0S - cell



Oregon Hanford Cleanup Board, Commenter ID No. E71 (cont'd)

OREGON HANFORD CLEANUP BOARD

dfeek'ov,,CStdr Junee27, 2011

/tHen .

Ito,•hea Ld¢#€. t

KdaMVatrMouce

Re. nulloma

Ad6uatee~t'e Oe

t*

Arnold Etdelman, 1315 Document Manager
Oreatr-Than-Class C Low,.Lrvel Radioactive Waste HIS
)flice of Technical and Regalatory Support (SM-43)

U.S. De•patment of tEnergy
1000 ladepatdanee Avenue, SW
Washingtont, D0 20505-0 t !9

OcrMr. ildelman: ,,

E71-1 The GTCC EIS evaluates the transportation impacts from the shipments that would be required
to dispose of the entire inventory of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes at the Hanford Site
and all the other sites being evaluated.

The GTCC EIS evaluates collective population risks during routine conditions and accidents,
radiological risks to the highest exposed individuals during routine conditions, and
consequences to individuals and populations as a result of transportation accidents, including
the release of radioactive or hazardous chemical materials. For the truck option, it is estimated
that about 12,600 shipments resulting in about 50 million km (30 million mi) of travel would
be required. This transport of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes would not result in any
LCFs, although one fatality directly related to an accident might occur (see Section 6.2.9.1).

In addition, Chapter 6 of the TC&WMv EIS also has evaluated cumulative impacts addressing
disposal of potential future wastes (including GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike waste) at the
Hanford site.

E71-2 DOE agrees that use of a geologic repository would be a protective and safe method for the
disposal of the entire inventory of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes. The GTCC EIS
evaluation for the WIPP geologic repository alternative supports this statement. However, the
degree of waste isolation provided by a geologic repository may not be necessary for all of the
GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes evaluated in the GTCC EIS. The GTCC EIS evaluation
indicates that certain wastes (e.g., those containing short-lived radionuclides such as Cs-137
irradiators) could be safely disposed of in properly designed land disposal facilities at sites
with suitable characteristics, such as low precipitation rates, high soil distribution coefficients,
and sufficient depths to groundwater. Based on the GTCC EIS evaluation, land disposal
facilities located in arid climates (e.g., NNSS and WIPP Vicinity) would isolate radionuclides
for a sufficient period of time to allow for significant radioactive decay to occur.

While 10 CFR Part 61 identifies one NRC-approved method for GTCC LLRW disposal
(disposal in a geologic repository), these regulations also indicate that other disposal methods
could be approved. The GTCC EIS evaluates three land disposal methods (i.e., enhanced near
surface trench, intermediate-depth borehole, and above-grade vault). The GTCC EIS
evaluation indicates that land disposal methods employed at sites with suitable characteristics
would be viable and safe alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW.

'The Oregon Hanfeod Cle¢'anup Hoard (Boar) apprclates thte opportunity tocontment on the Dhpaofmt afrratr-tbanf-C'a• C (t2TC) Lowv.Lovel
Rridlaserlir Wreste rand G~tCC-Like Waste Env, ronmentallirapsel Sfatenrhtt
(DOtFtttS.0375-D), February 2015. The Beard was created by the Oregon
ingislatino to provide advice on issues involving the Han ford nuciear sitet Itli
affeact Oregonians. The Board incluhdee sIn agtncy representatives,
legiiseaors, a "Tribal representative¢, and publict measbene with a Ineage of
ceperiestnd mtd 'teret that, inclde• nhuce!ar entgineering Ond physical and
environnmental sciences.

The Board dieetsred the OTCC HIS dur'ing our re'eting onl une 23-24, 201L.

As part of that d etnajon, We reviewed tho June 2. comment letter nabmittcd
by the Oregon tDeparhtrncn of tnarg• (ODOEt) eral .al~ reviewaed the
diteession between Boeard leaders and th a 131 Dorument Mianager on May1t9
in Portland. The Board condcurs 11th several ogftie positicas sltaed by OD)OB.
Without elaborating on thlese specitic, topics the board dn~ctowtedget thle more
detelieti discussion by O0013 nd advises thant:

1. lImportng additiontal waste so Han ford should ba droppe"d f'rea furrher
consideration. Import of ad itiommi waste is clearly incompatible with thy

Sesistiotg mission ofI Hanford cleanup. Mvotetover, at showa n to his EIlS and
in the U.S. IDeirrt~nict of Ilsergy's (DO01's) 2009 draft Teak Classam mat
Waste Mnaengttneat EIlS for helbs Hanford Site, import of some ofthe waste
forms sad use of diapoer l approacest. propoard in thie.docement !
projected to resutl in grounadwater conlaminatiosl and risa thet greatly

exed regulatory ltandare. -

2. DOlt •ould re-evaluate dispoasa options framed by this HIS. Astalyres
presented in the EIS show l.thit di~* in trenches and borehol.e is not
protective, of hmran health at Hanford or at other sites evaluated in the
IllS. Consistenlt with Iti•dral regultation (10 CFR 61,55)•ve amenar
that geologic disposal be regarded as tile dafihul diapoastihincho for all

E71-1

E71-2!

phone sa0ao37.4040 uea~sst.ets5 n to eornne tag 5a.srs.7as
ass Manrten atreot, u.n,. cetera. Oreuon 5755t-5~75



Oregion Hanford Cleanup Board, Commenter ID No. E71 (cent'd) E71-3 The basis for DOE's selection of the preferred alternative is presented in Section 2.9 of the EIS
and identified in Section 2.10.

GWCCwasres cxeept on a ease-by ease basia.whtere altern' to disposal
mathorda'are slwo a to clearly be proteetive•

3. Sealed sources represent a signfict•ant existihig scemuity.thr'eat to the Unij
States. We rcomnsend ttut these materials Ire recove•red expeditiously
and stored by DOE in a highy secure site pending permanent rcpcsitor•

4. Like wastes should he handled rid stored in a Ilu• rmaner. Tihe besrd

believes tidat all deientso and ne.dfeasce wastes with nrans•ursane
e adionuelides should be regulated and disposedin a~s~till-r netainer', with
pennasait disposal ina deep gnolvogielreposli~try.

iiiaddition, the Board is concerned with ths ap parenat lack of clear decision
• processes fbr ovaum ting~alterssitiwes' .rGTCC :wate disposL: ltia unshlear

which preceduires will be used and how oritena will be ap~plied hr" making
S- decisions to selecst $ collie aries and disposal methods for ultimate dispo~sal of

thowastves eondltdef'&li tis H•IS. "It isimp ru~ne to avond using d cmi on
• echniques whlie are bsind'oa Isihtiesie consIderetions ahsen the eplstins
solo ooiowlll be foundeaeccediag to the dbJective• at darda oftigoroas
decisioaiaablysis • , '.•- "

To c6eiiu brohd pniblie acceptace• of the ecisan reachedl in file final H it
"is Iimpo aht'tt0 artleri to wad tob•pply~a well-e fIne, irma rent dAisiont

, goldsaee eompstilbility with ongoing site ml diz• etaorthad ldn •g-tsri,,
Sprotsctivneset,dosamaunitynppbst, life-cycle costec. We re omtmendthat

the fuial HIS limilol••z~oiim I dec~ision areslysls'preea including"
• -,°, sdeltleatloa ufurscesllintiea, imlI eelalive a ,abeter andvsIue~utliti s)¢ngd

,,that tshe peimfethiu tdakensate le based on resullts of thast fnatal dr'iciloa

• LS. If yea li, v'a q etioadrwinmeets' bout'ourdrtmosendallora, pieass
: •'' r" conatct Pirl•Dtnnng of the ODOE sa~ffat-503-,378-3187.

E71 -2
(Cant.)

E71-3

r4j

.MaxL Power, Chair " '



Oregon Legislative Assembly. Commenter ID No. L299 L299-I DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with the State of Washington Department of Ecology) for disposal at
Hanford at least until WTP is operational.

However, regardless of where the GTCC waste disposal facility is ultimately located, a
relatively small amount of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes may be transported through
the Columbia River Gorge on their way to the disposal facility. The waste would be generated
within the states of Oregon and Washington and would include actinide sealed sources and
Cs-137 irradiators from local medical institutions, research facilities, universities, and other
NRC and Agreement State licensees.

DOE is performing environmental restoration activities at the Hanford Site. The ongoing
cleanup effort will continue.

Enrolled
house Joint Memorial 28
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Oregon Legislative Assembly, Commenter ID No. L299 (eont'd)
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L299-2

L299-4
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L299-2 DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with the State of Washington Department of Ecology) for disposal at
Hanford at least until WTP is operational.

If DOE decides to implement its preferred alternative for the TC&WM EIS, GTCC LLRW and
GTCC-Iike wastes would not be shipped through the Columbia River Gorge for disposal at the
Hanford Site until the waste treatment plant is operational. However, regardless of where the
GTCC waste disposal facility is ultimately located, a relatively small amount of GTCC LLRW
and GTCC-like wastes may be transported through the Columbia River Gorge on their way to
the disposal facility. The waste would be generated within the states of Oregon and
Washington and would include actinide sealed sources and Cs-137 irradiators from local
medical institutions, research facilities, universities, and other NRC and Agreement State
licensees.

The transportation of radioactive waste will meet or exceed DOT and NRC regulatory
requirements that promote the protection of human health and the environment. These
regulations include requirements for radioactive materials packaging, marking, labeling,
placarding, shipping papers, and highway routing. The waste shipments would be on preferred
routes, which are interstate highways or alternative routes designated by a state routing agency
in accordance with DOT regulations (49 CFR Part 397, Subpart D). The GTCC LLRW and
GTCC-like wastes would be shipped in approved waste packages and transportation casks. The
robust nature of these casks limits the potential release of radioactive and chemically hazardous
material under the severest of accident conditions. It is unlikely that the transportation of
GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes to any of the alternative sites evaluated in the EJS would
cause an additional fatality as a result of radiation from either incident-free transportation or
postulated transportation accidents.

L299-3 Impacts from potential accidents and intentional destructive acts resulting in potential releases
of radioactive material were considered in the GTCC EIS in Sections 5.3.4.2, 5.3.4.4, and
5.3.9.3.

L299-4 The disposal methods and sites evaluated in the EIS represent the range of reasonable
alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes. This range is consistent
with NEPA implementing regulations in Parts 1500-1 508 of Title 40 of the Code of Federal
Regulations (40 CFR Parts 1500-1508). In this GTCC EIS, DOE analyzed a range of disposal
methods (i.e., geologic repository, near-surface trench, intermediate-depth borehole, and
above-grade vault) and federally owned sites (i.e., Hanford Site, INL, LANL, NNSS, SRS, and
the WIPP Vicinity, for which two reference locations - one within and one outside the W[PP
Land Withdrawal Boundary -were considered). DOE has determined that it was reasonable to
analyze these six sites because they currently have operating radioactive waste disposal
facilities, except for the WIPP Vicinity, which is near an operating geologic repository.

Final siting of a disposal facility for G3TCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes would involve
further NEPA review as needed and be in accordance with applicable laws and regulations and
would involve local stakeholder involvement and consent.

DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with the State of Washington Department of Ecology) for disposal at
Hanford at least until WTP is operational.

Zccatted iOoeoe Jelot i~1ecooeOeI 20 CObb 00.Ai



Oregon Physicians for Social Responsibility. Commenter ID No. E46

F•rom:;

To:
Subject:

John • ez H-v ebo wih9esoj@wcarcssbnet>
W',edne.edu, )une 22, 2011 11:41 AM
gtcreis@anLgov '
Comment on Droft ElI fbr ditposek of 01CC waste:

Comment on Draft EJS for disposal of GTCC waste:
oregon Physicians for Social Responsibility concurs completely with
comments submitted by U.S. Senators Wyden and Merkley, Oregon Nulear
Safety Division Director Ken Niles and Portland Mayor Sam Adams
opposing shipping of OTCC waste .to the Hanford reservation. After more
than 20 years of cleanup effort at a cost of man billions of dollars it would be
counterproductive to add .to the burden of cleanup of this site. In addition
there are dangers attendant to transport of these highly radioactive
.materials that make this an unacceptable alternative. As stated by Senator
Wyden, this alternative should not have been included in thle draft EIS.

John Howieson, MD. ,

E46-Il

E46-2!

E46.3!

E46-1 DOE is performing environmental restoration activities at the Hanford Site. The ongoing
cleanup effort will continue.

E46-2 DOE is responsible under the Low-Level Radioactive Waste Policy Amendments Act
(P.L. 99-240) for the disposal of GTCC LLRW. The purpose of the EIS is to evaluate
alternatives for the safe and secure disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes.
Continued storage of GTCC LLRW at the generating facilities was evaluated as part of the No
Action alternative. Transportation of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes from generating
facilities to a GTCC LLRW disposal facility is a required component of the disposal process
that would be identified for the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes because the disposal
site(s) or location(s) would not be the same as the generator sites for reasons provided in the
EIS. DOE believes that the transportation of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes to a more
centralized disposal facility would result in lower overall human health risks compared to
managing the wastes at multiple locations and can be conducted in a safe manner based on
compliance with comprehensive regulatory requirements and past experiences.

The EIS evaluates the transportation impacts from the shipments that would be required to
dispose of all of the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes at each of the reference locations
evaluated. The EIS addresses the collective population risks during routine conditions and
accidents, the radiological risks to the highest exposed individuals during routine conditions,
and the consequences to individuals and populations as a result of transportation accidents,
including those that could release radioactive or hazardous chemical contaminants. The EIS
also evaluated the impact of intentional destructive acts that could occur during waste
handling, transportation, and disposal (see Section 2.7.4.3 of the EIS). The potential risk of
such destructive acts is estimated to be low. DOE sites considered in the EIS are secure, and
the packaging for the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes would be robust. Because GTCC
LLRW and GTCC-like wastes are not readily dispersible, the potential physical impacts from
an intentional destructive act (e.g., an explosive blast) would be no greater than those from the
release of any radioactivity from a severe accident during waste handling, transportation, and
disposal.

DOE's requirements for transportation of radioactive waste are developed and continually
revised to ensure maximum protection of public health and the environment, thereby
minimizing the risk of a traffic accident. DOE has established a comprehensive emergency
management program that provides detailed, hazard specific planning and preparedness
measures to minimize the health impacts of accidents involving loss of control over radioactive
material or toxic chemicals. DOE's transportation emergency preparedness program was
established to ensure that DOE and its contractors, state, tribal, and local emergency
responders are prepared to respond promptly, efficiently, and effectively to accidents involving
DOE shipments of radioactive materials. Should an accident occur that involves a release of
radioactive material to the environment, it would be promptly remediated in accordance with
these procedures. These measures would help DOE to minimize and mitigate any impacts on
the environment.

E46-3 The EIS analysis is used to assess the viability of an alternative as well as its relative
perfornance compared to the other alternatives. Exclusion of a reasonable alternative from the
EIS without first evaluating the site is contrary to a thorough NEPA analysis. All alternatives
are retained in the Final EIS because such evaluations are needed to support selection of the
preferred alternative. In addition, as discussed in Section 1.4.2, the conceptual disposal facility
designs analyzed in the EIS could be modified to perform better in specific locations. Thus,
poor performance in the EIS analysis does not necessarily exclude an alternative from
consideration.



Oreigon Progressive Party, Comnmenter ID No. T133 T133-1 Comment noted.

I [ /"

[ 6 • Cnpiha1 Reporting &o~mpany 5

2

4

6 MR. B9Ok'N:David Hess will, follow Gregory.

7 HR. KAfOURY: Hi. V'5 Greg Kafoury. Pum here

8 for the Oregon Progressive Party.

9 Ghy do we have to tolerate torture, black sites,

15 a governeent that listens to our phone callo, that

11 tracks our e-mails? Terrorism. Dahy do we have to

12' subject our children to being secuelly abused at

12 airports? You have heard about the terrorists,

14 haven't you?

IS Now we're going to have to eat other people'o

16 nuclear waste because of terrorism. Somebody is

17 going to get this stuff and sake a dirty boab. Well,

If really? tNinety-elght percent of the radioactivity is T133-1

19 encased in steel. Its irradiated setal. Ohat are

2@ they going to do with that? Put it in the air?

21 Dissolve it in the water? who you kidding?

22 You know, if somebody wants to hurt us -- and

23 our national security state is very busy dreaming up

24 pluto to entrap more stupid people in so they can

25 parade then before press conferences and try and

866.488.DTIO
•ww.CapitalReportingCompany~com



Oregon Progressive Party, Commenter ID No. T133 (cant'd) T133-2 DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with the State of Washington Department of Ecology) for disposal at
Hanford at least until WTP is operational.

Capital Rteporting Company

1 scare us all. Ti you reall~y want to hurt us, it's

2 really easy to do. All you have to do is climb over

3 a cyclone fence and slap some dynami~te or plastiqee

4 to the aide of one Of these chemical plants.

S You knew, the highly respected GAO, the

6 government's investigative arm, "in 2003 reported

7 there were 700 sites, chemical sites, where an

5 explosion could kill as many as a hundred thousand

9 peopie. There were many where you could kill a

IC million people. It's not that tough to din. Congress

11 Investigated thin. The chemical industry came in and

12 said, Well, we don't need federal regulation. Just

13 let us create acne voluntary standards.

14 "congress said, Well, that's okay. flecause the

15 chemical industry is the evil twin of the nuciear

16 industry when it'comcs to running congress. And now

17 they try to scare us with a dirty bosh? Who are you

IS kidding? The truth is, we got rid of our nuclear

19 installation, the Trojan Nuclear Plant. A lot et the

20 people in this rocm worked for 15 years to make it

21 happen, and we backed then over the edge, didn't we?

22 Well, you know what? Tf there's one place that

23 doesn't deserve to get the poison pill, it's the T133-2

24 state of Oregon. And we are the big city near the

25 • Columbia Riyer. We are the big city downwind from

866.488.DEPO
www.CapitalRep or tingCompany.com
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Oreuon State Legislature. Commenter ID No. W69

Frorre g~tcceisweb nsust er@ungov
Senb: Toasduy. Muy 14, 201±10:i28 AM
To: . riLgt~cW~suchtves gt(C ebei b rase•@ngov; ytcce~s@unLgov
Subject: Greutrr-Ttsun-C~uss-C Low-teveI Rudiouc:tivu Wuste EIS Comment G1CC1O0,9
Attactiments: Ha nfo•Lt re•toset!egGTCClO t9.pd f

Thunkyoe for yosrrcomment. Jules 8sih•y.

lhe comment traeking number that has been assigned to your commenlt ta GTOC1005S. N~ame refer to thre comment
trowing number in at| corresponrdence relating to thiscomment,

,Comment Date: Muy 24, 2011 1028:03AM• CDT

Groat tr-Tbun-duss-C Low-level tludioactive Wuste 813 Draft Comment: GTCC100G9

Ifrot Name: Jutes
+Lust Nume: B•ailey
Drguniaatlon: Oreyon State Leglslsture
Address: 90D Courtlt. Nt
Addr'ess 2:11-274
City: Salem
State: Ott
Ztp: 97101
Country: USA

4±. t~~matl: res.tnaeuta5state,or.us
Privacy Preference: Don't withhold name or uddrem; from public record

•Attachment: HaunforslletteC.Oregonteg, pdf

Questtons about sebmittlng comments outer he Web? Contact us St: e~tccnisemsstrtsneo@ a or cull the Greater-
Thun-Cluus-C LoWu-Lueve Rudloactive Waste Et5 Webmuster ut (BO0t 222-5705.



Oregon State Legislature, Commenter ID No. W69 (cont'd)

JU,• - 6 2011

May 22, 2011

Secr'etary Stevnn Chu
UI.S. Deparn ent of Energy
1000 independence Ave,, SW
Washington, DC 20585

Arnold ttdolman
GTLCCSIS Document•annager ,
Office ot Disposal Operations (EM143)
U.S. Departmentofitnergy
1000 Independence Ave., SW
Washington, DC 205a85

Secretary Chu and Mr. Edelman:

W69-1 The disposal methods and sites evaluated in the EIS represent the range of reasonable
alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes. This range is consistent
with NEPA implementing regulations in Parts 1500-1508 of Title 40 of the Code of Federal
Regulations (40 CFR Parts 1500-1508). In this GTCC ELS, DOE analyzed a range of disposal
methods (i.e., geologic repository, near-surface trench, intermediate-depth borehole, arid
above-grade vault) and federally owned sites (i.e., Hanford Site, IN-L, LANL, NNSS, SRS, and
the WIPP Vicinity, for which two reference locations - one within and one outside the WIPP
Land Withdrawal Boundary - were considered). DOE has determined that it was reasonable to
analyze these six sites because they currently have operating radioactive waste disposal
facilities, except for the WIPP Vicinity, which is near an operating geologic repository.

DOE also conducted a generic evaluation of commercial disposal facilities on nonfederal lands
in the EIS to order to provide, to the extent possible, information regarding the potential long-
term performance of other (nonfederal) locations for siting a GTCC waste land disposal
facility.

Final siting of a disposal facility for GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike Wastes would involve
fbrther NEPA review as needed and be in accordance with applicable laws and regulations and
would involve local stakeholder involvement and consent.

W69-2 DOE is performing environmental restoration activities at the Hanford Site. The ongoing
cleanup effort will continue.

DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the.
Settlement Agreement with the State of Washington Department of Ecology) for disposal at
Hanford at least until WTP is operational.

DOE believes that the analyses presented in the EIS are sufficient to compare the potential
cumulative impacts of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike waste disposal for the sites that were
evaluated. In particular, existing concentrations of various radionuclides in contaminated soil
and groundwater at the candidate sites were taken into consideration in the selection of the
preferred alternative. Additional cumulative impact analyses would be conducted in site-
specific NEPA reviews, if needed, for the alternative selected in a ROD. Such follow-on
analyses would be based on additional site-specific information.As State Legislators representinlg Portland, Oregon, we urgentlyand respectfully askthat the Hanfnrd Nuclear Reservation be removed from the U.S. Department of

Energy's list of candidate sitet-.s for nattonal pernanent storage of reatioactive waste.

While we recognise the need for energy resources and proper storage of waste,
Hartford Nuclear Rteservation is not a viable option. We believe that there are
Important unresolved matters that demand further scrutiny before the site is
committed to further storage of nuclear waste,

The Dept. of Energy is already engaged in one of the largest and most compies
cleanup projects in U.,S. history at Han for'd. For forty years. millions of cubic feat of
solid waste were disposed of improperly, placed in trenches and burial sites.

W69I2



Oregon State Legislature, Commenter ID No. W69 (cont'd)

ftisoperation, Htas lord i'c today the most contaminated nuclear site in

the UnIted States,

Currently, more tihan SO million gallons of radioactive waste ore stored in
underground tanks. Approximnately 475 billion gallont of leta-contaminatod liqiuids
have been discharged into the toil, creating an area of groundwater contamination
in excess of 100 equare msilee beneath the site.

Throughout the history of the otte, over 65 radioactive elements are knowvn to have
been released into the entvironment. While sonme have decayed over time, othere
renmaln present due to their abendance and persistence. These include strontium-
90, tritium, cesium-1t37, and cehsai-6.

The operations of the Hanford Site have resulted In more than 43 million cubic
yards of radioactive waste, and ever 130 million cubic yards of contaminated soil
and debris. This represents two-thirds o f the nation's hIgh-level radioactive wraste in
volume. Although existing efforts have been valuable, there is still significant work
needed In order to successfully rehabilitate the area.

Hanford Is lust across the Columbia ]River from Oregon and Is the moot:
contaminated alto In the Western Hemlspbere. With over one mlillion people living
downriver in Portland, Hlood River, The Dalles and other Oregon cities and towns.
the contaminatIon also exists within our communitIes,

The existing situation is perilous enough without: adding further waste. Resides the
river contamination, those i~ving along the interstate system will be affected much
more directly. If Hanford is selected. we will begin to toe truckloads of radioactive
waste traveling along interstate routes, passing through our cities, A

Although not included In recent drafts of the Thnvironmental Impact Statement, a
21008 USDOE sta~dy estimsated 800 deaths would occur due to ambIent radiation
from the transport vehicles alone. This does not Include the unimnaginable number"
of deaths from a track accident, earthquake or intentional sntack that could happen
In or near the centers of our population.

Another study vetted by nu clear stientists In 2004, Indicated up to 57 square miles
coeld he rendered uninhabitable, wiping out much of the City of Portland if an
accident were to occur at the confluence of 1-134 and 1.205. While In the past, this
weas considered an extreme statement, alter the events at Potomahima, no one can be
so quick to dismiss such a possibility.

We, the undersigned, urge you to immediately remove Hartford from the list of
candidate sites.

(Coot.

W69-3

W69-3 DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with the State of Washington Department of Ecology) for disposal at
Hanford at least until WTP is operational.

W69-2However, regardless of where the GTCC waste disposal facility is ultimately located, a
relatively small amount of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes may be transported through
the Columbia River Gorge on their way to the disposal facility. The waste would be generated
within the states of Oregon and Washington and would include actinide sealed sources and
Cs-137 irradiators from local medical institutions, research facilities, universities, and other
NRC and Agreement State licensees.

The transportation of radioactive waste will meet or exceed DOT and NRC regulatory
requirements that promote the protection of human health and the environment. These
regulations include requirements for radioactive materials packaging, marking, labeling,
placarding, shipping papers, and highway routing. The waste shipments would be on preferred
routes, which are interstate highways or alternative routes designated by a state routing agency
in accordance with DOT regulations (49 CFR Part 397, Subpart D). The GTCC LLRW and
GTCC-like wastes would be shipped in approved waste packages and transportation casks. The
robust nature of these casks limits the potential release of radioactive and chemically hazardous
material under the severest of accident conditions. It is unlikely that the transportation of
GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes to any of the alternative sites evaluated in the EIS would
cause an additional fatality as a result of radiation from either incident-free transportation or
postulated transportation accidents.

The ELS evaluated the transportation impacts from the shipments that would be required to
dispose of all of the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes at the various disposal sites. The EIS
addressed the collective population risks during routine conditions and accidents, the
radiological risks to the highest exposed individuals during routine conditions, and the
consequences to individuals and populations as a result of transportation accidents, including
those that could release radioactive or hazardous chemical materials. About 12,600 shipments
would be required to transport all of the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes to the Hanford
Site for disposal. This would result in about 50 million km (30 million mi) of highway travel,
with no expected LCFs. One fatality directly related to an accident might occur (see
Section 6.2.9.1).

The EIS also evaluated the impact of intentional destructive acts that could occur during waste
handling, transportation, and disposal (see Section 2.7.4.3 of the EIS). The potential for such
destructive acts is low. DOE sites considered in the EIS are secured, and the packaging for the
GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes would be robust. The GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike
wastes are not readily dispersible, and the impacts from any attempts to disperse these
materials during transportation (such as the impacts from an explosive blast) would be greater
than the impacts from any potential release of radioactivity. Impacts from severe natural
phenomena, such as earthquakes and tomnados, would not be expected to be significant, given
that the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes are largely not dispersible and given the robust
nature of the waste packages and containers.

DOE's standard operating procedure for transportation of radioactive waste is developed and
continually revised to ensure that the utmost protection of public health and the environment is
achieved and that the risk of a traffic accident is minimized. For example, DOE has established
a comprehensive emergency management program (Transportation Emergency Preparedness
Program or TEPP) that provides detailed, hazard specific planning and preparedness measures
to minimize the health impacts from accidents involving loss of control over radioactive
material or toxic chemicals. DOE's TEPP was established to ensure that its contractors and
state, tribal, and local emergency responders are prepared to respond promptly, efficiently, and
effectively to accidents involving DOE shipments of radioactive materials.

SW69-4



Oregzon State Legzislature. Commenter ID No. W69 (cont'd)
If an accident that involved a release of radioactive material to the environment occurred, it
would be remediated promptly in accordance with these procedures. These measures would
help DOE minimize and mitigate any impacts on the environment.

W69-4 The EIS analysis is used to assess the viability of an alternative as well as its relative
performance compared to the other alternatives. Exclusion of a reasonable alternative from the
EIS without first evaluating the site is contrary to a thorough NEPA analysis. All alternatives
are retained in the Final EIS because such evaluations are needed to support selection of the
preferred alternative.

Respecfuly

Rep. lules Bailey

Rep. Ben Ca•nnon

Rep. Michael Dembrow

Rep. Margaret Doherty

Rep. Lew Frederick

Rep. Ch~ris Garret

Rep. Mttch Greenlick

Rep, Mary Nolan

Rep. Tobtas Read

Re.Carolyn Toinel

Sen. Suzanne Bonamici

Sen. Ginny Burdick

Sen. Richard Oevlln

Sen. aclda Dlngfelder

Sen. Mark Ne.ss

Sen. Rod Monroe

Sen. Chip Shields

ON



Oregon Wild. Commenter ID No. W7

Prom:

To:

gtcceItwebmastee@ani~gov
Friayo May 06• 2011 4.32 P'M
gtcceiswemastersnltov
Reetelpt Graater*Te-CTas LOw-Lewl Itciat Waste OS Coment OTCCIO007

Thank you For your comment. DOW Ilelken.

The Cormment trcIng numbet' that has beenl assig~ned to your comment is I3TCCIO007. Please refrto tlse comment
trcignmmber In al correspondence reltin to thin comment.

Comment Date:, May 6, 2011 04:31:4SPM CDT

Geeater-Than-Class-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste 615 Draft Comaent: GTCC10oo7

First Name: Dou
Last Name: legirn
Organinalo Oregon Wild
Addrase: P0 Boe 11648
ae tugne
State: ORt
Zip 97440

Privacy Prfrec: ConS wihhl name or address from public record

Comment Subtlmted:
Please keep Oregon Wil Informed of opportunities to be informed of and comment on this proposal.

W7-1 DOE's goal with regard to its public participation process is to be able to disseminate the
information to the public so that input from the interested public can be obtained to inform the
Final EIS. To this end, nine public hearings at venues accessible to the interested public for the
various sites evaluated in the EIS were conducted. Notices were placed in various local
newspapers to announce the public hearings before and during the scheduled hearings. DOE
will also provide NOA of the Final EIS on the GTCC EIS web site and distribute an
announcement to individuals and organizations on our mailing lists. For additional information,
see Section J. 1.

W7-2 Treatment of the wastes, such as vitrification, prior to disposal was considered to be outside the
scope of the EIS. Such treatment would be done prior to receipt of the GTCC LLRW and
GTCC-like wastes at the disposal site. The waste characteristics and physical form of the waste
would have to meet the disposal facility waste acceptance criteria before being accepted for
disposal.

W7-3 Comment noted.

W7-4 Long-term storage and a retrievable "disposal" option were considered to be outside the scope
of the EIS because neither would provide a permanent disposal solution.

W7-5 The EIS considered the range of reasonable alternatives for disposal of the inventory of GTCC
LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes identified for inclusion in these analyses. Treatment of the
wastes prior to disposal was considered to be outside the scope of the EIS. Such treatment
would be done prior to receipt of the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes at the disposal site.
The waste characteristics and physical form of the waste would have to meet the disposal
facility waste acceptance criteria before being accepted for disposal. Long-term storage and a
retrievable "disposal" option were considered to be outside the scope of the EIS because
neither would provide a permanent disposal solution.

00
Iw7.l

We aev /ylnterlatedIn convertingthe wasteto physical formstha r e at liUkely to bmtrle oe he tem IW7-2
or longl-term. e4l. potentially vitrFication.

•foWe ar opposed to burying the waste in any gelo• none that is likely to be pemae by grsdaedurln the hewsere'h e. o• W7-3

We ar opposed to waste dinposal mnethods that are Irreversible. It in wine to keep options open in cas nato I W7-4

chanes or technology change~s or Improvs.

Please develop alternatives and detailed NEPA analysis to address these Issues. W7-5

Questions about subitn comments over the Web? Contact us at: tctsb ser•l or call the Greater.
lhan-ess- Low-leve Radioactive Waste OIS Welbmaster at (630} 2S2-S7O5.



Physicians for Social Responsibility - KC, Commenter ID No. W563

From: gtcceia, ebmrfatterftunLgoe
Sent: Monday. June 27, 201.1 10:50 PM
To; g tcceiswebmant er@anltgov

•Subject: Receipt: Greater-Than-Cluss.C tow-Level Radioactive Waste tIS Cotmment 6TCC10563

Thank you for your comment. Ann Suelleetrop.

"/he comment tracking number that has been assigned to your comment is GTCC1O5&3. Please refer to the comment
tracking number In all correspondence relating to this comment,

Comment Date: june 27,.2011 10:50:00PM CDT

Greater-Than-Clata-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste E15 craft Comment: GTCC1O6SS

First Name: Ann
Middle lnitial: C
Las•t Name: Suiellentrop
Organization: Phyalidanu far Social Responsibility -KC
Address; 16555S. Pyle St.
City: K~ansas City
Stete: KS
Zip: 55103-2335
Country;tUSA
Email: anmsueIlvnniamall~co rm ."

Privacy Preference: Don't witlhhold name oroadsressufrom publiicrecord

W563-1 DOE is performing environmental restoration activities at the Hanford Site. The ongoing
cleanup effort will continue.

W563-2 DOE agrees that use of a geologic repository would be a protective and safe method for the
disposal of the entire inventory of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes. The GTCC EIS
evaluation for the WIPP geologic repository alternative supports this statement. However, the
degree of waste isolation provided by a geologic repository may not be necessary for all of the
GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes evaluated in the GTCC EIS. The GTCC EIS evaluation
indicates that certain wastes (e.g., those containing short-lived radionuclides such as
Cs-137 irradiators) could be safely disposed of in properly designed land disposal facilities at
sites with suitable characteristics, such as low precipitation rates, high soil distribution
coefficients, and sufficient depths to groundwater. Based on the GTCC EIS evaluation, land
disposal facilities located in arid climates (e.g., NNSS and WIPP Vicinity) would isolate
radionuclides for a sufficient period of time to allow for significant radioactive decay to occur.

While 10 CFR Part 61 identifies one NRC-approved method for GTCC LLRW disposal
(disposal in a geologic repository), these regulations also indicate that other disposal methods
could be approved. The GTCC EIS evaluates three land disposal methods (i.e., enhanced near-
surface trench, intermediate-depth borehole, and above-grade vault). The GTCC EIS
evaluation indicates that land disposal methods employed at sites with suitable characteristics
would be viable and safe alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW. For additional
information, see Section J.2.3.

W563-3 The EIS considered the range of reasonable alternatives for the disposal of the GTCC waste
inventory, including disposal in a deep geologic repository. DOE did not evaluate developing a
geologic repository, such as in the North American Granite Shield, exclusively for disposal of
GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes because DOE determined that such an alternative is not
reasonable due to the time and cost associated with siting a deep geologic repository and the
relatively small volume of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes identified in the GTCC EIS.
DOE believes that the results presented in this EIS for the WIPP geologic repository alternative
are indicative of the high degree of waste isolation that would be provided by disposal in a
geologic repository. DOE has included analysis of generic commercial facilities in the event
that a facility could become available in the future. In that case, before making a decision to
use a commercial facility, DOE would conduct further NEPA reviews, as appropriate.

W563-4 The primary radiological transportation risk to the public for any alternative, including
Hanford, is from the low level of radiation emanating from the transport vehicle. As discussed
in Section 5.3.9.1, the collective population risk is a measure of the total risk posed to society
as a whole. A comparison of the collective population risk provides a meaningful evaluation of
the relative risks between disposal locations, as provided in Tables 2.7 5 and 2.7 6. The
magnitude of the collective population risk is primarily determined by the number of routes,
the length of each route, the number of shipments along each route, the external dose rate of
each shipment, and the population density along a given route. The primary differences
between alternatives from the standpoint of transportation are the lengths of the routes as
determined by the location of the disposal sites (destination of the shipments). Thus, higher
collective population risks are associated with alternatives that require transportation over
longer distances. All alternatives involve routes that have similar characteristics, with no
significant differences for comparison among alternatives, requiring transportation through a
range of rural and urban areas, including sensitive areas. tn addition, the routes used in the
analysis are considered representative routes (as discussed in Appendix C, Section C.9.4.l1.1,
because the actual routes used would be determined in the future. For each disposal site, the
routes most affected would be the interstate highways that are in closest proximity to the site.

Commant Submitted:
No Mare Wvase can get added to Hanford!l Pet Clean-Up Ftratlil
Estre,,nely radioactive wastes belong1 in deep geologic repositoties, not In turface landflls, USDOO must start over and
constider disposing of tisese wastes in a deep geologic repository in the North American Granite Shiteld, not i~mit to nitus
which USDsOg owns. Hanford poses the highest truck rinks. USD06 needs to redo ItS and reissue for cemment with the
actual tru~ck routes to Hanford through Oregon and WA and the cumulative risks from ustOot'$ other proposal to tniclt 3
million cubie feet ef radioactive waste to Hanford. "The cancer risks and groundwater contanmination should disqualify
use of H~anford fer any more offaito wastes. Thds Is especially Important for children, who are much morn vulnerable.
Thin is a genocidal decision for the Tribes with Treaty rights to live on nice Sad use the water.

Q~uestlont about submitting comments over the Web? Contact us at: etc~ceiswebmasterosaninov or cull the Greater-
Than-COaan-C low-Leval Radioactive Waste 615 Webmaster an (6301 252;57t5.

IW563-1

jw56373
j w563-4

SW563:5



Physicians for Social Respionsibility, Commenter iD No. W563 (cont'd) DOE believes that the analyses presented in the EIS are sufficient to compare the potential
cumulative impacts of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike waste disposal for the sites that were
evaluated. In particular, existing concentrations of various radionuclides in contaminated soil
and groundwater at the candidate sites were taken into consideration in the selection of the
preferred alternative. Also, while up to 12,600 truck shipments were assessed for transport of
the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes to a proposed disposal facility, these shipments
would be spread out over a 60 year time period, with the result that only about one to two
shipments a day might be expected at the facility in addition to current traffic. Additional
cumulative impact analyses would be conducted in site-specific NEPA reviews, if needed, for
the alternative selected in a ROD. Such follow-on analyses would be based on additional site-
specific information.

W563-5 DOE has considered cumulative impacts at the Hantford Site in this GTCC EIS. The disposal of
GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like waste at the Hanford Site could result in environmental impacts
that may warrant mitigation for Tc-99 and 1-129 through limiting receipt of these waste
streams (see Table 6.2.4.2 and Figure 6.2.4.1 in this BIS).

DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with the State of Washington Department of Ecology) for disposal at
Hanford at least until WTP is operational.

The methodology used to estimate the radiological human health impacts in the EIS is based on
standard practices that are subject to revision as our understanding of the effects of radiation on
humans evolves. The same methodology is used in the evaluation of all alternatives; thus, any
modification of this methodology (e.g. taking an even more conservative approach for
assessment of the area children) would not affect the comparisons among alternatives and the
identification of the preferred alternative.



Plazm Media, Commenter ID No. W17

Prom: gtcceiawebmaster@anl.gnn

Sent: F'ridny, May 13. 2011 12:41 AM
To: 9tcceiswebmast ertantgov
Subje e. Receept: Greater-Than-ClasS-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste tISI Comment GTCCSIiIO7

Thank you for your comment, josh berger.

The comment tracking nuesborthat han been asslgned to your comment itGTCCIOOI7. please refer to the cermment

tratkirin number in ail corresporndence relating to this comment.

Corenent Date: May23. 2011 12:40:37AM COT

Greater-Than-Clasn-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste EIS Draft Comment: GTCCIGOO7

First Name: Josh
Last Name: berger
Organization: piazm media
Address: "
City:
State:
Zip:
Countryo
Email: desienOTsfelaom,com
Pri.vacyPrefsrence: Withhold addrem anly from public record.

Comment Submitted:Wt-
Please do NOT bring more radionctine waste to th~e Hanford nuclear reservation• this is the worst possible thing that Wt-
could he done. Highly radioactive and long-lined wastes should he dlsposed deep underground in stable geologic WI t7-2

lbrreations- not in iandlills, trenches. boreheles and vaults which threaten groundwater nod health. Besides, why don't
we ¢lean up tha wnste that is already there, leaching into the grunedwater every day? That would be a god start. ThinkW7-

of ail the people who lice downstream. Thanhs. W7

Questloen about submitting comments over the Web? Contact us at: tercceiwebmnasteri~anl•noa or cail the Greater-
Than-Ciass-c Low-Level Radioactive WasteEIS Webmanter at (530)252-5705.

W17-1 DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with the State of Washington Department of Ecology) for disposal at
Hanford at least until WTP is operational.

W17-2 DOE agrees that use of a geologic repositoty would be a protective and safe method for the
disposal of the entire inventory of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-1ike wastes. The GTCC EIS
evaluation for the WIPP geologic repository alternative supports this statement. However, the
degree of waste isolation provided by a geologic repository may not be necessary for all of the
GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes evaluated in the GTCC EIS. The GTCC EIS evaluation
indicates that certain wastes (e.g., those containing short-lived radionuclides such as
Cs-137 irradiators) could be safely disposed of in properly designed land disposal facilities at
sites with suitable characteristics, such as low precipitation rates, high soil distribution
coefficients, and sufficient depths to groundwater. Based on the GTCC EIS evaluation, land
disposal facilities located in arid climates (e.g., NNSS and WIPP Vicinity) would isolate
radionuclides for a sufficient period of time to allow for significant radioactive decay to occur.

While 1 0 CFR Part 61 identifies one NRC-approved method for GTCC LLRW disposal
(disposal in a geologic repository), these regulations also indicate that other disposal methods
could be approved. The GTCC EIS evaluates three land disposal methods (i.e., enhanced near-
surface trench, intermediate-depth borehole, and above-grade vault). The GTCC EIS
evaluation indicates that land disposal methods employed at sites with suitable characteristics
would be viable and safe alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW.

W17-3 DOE is performing environmental restoration activities at the Hanford Site. The ongoing
cleanup effort will continue.



Portland City Council. Commenter ID No. T127

Canihitheoortirnr Conipany

2MS. GAUT1EEAUX:' Boc•uso we aetual~ly have Our

honorab1O mayor hrez tonight, T woul~d very much like

to defer to the honorable nayoT first.

MAYOR RAM•S: Thank you. Thank you for the

courtesy, and I apologire for skipping ahead in line

S

866.488.DEPO
w'ww.CapitalRepor tingCompany.com
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for those of you that signed up earlier. IWe have,

actually, a budgot hearing across towa, but I wanted

to personally deliver a suesary of out renmarks as

Portland City Council.

Zhe Portland City Council opposes the

transportation of nuclear waste through our region

end supports the alternatives in the• 15C IS, which

are most protective of the long-term health of

Columbia River and its citizens. He are dismayed

that there has boon potential changes to thu criteria

of some of the proposals that night unduly rank

aanford as a suitable site. It is not. He believe

that there are alternatives for dealing with this

issuo, but that Hanford is not the site.

Given that we already have many barriers to"

quickly and adequately cleaning up the existing

nuclear waste at Hanfotd, one of the most polluted

sites in the world, it is plainly unacceptable to

consider importing additional wasth from other sites.

The ICity urges the n.S. cot to follow through on

the agency's fourth strategic theme, environmental

responsibility, protecting the environment by

pioviding a responsible resolution to the

environmental legacy of nuclear weapons and weapons

production long before this is considered for any

6

T127-1

U 3

T127-1 The disposal methods and sites evaluated in the EIS represent the range of reasonable
alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes. This range is Consistent
with NEPA implementing regulations in Parts 1500-1508 of Title 40 of the Code of Federal
Regulations (40 CFR Parts 1500-1508). In this GTCC BIS, DOE analyzed a range of disposal
methods (i.e., geologic repository, near-surface trench, intermediate-depth borehole, and
above-grade vault) and federally owned sites (i.e., Hanford Site, 1NL, LANL, NNSS, SRS, and
the WIPP Vicinity, for which two reference locations - one within and one outside the WIPP
Land Withdrawal Boundary - were considered). DOE has determined that it was reasonable to
analyze these six sites because they currently have operating radioactive waste disposal
facilities, except for the WIPP Vicinity, which is near an operating geologic repository.

Final siting of a disposal facility for GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes would involve
fusrther NEPA review as needed and be in accordance with applicable laws and regulations and
would involve local stakeholder involvement and consent.

DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with the State of Washington Department of Ecology) for disposal at
Hantford at least until WTP is operational.

If DOE decides to implement its preferred alternative for the TC&WM EIS, GTCC LLRW and
GTCC-like wastes would not be shipped through the Columbia River Gorge for disposal at the
Hanford Site until the waste treatment plant is operational. However, regardless of where the
GTCC waste disposal facility is ultimately located, a relatively small amount of GTCC LLRW
and GTCC-like wastes may be transported through the Columbia River Gorge on their way to
the disposal facility. The waste would be generated within the states of Oregon and
Washington and would include actinide sealed sources and Cs-137 irradiators from local
medical institutions, research facilities, universities, and other NRC and Agreement State
licensees.

The transportation of radioactive waste will meet or exceed DOT and NRC regulatory
requirements that promote the protection of human health and the environment. These
regulations include requirements for radioactive materials packaging, marking, labeling,
placarding, shipping papers, and highway routing. The waste shipments would be on preferred
routes, which are interstate highways or alternative routes designated by a state routing agency
in accordance with DOT regulations (49 CFR Part 397, Subpart D). The GTCC LLRW and
GTCC-like wastes would be shipped in approved waste packages and transportation casks. The
robust nature of these casks limits the potential release of radioactive and chemically hazardous
material under the severest of accident conditions. It is unlikely that the transportation of
GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes to any of the alternative sites evaluated in the EIS would
cause an additional fatality as a result of radiation from either incident-free transportation or
postulated transportation accidents.

The EIS evaluated the transportation impacts from the shipments that would be required to
dispose of all of the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes at the various disposal sites. The EIS
addressed the collective population risks during routine conditions and accidents, the
radiological risks to the highest exposed individuals during routine conditions, and the
consequences to individuals and populations as a result of transportation accidents, including
those that could release radioactive or hazardous chemical materials.

About 12,600 shipments would be required to transport all of the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-
like wastes to the Hanford Site for disposal. This would result in about 50 million km
(30 million mi) of highway travel, with no expected LCFs. One fatality directly related to an
accident might occur (see Section 6.2.9.1).

T127-2

TI127-3

866.488.DEPO
www.CarpitalReportingCompany.com
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Portland City Council, Commenter ID No. T127 (cont'd)

Capital Reporting Company

other uses.

Clean up Hanford first. Thank you.
TI127-3(Cont.)

DOE's standard operating procedure for transportation of radioactive waste is developed and
continually revised to ensure that the utmost protection of public health and the environment is
achieved and that the risk of a traffic accident is minimized. For example, DOE has established
a comprehensive emergency management program (Transportation Emergency Preparedness
Program or TEPP) that provides detailed, hazard specific planning and preparedness measures
to minimize the health impacts from accidents involving loss of control over radioactive
material or toxic chemicals. DOE's TEPP was established to ensure that its contractors and
state, tribal, and local emergency responders are prepared to respond promptly, efficiently, and
effectively to accidents involving DOE shipments of radioactive materials.

T127-2 DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with the State of Washington Department of Ecology) for disposal at
Hanford at least until WTP is operational.

T127-3 DOE is performing environmental restoration activities at the Hanford Site. The ongoing
cleanup effort will continue.

N
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12 MR. BROWNN Thanks. Thanks, Walter.

13 Our next speaker is Launce Woke.

*14 MR. RAKE: "Lsunce."

15 MR. BRO•N : "jaunce."

16 MR. RAMS: Good evening. My name is jounce

17 Rake. That's L-A-U-N-C-S, R-A-M-R. I'm with the

18 Progressive TLedadrship Alliance of Nevada, 708 Sooth

19 Siath Street, Las Vegas' 89101.

20 People hove spoken eloquently on rhe

21 technical problems with this MIS and with this

22 proposal. With the proposed storage of Lower-Level

23 Nuclear Waste at the Nevada Nuclear Security Site, I

24 just wanted to say that, in the history of various

25 esperimentation end work with nuclear materials and



Progressive Leadership Alliance of Nevada, Commenter ID No. T50 (cont'd)

49

nuclear technologies, it's been a history of failures,

sometimes catastrophic failures.

We fail to protect groundwater. We fail to

live up to our legal obligations. We have failed to

consider the social and cultural implications of the

impacts of the technologies that we're working with.

Thot's true globally, end it's true specifically hera

in our experience in Southern Nevada.

My group plan works with about 30 different

organizations as part of our coalition. I don't

believe any of them support this. So that would

indicate very wide, very deep opposition to this

proposal that needs to be taken into account with the

assessment of this very flawed proposal.

We have had experiences in Southern Nevada,

in Southern Utah, in this part of the world with the

failure of the companies working with atomic materials,

nuclear materials, and failure of the government to

protect citizens from exposure to nuclear materials and

radioactivity. We know that these failures could be

catastrophio or chronic, and that is why we oppose the

siting of this material anywhere near us.

We also support Hardened On-Site Storage as

the go-ahead mechanism for dealing with this unwanted

material for two reasons: One is it's the safest way

T50-1 Comment noted. The disposal methods and sites evaluated in the EIS represent the range of
reasonable alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes. This range is
consistent with NEPA implementing regulations in Parts 1500-1508 of Title 40 of the Code of
Federal Regulations (40 CFR Parts 1500-1508). In this GTCC EIS, DOE analyzed a range of
disposal methods (i.e., geologic repository, near-surface trench, intermediate-depth borehole,
and above-grade vault) and federally owned sites (i.e., Hanford Site, INL, LANL, NNSS, SRS,
and the WIPP Vicinity, for which two reference locations - one within and one outside the
WIPP Land Withdrawal Boundary - were considered). DOE has determined that it was
reasonable to analyze these six sites because they currently have operating radioactive waste
disposal facilities, except for the WIPP Vicinity, which is near an operating geologic
repository.

DOE also conducted a generic evaluation of commercial disposal facilities on nonfederal lands
in the EIS to order to provide, to the extent possible, information regarding the potential long-
term performance of other (nonfederal) locations for siting a GTCC waste land disposal
facility.

Final siting of a disposal facility for GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes would involve
further NEPA review as needed and be in accordance with applicable laws and regulations and
would involve local stakeholder involvement and consent.

T50-2 The use of HOSS and other approaches for long-term storage of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike
wastes are outside the scope of this ELS because they do not meet the purpose and need for
agency action. Consistent with Congressional direction in Section 631 of the Energy Policy
Act of 2005 (P.L. 109-5 8), DOE plans to complete an EIS and a ROD for a permanent disposal
facility for this waste, not for long-term storage options. The GTCC EIS evaluates the range of
reasonable disposal alternatives and, as also required under NEPA, a No Action Alternative.
Under the No Action Alternative, current practices for storing GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike
wastes would continue in accordance with current requirements.

TI"5-1

T50-2



Progressive Leadership Alliance of Nevada. Commenter ID No. T50 (cont'd) T50-3 The Low-Level Radioactive Waste Policy Amendments Act (LLRWPAA, P.L. 99-240) assigns
DOE responsibility for the disposal of GTCC LLRW generated by NRC and Agreement State
licensees. The LLRWPAA (P.L. 99-240) does not limit DOE to using only non-DOE facilities
or sites for GTCC LLRW disposal. Under NEPA, DOE must evaluate the range of reasonable
alternatives for a GTCC LLRW disposal facility. DOE sites represent reasonable alternatives
for a GTCC LLRW disposal facility. Changesin public policy that would assign GTCC LLRW
disposal responsibility to entities other than DOE are outside of the scope of this EIS.so
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to deal with this materiel, for the time being.

aut the second is that we believe, I believe

that those elements, those commercial activities that

generate this material have, should have a legal an~d

moral responsibility to take care of that stuff. If

they do, it becomes disincentive tO simply continue

their industrial processes and stick the material in

our backyard and pretend it doesn't exist.

Thank you.

IT50-2
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T50-3
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Public Safety Resources Agency. Commenter ID No. W3

From: 9tcweeibmaster@anlgov.
Sent.= Saturday, April 02. 2011 254 PM
To: nsaiLgtcceisaxd~ves; gswt~ei~emater@anLgev gtcceis~aoigov
Sebjeem Greater.Than+Class.C t.ow-L~evel Radioactive Waste Et5 Comment GTCC1OfI03
Attachments, Draft.GTCC<0lS+GTCC10003,doc

Thank you toryour comment, William Mead.

The comment tracking number that has been assigned to yoor comment is IITCC10003. Piease refer to the comment

tracking number hn all correspondence relating to this comment.

Comment Date: April 2, 2011 02:53r:27PM COT

Grnnter+Thnn-Claee+C Low-Leeel Radioactive Waste EIS Draft Comment: GTCC1O030

First Nome: William
Middle Inittal: P,
Last Name: Mead
Orgaoelatlan: Public Safety Resources Agency
Address: 14962 Nt Rose Parkway
City: Portland
State: OR
Zip: 97230
Country: USA

-15. Emall: w mead 4915msn~com
Privacy Preference: tjon't withhold come or address from public record
Attachment: C:\fahepath\oraft 0TCC IIS,docc

Qoestlona cheat submitting comments over the Web? Contact us at: gtcceiwhosiel ,g.gg or call the Greater+
Tha n-Ciaes.C Low-l~evel Radioactlve Waste EItS Webmaster at (630) 252-$705.



Public Safety Resources Acency, Commenter ID No. W3 (cont'd) W3-1 The disposal unit designs that were analyzed in the EIS are consistent with existing DOE
disposal practices. The disposal units for the intermediate depth and enhanced near-surface
concepts are located in the unsaturated zone, above the water table. Thus, groundwater flow is
not expected to impact the disposal units. The cover directly above the waste is expected to
provide sufficient protection from infiltration which is expected to move primarily in the
vertical direction.

William P. Mead
Director

Public Safety Resources Agoncy
14962 NE Rose Parkway,

Portland, OR 97230

March 27, 2011
I am submitt~ng the following comments= on DOE'S Draft GTCC EIS
behalf of PSRA, and request that they be Included in the record and
also that DOE specifically respond to the comments and objectlons
that appear below:

2.7.4.2. Impacts on Members of the General Public.
[page 2-16; paragraph 4.; lines 28-3S]

Engineering measures are expected to reduce the water infiltration
rate to 20% of the natural flow after 500 years after closure. "T-hIs
reduced rate Is assumed to be effective for the entire remaining period
of analysis."

This 80% reduction of "the natural background Infiltration rate" Is
based on "the use of an improved cover over the waste disposal units,"
This appears to base thIs assumption on a projected 10,000 year span
on rainfall, entirely Ignoring groundwater movement through aquifers.

This fallacy Is continued in section 5.3.4.3., "Post Closure":
(page 5-65; paragraph 1]

X..The natural background infiltration rate was used at the perimeter
of the waste disposal units. This method Is assumed to be a
reasonable way to model the use of an Improved cover for the
purposes of this analysis."

in paragraph 4 of page 5-65, the focus continues to be on the "cover"
but does not address the vertical perimeter Issues of groundwater
intrusion. Even though those effects are mentioned as being real, no
provision or mitigation studies have been cited to for this aspect of the
repository's eff~ect on the environment and future generations.

W3-1



Public Safet' Resources Agencv. Commenter ID No. W3 (cont'd)

PSRA: Draft GTCC EIS. Paoe 2

"The results Indicated that the peak annual dose would increase as the
water Infiltration r-te Increased, because w.hen more water would
enter the waste disposal horizon, more radlonuclides would be leached
and released from the disposal facIlity. The Increase in the peak dose
would be approximately proportional to the Increase in the water
infiltration rate. This result Is not unexpected, and it indicates the
need for a very effective cover to minimize the amount of Infiltration
water that could contact the GTCC wastes."

W3-I

It is not reasonable to concentrate on modeling an "improved cover" to (cont.)
the exclusion of other transmission factors. The vertical perimeter of
the repository must also be impervious for 500 years.

This EIS appears to admit that water infiltration Is expected', but limlts
any mitigation efforts to the "cover" cap to shield the waste from rain,
but entirely ignores the Issues of controlling groundwater travel that
will transport contamination through the site and beyond those
boundaries.

2.7.12 Cumulative Impacts.
[page 2-24; paragraph 2; lines 9-30]

DOE admits "the hikeiy exception of potential human health Impacts in
the long term. That Is, during the Post-Closure phase of the proposed,
action, potential leaching of radionucildes from the GTCC waste
inventory into the groundwater could contribute to doses and LCF
risks."

DOE admits past Te-99 leaks at Hanford and suggests that oft-site I-129 and Te-99 wastes not be disposed of at Hanford.



Public Safety Resources Agency. Commenter ID No. W3 (cant'd)

PSRA: Draft GTCC EIS. Pane 3

Table 2.7-2 Comparison of Potential Impacts...

[page 2-30]
(3.) Borehole Method - Hanford

Water Resources:
"tn addition, groundwater could become contaminated with

radlonuclides from GTCC waste disposal, as indicated by estimates
from the post-closure performance of a borehole disposal facility."

(4) ,Trench Method - Hanford
[page 2-35]

Water Resources;
"Same as for the borehole method with regard to the

potential for radionucltde contamination in groundwat:er from the
proposed trench facility during the post-closure phase."

Table 2.7-3 Comparison of Potential Impacts on
Human Health.
[page 2-,41]

Co Of the 3 methods under consIderation at Hanford - borahoie, trench
and vault - Hanford leads ali sites as projecting the "Highest Individual
Dose From [a] Waste Handiing Accident" in RE~s.

Table 2.7-S Potential Transportation Impacts -

Truck...
[page 2-52]

Hanford's selection would be the most hlazardous of all sites for [1]
Distance Travelled (50,300,000 kin); [2] Collective Population Dose
(160 person-RE~s); [3] Collective Transportation Crew Dose (500
person-RE~s); and [4] Accident Fatalities (1). Hanford would tie with
NNSS for the highest number of "Coilective Population LCFs (0.09) and
"Collective Transportation Crew LCFs (0.3).



Public Safety Resources Agency. Commenter ID No. W3 (cont'd) W3-2 The risks from severe truck and rail accidents presented in the EIS are considered to be
representative, of potential higher impacts that could occur. The EIS analysis assumed the
shipment of waste in a general freight consignment with only one railcar shipped at one time.
Many of the sites considered would not have enough waste for more than one railcar in a
shipment over a period of many years. However, if a dedicated train were to be used for a rail
shipment, with two or more railcars with waste, it is unlikely that there would be sufficient
physical or thermal forces to breach even one Type B container. Dedicated trains would be
operated at lower speeds consistent with their cargo (reducing the risk from physical impact or
crush force) and dedicated trains would not be hauling other railcars with flammable material
that could contribute to a fire (reducing the risk from thermal impacts) that would result in
even a minor release of material from a cask.

PSRlA: Draft GTCC EIS. Paae 4,

"LCF' means "Latent Cancer Fatalities", and "NNSS" is the "Nevada
National Security Site"; the current name for the old Nevada Test Site
where nuclear weapons were detonated above end below ground level.

This Table projects that by selecting Hanford, the number of miles
travelled will be higher, and the number of exposures wlill be higher
than at any other location in the United States - including where we
used to test bombs that contaminated other states by fallout.

It shouid be noted that the figures for Rail Transportation are not
much better. In any event, the majority of shipments during the
expected 64 years of emplacement operations will be via truck.

Also, as noted In Table 5.3.9-4., "Potential Radiological Consequences
to the Highest-Exposed Individual from Severe Transportation
Accidents" [page 5-88], rail accIdents were postulated to be
approximateiy twice as serious than truck accidents because each rail
car would carry twice the truck's normal ioad.

One problem that I see is that while DOE assumed the worst scenarios
for" truck and rail accidents, they appear t~o have assumed that a rail
accident would only Involve a breach of the contents of a single railcar.
ThIs Is not a valid assumption and the Impacts should be based on the
effects of breaching of multiple railcars and the release of the contents
into the environment. We have ail seen Images of several railcars on
their sides after a derailment, and there Is absolutely no reason to
expect that it will not happen during transportation of these wastes.

If we assume that the technology for the alternatives were
standardized for each of the 3 disposai options for each of the
proposed sites, why would Hanford be so excessively hazardous when.
compared to other sites?

Considering that DOE would enforce uniform standards at each site,
and that a series of operational protocols would be followed and
compliance would be documented, why Is Hanford postulated to be
more dangerous for this proposal?

W3-2



Public Safety Resources Agency, Commenter ID No. W3 (cont'd)

P.SRA: Draft GTCC EIS..pae..5.

U3

2.8.3. Assumptions Used to Simulate the Integrity ofEngineered Barriers and Waste Stabilizing Practices.
(page 2-56]

DOE postulates that engineered conltrols will remain Intact for an Initial
500 years but tried to project potential groundwater Impacts out for
the 10,000 years that the wastes must be isolated.

DOE admitted that "How and when the waste packages, engineering
controls, and stabijizatlon agents would begin to degrade end how this
degradation would progress over time are very difficult to determine."

DOE continues by stating "For this EIS, it is assumed that the
engineered controis would remain intact for the first 500 years after
the ciosure of the disposal facility and that during this time, essential
no Infiltrating water wouid reach the wastes from the top of the
disposal faculity. It is assumed that after 500 years, the amount of
Infiltrating water that would contact the wastes would represent 20%
of the site-specific natural infiltration rate for each of the sites
evaluated, and that the water infiltration rate around and beneath the
.disposal facilities wouid be 100% of the natural rate of the site area."•

DOE is chaining its assumptions in the hopes that they will become
true.

In plain language, DOE is stating that its barriers are expected to last
500 years, but that the site must be protected for 10,000 years. 1It
then Infers that although the barrier around the waste may degrade,
80% of the groundwater wiil detour around the wastes, the problem
won't really exlstl

5.2.4.3. Radiological EIHealth] Impacts
(page 5-30]

It should be noted that the NCRP (National Council on radiation
Protection & Measurements) recently updated its estimate on the
amount of background radiation we receive. The old annual estimate
was 360 mREN/year, but the new estimate nearly doubled to 620
mREM/year.

W3-3

W3--4

W3-3 The EIS analyses are based on conceptual engineering information and necessitated the use of
a number of simplifying assumptions. This approach is consistent with NEPA, which requires
such analyses to be made early in the decision-making process. The various land disposal
conceptual designs were assumed to be constructed and operated in a comparable manner at
each of the various sites. Information on the conceptual engineering designs for the three
proposed land disposal methods is provided in Section D.3 of Appendix D in the EIS. By using
the same conceptual designs at all of the sites evaluated in the GTCC EIS, except for cases
where a design did not apply (e.g., an intermediate-depth borehole at a site with shallow
groundwater), the potential impacts (e.g., radionuclides reaching the groundwater) at the
different environmental settings could be readily compared.

In performing these evaluations, a number of engineering measures were included in the
conceptual facility designs to minimize the likelihood of contaminant migration from the
disposal units. No facility design can guarantee that radionuclide migration from the facility
would not occur over and beyond a 10,000-year time period. It was assumed that these
measures would perform similarly for all conceptual designs, remaining intact for 500 years
after the disposal facility closed. After 500 years, the barriers would gradually fail. To account
for these engineered features in the modeling calculations, it was assumed that the water
infiltration to the top of the waste disposal area would be zero for the first 500 years and then
20% of the natural rate for the area for the remainder of the time period (through 10,000 years).
A water infiltration rate of 20% of the natural rate for the area was only used for the disposal
area; the natural background infiltration rate was used at the perimeter of the waste disposal
units. Again, this approach enables a comparative evaluation of the influence that site-specific
environmental factors would have on the potential migration of radionuclides from the disposal
facilities and the potential impacts on human health. It should be emphasized that project- and
site-specific engineering factors would be incorporated into the actual facility designs of the
site or sites selected in a ROD to dispose of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes.

DOE recognizes that modeling potential releases of radionuclides from the conceptual disposal
sites far into the future approximates what might actually occur. Sufficient detail was included
in these designs for use in the EIS analyses, consistent with the current stage of this process.
Some of the input values may change in the future and could result in higher impacts (such as
from increased precipitation at some sites due to climate change), while others could result in
lower impacts (due to decreased precipitation).

DOE believes that 500 years is a realistic time period for the longevity of the types of
engineering barriers assumed in the analyses. DOE believes the approach and the assumptions
used in the EIS are reasonable for performing the comparative analysis of altemnatives required
by NEPA. For example, as discussed in Section E.2.2, the assumption of a 20% natural
background infiltration rate after 500 years was based on a study at SRS (Phifer et al. 2007)
that indicated that after 10,000 years, the closure cap at the F-area would still shed about 80%
of the cumulative precipitation falling on it, with an effectiveness that would be greater before
10,000 years, then decrease very slowly after 10,000 years. The approach used in the EIS is
more conservative than indicated by this study.

W3-4 DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with the State of Washington Department of Ecology) for disposal at
Hanford at least until WTP is operational.



Public Safety Resources Agency, Commenter ID No. W3 (cont'd) W3-5 Existing contamination at potential disposal sites was taken into consideration when selecting
the preferred alternative. The site-specific location chosen for implementation of a disposal

facility would be thoroughly characterized and assessed in site-specific NEPA review.

PSRA: Draft GTCC EIS. Page 6

The "natural" background sources have not changed (they average

about 310 mREN/year) but we now receive an average of another 310
mREN/year from man-made sources, including medical procedures w3-4
and consumer products. J(Cont.).

DOE has already Identified Hantford as the most dangerous site for this
repository. Let's not add that jeopardy to our aiready-increasing
radlologic burden.

An additional notes

I do not have the actual numbers available as I write this comment,
however I remember from my research in the 1980s that the soIls
approximately one mile from the PUREX Plant's stack showed a higher
Inventory of Plutonium than was found at a distance of one kilometer
from the hypocenter of the Nagasaki explosion.

I believe Nagasaki's contamination was about 5,500 pCi/rn
2 

while
Hanford's was about 6,600 pCi/mn'; a difference of about 1,100 pCi/in'
some forty years after the war had ended. I found it Ironic that even
though Hanford's plutonium was used to destroy Nagasaki, Hantford's

4~. contamination was greater than Nagasaki's at a distance forty percent
greater from the relative sources of the plutonium. w3-5

The other significant factor was that Hanford's contamination of the
200 East area was of a type referred to as "dry" plutonium; the
difference being that Hanford's plutonium was more likely to become
airborne if the surface soil was disturbed, and was less Ilikely to
become "fixed" on the surface.

I would like to see this aspect of the potential impacts thoroughly
reviewed in the EIS. It may be that the construction activity, which is
different for the three disposal methods would not be suitable at the
referenced iocation if it were to disturb the existing plutonium or cause
It to become airborne to re-contaminate additional areas.



Public Safet-y Resources Agency, Commenter ID No. W3 (cont'd) W3-6 The EIS notes that the decommissioning of a GTCC waste disposal facility is part of the
proposed action, but because the facility would not be closed and decommissioned until far
into the future (after 2083), the impact analysis for the decommissioning phase would be
conducted at that time. It is not possible at this time to evaluate with any degree of confidence
the environmental impacts from decommissioning a facility that has not yet been selected.

The GTCC waste disposal facility would be designed to facilitate future decommissioning
consistent with applicable law, guidance, and policies. The appropriate site-specific NEPA
review will be conducted in the future as part of the decommissioning plan.PSRA: Dr'aft; GTCC EIS. Papa 7

5.3. Environmental Consequences.
[page 5-43]

"Because the proposed disposal facilities are expected to be available
to contain the waste for a very long time (for the next hundreds of
years), the decommissioning phase of the proposed action could be
better evaluated at the time the disposal facility would be ready to be
decommissioned. Hence, evaluations for the decommissioning phase
are not included In this EIS; instead, subsequent NEPA documentation
wouid be prepared at a later time to eddress the decommissioning
phase."

This Is the type of approach that contributed to much of our current
problems involving radiologic wastes: Previous generations of DOE
management focused on "production" and admitted that they planned
to store wastes until a future generation was able to solve the
problems of the hIgh-level liquid wastes end the other types of wastes
that were generated during the past 60 years.

The disposal facility is expected to operate for approximately 64 years
and then be sealed. A responsible and honest EIS should Include
thorough EIS is Intended to examine those issues instead of Ignoring
them. The EIS could indicate areas of needed research, with the
understanding that future events or advances in technologies could
modify the current document.

Examining potential future issues and solutions now makes sense and
is supported by DOE's statements in section 5.5, "Inadvertent Human
Intruder Scenario" [page 5-95]:

DOE states, "The designs considered for this EIS are suggested
starting points for enhanced disposal facilities; If necessary, they could
be fortified further, depending on site-specific considerations and the
actual waste characteristics once a final site(s) and disposal method(s)
were selected,"

There Is absolutely no rational Justification for not including a basis for
discussion and examination of decommissioning issues in this EIS. It
will not be a complete document without identifying what is currently
known to be required in the future, and the failure by DOE to Include
this critical cdmponent Invalidetes any claim of thoroughness.

W3-6



Public Safety Resources Atgency, Commenter ID No. W3 (cont'd)W37 CmntoedW3-7 Comment noted.

~S&~PreftS3TCC EIS. Paoe $

DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with the State of Washington Department of Ecology) for disposal at
Hanford at least until WTP is operational.

W3-8 Operations such as the packaging and loading of shipments fall under the responsibility of the
shipping organization and would be covered by the respective organization's operating
procedures, safety measures, and NEPA reviews, as appropriate. Also, packaging and loading
of the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes at each generator location would be the same for
all alternative disposal sites, with the exception of remote-handled waste at 'WIPP, and would
not be a discriminator in selecting an altemative.

Originating facilities handling GTCC LLRW or GTCC-Iike waste should already have plans in
place to deal potential accidents or acts of terrorism.

The next paragraph continues, "However, given enough time (on the
order of thousands of yeers), it is possible that groundwater at the
various sites could become contaminated with some highly soluble
radionuclides (e.g., C:-14, Tc-99, and 1-129). Indirect Impacts on
surface water (except at NNSS) could also result from aquifer
discharges (of contaminated groundwater) to seeps, springs, and
rivers."

We have already experienced these types of discharges from Hanford's
contaminated aquifers. We should not add more radiologic
contamination to an area that is already dramatically contaminated by
nuclear wastes.

5.3,4.1.1. Workers.
[page 5-52]

"It is assumed that all of the wastes would arrive at the site as solid
materials that could be placed directly into the disposal facility. Any
necessary waste treatment would have already occurred at the site
that generated or staged the wastes prior to shipment, and the
impacts associated with those activities are oultsde the scope of this
EIS.'

Although I can understand DOE's rationale for not including the
exposures that may occur at the point of origin, I do not agree with it.

DOE has included truck and rail transportation exposures in this EIS
and it also should include the exposures at the point of origin.

Any honest EIS would address thd preparation of the wastes to be
shipped. It is dishonest to not• attempt to quantify th~e impacts at the
originating site when those operations are an integral part of the
project that is the subject of this EIS.

A major portion of the exposures will occur at the point of origin when
the Initial sources are transferred to storage and shipping containers.
Those operations cannot be separated from this project's EIS because
they must be accomplished before any wastes can be shipped to any
repository or disposal facility.

W3-7

W/3-8



Public Safety Resources Agency. Commenter ID No. W3 (cont'd)

PSR.A:.Draft ,GTCC EIS. Page,9

We need an honest explanation of those actions end the expected risks
to the workers and the communities involved. Those exposures are
going to happen, regardless of t~he site that is finally selected, so we
should address those issues and start planning our mitigation
strategies.

DOE estimates that "activated metal wastes" may constitute about
17% of the totai GTCC shipments. It also stated "The gamma
exposure rates on the surfaces of these containers, assuming there
would be no additional shielding, could exceed 1,000 roentgen/hour
(R/h). These dose rates are somewhat small than, but generally
comparable to, those associated with SNF and high-level radioactive
wastes."

In other words, the radiation dose would be similar to someone who
tried to walk in the separation canyon at PUREX when we recovered
Uranium and Plutonium from spent nuclear fuel at Hanford.

W3-5
As I write this, Japan is experiencing core damage ,and radiologic (Cont.)

C...., reieases from SN'F (Spent Nuciear Fuel) in 4 reactors and has
increased the allowable dose for workers to approximately 25 REI's,
an amount that is virtually guaranteed to result in additional LCFs.

A dose rate of 1,900 R/hr needs serious consideration in this 21S
instead of pretending that the wastes will "auto-magicaliy" jump
directly from the source into a shipping package without human
intervention,

The disposal operations are expected to continue at the repository
"over a period lasting up to 64 years..." Unless DOE has a magic plan
to get the wastes into shipping containers at the source without using
workers, we can expect other communities will be involved in the
packaging and shipping of wastes for that period of time.

Those exposures must be included In an hones EIS, and DOE's decision
to Ignore those realities violates the intent of those laws.
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PSRA: Draft GTCC EIS. Paae 10

On page 5-70 t53.4.4.3. Disposal Options), DOE states "During
transport to the disposal facllitywaste materials would be In heavily
shielded casks that would prevent the release of any radioactive
material under any but the most severe conditions,... Once at the
facility, waste would be unloaded from the transport vehicle and
placed In secure temporary storage. CH waste containers such as
208-L (55 gal) drums or SWBs would be taken out of the transport
packaging, such as a TRUPACT-fl container, and staged In a temporary
storage area at the WI-lB prior to emplacement In a disposal unit. RH
waste would either be stored In Its Type B transport cask or be
removed from its cask and temporarily stored in a heavily shielded
room in the~ lID before emplacement. Only limited numbers of waste
containers would be In the WIlD at any given time."

This Is a good description of what will be required at the final waste
disposal site, and It explains how different protocols would be used
when handling the relatively 10 ,-level CH waste, versus the need to W3-8
actively isolate intensely radioactive RH wastes, the types that will (Cont.)
emit radiation levels similar to spent (Irradiated) reactor fuel.

DOE'S explanation of the precautions that are needed essentially
00 validates my argument that we must include the potential exposures
00 at the point of origin or package preparation. This EIS should be a

complete overview of the entire process from the original source
location to the final repository. RH wastes are not going to be created
in the Type B transport cask, they have to be placed inside that
container for shipping. We need to include an examiiiation of those
exposure scenarios lust as surely as we need to know what to expect
at the end of that journey.

The current U.S. Department of Homeland Security relocation
guidelines of 2 REM/year E73 FR 45029] could also effect the
originating communities in the event of an accident or intentional
terrorist act. The EIS should Include those communities instead of
ignoring them.

0

0

0

I-'.)



Public Safety Resources Aiiency, Commenter 1D No. W3 (cant'd)

PSRA: Draft GTCC ETS, Page 11

W3-9 ,Modeling potential releases of radionuelides from the conceptual disposal sites far into the
future approximates what might actually occur. Sufficient detail was included in these designs
for use in the EIS analyses, consistent with the current stage of this process. DOE
acknowledges there are uncertainties during the 10,000 year period of analysis and what is
predicted is not exact estimates of what will occur in the future. That does not mean the
analysis is not useful. NEPA requires DOE to disclose estimates of long-term impacts and their
uncertainties to inform the decision making process.

W3-10 DOE is performing environmental restoration activities at the Hanford Site. The ongoing
cleanup effort will continue.

DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with the State of Washington Department of Ecology) for disposal at
Hanford at least until WTP is operational.

6.1.2.1.6. Slope Stability, Subsidence, anid Liquefaction,
(page 6-24)

DOE states, "However, groundwater levels In the 200 Areas are
changing as a result of changes in wastewater discharge practices in
the area."

This refers to groundwater movement In the area of the Hanford
reservatIon that]I referred to earlier in my comments.

It is not likely that we can accurately characterize the groundwater
during even the expected operational time period of 64 years. It is
even less likely that we will be accurate in predictlng groundwater flow
through and from the repository during the next 500 years. And, It is
entirely specious to try to extrapolate groundwater movement during
the next 10,000 years. When combined with the effects of the current
Wastes migrating near the referenced repository location, Hanford
should not be considered for this project.

.6.:t.3.1.1. Rivers and Streams.
[page 6-29)

The argument and statement of the "American Indian Text" Is so
pertinent that I am going to cite it in its entirety and support it by
Including it in my comments:

"The Columbia River Is the lifeblood of the Indian People. It supports
the salmon and every food or material that they rely on for
subsistence. It Is an essential human right to have clean water. If
water is contaminated it then contaminates all living things. Tribal
members that exercise a traditional lifestyle would also become
contaminated. A perfect example is making a sweat lodge and
sweating. It is a process of cleansing and purification. If water Is
contaminated then the sweat lodge materials and process of cleansing
would actually contaminate the individual."

W3-9

W3-10



Public Safety Resources Agency. Commenter ID No. W3 (cant'd)

PSRA: Draft GTCC CIS. P~age 12

"Indian People are well known for adopting technology If it were
instituted wisely and did not sacrifice or threaten the survival of the
group as a whole. ThIs approach applies to tribal use of groundwater.
Even though groundwater was not used except at: springs, tribes would
have potentially used technology for developing wells and would have
used groundwater if seen to be an appropriate action. The existing
contamination is considered an impact to tribal rights to utilize this
valuable resource."

The hyporheic zone in the Columbia River needs to be more fully
characterized to understand the location and potential of groundwater
contaminants discharging to the Columbia River."

W3-10
"Contaminated groundwater plumes at Hanford are moving towards (Cont.)
the Columbia River and some contaminants are already recharging to
the river. It is the philosophy of the Indian People that groundwater
restoration end protection be paramount to ODOE's management of
Hanford. Institutional controls, such as preventing use of
groundwater, should only be a temporary measure for the safety of
people and animals. It will be questioned when DOE views
institutional controls as a viable long-term management option to
allow natural attenuation. The timeilne of natural attenuation may not
best represent a Tribal preference of a proactive corrective cleanu~p
measure(s) for contamination plumes. Cleanup should be a priority
before considering placement of additional waste like GTCC in the 200
area."

6.1,3.1.2. Surface Water Quality.

[page 6-35]

"...Elevated nitrate concentrations at the Hanford Site shoreline are
from the contaminated groundwater plumes emanating from the 200
Area. .... Tritium, St-90, 1-129, and Pu-2391240 are present In
worldwide fallout from historical nuclear weapons testing as well as In
effluent from Hanford Site facilities."



Public Safety Resources A~enev. Commenter ID No. W3 (cont'd• W3-1 1 A number of sites in the 200 East Area had contaminants disposed starting in the early 1940's
and 1950's, and received high volumes of liquids discharged with them. This results in the
water forcing the contamination down through the soil which is reflected in some of the plumes
in the Hanford Groundwater Monitoring Report.

The GTCC disposal facility reference location south of the 200 East Area is far from
groundwater contamination found in the 300 Area. The reference location is a site which would
be considered a "dry" site, meaning if the waste were disposed of at Hanford it would have a
barrier placed on top to reduce the infiltration through the site. Therefore, the operation of the
GTCC land disposal facility would not be expected to impact groundwater flow.

DOE took into consideration groundwater, human health and other environmental factors in the
selection of the preferred alternative.

PSRA: Draft GTCC EllS. Paole 13,

"Surface water sampled across transects at various locations along the
Columbia River shows a statistical increase in tritium and uranium
between samples taken upstream at the site at Vernita Bridge and
those taken downstream of the site at the Richiand pump house.
These constituents are known to be entering the river from
contaminated groundwater beneath'the Hanford Site."

The paragraph continues with the notation that the highest
concentrations were measured near the Hanford town site, and at the
300 Area transect.

A few lines later, the DOE reports "Radlonuclides consistently detected
at low leveis in Columbia River sediment In 2008 included K-40, Cs-
137, U-1234, U-235, Pu-238, Pu-239/240, and progeny products from
naturaily occurring radionuclides."

6.1.3.2 Groundwater.

The referenced location at: Hanford is south of the 200 East Area, an
area that Is already highly-contaminated by past nuclear and chemical
process dating back to'1Si43.

Hantford produced approximately 100 metric tonnes of Plutonium
durIng Its operations. The plutonium was created by Irradiating
uranium-238 In reactors and then dissolving the fuel rods In an acid"
bath inside a chemicai separations canyon.

Hantford used three generations of chemical separation systems, each
with different efflcIenctes, which meant that earlier processes did not
recover as much uranium and plutonium as was achievable using
newer technologies. In addition to not recovering a significant
percentage of uranium and plutonium, these technologies created a
volume of wastes that Is difficult for persons to visualize. The major
waste streams wera composed of liquid "high level" wastes, with

accompanying airborne releases of radiation and noxious gasses.

W3 - 11



Public Safety Resources Agency. Commenter ID No. W3 (cont'd)

_PSRA: Draft GTCC EIS. Paqe 14

Each of the 220,400 pounds of plutonium that was produced and
separated at Hanford generated approximately 4,232,000 gallons of
hlgh-ievel liquid wastes. Some were pumped directly Into the aquifers
by "reverse" (injection) wells, and other liquids were sent either to
storage tanks which leaked, or to "cribs" that allowed the wastes to
percolate Into the soil. In one instance a crib approached criticality
and was in danger of detonating as had happened in Russia In the
1950s. The trench was carefully exhumed and the wastes were
dispersed to lower the chances of accidental criticality.

A significant amount of those wastes were disposed of at the 200 East
Area adjacent to the site that would also host the GTCC repository,
Several years ago the U.S. Geological Survey noted that 7 dIstinct
aquifers were known to exist below Hanford, end also that the flow
rates and directions for these aquifers was not uniform, nor
characterized.

W3-I1l
The groundwater in that area Is already flowing into the Columbia (Cont.)
River, bringing with It the current Inventory of wastes that have
escaped containment. Further characterization is essential so we know
what to expect with the current wastes in the area, and also to better
understand how construction, operation and closure of the proposed
repository will effect groundwater flows in the surrounding areas.

As previously cited, DOE acknowledges that the groundwater In the
300 Areo is radiologically and chemically contaminated. Adding
additional radionucildes to this contamination is not sound public policy
for fut(ire human and environmental health..

Perhaps it would be wiser to strike Hanford from consideration for this
proposal, and instead concentrate on the critically-important tasks that
are needed to clean-up our sites that area still grossly contaminated
from the production frenzy of the 1940s, 1950s, 1960s, 1979s and
early 19380s.



Public Safety Resources Aigency. Commenter ID No. W3 (eont'd)

PSRA• Draft GTCC EIS. Page_15.

6.1.3.2.1 Unsaturated Zone.
[page 6-36]

"In the vicinity of the GTCC reference location, the thickness of the
vadose zone is about 100 m (330 feet!'

6.1.3.2.2 Aquifer Units.
[page 6-37]

"On the north side of the 200 East Area, there is evidence of erosional
channels that may allow interaquifer flow between the unconfined and'
uppermost basait-confined aquif'er. Depth to groundwater ranges from
0 m (0 feet) at the Columbia River to more than 100 m (330 feet)
beneath parts of the central plateau."

•"The hydrology of the 200 Area has been strongly Influenced by the
discharge of large quantities of wastewater to the ground over a SO-
year period between the 1940s and 1gg0s. The discharges caused

4~. elevated groundwater levels across much of the Hanford Site, resulting
in a large groundwater mound beneath the former U Pond in the 200
West Area and a smalier mound beneath the former B Pond, just to
the northeast of the 200 East Area. The general increase In
groundwater elevation caused the unconfined aquifer to extend
upward into the Hanford Formation over. a larger area, particularly
near the 200 East Area. This resulted In an Increase in groundwater
velocity because of both the greater volume of groundwater and the
higher permeablility of the newly saturated Hanford Formation
sediments."



Public Safety Resources Agency, Commenter ID No. W3 (cont'd) W-2 CmetntdW3-12 Comment noted.

W3-13 DOE disagrees with the statement that the location of the GTCC disposal site is not stable. The
reference locations were placed near existing disposal operations at the DOE sites. While some
parameters could change within a short distance, most would not. Site-specific information was
provided by the sites and that information was used in these modeling analyses to the extent it
was available. Conservative assumptions were used if information was not available. For more
information on past Hantford site discharges, which are not part of the scope of the GTCC EIS,
see the final TC&WMv EIS.

PSRA: Draft GTCC EIS. Page 16

6.1.3.2.3. Groundwater Plow.
[page 6-37]

"Groundwater in the unconfined aquifer system flows from recharge
areas in the elevated r'egion near the western boundary of the Hanford
Site toward the Columbia River on the eastern and northern
boundaries. The Coiumbia River is the primary discharge area for the
unconfined aquifer. The Yakima River borders the Hartford Site on the
southwest and is generally regarded as a source of recharge. The rate
of total discharge of groundwater from the Hanford Site aquifer to the
Coiumbia River ls In the range of 1.1 to 2.5 cms (39 to 88 cubic feet
per second), a very small rate relative to the river's average flow of
3,300 cms (116,500 cubic feet per second)."

Aithough the DOE is correct In Its statement that the discharge rate Is
small in relation to the Columbia River's average flow, the discharge
will have a very significant Impact If it Is a direct source of
contamination.

"Studies have indicated that the residenc:e time of groundwater at the
Hantford Site is on the order of thousands of years in the unconfined
aquifer and more than 10O,000 years for groundwater in the shallow
confined aquifer, consistent with the recharge conditions expected for
a semiarid climate. However, groundwater travel time from the 200
East Area to the Columbia River has been shown to be much faster, in
the range of 10 to 30 years; because of the large volumes of
wastewater discharged at the site in the past and the reiatlveiy high
permeability of the Hanford Formation sediments."

It appears that instead of siting the repository In an area that is stable
for 10,000 years, DOE is suggesting that the reference site for this
10,000 experiment should be sited in an area where Hantford's
previous liquid waste discharges have accelerated the travel time from
the site into the Columbia River to a mere 1.0 to 30 yearsi

In the mld-ltg80s my research fo~r a legislative project Indicated that
59 bililion gallons of liquid high-level wastes had been admitted via
cribs or Inlected directly Into Hanford's soils and aquifers. At that time
DOE stated that that calculation was not correct, but It refused to
provide the accurate amount on the basis that it was "classified
national security production Information,".

W3-12

W3-13



Public Safety Resources Agency, Commenter ID No. W3 (cant'd) W3-14 DOE Hanford has prioritized groundwater remediation activities by taking into account several
factors. Groundwater contaminant plumes close to the river (i.e., in the 100 and 300 areas)
have a high priority because they have the shortest travel times to the river. The vadose zone is
also thinner in these areas and DOE has taken advantage of this easier access to contaminant
plumes with a number of innovative containment and barrier designs. In 2012, DOE
implemented a groundwater pump and treat system in 200 West to confine and remove
contaminants near source areas and mitigate impacts to large areas of the unconfined aquifer
down gradient from the sources. Active groundwater remediation beneath the 200 East area is
much more difficult and less effective. This is an area of high hydraulic conductivity in the
aquifer and the plumes in this area are relatively dispersed. Confinement and removal is not as
an effective option for groundwater remediation in this area. DOE's strategy for the 200 East
area relies primarily on detection and removal of contaminants in the vadose zone and natural
attenuation in the aquifer.

PSRA: Draft GTCC EIS. Paoe 17.

On page 6-40, DOE now admits that between 1944 and the end of the
1990s, they discharged approximateiy "~4.44 x 1011 gallons" of liquid to
disposal ponds and cribs. Even though DOE finally gave a figure. I
noted that they did not ciarify its meaning for those persons who may
be concerned about the Issue but somewhat fuzzy on math. DOE
made sure we understood that 208 liters meant a 55 gallon drum, and
that 100 meters equaled 330 feet, but they should have been more
honest here by plainly admitting that the total was 444 BILLION
gallons. This type of obfuscation destroys our trust of DOE's
information and raises questions about their motives In repository
proposals.

6.1.3.2.3 Groundwater Quality
[page 6-4D0J

."Groundwater in the unconfined aquifer beneath large areas of the
Hanford Site has been contaminated by' radIological and chemical
constituents because of past site op)erations. These contaminants
were primarily Introduced through wastewater discharged to cribs,
ditches, Injection wells, trenches, and ponds. Additional contaminants
from spills, leaking waste tanks, and burial grounds (landfills) have
also entered groundwater in some areas. Contaminant plumes had
sources In the 200 East Area and extend to the east and southeast;
contaminant concentrations in these plumes are expected to decline
through radioactive decay, mineral adsorption, chemical degradation,
and dIspersion. However, contaminants also exist within the vadose
zone beneath waste sites as well as in waste stora~ge and disposal
facilities. These contaminants have the potential tfo continue to move
downwaird into the aquifer."

"Currently, no active groundwater remediaflton iS occurring at the
operable unit (200-PO-1) underlying the southern portion of the 200
East Area."

In other words, DOE is actively remediating groundwater at 100-0,
100-H, 100-K and the 200 West Area, but is no remedlating
groundwater In the 200 East Area where they want to dig this
repository.

W3-14



Public Safety Resources Agtency. Commenter I]) No. W3 (cont'd) W3-15 The disposal units for the intermediate depth and enhanced near-surface concepts are located inthe unsaturated zone, above the water table. Thus, groundwater flow is not expected to impact
the disposal units. The cover directly above the waste is expected to provide sufficient
protection from infiltration which is expected to move primarily in the vertical direction.

PSRA: Draft GTCC EIS. Paoe 18

"Operable Unit 200-PO-1 encompasses the southern portiOn of the 200
East Area and a large part of the Hanford Site extending to the east
and southeast. Groundwater within 200-PO-1 is contaminated with
plumes of tritium, nitrate, end 1-129 that exceed drinking water
standards."

Table 6.1.3-1 Maximum Concentrations of Selected Groundwater
Contaminants at Operable Unit 200-PO-1. During F'? 2006. w3-14
[page 6-42] (Cont.)

The 200 East Area showed higher than allowable leveis of arsenic,
gross alpha, gross beta, 1-129, Nitrate, SR-90, Te-99, and Tritium.

Considering what we know about the radlological and chemical
contamination that exists and Is migrating from the 200 East Area into
the Columbia River, why would DOE even consider Hanford's 200 East
Area for a disposal facility that will Increase these contaminants?

Conclusion and Recommendation.

In summary, DOE's proposal for the reference site at Hanford's 200
East Area will require it to dig into the soils that are already highly
contaminated by past waste disposal methods to such an extent that It
has dramatically altered the groundwater characteristics end
effectively destabilized and countered any ability to isolate wastes
away from the Columbia River.

A realistic and honest review of the reference site's characteristics
wouild preclude further consideration: It is being proposed for an area
that is already contaminated, the existing wastes have not been
responsibly managed, and the groundwater of the site has not been
remediated.

Of additional concern Is.DOE's focus on protecting the repository from
a few inches of rainfall by "capping" the project, while entirely ignoring
any proposal to isolate the repository from the groundwater intrusion w3-15S
that poses the greatest threat.



Public Safety Resources Agency. Commenter ID No. W3 (cont'd)

P•SRA: Draft GTCC EIS. Page_ i_9

The repository is expected to operate for 54 years and then be closed.
DOE estimates that engineered barriers will protect the top from
rainfall for 500 years, but the GTCC wastes will be dangerous for
another i0,1J00 years. Conversely, water that was essentially
stationary and required 10,000 years to reach the Columbia River is
now moving through the site at a rate a thousand times fester because
it is being pushed by contaminated mounds of rad waste.

I aiso question the validity of DOE's decision to not examine the
repository's decommissioning plans: Those plans should, be included In
a responsible ELS because they will effect the environment and they
might help up to identify issues that need to be addressed, such as the
horizontal intrusion of groundwater through the repository, and any
remedial engineering that might be indicat;ed to reduce permeability of
the repository. The repository will only operate for 134 years, so we
really should include those issues in the EIS, even if only as a basis for
future discussion and possible design changes.

Although I understand that the preparation of the shipments at the
source's point of origin does not have a direct impact for any of the
proposed locations, the EIS should include a discussion of those• issues
and expected exposures and accidents so we have a better
understanding of them. The same waste packages that we intend to
be very careful in handling at the final repository will also require even
more diligence at the packaging facility. DOE should include this data
as en Appendix or at least cite a single volume that is available for
reference. This would be beneficial to source communities as a basis
for disaster planning.

I believe that-the reference site in Hanford's 200 East Area is not a
proper location for the proposed GTCC°Waste Repository. We need to
place this waste is a stable dry soils that have a reasonable
expectation of isoiating it from the environment for the approximate
10O,000 years needed to allow radioactive decay. Hanford's grossly
contaminated groundwater will raptdiy facilitate the movement of
additional contamination into the Columbia River.

W. P. Mead
Director, PSRA

'w3-16

W3-17

W3-18

W3-16 The EIS notes that the decommissioning of a GTCC waste disposal facility is part of the
proposed action, but because the facility would not be closed and decommissioned until far
into the future (after 2083), the impact analysis for the decommissioning phase would be
conducted at that time. It is not possible at this time to evaluate with any degree of confidence
the environmental impacts from decommissioning a facility that has not yet been selected.

The GTCC waste disposal facility would be designed to facilitate future decommissioning
consistent with applicable law, guidance, and policies. The appropriate site-specific NEPA
analysis will be conducted in the future as part of the decommissioning plan.

W3-17 Operations such as the packaging and loading of shipments fall under the responsibility of the
shipping organization and would be covered by the respective organization's operating
procedures, safety measures, and NEPA reviews, as appropriate. Also, packaging and loading
of the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes at each generator location would be the same for
all alternative disposal sites, with the exception of remote-handled waste at WIPP, and would
not be a discriminator in selecting an alternative.

W3-18 The specific locations that would be used at each potential site for development of a disposal
facility for GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes are not known at this time. The use of
"reference locations" was used in the EIS to allow for a quantitative assessment of the impacts
that could occur at each site. The reference locations were placed near existing disposal
operations at the DOE sites. While some parameters could change within a short distance, most
would not. Site-specific information provided by technical staff from various sites that were
evaluated was used in these modeling analyses to the extent it was available, and conservative
assumptions were used to fill any remaining data gaps. The analysis presented in the EIS is
adequate for the comparison of the disposal alternatives evaluated. Fate and transport
parameters utilized in the estimations were based on site-specific (e.g., specific to the reference
location to the extent available) information and, as such, are considered reasonable for the
purpose of the comparison made in the EIS. However, DOE recognizes that additional project-
and site-specific information, such as the accelerated travel time to the Columbia River, could
be used to inform the implementation of a disposal facility at a given location. This additional
information is expected to reduce the uncertainty associated with these types of evaluations to
the extent possible. Site-specific information would be evaluated in any site-specific NEPA
review that would be conducted based on a ROD for this EIS

Final siting of a disposal facility for GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes would involve
further NEPA review as needed and be in accordance with applicable laws and regulations and
would involve local stakeholder involvement and consent.
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Office of Technical end Regulatory Support (EM-43)
lJS, Department of Energyv
1000 lndepedence Avenue, SW
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Go

To Whom it May Concerto
The Pueblo do San Utdefonso (the Pueblo) D 'artasent of Hnvirennsents and Cultural
Protection (DECP) has completed a review of the U.S. Department of Energy's (DOE's)
Grester-Thamn-Class C (GTCC) Low-Level Radioactive Waste EIS. Our comments, both
general and scction-speeifie, are enclosed.

Thank you for the opportunity to interact on a Govenmmnt-to-Governnsenl basis, and to have
our concerns addressed.

Sincerely,

Neil S. WVeber, Diretoer
Dspsrtraent of Environmental eand
Cultural Preservation
Pueblo do San Ildebonso

Enclosure



Pueblo de San Ildefonso DECP, Commenter ID No. L279 (cant'd) 291 CmetntdL279-1 Comment noted.

GENER~AL COMMENTS
General Continnt gi: LANL has a poor history with trenches and bore holes. Post efforts
are now expensive, dangerous clesn-sps. Yes, current technology and practice., are nruch-.
improved ove~r the past, but the pest efforts repres.ented the state of the art for their time,
tmuch an the cuareton alternatives do for thin time. Current bore holes and trenches rosy ,,,ell bse
the leaking Solid W~sae Msnagensant Units of the future.

General Comoneot 52: ithe Pueblo has saws¢ concerns wilts reliance on institutional
Controls (IC). The Pueblo Isas been here long before LANL, and wvill continue to be here
long after I.ANI, is gone. IC does not provide any assurance otfsafety for a time span of
relevance to the Pueblo.

General Comment #3: The Pueblo has grave concerns witht reliance on eonerete barriers, for
the reasons stated in the comment above.

COMMENTS ON SPECIFIC SECTIONS

S.2,6.4 Los Atatnot National Laboratory (LANL)

"(IlA)-54 ont Minsi del lBtoy: Zone 6. Nortih Site, and North Site Expanded; Its northtern
border coincides with the boundary betweeut LANIL and the San lldefonao Pueblo;
Engineered ashafta are actively used to dispose of R1.1 LLRW.'

Comsment: Thin section shonuld note that thtere are plumes from leakittg shaffts in thtis arcs,
which borders the Pueblo's Sacred Area.

S,3 SUMMARY AND COMPARISON OF POTENTIAL. FlNVIRONMFNTAL.
IMPACTfS

"On the batis of the site-specific precipitation rates tihat were assumed, it is estimated that the
federai sites located in the arid regions of the country (Hanford Site, LANL, lNqSS, and
WIPP Vicinity) wotuld gesterally have lower long-term htmusa health itmpacts fr~om Use
groundwvastr pathw,,ay than wosuld the sites located its more hsumid regions (suds as SRts).

Cotmment: However, arid regions may be 100%, groundwater dependent; which magnifies
the risk to groundwater resources, even though hunmidity may be lower.

lTse exception is INL, this assumption 'van made as a conservative approach so account far
the basalt lrmyer thtat in presenrt itt some parts otfINL2'

Conmsment: I.ANL tulso has basalt layers, stud "surge beds", which mtmysepressnt fast praths to
groundwater. Arty exception for INL based on basalt may apply to LANL also.

L279-1

L279-2

L279-3

The three land disposal facility conceptual designs (above-grade vault, enhanced near-surface
trench, and intermediate-depth borehole) were selected as being representative of a range of
land disposal configurations (varying degrees of waste consolidation and geometry) that could
be employed for the disposal of the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like waste inventory. As
discussed in Section 1.4.2, each concept has its roots in practice at DOE sites. The same vault,
borehole, and trench characteristics were considered for the disposal sites evaluated in order to
compare the performance of each site's natural hydrological, geological, and meteorological
properties relative to contaminant fate and transport once any engineered barriers would begin
to fail.

The conceptual nature of these configurations takes into account the characteristics of all of the
disposal sites for which they were considered, but their designs (e.g., width, depth, cover depth,
reinforced containment) could be altered or enhanced, as necessary, to provide an optimal
solution at a specific location. As an example, the cover depth could be adjusted to ensure that
roots from vegetation would not compromise the top of the engineered barrier. In addition, the
dimensions of the generic land disposal units (e.g., trench - width and depth, borehole -

diameter and depth, vault - width, depth, and height) were selected based on similar existing
facilities, existing equipment and methods for construction, and optimized (maximized waste
volume disposed of for a given disposal unit volume; simple waste handling procedures to
minimize exposure) for the types of waste packages considered. All designs could also
accommodate different disposal packages (existing and proposed) with minor variations in
their dimensions, but the EIS analyses would remain relevant for each option considered. As an
example, actual implementation of a disposal option at a specific location at a given site may
have to be modified (i.e., the depth of a trench or a borehole may need to be reduced to avoid
groundwater issues).

Past operational experience with these types of disposal facilities at DOE sites has shown that
when properly implemented, they can provide isolation of radioactive waste from the
environment for extended time periods. Past problems that have arisen with each option
provide additional information to improve the design and performance of future land disposal
facilities. Issues related to performance over time would be analyzed in a project-specific
analysis to address technical and long-term cultural concerns (e.g., tribal issues).

L279-2 DOE appreciates the input provided by the Pueblo de San Ildefonso, on the EIS, both in the
tribal narratives and in comments on the Draft EIS. This input was considered by DOE in
identifyring a preferred altemnative.

In the EIS, it was assumed that institutional controls of the land disposal units would be
maintained for 100 years and that corrective measures could be implemented during this time
period to ensure that the engineered barriers lasted for at least 500 years. This assumption is
consistent with the institutional control time frame given in both NRC and DOE requirements
and was determined to be a reasonable approach for assessing the long-term performance of
the disposal units in the EIS.

In evaluating the performance of the proposed land disposal facilities, a number of engineering
measures were assumed in the conceptual facility designs to minimize infiltration of water into
the wastes and thereby minimize contaminant migration from the disposal units. These
measures would also limit exposure pathways, such as the ingestion of plants having very long
roots. It was assumed in this EIS that these measures would remain intact for 500 years after
the disposal facility closed. Any defects identified in the disposal facilities were assumed to be
corrected during the 100-year institutional control period, so that the 500-year time period
would be met.

L279-4



Pueblo de San Ildefonso DECP, Commenter ID No. L279 (cont'd)

S.5 UNCERITAINTIEIS ASSOCIATED WITH THE EVALUATIONS IN THE DRAFT
GTCC EIS

Comment: Thv lack of knowledge of the LAN!. subaurthece should be discussed in this
seetion.

5.,63.2 C'onstruetion and Operationa) Experience

"DOE sueccessfully demlonstrated the use of borehole facilities to dispose of radisactive waste
at NNSS (formerly NTS),"

Comment: The success of borehole disposal has not been proven for a time frame of
relevance to the Poeblo.

5.6.4.1 Hu~man Health Impacts - "However, w.hen the impacts ofI'-99 from past leaks
easd cribs and trenchses (ditches) are combined, DOE believes it mnay not he prudent to add
significant additional Te-99 to the existing environment."

comment: Thils section should discuss contanminants adding to the leaxks which exist at
LANL,

L279-5

L279-6

L279-7

While this time period of 500 years may not be long enough to be of relevance to various
American Indian tribes, it was determined to be a reasonable basis to use for comparing the
merits of various land-disposal concepts and sites in the EtS and to allow for the selection of a
preferred alternative.

L279-3 Text has been added to S.2.6.4 and section 8.1.3.2 to identifyr the existence of contaminant
plumes from leaking shafts.

L279-4 The site-specific environmental factors identified in the comment were evaluated in the EIS as
appropriate. DOE agrees that arid regions may be 100% dependent on groundwater. The issue
of precipitation as well as depth to groundwater was also taken into consideration in the
selection of the preferred altemnative~in the Final EIS. Site-specific analysis would be
conducted for those sites selected as a preferred alternative to address any specific impacts
related to the various environmental resource areas including geology (e.g. basalt and surge
beds underlying the site).

L279-5 Should LANL be selected, site-specific analysis would be conducted to further identify and
evaluate LANL subsurface geology and hydrology.

L279-6 Should LANL be selected, site-specific analysis and consultation with the Pueblo governments
would be conducted to further evaluate issues related to performance over time of the disposal
method selected for implementation.

L279-7 DOE believes that the analyses presented in the EIS are sufficient to compare the potential
cumulative impacts of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like waste disposal for the sites that were
evaluated. In particular, existing concentrations of various radionuclides in contaminated soil
and groundwater at the candidate sites were taken into consideration in the selection of the
preferred alternative. Additional cumulative impact analyses would be conducted in site-
specific NEPA reviews, if needed, for the alternative selected in a ROD. Such follow-on
analyses would be based on additional site-specific information.
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Thank you for your comment, Laura Watcheunplna.

The Cottttoetlt trackIng number that has been assigned to your comment is GICCIGOSS. Ptease refer to the comment
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Comment Date: May11. 2011 03:41:SIPM CDT

Greater-Than-Class-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste ElI Draft Comment: CITCC1031S
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Pueblo of Aeoma, Comnmenter ID No. W15 (cant'd)

Arnold tdelman, Document Manager

Draft Environmental Impant Statemsent for the DISposal of Greaoter -Thtan-Clss C (GTCC) Low-level

(tadtoaCtive Waste and GTCC-Like Waste

The Draft Enueirorsmresrs Impact Statement for the Disposaol of Greater -Than.Clos C (GTCC) Low. Level
Rad~oactive Wasre end GTCC-tike Waste released by the Department of Energy (DOE) is premature since
the yest majority of waste will not esist, far at least 20 years. Nor laos the Blue Ribbon Cousslsslor on
America's Nuclear Ftustre presnented Its final recommendations for the diapotal of high• leant nuclear
waste and GTcC waste.

DOg should consider a non disposal• option with the intent on exploring a retrievoble Storage option
celled Hardened On-Site Storage (HOSSI, whIch is simlnarl to one of the dIsposal concepts (vaultsl that
DOt Is considering for storage.

110ss could also be used to store spent naclear fuel at the reactor site where it Is generat ed, thea
allowing• a deal purpose for these storage facilities. Trenspor tallon of the apent fuel olfaite would he
elimInated and the storage/diaponaltIssue could he linked to the communitien that produced it. flOSS
atmeaddresset security Issues wIth fewer Intermedlary steps. HO.SS would allow GTCC waste and
irradiated spent fuel to remain at commercial nu.clear power plan.ts its long-term sterage so that they
can be monitored and are protected from elrcralt crashes or terrorist attacks.

fless Is more protective of human healtht end tho environment than any of the etternatlees presented In
the DElS end the Nuclear Regulatory Commission has determined that spent nuclear lustl ean stay at
commercial reactors for ep to 100 years.

Additionally, any discassion o f the long-term disposal of 6TCC waste from nuclear reactors miust include
curbing the Initial generation of t he waste. A 'No Pctlon" altern~atlvo that discusses a halt to the
construction Of new caspaye r feuded nuclear react~ors must be analysed, the Nuclear itegulatory
Commission has net given its approval for a permanent nuclear waste disposal repository in the United
States, hat it contineos to approve the start-up new uranium mines and mills, ofeno In cultural aed IconIc
tandscaprs, such ansthe Grand Canyon in Arizona and Mt. 'taylor In New M~exico. yes the NuJctear Waste
Policy act: of 2392 isas required the development of one or more ether repoaltorhat fur the long,-term
disposal of nuzclesr waste.

t"se DOt should avoid the'conslderation of en oltereatlvn thot would "dump" GTCC waesce on states or,
communities that are already dlspreioortion'ately impacted by the nuclear fuel cycle. from hosting
nrautluis mines, processing facilItlee Or metaiors al labs that conduct enperiments with the use of nuclear
power.

the long-term care and maintenance of over lfO,000,f0O0 caries of radioactivity is 30 tImes moee
rodiouctivity than originally planned for the Waste Isolation Pilot Piant (WIPPI in New Meah't and would
eliminate the ban on commercial w~aste, It would open the door for the tram~forseaton of WIPP ioto a
dumping ground for the nation's high-level waste and spent nuclear feet, also currently banned at the
WIPP site,

(J~

IW15-l

WlS-2

W15-3

W15-4•

W15-1 The scope of this EIS is adequate to inform decision-making for the disposal of GTCC LLRW
and GTCC-like waste. Sufficient information is available to support the current decision-
making process to identify (an) appropriate site(s) and method(s) to dispose of the limited
amount of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like waste identified in the EIS.

DOE believes that this EIS process is not premature and is in compliance with NEPA. On the
basis of an assumed starting date of 2019 for disposal operations, more than half (about
6,700 m3 [240,000 it3 ] of the total GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike waste inventory of 12,000 m5

[420,000 it3]) is projected to be available for disposal between 2019 and 2030. An additional
2,000 m3 (71,000 ft) would become available for disposal between 2031 and 2035. This
information is presented in Figure 3.4.2-1. DOE believes this EIS is timely, especially given
the length of time necessary to develop a GTCC waste disposal facility.

The Blue Ribbon Commission (BRC) on America's Nuclear Future, in its final report to DOE
on January 26, 2012, provided recommendations, which included the development of one or
more permanent deep geologic facilities for the safe disposal of spent nuclear fuel and high-
level radioactive waste and the development of one or more consolidated interim storage
facilities as part of an integrated, comprehensive plan for managing the back end of the nuclear
fuel cycle. In its Strategy for the Management and Disposal of Spent Nuclear Fuel and High
Level Radioactive Waste (DOE 2013), developed in response to the BRC Report, the
Administration agreed "that the development of geologic disposal capacity is currently the
most cost-effective way of permanently disposing of used nuclear fuel and high-level
radioactive waste while minimizing the burden on future generations" and proposed to "engage
in a consent-based siting process and begin to conduct preliminary site investigations for a
geologic repository." The Administration's goal is to have a repository constructed and its
operations started by 2048. The Administration will work with Congress using the strategy as
an actionable framework for building a national program for the management and disposal of
the nation's used nuclear fuel and high-level radioactive waste (DOE 2013).

W15-2 The use of HOSS and other approaches for long-term storage of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-1ike
wastes are outside the scope of this EIS because they do not meet the purpose and need for
agency action. Consistent with Congressional direction in Section 631 of the Energy Policy
Act of 2005 (P.L. 109-58), DOE plans to complete an EIS and a ROD for a permanent disposal
facility for this waste, not for long-term storage options. The GTCC EIS evaluates the range of
reasonable disposal alternatives and, as also required under NEPA, a No Action Alternative.
Under the No Action Altemnative, current practices for storing GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike
wastes would continue in accordance with current requirements.

WI 5-3 Stopping the generation of nuclear waste is outside the scope of the GTCC EIS, the scope of
which is to evaluate disposal alternatives to enable the selection of a safe alternative or
alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes.

Comment noted. The Nuclear Was Policy Act of 1982 applies to the disposal of Spent Nuclear
Fuel and High Level Waste.

W15-4 Disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes at WIPP or the WJPP Vicinity site is
included in the range of reasonable alternatives and is evaluated in this EIS. DOE
acknowledges that only defense-generated TRU waste is currently authorized for disposal at
the WIPP geologic repository under the WIPP LWA as amended (P.L. 102-579 as amended by
P.L. 104-201) and that legislation would be required to allow disposal of waste other than TRU
waste generated by atomic energy defense activities at WIPP and/or for siting a new facility
within the land withdrawal area. It would also be necessary to revise the Agreement for
Consultation and Cooperation between Department of Energy and the State of New Mexico for
the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant, the WIPP compliance certification with EPA, and the WIPP
Hazardous Waste Facility Permit. In addition, site-specific NEPA reviews would



Pueblo of Acoma, Commenter ID No. W15 (cont'd)

Los Alarm os National ta•tjoalar

There are significant groundwater contaminatioan rislas associated with tire disposal of: 6TCC radIoactive

wvaste at Los Alamos National Laboratory II.ANLI onHems Mexico. E•tS. buries its law-level radinactive
waste In unlined trenches, pits and shafts at Area G. A liosi determInation by ODE and the Nes M~exico
Enviroanment Oepartment on the burial of hazardous and radiloactive wastes at Area 10 has not yet been
made and Is a hlghly.controverslal Issue. A decision to add 0TCC waste to thu mis would predetermine
the outcome of that derision, posIng a thront to groundwater In tho region for generations to come.

CO nclu~sio~n

The DOE acted irresponsibly in releasiog nuclear power generation Into the stream of commerce.
Commercial nuclear waute disposal has nov, become a critical Issue of our tIme, far beyond thle capacIty
of any current disposal aiternatives.

Thu DOE should not proceed with a final 61CC EIS, but Instead should develop a neva OEIS that includes
HOSe facilities us the best solution far I5TCCC wastes In this century and for nonw geologic dIsposal siles
to dispose of GTCC swaste in the noet In the alternative, DOE sh~ould Issue a supplement to its 1997 Finn!
Waste Monagemoent EM that iooks at reasonable alternatfives for "6TCc-ilke• waste and other wastes
for whichlung-ter'm storage and disposal laos not been determined, alon:g with spdated informsatloa and

policy directlves from the Blue Rtibbon Commission on America's Nuclear Future.

W15-5

W15-6

W15-7

be conducted as needed, including further characterization of Ehe waste (e.g., radionuclide
inventory and heat loads) as well as the proposed packaging for disposal.

However, NEPA does not limit an EIS to proposing and evaluating alternatives that are
currently authorized. Furthermore, the Agreement for Consultation and Cooperation between
Department of Energy and the State of New Mexico for the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant
recognizes that the mission of WIPP may change and provides provisions to modify the
agreement. For example, the Agreement states: "The parties to this Agreement recognize that
future developments including changes to applicable laws (e.g., Public Law [P.L.] 96-164) may
make it desirable or necessary for one or both parties to seek to modify this Agreement. Either
party to this Agreement may request a review of the terms and conditions."

A number of comments, primarily from sources within New Mexico, were made supporting the
use of WIPP and the WIPP Vicinity for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes.
These comments generally noted that as an operating facility for disposal of defense-generated
TRU waste, WIPP was a logical choice to provide the necessary disposal capability for GTCC
LLRW and GTCC-like wastes to address this national need. Legislative action would be
necessary to allow for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes in the WIPP
repository. In addition, the evaluation for a near-surface land disposal facility at the WIPP
Vicinity reference locations indicated that potential human health and environmental impacts
would be minimal.

The State of New Mexico has indicated a willingness to accept GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like
wastes for disposal at WIPP. Twenty-eight New Mexico State Senators signed a proclamation
made in the Fiftieth Legislature, First Session, 2011, stating: "Be it resolved that we, the
undersigned, support the opportunity for other potential missions in southeast New Mexico to
adequately address the disposal of defense high-level waste, commercial high-level waste,
Greater Than Class C LLRW and surplus plutonium waste, as well as the interim storage of
spent nuclear fuel." In response to the Draft GTCC EIS, Secretary David Martin, Secretary of
the New Mexico Environment Department, sent a letter to DOE on June 27, 2011, stating that
"the Department encourages DOE to support the WIPP or WIPP Vicinity proposed locations as
the preferred alternatives addressed in the Draft EIS. The geologic repository is the favored
alternative being more effective for the enduring time frames for this waste type." In addition,
the Governor of New Mexico, in a letter to DOE Secretary Steven Chu on September 1, 2011,
stated that the State of New Mexico encourages DOE to support the proposed location of W1PP
as the preferred alternative for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes.

W1 5-5 Comment noted. This issue as well as other factors were taken into consideration when
selecting the preferred alternative for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like waste.

W15-6 Even though it is beyond the scope of this GTCC EIS, the comment is noted. This GTCC EIS
addresses the potential environmental impacts associated with the proposed development,
operation, and long-term management of a disposal facility or facilities for GTCC low-level
radioactive waste (LLRW) and DOE GTCC-like waste.

W15-7 The action alternatives evaluated in the GTCC EIS did not include interim storage of GTCC
LLRW and GTCC-like wastes until a geologic repository for spent nuclear fuel and high-level
radioactive waste becomes available because such interim storage (e.g., HOSS) is outside the
scope of the GTCC EIS. The purpose of the GTCC EIS is to evaluate the range of reasonable
alternatives for the safe and secure disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes. The No
Action Alternative evaluates continued storage of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes
consistent with ongoing practices.



Pueblo of Aeoma, Commenter ID No. W15 (eont'd) DOE explained in the WM PEIS (DOE, 1997, Final Waste Management Programmatic
Environmental lmpact Statement for Managing Treatment, Starage, and Disposal of
Radioactive and Hazardous Waste, DOE/EIS-0200-F, Office of Environmental Management,
Washington, D.C.) that additional analyses would be prepared to implement DOE's
programmatic decisions. The GTCC EIS analyzes the potential environmental impacts
associated with the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like (DOE) wastes. Since the WM
PEIS relates only to DOE waste, the inclusion of commercial waste in the WM PEIS is
premature until the GTCC EIS is finalized and a ROD is issued. Depending on the outcome of
this ROD, DOE will evaluate whether additional programmatic or site-specific NEPA reviews
or updates to previous decisions are needed, as appropriate. Any additional NEPA reviews or
considerations will he conducted with full opportunity for public input, consistent with Council
on Environmental Quality and DOE NEPA requirements.
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From: gccein,•eb'nsa se rrantL•ov
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Tthank you for your comment. Robert Grahurm.

rise comment tracking number that has been ussigned to your comment is SSTCCSI010. Please inter to the comment

tracking number tn all correspondence relutlng to this comment.

Comment Date: June 15. 2011. 07:19:171'M CDT

Greuter-7han.Class-C tow,-Lenet Radioactive Waste EtS Draft Comment: GTCCI010S

First Name: Robert
Middle tnitial; H
test Name: Grahum
Organizutton: rgrahamgraphtcs
Address: 77S Jackson. S.W.
Address 3:775 Jackson, S.W.

City: Bandon
State: OR

Zip: 97411
Country:. USA
Email: ~rahnstrdt•
Privacy Preference: Don't withhold name or address from public record

Comment S;ubmnitted:
Secretary Chu and Mr. Edeimno:

The Hanfor'd N~uclear Reservation in the wsreng place 10 store and dispose of highly dangerous radioactive muterial. It is

already the most contaminated site in thle Western Hemisphere antd the Department of Energy Is already engaged in one Wti 8-t

of the largest end most complex cleanup protects in U.S. history at Hanford. You should stop nuciearvwaste from leaking

into the Columbia River and ciean up the existing site at Hanford. Ho new nuclearswaste should be transported to

Han ford.

Using tho Hanford site means thousands of trucks with dangerous radioactive swaste would bn truseinug aiong the
Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area. Tise risk of asn accident is simply too great, and the environmental and W W08-2

Isuman health costs are unacceptable.

The Draft of the Environmentai Impact Statemsent (DtiSI fails to consider the risks invoived in transporting these waste IW 108-3

materaias to Henford. The OtiS does not include a 2003 USDOE study estimated that 800 adult caucer deaths would JI
occur due to ambient radiation from the transport vehicles aione. Nocr dues the DtiS include the nunsherof deaths andI Wi 08-4

environmental damage reselting from a truck accident.

W108-I DOE is performing environmental restoration activities at the Hanford Site. The ongoing
cleanup effort will continue.

DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 doted December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with the State of Washington Department of Ecology) for disposal at
Hanford at least until WTP is operational.

W108-2 DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with the State of Washington Department of Ecology) for disposal at
Hanford at least until WTP is operational.

If DOE decides to implement its preferred altemnative for the TC&WM EIS, GTCC LLRW and
GTCC-like wastes would not be shipped through the Columbia River Gorge for disposal at the
Hanford Site until the waste treatment plant is operational. However, regardless of where the
GTCC waste disposal facility is ultimately located, a relatively small amount of GTCC LLRW
and GTCC-like wastes may be transported through the Columbia River Gorge on their way to
the disposal facility. The waste would be generated within the states of Oregon and
Washington and would include actinide sealed sources and Cs-137 irradiators from local
medical institutions, research facilities, universities, and other NRC and Agreement State
licensees.

The transportation of radioactive waste will meet or exceed DOT and NRC regulatory
requirements that promote the protection of human health and the environment. These
regulations include requirements for radioactive materials packaging, marking, labeling,
placarding, shipping papers, .and highway routing. The waste shipments would be on preferred
routes, which are interstate highways or altemnative routes designated by a state routing agency
in accordance with DOT regulations (49 CFR Part 397, Subpart D). The GTCC LLRW and
GTCC-like wastes would be shipped in approved waste packages and transportation Casks. The
robust nature of these casks limits the potential release of radioactive and chemically hazardous
material under the severest of accident conditions. It is unlikely that the transportation of
GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes to any of the altemnative sites evaluated in the EIS would
Cause an additional fatality as a result of radiation from either incident-free transportation or
postulated transportation accidents.

The EIS evaluated the transportation impacts from the shipments that would be required to
dispose of all of the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes at the various disposal sites. The ElS
addressed the collective population risks during routine conditions and accidents, the
radiological risks to the highest exposed individuals during routine conditions, and the
consequences to individuals and populations as a result of transportation accidents, including
those thatcould release radioactive or hazardous chemical materials. About 12,600 shipments
would be required to transport all of the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes to the Hanford
Site for disposal. This would result in about 50 million km (30 million mi) of highway travel,
with no expected LCFs. One fatality directly related to an accident might occur (see
Section 6.2.9.1).

DOE's standard operating procedure for transportation of radioactive waste is developed and
continually revised to ensure that the utmost protection of public health and the environment is
achieved and that the risk of a traffic accident is minimized. For example, DOE has established
a comprehensive emergency management program (Transportation Emergency Preparedness
Program or TEPP) that provides detailed, hazard specific planning and preparedness measures
to minimize the health impacts from accidents involving loss of control over radioactive
material or toxic chemicals. DOE's TEPP was established to ensure ihat its contractors and
state, tribal, and local emergency responders are prepared to respond promptly, efficiently, and
effectively to accidents involving DOE shipments of radioactive materials.



R Graham Graphics, Commenter ID No. W108 (cant'd)

I am joined in opposition to transporting mort nuclear waste to Ha nford by Fniends of the Columbia Gorge, Heart of I
America Notinoutwt, Colombia Itivorlceeper, 17 Oregon legislators. Congressman tori Biomenauer, U.S. Senat01rMerksley,I W108-5

U.S. Senator Wyden and many others.

Thanis you for your time and consideration.

Questions about submilttng comments over tse Web? Contact us at: etcceisw6ebmasseri@annt.eay or rail the Greater-
Than-Class-C lowvl~evel Radloaclive Waste tiS Webmaster at (6301 252-5705.

If an accident that involved a release of radioactive material to the environment occurred, it
would be remediated promptly in accordance with these procedures. These measures would
help DOE minimize and mitigate any impacts on the environment.

W108-3 A number of commenters indicated they believed shipping offsite waste would result in
800 LCFs. This value for transportation risk does not exist in this GTCC EIS. DOE believes
that the value of approximately 800 LCFs, cited in the public comments, is from the results
provided in the Draft Global Nuclear Energy Partnership Programmatic Environmental
Impact Statement (GNEP PEIS) regarding transportation of spent nuclear fuel (SNF) and
HLW. This value represents the maximum impacts associated with 50 years of transportation
activities supporting the operations of all existing U.S. commercial light-water reactors if they
all were replaced with high-temperature, gas-cooled reactors. The GNEP PEIS was canceled
by DOE on June 29, 2009 (74 FR 31017).

The GNEP PEIS involved many more shipments than those for disposal of GTCC LLRW and
GTCC-Iike wastes. Because of this, the resulting estimated impacts for that program (now
terminated) were much greater than those given in this EIS. The same types of analyses were
done in both the GNEP PEIS and this EIS, but no LCFs are expected to result from
transportation of the GTCC LLRW or GTCC-like wastes to the potential disposal sites
considered in the GTCC EIS due to the much lower shipment numbers.

Tables 2.7-5 and 2.7-6 summarize the transportation impacts for truck and rail, respectively,
for all altemnatives. The accident fatalities column indicates the potential number of fatalities
from transportation accidents, and the collective population LCFs column includes accident
risks (from radioactive material releases) as well as from normal transport.

WI08-4 Many commenters made reference to an estimate of 800 LCFs in the Draft Global Nuclear
Energy Partnership Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement (GNEP PEIS, DOE/EIS
0396). This value is not relevant to the proposed action in the GTCC EIS. This value represents
the maximum impacts associated with 50 years of transportation activities supporting the
operations of all existing domestic commercial light-water reactors if all of them were replaced
with high temperature, gas-cooled reactors. DOE cancelled the GNEP PEIS process on June
29, 2009 (74 FR 31017).

The GNEP PEIS involved many more shipments than those for disposal of GTCC LLRW and
GTCC-like wastes. Because of this, the resulting estimated impacts for that program (now
terminated) were much greater than those given in this EIS. The same types of analyses were
done in both the GNEP PEIS and this EIS, but no LCFs are expected to result from
transportation of the GTCC LLRW or GTCC-Iike wastes to the potential disposal sites
considered in the GTCC EIS due to the much lower shipment numbers.

W108-5 See response to W108-2.
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Okay. This is DviJa Nichael Serttih.

91R. CERTISII: There's a few of you left at

least. That's good. Ovi~a Michaet Rortish, Reonaeme

Neighborhood Association based in Vancoever,

hashington, abutting 5-5, which is one of the

transportation corridors. $o our neighborhood would

be directly affected. And our organisation and those

of our supporters oppose this proposal.

Relative to the Environmentsi Impact Statement,

ws ask that there be no pursuit of e Final.

Environmental Tsmpact Statemont until the c~susnts

that have been produced by all of the various public

forums be addressed as a systematic response summary

matrix and adjustm•ents made to the tnvitons~ental

Tsmoact statement to discuss how those grievancss

would be addressed in any final.

So no Record of Decision based on thai. And we

would ask that, actually, the Environment Impact

stateeant be back-peadled and redone, because not

every alternative has been adequately outlined under

the guidelines of N1ELA.

Personally, and representing the interests of

T134-1 In preparing the Final GTCC EIS, DOE gave equal consideration to all public comments
received. DOE responses to these comments are provided in this appendix. Changes in
response to these comments are noted in our responses to the comments and "side-bars"
indicating changes to the Final EIS are included in this document.

As part of the NEPA process, DOE engages the public in providing input. This input is
considered in evaluation of the various alternatives presented in the EIS. Cumulative impacts
from other actions at the site are also considered in making a final decision.

Tl34-2 The scope of this EIS is in compliance with the NEPA guidelines and is adequate to inform
decision-making for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like waste. Sufficient
information is available to support the current decision-making process to identify (an)
appropriate site(s) and method(s) to dispose of the limited amount of GTCC LLRW and
GTCC-like waste identified in the EIS.

DOE believes that this EIS process is not premature and is in compliance with NEPA. On the
basis of an assumed starting date of 2019 for disposal operations, more than half (about
6,700 m3 [240,000 ift] of the total GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike waste inventory of 12,000 m3
[420,000 It]) is projected lo be available for disposal between 2019 and 2030. An additional
2,000 m3 (71,000 ft2) would become available for disposal between 2031 and 2035. This
information is presented in Figure 3.4.2-1. DOE believes this EIS is timely, especially given
the length of time necessary to develop a GTCC waste disposal facility.

DOE developed this EIS to support a decision on selecting a disposal facility or facilities for
GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like waste, to address legislative requirements, to address national
security concemns (especially for sealed sources), and to protect public health and safety. The
purpose and need for the proposed action, as discussed above, is stated in the EIS (Section 1. 1).
The scope of the EIS is focused on addressing the need for developing a disposal capability for
the identified inventory of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes. DOE plans a tiered decision-
making process, in which DOE would conduct further site-specific NEPA reviews before.
implementing an alternative ultimately selected on the basis of this EIS.

T134-3 Comment noted.

T1 34-1

T134-2

T1 34-3

866.488.DEPO
wvw, CapitalReportingCompany.eoni



Rosemere Neighborhood Association. Commenter ID No. T134 (cont'd) T134-4 Comment noted. DOE believes that disposal of the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like waste wouldtake such material out of the public domain and put it in a place that would be currently
inaccessible and difficult to retrieve.
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I our Organization and our fellow partners, we don't

2 believe that the U.S. D~epartnent of Energy nor the T134-3

3 regulatory commission of the united states can (Cont.)

4 adequately protect the public by creating another

$ repository that's shallow. We do nOt believe that

6 the justification for this, keeping this stress of

7 nuclear medicine or nuclear weapons that are T134A

8 dispersed around the world and bringing then to one

9 place, would solve that problem.

10 That is not an adequate justification tO creatd

I] a suppository. We believe that the U.S. Department

12 of Energy is disingenuous and that it has -- at the

13 last meeting, we provided comments, similar to what

14 the lady before me Just spoke about, the 8t•ltfuel

15 that wan being readied for the Hanford generating

16 station. And the Department Of Energy representative

I? said that had nothing to do with then and that it was

18 all Energy Worthwast'e dolin. Bet you work in

19 partnership, and so we feel, based on that, that it's

10 net a trustworthy thing to say that we can agree that

21 you would be able to protect such a repository that

22 would multiply tha degree of contamination at the

21 site.

24 1 mirror the commnents of moat all of the people

21 that were here tonight, including elected officials

866.488.DEPIO
www.CapitalReportingComnpany.com
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3 from both -- elected end appointed officials from

2 beth Oregon and Washington who say, Don't bring the

3 stuff hero. We agree.

4 And there ,.as a gentlenan who asked earlier

S where the stuff was coning free and why couldn't it

6 be left whore it wan in turns of nuclear waste, end

7 it'S my underetandin9 -- sod it's caomn knowledge --

6 that it's even being discussed that we would he

9 importing nuclear waste free rurope and that it would

10 travel, through the United States, end that there

1! would ho ,Amoricon corporations springing up that

12 would deal with the waste streon end trensoute it and

13 say, Pay us and we'll take your weste off your hands

14 and we'll do duop it at Hanford. It's alreedy moved

1S across the Groat token from Canada. There's a

16 company in Tennessee that wants to take it free

17 Germany. and we have no say in all this. And we

58 don't think it in appropriato.

19 leave it where it's at. Make the people who

20 cake the stuff rospeoeible for it forever, leave it

23 in piece, make then deal with it, and we'll deal with

22 our own. Thank you.

56

T134-5

T134-6

T134-7

Ti134-5 DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with the State of Washington Department of Ecology) for disposal at
Hanford at least until WTP is operational.

T134-6 See response to T134-5.

Ti134-7 DOE is responsible under the Low-Level Radioactive Waste Policy Amendments Act
(P.L. 99-240) for the disposal of GTCC LLRW. The purpose of the EIS is to evaluate
alternatives for the safe and secure disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes.
Continued storage of GTCC LLR.W at the generating facilities was evaluated as part of the No
Action alternative. Transportation of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes from generating
facilities to a GTCC LLRW disposal facility is a required component of the disposal process
that would be identified for the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes because the disposal
site(s) or location(s) would not be the same as the generator sites for reasons provided in the
EIS. DOE believes that the transportation of GTCC LLR.W and GTCC-like wastes to a more
centralized disposal facility would result in lower overall human health risks compared to
managing the wastes at multiple locations and can be conducted in a safe manner based on
compliance with comprehensive regulatory requirements and past experiences.

Leaving the waste in place (i.e., the No Action Alternative) is evaluated in the EIS to provide a
baseline for comparison with the action alternatives. This evaluation confirmed the risks posed
by these wastes and the need to develop appropriate disposal capability. The potential radiation
doses for the No Action Alternative covered a time period of 10,000 years in a manner
comparable to that done for the action alternatives. Relatively high impacts could occur shortly
after the 100-year institutional control period under this alternative.
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Arnold Edelman,
OTCC DPJS Document Manager
Office of Environmental Management
US Department of Energy
Cloverleaf Btilding, EM-1l3
1000 Independence Avenue SW
Washington, DC 20585

Re: Santa Clara Pueblo's Commants on the Draft Enaeiranmeatol lnmpae Slt ateent for
the Disposal of Greater-Tharn-Class-C (GTCC) Low Level Radioactihe Waste and
GTCC-Ljke Waste (DOEIEIS-0375-D)

Dear Mr. Edelmnstt

Santa Clara Pueblo subnmits the following comments on the Draft Eewironarntal Impact
Statemont for the Disposal of Greater-1Than.fClass-C (GTCC) Low Level Radioactive Waste and
GTGC.-Like Wasste ('GTCC DEIS",).

WVe trusst these comments will be respected as part of our govesnnmen-to-government relationship
vwith the U.S. Department of Energy ("DOE"), which in formalized not only in the DOE Order
144.1I (approved January 16, 2009) and the DOE American Indian and Alask~a Native Tribal
Government Policy ("DOE• Indian Policy") but also more speeifically throaugh an Accord
developed in 1992 directly between oar Pueblo and the DOE which was restated and reaffirmedt
by both governments in 2006 ('2006 Accord").

While we applaud the DOE for its efforts to try to meaningfully involve Tribal governmentts
early in thte process of developing the O'TCC DE1IS and for ineludingTribal viewpoints in the
draft document, we are dismayed that much of the Tribal input was not actually factored into the
analyeis conducted by the DOE for the GTCC DISIS.

We begin our comments with soume background information regarding Santa Clam Pueblo to
provide context for oar comments and then follow with specifte conmments regarding the GTCC
DEIlS with a foetts on why the DOtE'a preferred alternative for a diapesal facility or disposal
facilities for Greater-Than-Class-C ("GTCC") low level radioactive waste and DOE GTCC-like

L95-1 DOE initiated government-to-government consultations with potentially affected American
Indian tribes in a timely manner consistent with DOE Order 144.1 and DOE's NEPA
implementing guidelines. These consultations were done at a time that DOE had compiled and
developed sufficient information for the Draft EIS (including identification of the GTCC
LLRW and GTCC-like waste inventory) to allow for an informed consultation with potentially
affected American Indian tribes. These consultations resulted in some of the tribes providing
narrative text for inclusion in the EIS.

DOE considered the input provided by American Indian tribes (as reflected in the tribal
narratives in the EIS) in identifying the preferred alternative. Tribal narratives identified
several tribal issues related to NNSS, Hanford, INL, and LANL; however, no affiliated tribes
were identified for the purpose of developing tribal narratives associated with WIPP and SRS.

The Department is committed ensuring government to government consultations and following
the policy, principles, and commitments in the DOE Order on American Indian Tribal
Government Interactions and the American Indian and Alaska Native Tribal Govemnment
Policy (DOE Order 144.1). DOE formally consulted with the Santa Clara Pueblo and American
Indian Tribes to assure that tribal rights, responsibilities, and concerns are addressed prior to
making any final decision on the selection of(an) alternative(s) for the disposal of GTCC.
LLRW and GTCC-like waste and/or implementing GTCC programs that may affect the
Pueblos and American Indian Tribes.

Text prepared by potentially affected American Indian tribes is included in this EIS. DOE
considered this text for Hanford, INL, LANL, and NNSS; however, DOE also needed to ensure
consistency in the EIS analyses between the various sites, so that an even comparison could be.
made between alternatives as required by NEPA. Because of this, it was not possible to fully
utilize all of the information provided by the tribal governments in order to perform specific
analyses associated with exposure events unique to a given American Indian tribe (such as
greater intakes of fish, game, and plants; the use of sweat lodges; and the use of natural
pigment paints for traditional ceremonies). Once a decision is made on a specific site location
and method, appropriate site-specific NEPA review would be conducted, as needed.

However, the information provided in these narratives was considered in the identification of
the preferred alternative presented in this EIS. The information provided in the narratives for
Hanford, 1NL, LANL, and NNSS was very useful, and DOE appreciates the time and effort
expended by the various tribes in supporting this EIS process. For additional information, see
Section J.2.5.

L95-2 The disposal methods and sites evaluated in the EIS represent the range of reasonable
alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes. This range is consistent
with NEPA implementing regulations in Parts 1500-1508 of Title 40 of the Code of Federal
Regulations (40 CFR Parts 1500-1508). In this GTCC EIS, DOE analyzed a range of disposal
methods (i.e., geologic repository, near-surface trench, intermediate-depth borehole, and
above-grade vault) and federally owned sites (i.e., Hanford Site, INL, LANL, NNSS, SRS, and
the WIPP Vicinity, for which two reference locations - one within and one outside the WIPP
Land Withdrawal Boundary - were considered). DOE has determined that it was reasonable to
analyze these six sites because they currently have operating radioactive waste disposal
facilities, except for the WIPP Vicinity, which is near an operating geologic repository.

DOE also conducted a generic evaluation of commercial disponal facilities on nonfederal lands
in the EIS to order to provide, to the extent possible, information regarding the potential long-
term performance of other (nonfederal) locations for siting a GTCC waste land disposal
facility.

[,95-1

L95-2

, [



Santa Clara Pueblo. Commenter ID No. L95 (cont'd) Final siting of a disposal facility for GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes would involvefurther NEPA review as needed and be in accordance with applicable laws and regulations and
would involve local stakeholder involvement and consent.

L95-3 DOE has taken into consideration the concerns of the Santa Clara Pueblo related to cultural and
Mar. Edelman religious concerns in the selection of the preferred alternative for the disposal of GTCC LLRW
Santo Clara Pueblo's Comtments on the GTCC DEIS and GTCC-like waste.
June 24, 201 I
Patge 2

waste should not inelutde any such disposal at Las Alantos Naltoanl Laboratory ("LANL"). L95-2
I (Cont.)

Although the DOE must adhere to specific a regulutory and statutory process for this particular
environmental impact statement in order to comply with the National Environmental Policy Act
C"NEPA"), the Low-Level Radioactive Waste Policy Amendments Act of 1985, and the Energy
Policy Act of 2005, please remember that this is no sterile regulatory matter for Santa Clara
Pueblo. The Pajarito Plateau, wvhere LANL is situated, contains nsany areas oftraditional
impontanee to the Santa Clara Tribal community. Environmnntal degradation of this place that
is profoundly holy to the Santa Clara community affects the cultural survival of Santa Clara
Pueblo. While othters atay believe it appropriate to bury more ntaste at LANI. because they only
see barren land or othcr~vise "undeveloped and relatively undirturbed areas," .ree GTCC DEIS at L95-3
1-35 (discussing LANL proposed waste disposal location), we do not believe it is appropriate
becausa these areas bath at and near LANL are actually our lBerthehem, our Mecca, our
ierusalem. Imagine if you were asked to comment on a proposal to dispose of wastes, some of
wvhich have htslf-lives in excess of I10,000 yearn, in your toast holy place o f worship. Would that
be a simple regulatory nmatter to you? As you review these comments, please bear this in mind
attd please rentembar that, prior to rtie Manhattan Project, thle Pajarito Plateau was pristine and
Santa Clara's connection to this area goes back to the beginning of time.

I. Overview re~garding Santa Clara Pueblo

Santo Clara Pueblo is a fedesally-recogniz~ed Indian tribe located in anotihero New Mexico,
approximately twenty-five (25) miles northwest of the City of Santa Fe. Mturh of the City of
Espmailols approximately one (I) atile to the ovest of our Tribal government offices, actually is
located wvithin the exterior bountdaries of Ssata Clara lands. While our Tribal otfices are
approximately eighteen (1 8) miles away from LANL, our closest border is actually only about
live (5) mtiles from the current-day boundaries of LANL. in fart, early maps reveal that LANL.
once shared a boundary widt Santa Clara Pueblo and that uhe area now located between LANL
and Santa Clara was once referred to as "Area E." Our traditional lands include lands taken for
the Manhattan Project.

While we always wvill emphasize the need for DOE to respect its governmeat-to-governtment
relationship with the Pueblo, Santa Clara Pueblo is not otnly a govertnment in some haeucroantic
sense of the word. In the broader culturot sense., we are alto an Indian commtunity of people, a
society unto ourselves numbering less titan a few Ithousand. distinet from every other Indian
comamunity an our traditions. WVe have similarities with the othter Pueblos int New Mexico,
especially those who also speak our Tewa language, bur we are a separate sovereign Indian
nation, recognizcd as suelt over the past 400 yeats by three different sovereign governments -
Spain, Mexico, and the United States of America. Tribal leaders at Santa Clat Paueblo still
carry the canes presented to our ancestral leadlera by the Spanishsi and Menican governments, as
welt assa similar cane presented by President Abtaham Lineoltn ttter New Mexico was annexed
by the United Staten. Tribal protection and managetanet of our saturol resources slotng our
anceetral hsometands in the Jemez Mountains, Pajarito Plateau, and Rio Grande Valley began
many thousands of yearn ago, long be foer the Spatish, Mexican, or American periods of our



Santa Clara Pueblo. Commenter ID No. L95 (cont'd) L95-4 DOE is performing environmental restoration activities at LANL. The ongoing cleanup effort
will continue.

A discussion of the 2005 consent order was added to Section 8.5 in the EIS. The 2005 Consent
Order is currently under re-negotiation with NMvED. Once the agreement is finalized (projected

Mr. FEdalman in 2016), it will supersede the 2005 Consent Order.
Santa Clara'Pueblo 's Comments on the 01CC DEIS
June 24. 2011
Page 3

history.

The modern-day boundaries of our Pueblo include over 53,000 acresa of land. This ucreage
figure includes name of our tnaditionul lands Ihat we have fought to regain but does not
encompass all of our aboriginal territony. Many of the ,'various vegetative communities and die
itnumerable wildlife species they support have significant traditional and spiritual value to rues
a people. The Pajarito Plateau contains many areas of cultural importance to our peopia and ocr
cultural practices connected to these areas continue to this day. Some of these places and
practices were already highlighted inl the comments already provided by Santa Clara Pueblo for
thin GTCC DEIS (See GTCC DEIS, Appendix G at 0-79 fthrough 0-92).

11. Disposal of GTCC aitd the DOE's GTCC-likc waste at LANL should not be part of
DOlt's preferred alternative beeause auch disposal at LAXNL Is in direct opposition to the
purpose of the DOE's 2005 Order an Consent with the State of New M•exlco and directly
contravenes the DOE's clean-n-p and footpriat reduction missions for LANL

The GTCC DFIS assumes there will be a need to dispose of approximately 420,000 cubic feet of
GTCC and GTCC-like waste, sonie of whtich exists now but some of whtich is expected to be
generated within the next twenty to thirty yeats. See GTCC DEliS at 5.10 and 1-3, According to
the GTCC DE1iS, name of the radionuclides in the GTCC wastes nec present in high
concentrations or have very long half-lIves (,in excess of 10,800• years) such that disposal
facilities are needed for a 10,000 year tiaeframe. Id. at S-9 and 1-3. Some of the options
assessed in the OTCC DElIS are to dispose of these wastes at LANL in interm~ediate-depth
boreholes, enhanced ncar-surface trenches, or above-grade vaults on Mealta del Bury. 'Tie
loaetions for LANL assessed are primarily within Technical Area ("T.A.")54 with some
iocations identified at the adjacent TA-5i. Id. at 1-35 end g-l.

Strangely, the CITCC DElIS states explicitly that there are no settlement agreements or contset L95-4
orders f'or LANL. that would be affected by the proposal to busy these wastes at LANL at TA-54.
See Id. at 8-98. Yet, TA-54 is the very location of extensive nermediation under a March 2005
Compliance Order on Consent between the New Mexico Environmtent Drpsrrtmnremnd LANL
('2005 Contsent Order"). The purposes of the 2005 Consent Order are: (1) to define thle extent of
releases of eontaminants at LANI.; (2) to evaluate correetive measures to elena up contaminants
and prevent or mitigate the migration of contonoinants; and (3) to implement such cortective
measures. In fact, extensive work is undeeway now to identify how all the existing unlined
subsurface pits, trenches and shafts in Material Disposal Area O2at TA-54 will be
comprehensively remediated and closed in coujaretion wvitit the 2005 Consent Order. TA-54 is
echeduled to be elated to new waste disposal following the 2005 Consent Order remediatios.
Therefore, the proposal in the 0TCC DElIS so turn TA-54 back into an aetive waste disposal acea
would contradict the very purpose of the remediation effort already underway.

Moreover, DOE, through its Environmental Management ("EMv") branch, has made clean-up of
legacy wastes and redaction of the footprint in the nuelear complex two of its top four prierities
for its current mission as part of its "Journey to Excellence." ,See U1.5. DOff, Office of



Santa Clara Pueblo. Commenter ID No. L95 (cant'd)

Mr. FEdelman
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Environmental Management, Road/map. EMdoeruey to lExcellencc (Revision 0. Decenmber 16,

2010). According to EM's roadmap:

Footprint Reduction is defined as rensedjation ofnan area end the immediately
surrounding bulfer zone. if necessary, such that cleanunp has achieved all
regulatory recjuirmesset (iLe., all soil contamination has been rentediated,
Contaminated facilities diaposlidoned, and a groundwater remediation system is in-
place and operable) and whereby the previously affected land area may be made
available for potential beneficial reuse, transitioned to long-term remedial
openations, or made ready far trensfer for long-term environmental stewardship.

Id. at 9.

Disposing of GTCC and DOlt (TCC-like wyasto at LANI. would defeat EM's recently heralded
mission o~fiooprnat redaction since, according to the OTCC DEIS, the acreage needed for
GTCC and 0TCC-like waste at TA-54 and TA-Si at LANL would be I 10acr'c for boreholes,
S0 acres for trenches, and 60 acres forrthe vaults. See GTCC EIlS at S-21 through S-24. It is hard
to envision how, as part of footprint reduction, lihe "previo0siy effected land arcs" already
scheduled for elean-op of legacy waste at TA-54 could thtes bre "reade available for potential
beneficial reuse, or trarsitlored to long-teem remedial operations, or made ready for trarssfer far
lotng-term environmental stewardship" if thre stew use for tire land is to build another whole new

•waste disposal ares on 50 to 11i0 acres.

The OTCC DEIS states that DOE will choose its preferred alternative and that the preferred
altednative must, among other things, fulfill DOE's statutory mission and responsibilities. See
GTCC DEIS as S-S3. Sitree perrmanentt disposal of OTCC waste at LANL woeald contravene tire
DOE's own stated mission and would contravene and undernine the 2005 Consent Order with
lire State of New Mexico, the DOE should reject any alternative that includes storage at LANL
wvhan choosing its preferred alternative for thse f~inal fliS for this waste stream.

Ill. Disp~osal of GTCC andllhe DOE1's GTCC-lIise waste at ILANL should nat be part of
DOE's pt-eferred alternative bercatse new iaforriatian about seismic rales at LANL makes
LANL a clearly unsafe and nnijnstifiabsle choice

LANL was built on the l'ajarito Fault System along the Rio Grande Rift. The Pajarito Fault
connects toea number of secondary fanlts - the Santa Clara Cenyon Fault, the Rendija Canyon
Fault, thre Guaje Mountain Faults, and the Sawyer Canryon Fault. This fault system coennets to
Santa Clam Pueblo's Iandbass and, among other cotneems Santa Clara Pueblo remains deeply
concerned that thint fault system provides a means of transport for groundwater contamination to
our lands. ,Ree CTCC DEIS at G-t2.

The GTCC DEIS dlces ackn~owledge the seismic faults at and around LANL and does incorporate
information from tite seisrmic hazard study for LAWL conducted its 2007, ave GTCC DEIS at 5-
19 through 8-2.2, but thecre is newer information about the seismsic risks that was not incorporated

L95-5 The site-specific environmental factors identified were evaluated in the EIS as appropriate. In
terms of recent analyses, an update to the Probabilistic Seismic Hazards Assessment of the Los
Alamos National Laboratory (May, 2007) was completed in 2009 (Final Report, Update of the
Probabilistic Seismic Hazard Analysis and Development of CMRR Design Ground Motions,
Los Alamos National Laboratory, New Mexico, URS Corporation for Los Alamos National
Laboratory, October 2009). This update indicates that the ground motions associated with
seismic hazard at Los Alamos were slightly lower than predicted in the 2007 study. In design
and evaluation of LANL nuclear structures, DOE looks at the potential for earthquakes on all
known seismic sources in the vicinity of LANL that could produce strong ground shaking. The
seismic hazard at LANL is defined at annual frequencies of exceedance from less than lx10-2
(1/100 years) to about lx10-6 (I/1,000,000 years). The 2,500 year return period event that is
referred to is associated with the design basis earthquake. This does not mean that the DOE
does not look at the impact of more rare events in managing the seismic risk to the laboratory.
The facility designs are conservative. A properly designed structure has less than a 1%
probability of failure if the 2,500 year event were to occur. The GTCC EIS did take into
consideration all the latest information available related to seismic issues in selecting the

preferred alternative.

(Cost.)
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in the GTCC DE.IS. In April 0f this past year, LANE "self-reporteed".to the National NuclearSafety Administration another analysis fromn LANE's Seismic Analysis of Failtities and
Evaluation of Risk (SAFER~) Project which showed 'thst a larga rarthquske. :. might occur innorth-central New Mexico every 2.500 years." Soe news release, "Preliminary study assessesz
potential impact sf seismic event at Los Alantos," atj.Jjj[1wwIt.! av/ esveawe/Thiissclf-reportesl analysis from LANL is in kee.ping witlh findings from CIREtS, the Cooperative
Institute for Research in Envirenmenlal Science, which is an earth sciences research institute
jointly operated by the Natiottal Oceanic and Atttospheric Adtninistratiun and the University of
Colorado at foldsher. CIRES haes reported that voleanos in ftie Rio Grands Rift, in witich LANEis located, are "dormant, [butl not extinct" and that "a large earthquake (7.0 tuagnitude or larger)will occur at some point in the future.." See

While LANE's self-rdporttng of a large earthquake in a 2,500 year timefmae masy seem like a
lung enough period of time to dismiss risks, 2,500 yeats needs lo be compared to thte Isalf-life ofsorte' GTCC wastes which the DOE has indicated .ould remain radioactive for 10,O000years.

Tha, DOE thus should eliminate LANL from any of its altematives lor GTCC and GTCC-lika
waste disposal and nut include LANE within its preferred alternative because the location of"LANE in a se.ismic fault zone. between a rift and a dormant volcano, when coupled with LANLS•
owni scknowledgemesnt that a large earthtquake is quite possible within the time ftame necessaryfur safe. disposal of" this waste, make LANE a choice where, thto impacts on the hssanru
enviroonenmt of GTCC and GTCC-like waste disposal are snot" only significant but ar m ansafe and
sanjustifiable.

As ifNEPA impacts were not reason enosugh, according to the. OTCC DEIS, to comply with the
Low-Level Radioactive \Waste'Pohicy Anmen'duents Act of I 985, GTCC waste must be disposed
of is a facility that is adequate to protect public h~ealth and saftiy (and Is liecsssecd by the NRC,
which LANE is not). S'ee GTCC I7EIS ati2-2. Cotnscquenitly, given the nature of the newer
information about seismic risks at LANL as those risks relate to the long halt~lives of some ofthe radionarelides in CITCC wastes, LANL cannot maeet the specified criteria for GTCC waste
disposal in the Low-Level Radioactive Waste Policy Amendments Act of I1985.

IV. Disposal of GTCC and the DOE's GTCC-litke waste at LANE should not be part ofDOE's preferred alternative because of the significant and adverse Impacts to the Santa
Clara Pueblo community

'Santa Clara Pueblo was invited by the DOE to provide comments early on in the GTCC processand we' did en. Sec GTCC DEtIS, Appendix 0, at 0-79 thirought 0-92. In tilte Tribal Narrative weprovided with sonre' of our neighboring Pueblos, we described howe our prectieem result inexposures beyond titose exposures e~xperienced by the general public or even the DOE's c~hoiceot'a Manimally tixposed Individual, the so-called "hypothetical resident farnmer." ,See 01CCX
DEIS at E-8 throughs E-9.

L95-6 Text prepared by potentially affected American Indian tribes is included in this EIS. DOEconsidered this text for Hanford, IN'~L, LANL, and NNSS; however, DOE also needed to ensureconsistency in the EIS analyses between the various sites, so that an even comparison could be
made between alternatives as required by NEPA. Because of this, it was not possible to fully
utilize all of the information provided by the tribal governments in order to perform specific
analyses associated with exposure events unique to a given American Indian tribe (such as
greater intakes of fish, game, and plants; the use of sweat lodges; and the use of natural
pigment paints for traditional ceremonies). Once a decision is made on a specific sate locatson
and method, appropriate site-specific NEPA review would be conducted, including appropriate
analysis of exposure events unique to the impacted local American Indian tribes.

However, the information provided in these narratives was considered in the identification of
the preferred alternative presented in this EIS. The information provided in the narratives for
Hantford, INL, LANL, and NNSS was very useful, and DOE appreciates the time and effort
expended by the various tribes in supporting this EIS process. For additional information, see
Section J.2.5.

L95-5
(Cont.)

L95-6.
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In the Tribal Narrative we already provided for the GTCC DEIlS, we described how Santa Clara
Pueblo membera utilize springs arnd seeps and othier surface sour'es of water in our traditional
arena in their natural, unfiltered state, aa part of our cultural practiCes and how our potters have
"direct sand intititate contact with stre,,am and surface clay deposits." tld at (342. We also
described how we nse natural pigreent paints for cerereonies which are piseed on our bodies andl
kept there for long periods of aims during which there is considerable physical activity that opens
the pores. IaL at 04-2 and 0.83. WVe actually enumerated many of the traditional plants and
animals located on or near the proposed OTCC and OTCC-.like watse disposal area at LANL and
noted that-we colleet anal u-tilize numerous wild plants and herbs for medicinal and other cultural
purposes. Id. at G043. It is also imtportant to note titat our use oftraditional animals is more
exten~sive than the general public or even the DOE's assumned "hyvpothtetical resident farmer."
Whens we harvest elk or dear, in addition to the meat, we onersume lbs boss marrow, the organs,
and the bloodE We also noted Ithat, if LANL we,•re chosen for 0TCC dipspsal, the Puebloa along
thle transportation routes w.ould be exposed twice - onee to current LANL waste leaving for the
Waste Isolation Pilot Plant, and secondly to new OTCXC w.aste shipments that are arriving from
DOE and eonmmsreial facilities front all over the country. Id. at 0-49.

Santa Clam and our nirightboritng Puablos were not the only Trihes to desaribe the nature and
extent so which Tribal interaction wills the natural world is smnderestinxtetd in DOE risk
assessments. For examsple, in the Tribal Narrative for thu Confederated Tribes for the tUmafilla L56
Indian Reservation, the Umatillas advocated that the DOE incorporate into the risk aseatent (Coat.)
for GTCC disposal the Umatillas own Tribsl-apceifie exposure scenario, taking into account
their cuitneal vah-acs and unique lifestyles sad interactionls as Indian people and using appropriate
Tribal re farence papulatiottS instead of the generie Caueasian 20-30 year old "Rethrracn Man."
See id. at 0.124 through 0-136. 'This is necessary, the Umatilins explained, because the links
betwen Indian inldividuals and their resources are a far tnore complex and interconnected ,web
than is depicted in the DOE analyses. See Id. at 0-98. lThe Nex Perce Tribe itt its Tribal
Narrative expressed a similar sentiment that we echo here as we~ll: for Native people, everything
sn the environment is viewed as living and having a spirit. Id. at 0-65.

Despite these• exaplanationt provided in advance to DOE by Santa Clara Pueablo and other Tribes
about why there ara considerably more exposures and more complex eaposutres for Tribal
nmenbera neighboring these DOE Iacilities, the DOE did not actually rake thtis into a"gceant in
any such analysis in the GTCC DF.IS, at least for Santa Clara Pueblo or any of the other Pueblos
surrounding LANL.

In the text of the OTCC DEIS, DOE indicated shot because it "re~spects the unique, and special

relaliottahip between American httdisn tribal govemtsen4.ta and the Oovcrnmnnt of the United
States," the "DOE has preseisted tribal views iald perspective in this Draft 1115 to ensure flail and
fair consideration of tribal rights and cotteerns be fore: making decisions or implementing
programs that could aff•r¢t tribes." OTCC DE•IS at 8.1. Yet, it does not aPpear that the
comments previously submitted by Santa Clara have been considered in the analysis. Thtey were
reprinted in the elocuntest but not includled in or octually faetaredl into the DOll analysis thas lhr.
This is evidetneed by' the cnvironmenlal jatatce section for LANI. in the OTCC DEIS which
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simply stales that:

[biccause the health impacts on the general population within thre SO-kmn (SO-mi)
assessmnent area during consretction and operations would be negligible, no
impacts on minority and low-incnme populations as a result of the construction
and operations of a GTCC waste disposal facility are expected.

Id. at 8-93.

We understand end respect tiast many Tribes airy away front the term "environmenntal justice"
because they believe the interpretation of Executive Order 12895, Federal Actlons toArddress
Envlronnrenltal .hzstiee In Mtinority, Pop u/arioar an~d Low-Inconme Pop rdations, 59 Fed. Reg. 7629
(Itch. I I, 19941) ("lExecutive Order 12898'). simply relegates Tribes to being just another
moinority group. Minority grorrp status alone, o f co~ure~, it~rs to recognize Tribes' sovreign
status, tilte govensrent-to-govcrmnrtns relationship, and the Federal trust responsibility to Tribes.
H-owever, at Santa Clam Pueblo, we believe envirortmnntal justice in ntot the only avenue for
analysis for DOE to use in its NFEPA parocess hut still in an important analysis 'or 1)0E to
conduct properly with respect to Tribes.

In 1997, the Council on Environmental Qtanlity issued a guidance document regarding
esvironsnental justice that "interprets NEPA as insplemsentedl throu.gh the CEQ regulations in
light of E•xecutive Order 12898.' See CEQ, Envirannmenbaljrcrticee Guidance Under the
National Enrironmnental Policy Act' (Dec. 10, 1997),
h-tto•ffce~q•.rlOe, n-g•.sp" _repgal4~/Js~j.,pdfLJ•J_("CEQ Enviroamental Justice Guidance").

Ass explained in the CEQ Environsmearal Justice Guidance, Executive Order 12898 "recognizes
the importance of roescareht, data collection, arnd arsalysis, particular with respect to multiple and
canaslative exposures to envirortenetal hazlardsfr... Indian tribes, Then, data on these
exposure issues nshould be inlcorporated into NEtPA analyses as uppropriate." CEQ
lEnviroumaents Justice Guridanrcerat 3. The CEQ Environmantal Justice Guidance also instructs
that "[a~gencics should recognize thu interrelated cultural, social, oeccrpationsl, historieal, or
economsic factors that may amplify the outunal sad physical environmental effects of tlte

proposed agetrey action" and tlint such factors "should include. ., the effect of any disruption on
tirecorsntsrity mtcuctrre aoeseatedwish threpropsed action." Id st9.

One ares where thre 0'ICC D)1315 particularly fails to address "tire effect of naiy disruption on the
conrnrnrrity structure" of Santa Clara Pueblo assciated withr proposed OTCC waste disposal at
LANL is irs thre discussion ofcerltarrl resources. "1ire LANL section offtire GTCC DEIS does
note that "numerous antrrisis resonrees hrave been identified its TA-SI' including "[elighsteen
arcbaeologicsl sites" but then simply indicates that the DOE will have to consult with affeeted
tribes at sante later timre "to detennine if traditional cultural properties nrc present withini the
OTCC reference location." 1n. at 8-62. This statement secena to comrpletely ignore tire tact thut
the surrounding Pueblos (whlrh included Sunts Cilres Pushlo) have already explained in the
GT/CC DI3IS that there ase traditional cultural properties and saced~x sites irs the area at issue. %ee

L95-6

(Cost.)
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L95-8

L95-7 The comment on addressing Environmental Justice in the NEPA process is well taken. During
the preparation of this EIS, DOE invited interested pueblos, including the Santa Clara Pueblo,
to join in a partnership to draft portions of text that would reflect pueblo perspectives. These
writings were incorporated into Chapter 8, the LANL Chapter of this EIS and the full text can
be found at Appendix G. The narrative text developed by the pueblos and included in this EIS
provides tribal perspectives related to the various environmental resource areas evaluated in the
EIS. The narratives recognize the interrelationships among cultural, social, occupational,
historical, or economic factors that will potentially impact the tribes based on the proposed
action.

DOE considers Executive Order 12898 to apply as much to Indian tribal populations as it does
to other population groups covered by the Order. The Environmental Justice Analysis found in
Section 8.2.7, indicates that there would not be disproportionately high and adverse risks to any
minority or low-income population. Were the LANE site to be selected as an option, among the
most potentially affected populations in the 80-km (50-mi) assessment area are the adjacent
Pueblos. In line with Environmental Justice considerations subsequent NEPA analysis to
support any GTCC implementation schemes involving LANE would consider unique exposure
pathways (such as subsistence fish, vegetation, or wildlife consumption, spring or well water
use) to determine additional potential health and environmental impacts.

In terms of consultation, the Department considers its consultations with the tribes as important
components of its overall responsibilities to host communities. In the process of identifying
preferred altemnative described in Section 2.10, DOE considered the information provided by
the tribes for this EIS. In making final decisions where the choice of a host site raises concern
to a tribe or tribes, DOE would undertake appropriate consultations to ensure consistency with
the DOE American Indian Policy, DOE Order 144.1, and Executive Order 12898, Federal
Actions to Address Environmental Justice in Minority Populations and Low-Income
Populations.

L95-8 As required by NEPA, the EIS evaluates the potential impacts of the proposed action on
cultural resources at the various DOE sites in sufficient detail to assess the potential impacts of
the proposed altemnatives. DOE recognizes that development of a disposal facility for GTCC
LLRW and GTCC-likee wastes would require that future land uses be restricted at and near the
site for the protection of the general public. This action could affect areas that may be
important to American Indian tribes.

DOE considered the text provided by the participating affiliated American Indian tribes for
each of DOE sites evaluated in selection of the preferred alternative. Information provided by
the tribal governments associated with exposure pathways unique to American Indian tribes
(e.g., greater intakes of fish, game, and plants; use of sweat lodges; use of natural pigment
paints for traditional ceremonies) would be evaluated in site-specific NEPA analyses for the
alternative(s) selected in a ROD for this EIS.
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frI at 8-62 through 8-64 and G-89.

It is important to note that oar 2006 Accord with the DOE stales that the DOE "will avoid
unnecessary interference with traditional practices"' 2006 Accord at 3. Moreover, E~xecutivo
Order No. 13007, ndia,, S'aerad Sites (May 24, 1996) states that, wshen not clearly inconsistent
with essential agency fanctions, executive braneh agencies "shall . . ,avoid adversely alfrcting
the physical integrity of [indian] sacored sites." In addition, this issue is addressed in the CEQ
Enviroonsental Justice Guidance. 'The CEQ Environmental Justice Guidance intdjcates that,
wshea impacts ace "significant" in accordance with NEPA, those impacts need to he addressed in
an environmental justice analysis for an envsironmental impact statetnent. NEPA regulations
defining the term signilftoance instruct that significance can refer to the intensity of an impact
which esn include unique characteristics of the geographic area sucht as proximity to cultural
resources. See CEQ Enviromnental Justice Guidatnce at 26; sec also 40 C.F.R. §1508.27.
Consequently, looking at this issue through these different lenses - Tribal sovereignty,
executive orders, or environmental justice - all Irad to the same place; LAN Is lan improper
choice for a Preferred alternstive for GTICC disposal hecause of the manner in which such
disposal would have significant impacts on Santa Clara Pueblo. And, wvhan one factors in the
more comprehenssive and holistic approach to addressing the extensive nature and typo of
exposures thst Santo Clara people have with the surrounding enivironment stand near LANL,
which ia advocated in the CEQ Environmental Justice Guidance and was advoeated by Santa
Clara Pueblo and the othter Tribes in the Tribal Narratives Scection of the GTCC DEIS, it is clear
that the impacts to Ssnta Clara Pueblo of disposing of GTCC and GTCc-like waste at LANL
would be disproportioantely high and adverse. Thtis in due to the greater nature and type of
interactton that the Santa Clara Pueblo commrunity has wvith the natural resoutrees and snimals at
and near LANL. and the manner in ,vhticeh disruptionts to our traditional uses undermine the entire
ecological, cultural, human healtht, and social fabric of our existence sas anIndian nation.

V. Disposal of CTCC and the DOE's GTCC-litte waste at LANL should not be part of
DOE's preferred alternative hecatse of the cumulative impact it would have on the Natural
Resource Dam age Assessment and Restoration Process far LANL

I4EPA regulations state that agencies, in assessing cutmulative impacts in an environmcntal
tmpace statement, have to address:

the impact on the environment wvhicht resutlts from the increnental impact of the
action wvhen added to other past, present and reasonably foreseeable future actions
regardless of what agency (Federal or non-Federal) or person undertakes such
oilher actions.' Cumulstivc• impocts can re~sult from individually minor but
collectively significetnt actions taking place oversa period of tinse.

40 C.F.R. at §1508.7.

One "reasonably foreseeable future action" that wan not analyzed in the GTCC DE1S is the work
of thte LANL Trustee Council, comprised of the DOE., the Departmsent of Interior, the United

DOE is performing environmental restoration activities at LANL. The ongoing cleanup effort
will continue.

DOE believes that the analyses presented in the EIS are sufficient to compare the potential
cumulative impacts of GTCC'LLRW and GTCC-like waste disposal for the sites that were
evaluated. In particular, existing concentrations of various radionuclides in contaminated soil
and groundwater at the candidate sites were taken into consideration in the selection of the
preferred alternative. The EIS evaluated the cumulative impacts of constructing and operating a
GTCC waste disposal facility in combination with the impacts of past, present, and reasonsably
foreseeable future actions taking place within and around each of the candidate sites. For most
resource areas, the impacts of past and present actions are generally accounted for in the
affected environment section. For example, the current air quality reflects both past and present
activities occurring in the region. Off-site activities might also contribute to cumulative
impacts; these include clearing land for agriculture and urban development, grazing, water
diversion and irrigation projects, power generation projects, waste management activities,
industrial emissions, and the development of transportation and utility networks. Reasonably
foreseeable future actions at each of the candidate sites include those that are ongoing, under
construction, or planned for future implementation. These are also described and considered at
each location. Additional cumulative impact analyses would be conducted in site-specific
NEPA reviews, if needed, for the alternative selected in a ROD. Such follow-on analyses
would be based on additional project- and site-specific information.

Once a decision is made on selectioni of a disposal location for GTCC and GTCC-Iike LLRW,
appropriate site-specific NEPA analysis and other analysis as appropriate, including addressing
the Natural Resource Damage Assessment and Restoration process will he undertaken. Input
from site-specific groups dealing with the NRDA Restoration Program, such as the LANL
Trustee Council will be consulted if LANL is selected as a preferred alternative.

(Coast.)

L95-9
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State Department of Agriclture, the State of New Mexico, Santa Clam Pueblo, San Ildefonso
Pueblo, and Jrencz Pueblo. to collaboratively addreaa natural resource damage asseaassmens and
reatoration ("NRDAR") at LANL. The DOE tsar to fisetor in lisa cumulative impact that disposal
of GTCC and G3TCC-likc waste at LANL would have on the NRDAR process.

The NR.DAR process is governed by the Comprehensive Environmental Response,
Compensation, and Liability Act. The purpose of NRDAR is to assess the extent to which
natural resources have been injured by the release of hazardous substances froms LANL and the
extent so which there hsas been loss use of those resources because of the injury. The ultimtsae
goal of NRDAR is to restore the natural resources and the services they provide to thea sses
condhitin they would have been in wvithout the release of L|he contaminant snbstances• or to
provide some sort ol'equivalent replacement. Restoration processes can address conditions thsat
were not fully addressed through the remediation process.

Just as disposal of GTCC end CGTCC-like ,waste as LANL would undermine tihe rsmedistion
process (see section II. above), such dtisposal as LANL would also undeasines the restoration
process now finally enderway. This is a cuastlative Impact thsat underscores why LANL. is en
improper choice for OTCC or OTCC-like waste disposal.

VI, Next steps DOE must tales in addressing these comments, which include
government-to-governnsent consultation witlt Santa Clara Paebhlo

No final environmental impact statement regarding disposal of GTCC sand the DOE's OTCC-likc
waste should he issued without first conasulting with Sassla Clara Pueblo to ensure compliance
with our 2006 Accord. See 2006 Accord at 3 (+'DOE will consult with the Pueblo to assure that
tribal rights, responsibilities, and concerns are addressed prior so she DOE taking action, making
decisions, or implementing programas that tory affect the Pueblo."). Such government-ta-
government eonassttation is also required so ensure DOE tsar lived tsp to its cemmismtst to
"protect and promote" Tribal Trust resources in order try to avoid impress to those resources.
See DOE Indian Policy at 3 (Session I).

Fer all the reasons ",ve have stated above and in she Tribal Narrative we already provided before
the GTCC DfIlS svas issued, we urge that LANL. options be excluded freom thre preferred
alternative for disposal of (STOC waste. H-owever, if LANL is included in the preferred
alteroalive, then govcnmmenst-o-govarnment consultatioo with Santa Clama Pueblo must first
occur to ensure impress are avoided or properly msitigated if impacts ceenot be avoided.
DOE Indian Policy Is clear that, when avoidance ot impacts tlsrough "DOE tesa protection
measures" cannot be fully carried our, the DOe. wilt work with the aftlscet.d Tribe regarding
corrective measures. Id/ Consultation with any affected Tribes Is also part of the DOE's
environmental justice duties. See CEQ Environtmsnnal Justice Gusidanes at 10; seec also
Comprehensive Presidential Documents No. 270, Memmno'andsantfrom else Presldetltf to the Heads
ofDeparlmrnts' ondAgenctes, EPA-I 7S-N.94.001 (Feb. I I, 1994) as

L95-10 DOE will ensure compliance with the 2006 Accord and will continue to consult with the Santa
Clara Pueblo and other affected Pueblo's, as appropriate, related to selection of LANL as a
preferred alternative if that is the case.

L95-11I The EIS analysis is used to assess the viability of an alternative as well as its relative
performance compared to the other alternatives. Exclusion of a reasonable alternative from the
EIS without first evaluating the site is contrary to a thorough NEPA analysis. All alternatives
are retained in the Final EIS because such evaluations are needed to support selection of the
preferred alternative. In addition, as discussed in Section 1.4.2, the conceptual disposal facility
designs analyzed in the EIS could be modified to perform better in specific locations. Thus,
poor performance in the EIS analysis does not necessarily exclude an alternative from
consideration.

Co
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VII. Conclusion

The CIAQ, in its NEPA regulations, advises 5hai:

NEPA'S purpose is not to generate papcrwork-.cven excellent papecrworlt-but to
foaser excellent setion. The NEPA process is intended to help public oflieials
make decisions that are based on undeistanding ofenvioanmenta! consequences,
and Sake actions that protect, restore, and enhance the environment.

40 C.F.R. §15001).(c).

It is; with this spirit that Santa Clana Pueblo offers these comments, because the environreent stiat
we seek to have DOE protect, restore, and enhance, is connected to, and part of, our home and
place of worship, which is integral so she cultural sisrvivat of she Santa Clara people.

Por all the reasons discusse'd Iserein, Santa Clara Pueblo urges yost Its the strongest possible ternie
to ensure LANI. not be included in the DOEl's preferred alternative for a disposal facility or
disposal facilities fire CTCC waste and for thle DOE's OTOC-Iike waste.

Sicerey

Memliers of the Santa Claras Tribal Coancil
0011 Secretary Steven Cho
N'NSA Administrator Thomas P. D'Angoaino
DOE Director ofntcitrgovernmantal and Tribal Affairs David Conrad
Senator Jeff Binogamamn
Sesator Tom Udahl
Representative Ben Ray Lssjan
Representative Martin Heinrileh
Representative Steve Pearce
Governor Sussana Martinez
New Mexico IEnvironmcnt Department Secretary F. David Martin
New Mexico Indiant Affairs Depsrtmenst Secretary Arthur Allison

Joseph M. Chavarria•
Jessica Aberly
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selection of the preferred altemnative. DOE is performing environmental restoration activities at
LANL.
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RESOLUTION I'O. 2011 *•'

APPROVING TUIE SUBMISSION OF COMMENTS FOR SANTA CLARA
PUEBLO TO TIlE DEPARTMENTr OP ENERGY REtGARDING THE DRA?•kr

ENVIRONMENTAL IMIPACT STATEMlENT FOR ThE DISPOSAL OF
GREATER-THtAN-CLASS-C (GTCC) LOW LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTE

AND G'rCC-L1K(E WASTE

WHlEREAS, Santa Clara Pueblo (the "Pueblo") is a sovereign Indian tribe, recognized
as such by the United States Government, with tile Pueblo's Tribal
Council as its governing body, whlose authority is defined by th~e Pueblo's
Constitution andflylaws approved ott December 20, 1935; and,

WHEREAS, the Pueblo has maintained a recognized and fornialized geverosrnent-to-
government relationship with the Departnment of Etnergy (th~e "DOS") as
set forth iirst in 1992 snd titen in 2006 in the Restatement af.4ecord
between uthe Pueblo of Santo Clara. a Federally-Recognized Indian Tr'ibe
and thle United States Departmnent of Energy (October 33, 2006); sod,

WHERE.AS, the DOlt has iassued a draft Envisosntetutal Impact Ststernettt (thte "0515")
regarding tihe DOE's proposed disposal of Greater-Than-Class-C
("GTCC") and GTCC-tike waste; sand

WVItEREAS, c~te DOE does not have a preferred alternative in the GTCC DE15 but
analyzes vatious alternatives for GTCC and GTCC-like waste disposal at
Los Alatost National Laboratory l."LANL"); and,

WIIEREAS, the Tribal Council opposessthe disposal of GTCC sad GTCC-like waste at
LANL because of its concenta about tite impacts to the Santa Clara Pueblo
comrnunity Ihtet would re¢sult from disposal of such waste at LANL sod
because diepissal of such waste at LANL would sasdertmine rentediation
and restoration efforts and would be unsafe due to the recentlty-
acknowledged increased risks of soleismi events at LANE,; atnd,

L95-1',



Santa Clara Pueblo, Commenter ID No. L95 (eont'd)

WIIEREAS, after car fid[ consideration•, the Tribal Conntell is of the view that it is in the
best itcerest ofthbe Pueblo to satbmst the atttttthed e-otmttcntatva redahg thte
GTCC DE!IS;

NOW TRlEREIORE. BE iT RESOLVED that the Tribal Coutteil her'eby approves the
attached conmments regardhtng the GTCC DEiIS.

BEP IT F
t
URTHER RE'SOLVED that the Tr'ibal Council authorizes and directa the

Governor to execute and submit the attsechd commt~ents regarding the
GTCC DEIS on beinaif of thle Pueblo.

CERTIFICATION

I, the undersigned, duly elected Governor ot the Santa Clara Pueblo, do he~reby certify
that the Ttibal Council, at a duly called meeting that was convened with proper notice
and wats held on the .2// day of June, 21)11, at Santa Clara Pueblo, New Mexico, a
quorum being presentt, approved the foregoing Resolution witht _5 in favor, ,and e•
dppo~ee, .• abstaining,.,• being absent.

Governor Walter Dasheno,"', Sr',

ATTEST:



Santa Clara Pueblo. Commenter ID No. T86

Capital Reporting Company

2

4

T86-1 The disposal methods and sites evaluated in the EIS represent the range of reasonable
alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes. This range is consistent
with NEPA implementing regulations in Parts 1500-1508 of Title 40 of the Code of Federal
Regulations (40 CFR Parts 1500-1508). In this GTCC EIS, DOE analyzed a range of disposal
methods (i.e., geologic repository, near-surface trench, intermediate-depth borehole, and
above-grade vault) and federally owned sites (i.e., Hanford Site, INL, LANL, NNSS, SRS, and
the WIPP Vicinity, for which two reference locations - one within and one outside the WIPP
Land Withdrawal Boundary - were considered). DOE has determined that it was reasonable to
analyze these six sites because they currently have operating radioactive waste disposal
facilities, except for the WIPP Vicinity, which is near an operating geologic repository.

DOE also conducted a generic evaluation of commercial disposal facilities on nonfederal lands
in the EIS to order to provide, to the extent possible, information regarding the potential long-
term performance of other (nonfederal) locations for siting a GTCC waste land disposal
facility.

Final siting of a disposal facility for GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes would involve
further NEPA review as needed and be in accordance with applicable laws and regulations and
would involve local stakeholder involvement and consent.
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MR. BRO:*N: Great. Thanks, Scott.

Nathaniel is next and Marian Naranjo will

follow Nathaniel. Thank you.

MR. FOENTES: Good evening, everyone. Mty name

is Nathaniel Fueentea. I am a tribal descendent of

Chapo Slingate, also known as Santa Clara.

I don't hate anything in hand, written before

me. So please excuse me. I want to address this

particular situation about transporting new waste to

Ares G in Los Alamos. or anywhere here in the state.

As I said in the beginning,. I am a tribal

descendent for Chapo Slingate, and my people, the Pueblo

people, have bean here for millenniumsa, and'as this"

waste builds and continue to accumulate and if it is

transported to our state and to Los Alamos, as these

safeguards begin to fail and radioactive material is

then exposed to our environment, it is more then likely

that my people will end up having to deal with this

866.488.DI3PO
www.CapitalReportingCompany.com

T86-1



Santa Clara Pueblo, Comm enter ID No. T86 (cont'd) T62 Sersos oT6lT86-2 See response to T86-1.

Capital Reporting Company

Ssituation in ten to 20 generations et the very least, T86-1

2 i£ not even sooner. (Cn.

3 t remember when I was a child and being able

4 to smell end taste the air of New Mexico for the first

Stime, and I remember -• smem people don't have this far

a beck memory of being like two years old, but I'm able

1 to remember -- and the air and the taste wes something

I that was more uniqoe than anything, and I knew for some

9 reason in mly heart and in my spirit that this was a

10 part of me.

•l And to have nuclear waste come end be added

1S into may beck yard, it kind of -- it kind of disheartens

13 what I've gotten to know, and it only says that we are

14 expendable end that what w• know and what we've done

Is and how we live is also expendable.,

I• I believe that we shouldn't have any more

11 nuclear waste come into nor state, to come to Area 0

15 because in 500 years and in 20 generations my great-

19 great-great grandchildren may be walking a pilgrimage T86-2

20 and going on a ceremony or some typo of spiritual walk

SI only to then be exposed by an abandoned city that had

22 spelled safeguards that were only going to last for 500
866.A88.DEPO

wwwv.Capita]Repor tingCompany~com



Santa Clara Pueblo, Commenter ID No. T86 (cont'd) T86-3 Even though it is beyond the scope of this GTCC EIS, the comment is noted. This GTCC EIS
addresses the potential environmental impacts associated with the proposed development,
operation, and long-term management of a disposal facility or facilities for GTCC low-level
radioactive waste (LLRW) and DOE GTCC-like waste.

T86-4 The site-specific environmental factor, seismic activity, was evaluated in the EIS as
appropriate. Both environmental and cultural resource issues were taken into consideration in
the selection of the preferred alternative.

Capital Reporting Company 31
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years. To have them exposed during some type of

initiation or some type of story telling down the line,

it really disheartens me to think about that.

And I would really urge the people of this

cottysuniry as you become more naturalized, if you're not

already, eand you see down in the future 20 generations

of your children and their children, think about that.

Another thing tO think about is as if these

type of materials are stored in such an area and the

fight for water increases hare in this area and our

rainwaters and ou*r show caps begin to become less and

less and our river becomes more and slore dry and

Cochiti Dam becomes lower and lower end our winds

become stronger end stronger, I think we might have a

problem more sooner then 500 years; maybe in ten years.

Rteally don't knew, end that's exactly what this all is.

tie should really take in account the lessons

that the Japanese have bad to face end deal w*ith net

once but twice, and think about those types of

situations here in our area, tie do live in a rift.

Los Alemes is on fault lines, and Area G is in a sacred

site to my people.
866A488.DEPO

www.CapibslRepor tingCompany.cem
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ISo I donmt undeestend 2ea1ly whbat the ,tssu•

2 is. I don't think it should be an, isaia.

3 Thank you.

((Cont.)

0

0
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MR. BROWN: Okay. Mary will be followed by

Doug Doran.

MS. NEAKKIEE: Good evening. My name is Mary

Neakkee, end I'm with the Santa Clara Pueblo, Arkhopo

Ningate (phonetic), and I'm also half Comanche.

I work for the Museum of Mew Mexico, Of fiod of

Aroheological Studies. I really didn't expect to

speak. ,However, if I sew there not speaking, I

couldn't sleep tonight.
866.488.DEPO

www.CapitalRepor tingCompany.com
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Capital Reporting Company 4

! My feelings are for my grandchildren. I know

2 these sites, end my job is to record them and preserve

2 them and study them and carry on that knowledge to my

4 children, and it would devastate me to know that

S they're just going to punch holes and lay trenches and

6 destroy something that's been there for thousands of

a V've seer, it done. Ire'seen sites. I sea

9 after we finish digging, destroy days, destroy, you

1s know, archeological sites, and to have them pour this

Ii poison into my mother. My children bathe to purify

22 themselves.• I bathe to purify myself before I dance

12 1 przay for this place all the time even though

ii I do archeology for the state. I open the sites. I

I5 prey, for the safety of the archeologists spiritually.

"16 I close the sites. 'I pray for then after the closing

27 of the sites so that none of us go hone and be harmed.

IS . How can I stand here end listen to how much~

.19 harm is going to be done by DOE and be ignorant and

20 close my eyes and sleep and hear ray children, my

22 grandchildren running back and forth?

22 And to think that their children are. going to
866.488.DEPO

www.Capita] Repot tingConopany.com
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Capital Reporting Company s0

t'j
Ce

be affected. The old people already suffer now. i've

seen it, and how can I tell stories about my people

when the alternative for burial is cremation?

I study human remains. I do burials. That's

my position with the Office of Archeolegic~l studies.

and, yea, I get criticized by my people. But I know

that these histories and these words and these views

have to be retained, and these sensitive sites that

these peopie consider as nothing? Well, I don't

consider that.

S And I hope that everybody looks to another

alternative, please. WE still use all the minerals.

I've seen minerals used. I've seen what pains they•

use, what ceremonial purposes. I've seen so many, many

things, and I can live these spiritual happenings.

I dance so that We can have rain. I go and do

water'ceremonies so we can drink and have safe waters.

Ijust hope that we can all think about whet's going to

happen, and there has to be a voice, maybe from

Creator, but right now my concern is with our

generations to come.

And I will continue to dig and record and

866.488.DEPQ
www.CapitaIRepor tingCompany.com

T93-1 The disposal methods and sites evaluated in the EIS represent the range of reasonable
alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes. This range is consistent
with NEPA implementing regulations in Parts 1500-1508 of Title 40 of the Code of Federal
Regulations (40 CFR Parts 1500-i1508). In this GTCC EIS, DOE analyzed a range of disposal
methods (i.e., geologic repository, near-surface trench, intermediate-depth borehole, and
above-grade vault) and federally owned sites (i.e., Hanford Site, INL, LANL, NNSS, SRS, and
the WIPP Vicinity, for which two reference locations - one within and one outside the WIPP
Land Withdrawal Boundary - were considered). DOE has determined that it was reasonable to
analyze these six sites because they currently have operating radioactive waste disposal
facilities, except for the WIPP Vicinity, which is near an operating geologic repository.

DOE also conducted a generic evaluation of commercial disposal facilities on nonfederal lands
in the EIS to order to provide, to the extent possible, information regarding the potential long-
term performance of other (nonfederal) locations for siting a GTCC waste land disposal
facility. It would not be reasonable to analyze in detail an essentially unlimited number of
additional non-DOE or nonfederal sites.

Final siting of a disposal facility for GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes would involve
further NEPA review as needed and be in accordance with applicable laws and regulations and
would involve local stakeholder involvement and consent.

T93-1
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I respec•t and honor my people until I can't anymore. And

2 thank you very ifuch.

3 (Applause.)



SHINE Medical Technologies. Commenter ID No. W532

Fronu gtccelswebmaster@antgov
Sent: Monday, June 27, 2011 i2:i1 PM
To: maieoltekearcbiees• gtccelswebmstaser@aestoow glcceis@anLgov•
Subject: Greater-Than-class-C Low-Level Radliosctive Waste EIS Comment GTCC105S2
Attachments: SHlNEMedicaL Techno~ogiesjOrak•ElComnsents.GTCClGS32,doe

Thank you for your comment, Gregory Plefer.

The comment tracking number that has been assigned to yoer comment Is GTCCIOS32. Please refer to the comment

traclklngrnumberIn all cOrreapondence relatlngto thls cossment.

Comment Dale: June 27, 2011 12:11:09PM CDT

Greater-Than-Cless-C Low-Level Rtadloactive Waste 5I5 Draft Comment: GTCC•IOSSZ

First Name: Gregory
Last tsame: Plefor

* OrganIzation: SHIN E Medical Techhologles
Address: Bl2l Forsythia St.
Address 2: Suite 140
City: Mlddleton -

State: WI
ZIp: 53562 •
Country. WSA
Emtail: erennlamshlnemed~conm
Privacy Preference: Don't withhold name or address tram public r'eco rd
Attachment: C:•fukepath\5KlNE Medical Technologiest Draft EOS Commente~doca

Questions about submitting comments over the Web? Contact os at: ntceesehssergrn.sov or call the Greeter-
Than-Class-C Low-Level iladloactlve Waste SIS Webmaster vt (630) 252-5705.



SHINE Medical Technolocies, Commenter ID No. W532 (cant'd) W532-1 GTCC waste from the production of Me-99 is included in the GTCC LLRW waste inventory
(See Appendix B).

W532-2 Storage of the GTCC LLRW waste prior to the availability of the GTCC disposal facility is not
within the scope of the EIS.

June 20". 2011

Greater-Than-Class C tow-Level Raedioactine Waste EIS
Office of Technical and Regulatory Support (EM-43)
U.S. Department of Energy
1000 Independence Avenue, SW.
Washington, O0 20585-0.19

Dear Madam or ir:.

Thank you for the opportunity to provide comment on the draft EIS. As the CEO of a company that will

produce half of US demand for medical molybrdenum-99 (wMo) by 2013, I am keeniy aware of the

* pressing need for a 61CC waate disposal site. The opening of such a tile will be of tremendous benefit
to SHINE Medical Techrnologles and companies like ourfs that are currently working to address the
recurring medical isotope shortages this country Ihan noun over the past several years. AS you may
knew, 

55
Mo Is the precursor for a range of radlopharrmoceutlcals that are used In over 55.000 medical

procedures each day to diagnose a wide variety of ailiments, including heart disease and cancer. Today.
the US imports all of this essential Isotope from foreign countries, where the vast majority of "•Mo Is

produced In aging nuclear reactors using proliferatlon.sensltive highly enriched uranium.

In contrast, SHINE will produce caM0 domestically, without a reactor, using low-enriched uranium, and

creating over 200 times less nuclear waste than current production methods. The opening of a GICC
waste disposal site wvill ho of significa'nt benefit to our ability to provide thIs essen~tial medical isotope for

our neighbors and our country. I encourage DOE to mono cepeditiously in opening a reliable 6TCC
disposal site consistent with all applicable laws snd regulations.

Addlilonally, on behalf of SHINE. I offer the following suggestions fot Incorporation Into the final EIS:

1.. SHINE would like to see waste associated with isa production of cMo to be indluded In sire

61CC EIS Inventory. At peak production SHINE witl generate less thnn 48 kCl of 6TCC waste
annually. We ame plannieg to store the 67CC LLitW produced by SHINE at the generating
site for g5 weeks prior to shipment to tire disposal facility to slnoy the short-lived
radionuclldus to decay. The total volume of GT1CC LtLtW generated by SHIiiE will be
approxima tely 1870 cubic feet annually. The draft ElS assumes a disposal operatfions start
date in 2019, and maket no mention of interim storage before that date. SHINE will begin
operations in 2015 and wrill have limited capacity to store the 6TCC waste on-sone. SHINE.
recommends that interim storage at the GTCC site be incorporated before the 2019 disposal
operations start date.

WV532-1

W532-2

Sincerely.

Gregory Piefer, PhD
EOtO SHINE Medical Technologies

0

0

0
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Phone: (608) 831-0814
Fax: (608) 831-8110
Emaih: 8res~p0=•shinemed-com
8123 Forsythia St, Suite 140
Middieton. WI 53562



Snake River Alliance. Comimenter ID No. E4

From: Beatrice Oroaiuford <bbra•sford@sr~akefvrOIwt8lnce.orgr'
Sent: Monday. June 27,.2011 30•3 PM

To: gtcceia@anl~gov

Subject: Snake River Aliance draft EIS comments

Attachments gtcc comment~pdf

lieatrke Bratisford

Snake River Alliance
[lox 4"25

Pocatelto. ID 83204
208/233-7212

bhrailsford@, nnnkerfveraIlia~ee.ot•



Snake River Alliance, Comm enter ID No. E4 (cant'd) E4-1 While 1 0 CFR Part 61 identifies one NRC-approved method for GTCC LLRW disposal
(disposal in a geologic repository), this regulation also indicates that other disposal methods
could be approved. The GTCC EIS evaluates three land disposal methods (i.e., enhanced near-
surface trench, intermediate-depth borehole, and above-grade vault). The GTCC EIS
evaluation indicates that land disposal methods employed at sites with suitable characteristics
would be viable and safe altemnatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW.

E4-2

E4-3

June 27, 2011

Arnold ltdclman
Doumnent Manager
Office oPf echnical and Re~utstozy Support (CM-.43)
U.S. Department of Energy
1000 Independence Avenue, SW.
Washington, DC 20585--0119
By email to tei/anpv

Re. Department of Energy dtraft environniental impact estatment on the disliasaI of greater-than-
Class C low-level radioactive waste mid GTCC-life waste (DO IS/lIlS-037S-D)

Dear Mr. lEdelman: -•"

The Snake River AtIs~nan han served as Idaho's grassreois'nuclenr watchldog since -1979. The"
follciwing comments and qeiestions on the above draft ISIS are submitted on behalf of our duco-
paying-members."

By law, the federal government, specifically the Department of Xtncrgy.(DOtt), Is responsible for
the disposal of Occater-than-.Clsss C (GTCC) wvaste. For decades it's been accepted that GTCC
waste is cot sutdtable for nrsr-surface disposal, tn thee, NRC regulations require GTCC w.aste be
disposed of inna deep, geologic repository unless it approves an alternativo method. If the disposal
mthethid is to be changed, that policy decision mnst be made alter thr iiore robust considuiration
than is ineludedl in the deaft IlSI. Fnrtlhemior% the draft BISI seesas to ignore the legal"
requiremsent for a dteep geologic repository fur high-level waste, which is cot thu Waste Isolation
Pilot Plant.

The dreft It looks at how to distpose of 12,000 cubic meters (1,100 already in storage; 11,000
projected) cointuning 160 mailllon curies. Far and away the bulk of the radioactivity conies fi'om
future decommissioning of comuierciri nuclear macetore.

The DOE lies chosen to look at f'our disposal .scenarios: deep geologic disposaml; intermediate
depth borehole (30 to 40 meters bulow ground); "cnhaiieed' ne~ar-surface trenches (5 to! 0 mteters
deep); and above ground vaults. All the sites considered arc already controlled by the 0015. All
but cue is in the Wecst. The draft BIlS does net eves attempt to aesert that these sites are the best
choices for GITCC disposal based on say objective criteria at all. Of all the arid Site-s, thae Idaho
Netionet Laboratory wovtld have the huighses t ong-testi human health impacts becanne of
exposure through radioactively contaminated grotundwater.•

Comment noted. The scope of the EIS does not include the disposal of high-level waste.

The disposal methods and sites evaluated in the EIS represent the range of reasonable
alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes. This range is consistent
with NEPA implementing regulations in Parts 1500-1508 of Title 40 of the Code of Federal
Regulations (40 CFR Parts 1500-1508). In this GTCC EIS, DOE analyzed a range of disposal
methods (i.e., geologic repository, near-surface trench, intermediate-depth borehole, and
above-grade vault) and federally owned sites (i.e., Hantford Site, INt, LANL, NNSS, SRS, and
the WIPP Vicinity, for which two reference locations - one within and one outside the WIPP
Land Withdrawal Boundary - were considered). DOE has determined that it was reasonable to
analyze these six sites because they currently have operating radioactive waste disposal
facilities, except for the WIPP Vicinity, which is near an operating geologic repository.

DOE also conducted a generic evaluation of commercial disposal facilities on nonfederal lands
in the EIS to order to provide, to the extent possible, information regarding the potential long-
term performance of other (nonfederal) locations for siting a GTCC waste land disposal
facility.

Final siting ofta disposal facility for GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes would involve
further NEPA review as needed and be in accordance with applicable laws and regulations and
would involve local stakeholder involvement and consent.

E4-2

•4-


